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Abstract

We show theoretically that the classical 1D nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) and

coupled nonlinear Schrödinger (CNLS) equations govern the envelope(s) of

localised and unidirectional nonlinear travelling edge waves in a 2D mechani-

cal topological insulator (MTI). The MTI consists of a collection of pendula with

weak Duffing nonlinearity connected by linear springs that forms a mechanical

analogue of the quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE). It is found, through asymp-

totic analysis and dimension reduction, that the NLS and CNLS respectively

describe the unimodal and bimodal properties of the nonlinear system.

The governing bimodal CNLS is found to be non-integrable by nature and

as such we discover new solutions by exploring the spatial dynamics of the

reduced travelling wave ODE with general parameters. Such solutions include

travelling fronts and, by numerically continuing these fronts, one can find vector

soliton (VS) in non-integrable CNLS equations. The equilibria can also undergo

both pitchfork and Turing bifurcation in the reversible spatial dynamical system

and we discuss relevant conditions for the existence and consequences of such

critical values.

We briefly discuss the necessity of the developed front condition in form-

ing such structures and present an analytical framework for front-grey soliton

collisions by utilising conserved quantities of the non-integrable CNLS. The ex-

istence/stability of front and VS solutions can be inferred by spatial hyperbol-

icity and linear stability of the background fields, with the criteria presented

here. VS solutions are considered in the form of bright-bright, bright-dark, and

dark-dark solitons and their collision dynamics are explored qualitatively in the

non-integrable regime. The Turing analysis presents the existence of periodic

and localised patterned states in the CNLS, and we compare these solutions

to those found in the analysis of the Swift-Hohenberg equation.

Theoretical predictions from the 1D (C)NLS are confirmed by numerical sim-

ulations of the original 2D MTI for various types of travelling waves and rogue

waves. As a result of topological protection the edge solitons persist over long

time intervals and through irregular boundaries. Due to the robustness of topo-

logically protected edge solitons (TPES) it is suggested that their existence

may have significant implications on the design of acoustic devices. Space-

time simulations show a clear possibility of utilising MTIs in acoustical cloaking

with TPES a vital player in such processes.
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Chapter 1

Background material: a review of

current literature

The ability to robustly control light and sound is of fundamental interest and

has broad applications in various subdisciplines of physics, including but not

limited to photonics and acoustics (phononics) [100, 127, 72]. Traditional ma-

terials found in nature are limited in their functionalities to manipulate wave

propagation, which has led to the emergence over the past few decades of

metamaterial designs that borrow certain ideas from condensed matter physics

[47, 113, 201, 140]. As a preface to the work contained in this thesis, the fol-

lowing introductory chapter presents a review of the current literature on the

subject of robust, nonlinear wave propagation, as well as wave propagation

in theoretically and experimentally developed metamaterials. In particular, ap-

propriate to the work presented here, we will explore and analyse the current

literature on coherent, travelling structures of nonlinear wave equations, with a

particular interest in the scalar and vector nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equa-

tions. A brief insight into the type of structures one expects in certain regimes

of the NLS equations is given, as well as the stability and collision properties of

the structures. In this chapter we will also introduce the concept of a topological

insulator (TI) and describe the physical behaviours that differentiate them from

standard insulating materials. We discuss and review recent advancements of

metamaterials utilising these physical behaviours, with a specific focus on those

systems formed using mechanical components. Appropriate to our work, we

discuss the linear and nonlinear (if any) analysis of these experimentally re-

alised or theoretically proposed systems.

Nonlinear wave equations have gathered much attention over the past cen-

tury, particularly due to the great difficulty in forming a general analysis for such

equations. The theory of nonlinear waves in continuous systems has already

formed a cornerstone of nonlinear science [5], whilst the theory of nonlinear
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waves in discrete systems has flourished more recently, especially in the con-

text of nonlinear optics and Bose-Einstein condensates [107]. In mechanical

lattices, the study of nonlinear waves dates back to the classical 1D Fermi-

Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou (FPUT) lattice [68], whose 1D and 2D extensions are still

of great interest in recent literature [109, 36, 46]. In particular, the FPUT system

may be reduced in the continuum limit to the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation

[5], which is a nonlinear wave equation usually portrayed with a highest-spatial

derivative order of 3 and a simple nonlinear term that is a product of the field

variable and its spatial derivative.

Arguably, the two nonlinear wave equations which boast the greatest inter-

est from academics are the KdV equation [123] and the NLS equation [4], as

well as their variants/extensions. The key reasoning behind this is the ’univer-

sality’ of the two equations. The two equations arise naturally in many systems,

across multiple disciplines, when one has a nonlinear, dispersive system that is

maximally balanced. When the system is weakly dispersive and weakly nonlin-

ear, with quadratic nonlinearity, then the underlying envelope dynamics of the

system are described by the KdV equation [5]. Similarly, if the system is weakly

nonlinear, with a cubic/Kerr nonlinearity, but now a finite dispersion at the scale

of the carrier wave, then the envelope dynamics are governed by the NLS equa-

tion [176]. For this reason, KdV-type equations appear to govern the propaga-

tion of (quasi)-monochromatic wave-packets in many areas such as plasmas

[206, 163] and shallow water waves [123], with NLS-type equations appearing

in areas such as nonlinear optics [50] and magnetic-spin waves [215]. The

problems presented in our work are shown to exhibit a cubic nonlinearity, so

we now streamline our focus to the literature studying the NLS equation.

1.1 Nonlinear Schrödinger equations

As mentioned previously, the NLS is a maximally balanced equation univer-

sally obtained by considering slowly-varying envelopes of a weakly-nonlinear,

dispersive system; any dissipation must be negligible. In general, the scalar

NLS equation may be written as,

iut + d1uxx + g1u|u|2 = 0 (1.1)

where u = u(x, t) is a complex envelope dependent on both space and time

variables. The parameters d1 and g1 are the dispersion and nonlinear coeffi-

cients respectively. Variations of this equation in 1D include the derivative NLS

[150] and the cubic-quintic NLS [143], as well as discretisations [3, 57]. Note
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that Eq. (1.1) may be rescaled, so that the coefficients are removed from the

equation, by the following transformation of variables,

t =
−t̃
d1
, u =

√
2
∣∣∣d1
g1

∣∣∣ũ. (1.2)

By substituting the transformation (1.2) into Eq. (1.1), and dropping the ∼ no-

tation, one recovers the NLS in its ’standard’ form,

iut − uxx − 2su|u|2 = 0, (1.3)

where the sign of s = sgn(d1g1) provides very different dynamics, permitting

contrasting solutions. In short, the case of s = 1 corresponds to anomalous-

dispersion or self-focusing (shortened to focusing), where as s = −1 corre-

sponds to normal-dispersion (denoted as defocusing). For this reason, the

two regimes are usually presented as two different systems, namely the focus-

ing/defocusing NLS system. To distinguish the key differences between the two

regimes we present a brief description of the two.

The focusing system is the regime in which the NLS equation was first for-

mally derived [111, 50] and is embedded in the history of nonlinear optics. A

stationary, single frequency light beam propagating in a medium with a nonlin-

ear refractive index is described by the NLS, where u represents the electric

field in this context [166]. In this setting, the type of dispersion relies on how

the refraction index changes as a function of the wavelength of the light beam.

One has normal (anomalous) dispersion if the refraction index decreases (in-

creases) when the wavelength of the light is increased [32]. It has already

been mentioned that the NLS also governs the complex amplitude of a quasi-

monochromatic pulse in dispersive, weakly-nonlinear media, such as optical

fibres. In this context, the dispersion that we talk about is the group velocity dis-

persion (GVD) imposed by a frequency dependence of the refractive index [4].

The consequence of GVD is that the different frequency components making

up the pulse will travel with different group velocities, effectively broadening the

pulse shape. The GVD may be formulated by considering the wavenumber as

a function of the frequency and producing the second derivative of this function.

Fundamentally, if the GVD is positive (negative) then the longer wavelengths

travel faster (slower) than shorter wavelengths. In relation to the NLS equation,

the positive GVD corresponds to the defocusing regime and the negative GVD

the focusing regime [4]. In the defocusing case the front of the envelope travels

faster than the back, whilst in the focusing case the pulse becomes shortened/-

compressed over time.
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One important aspect of pulses travelling through optical-Kerr media is the

induction of self-phase modulation (SPM) [14]. Through this self-modulation,

the front of the envelope is shifted to larger wavelengths, whilst the back is

shifted to shorter wavelengths. As one can see, this SPM caused by the nonlin-

earity can effectively balance theGVD of the dispersive term in the self-focusing

regime (s = 1), whereas the defocusing regime (s = −1) will exhibit the normal

dispersion. Simultaneously, the modulational instability tells a similar story as

this phenomenon is only present in the case of anomalous dispersion. Modula-

tional instability (pseudonym Benjamin-Feir instability [24]) is a phenomenon in

dispersive systems where deviations from a periodic waveform (Stoke’s wave)

are reinforced by the nonlinearity, causing the breakup of the wave into trains

of pulses. This instability can be analysed by considering the gain spectrum

of the NLS [14] via linear stability analysis, where it is found that the instability

may only be present in the focusing regime. Formally, there is the possibility

of exponential growth of a perturbed solution only in the focusing regime, and

is only possible for an interval of perturbation wavenumbers within this regime;

the growth rate is given by the gain function of the analysis. In the context of

Bose gases, where the NLS describes oscillations of the gas at zero temper-

ature [154], the focusing regime corresponds to an attraction of particles and

the defocusing regime a repulsion of particles [209].

Beyond the scalar NLS, the underlying envelope dynamics of dispersive,

weakly nonlinear media with two nonlinearly-interacting components are often

governed by coupled/vector NLS-type equations. Coupled NLS (CNLS) equa-

tions arise naturally when multiple wavefunctions interact nonlinearly, with sim-

ilar group velocity, and plays a key role in the optics setting by describing non-

linear phenomena in birefringent optical fibers [138] and photorefractive mate-

rials [213]. A general N -component CNLS equation can also be constructed

for Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) with N components [112] and is often

referred to in BEC literature as the Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equations [152, 21].

The cubic CNLS system may be written with general coefficients as,

iut + d1uxx + u(g1|u|2 + g2|v|2) = 0, (1.4)

ivt + d2vxx + v(g3|v|2 + g4|u|2) = 0, (1.5)

where we now have the two component fields u = u(x, t) and v = v(x, t). In

general, the type of dispersion imposed by the coefficients of the CNLS is diffi-

cult to categorise without imposing specific choices. We note the inclusion now

of cross-modulation terms (XPM). In the setting of nonlinear optics, this XPM

corresponds to a nonlinear effect where one wavelength of light causes an ef-
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fect on the phase of another wavelength of light. In a broader sense, there

is an effect from one wavefunction onto another wavefunction, which subse-

quently feeds an effect back onto the original wavefunction described by the

system (1.4-1.5). As one would expect, the equations decouple into two NLS

equations without the presence of XPM or reduce to one NLS equation when

one wavefunction is trivial, i.e. reduces to Eq. (1.1) when v = 0. Small dif-

ferences in the nonlinear coefficients g1−4 can then cause large differences in

the spatio-temporal behaviour of the fields u, v; small differences may cause

stronger/weaker nonlinearites in which plane waves may gain or lose energy

to the other component. Generally, the system (1.4–1.5) has been shown to be

integrable in three different, key regimes. Rescaling such that d1 = d2 = 1, the

three regimes are given as (i) focusing (g1−4 = 2), (ii) defocusing (g1−4 = −2),

and (iii) mixed dispersion (g1,4 = ∓2, g2,3 = ±2). The focusing system is of-

ten referred to as the Manakov system [136] and, for denotation purposes, we

will refer to the remaining two regimes as the defocusing and mixed Manakov

systems. The Manakov systems have provided a stage for ongoing analysis of

modulational instability [162, 60] and in the modelling of physical phenomena

[158, 159]. The linear stability of background fields in the Manakov systems

are well studied in [60], where spectral analysis of the CNLS is considered.

We note that the CNLS may be extended to N components [112], however,

the dynamics of the equation become more complicated and inherently more

difficult to study analytically due to an increase in the parameter space. For

the purpose of our work we briefly note the N -component CNLS, but focus on

solutions of the scalar and 2-component vector equations.

1.1.1 Scalar solitons

One may expect significant difference of propagation dynamics for the focus-

ing and defocusing NLS equations. The balance of the dispersive and non-

linear terms in the focusing regime, leading to modulational instability, permits

the propagation of robust travelling pulses called solitons. Solitons are self-

reinforced, localised wave packets which maintain a constant shape and group

velocity in finite time and soliton solutions are supported in the NLS due to its

well-known integrability property. When solitons interact with each other in the

medium they behave elastically, i.e. they propagate through each other leav-

ing no sign of an interaction other than through a phase and positional shift.

Many physical disciplines typically refer to solitary waves as solitons, despite

the fact that solitary waves may exhibit inelastic collision dynamics. We will

adopt this more-general definition, grouping together stably-propagating soli-
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tary waves and solitons, and denoting both as solitons. This grouping only

becomes apparent in the multi-component case where inelastic collisions are

a common possibility. For this reason, we describe a soliton here as a localised,

self-reinforced wave packet that exhibits little to no dispersion over a long time-

frame, but may exhibit significant loss of energy during collisions.

The key property of the NLS equation, as it is written in Eq. (1.3), is the

integrable nature of the equation. More specifically, the equation is directly

solvable and exact solutions may be derived through special techniques. One

such technique is the Inverse-Scattering Transform (IST) which, in its purest

form, is a nonlinear Fourier transform of the PDE. The IST was first formulated

for the focusing NLS by Zakharov and Shabat [166], with an extension to the

defocusing NLS by the same authors [209]. We also note a thorough compar-

ison of how the initial value problem is solved in the linear case (s = 0) and

nonlinear case (s = ±1) in [59]. Generally, the steps in which one applies the

corresponding method may be written as the functional chains,

Linear problem: u(x, 0)
FT−→ û(k, 0) −→ û(k, t)

IFT−→ u(x, t) (1.6)

Nonlinear problem: u(x, 0)
ST−→ ST (0) −→ ST (t)

IST−−→ u(x, t) (1.7)

where FT and IFT denote the (Inverse) Fourier transform, and ST and IST de-

note the (Inverse) scattering transform [59]. The field variable û represents the

solution in Fourier space with k the wavenumber. In general, the linear prob-

lem is solved by moving into Fourier space, evolving the problem in this space

in time through initial data, and then transforming back into physical space.

This does, however, require the Fourier mapping to be invertible. Both the lin-

ear and nonlinear analysis depend on the particular boundary conditions that

one considers; here we consider those solutions u(x, t) which decay to 0 as

|x| −→ ∞.

The transformation from physical space, into spectral data, used by Za-

kharov and Shabat [166, 208] is formed by first writing the NLS equation as a

Lax pair [59]. The NLS may be represented by two homogeneous, linear ODEs

of the form,

Φx = XΦ, Φt = TΦ, (1.8)

where X,T are the 2 × 2 Lax operators and Φ is a non-trivial solution. Crucial

for integrability, the solution and the operators must also depend on a complex

spectral variable λ ∈ C. The system (1.8) representation for the NLS equa-

tion is known as the Zakharov-Shabat system [166]. To ensure a non-trivial

solution, the operators must also satisfy, for all λ, the compatibility condition
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Xt − Tx +XT − TX = 0, where 0 = zero matrix [59]. The specific structure of

the operators depends on the PDE one is considering; the NLS operators take

the form of,

X = iλσ3 +Q(x, t), T = 2iλ2σ3 + 2λQ+ iσ3(Q
2 −Qx), (1.9)

where

σ3 =

[
1 0

0 −1

]
, Q(x, t) =

[
0 u(x, t)

−su∗(x, t) 0

]
,

and u∗ is the complex conjugation of u. By substituting the operators into the

compatibility condition, one recovers the original NLS system (1.3) and the NLS

system governing the conjugate profile u∗. One then computes the transform

into the scattering data by considering the first equation of (1.8) as an eigen-

value problem for the spectral parameter λ. Through some light matrix algebra,

we then have the following problem,

LΦ = λΦ, L = i(σ3Q− σ3∂x). (1.10)

As discussed in [59], there are fundamental differences, in regards to the spec-

tral parameter, between the linear problem and the nonlinear problem here.

The Fourier transform provides real values of the spectral variable, which cor-

responds to the continuous (essential) spectrum of the operator L. In the non-

linear problem, the spectral variable is defined on the continuous spectrum but

also on the discrete spectrum, which is a discrete collection of complex values.

The explicit solutions that correspond to these discrete values are precisely

multi-soliton solutions, which are permitted through this modulational instability

[59].

The inverse mapping of the nonlinear problem back to physical space is the

most difficult step to compute, but we note that this is well-defined for integrable,

nonlinear wave equations like the NLS [6]. For the purpose of our work we are

more interested in the solutions obtained as a result of the IST, rather than the

methodology itself, so we will use these results as they appear in the most

general form. When the NLS is defocusing (s = −1), we can see from the

definition of the operator L that this is Hermitian. Due to this, we expect real

eigenvalues only and there is no soliton solutions since there is no discrete

spectrum. This is not surprising due to the previous description of the normal

dispersion and modulational instability. In contrast, the focusing NLS (s = 1)

produces a non-Hermitian operator L which permits the discrete spectrum and

soliton solutions. As previously discussed, the focusing solitons were first found

using the IST in [166], but we use a similar formation of the solution presented
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Example soliton solutions of the NLS equation (1.3). (a) Focusing-Bright soliton

(ξ = 0, η = 1). (b) Defocusing-Black soliton η = 1.

in [4, 5], i.e.

u(x, t) = η sech [η (x+ 2ξt− x0)]e
iθ(x,t), (1.11)

where θ(x, t) = ξx+(ξ2−η2)t+θ0, θ0 is an arbitrary phase, and x0 is an arbitrary
envelope position. The quantities ζ, η are related to the eigenvalue of the IST

analysis by λ = ξ/2+iη/2. The solution decays to zero as |x| −→ ∞, which was

imposed as the original boundary condition for the IST analysis. This soliton

solution is known explicitly as the bright soliton and appears as a robust, self-

enforced lump of energy propagating on a zero-background field. The bright

solitons form a two-parameter family of solutions with ξ controlling the plane-

wave wavenumber and the group velocity, and η controlling the amplitude and

width of the soliton. An example solution is shown in Fig. 1.1(a) with ξ = 0 and

η = 1.

If one instead assumes a boundary condition for the IST in which there is

no longer a decay to a zero-background field, then the results are entirely dif-

ferent. For instance, if we impose a plane-wave at the boundary, i.e. |u| −→ A

as |x| −→ ∞ with A some real amplitude, then we have solutions for both the

focusing and defocusing regimes. In the focusing regime these solutions are

categorised as rogue wave solutions, which appear as a seemingly sporadic

rise/depression of energy [151] from the background field. These solutions

may also ’breathe’ periodically in time [65] or space [15]. We will discuss rogue

waves in greater detail in Sec. 3.2.4. In the defocusing regime, one may obtain

a depression of energy known as a dark soliton. The key property of the con-

tinuous wave boundary conditions, compared to the zero boundary conditions,

is that the continuous spectrum associated to the Lax pair (1.8), with the defo-

cusing NLS Lax operators (1.9) substituted in, is defined as the real axis of the

spectral variable λ ∈ R but off the forbidden, finite gap−A < λ < A [59]. Within

this gap real, discrete eigenvalues may exist and these real eigenvalues corre-
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spond to a stable connection forming between two linearly stable plane-waves.

The IST with data decaying to constant amplitude at the boundaries was first

solved by Zakharov and Shabat [209], but we use the solution presented by

Ablowitz [4, 5], i.e.

u(x, t) = η [cosφ+ i sinφ tanh [η sinφ (x− 2η cosφ− x0)]]e
2iη2t+iθ0 , (1.12)

parameterised by φ and the discrete eigenvalue quantity η. This solution is

known as the grey soliton, and represents a π−shift of phase between the

boundaries. Note that the boundary conditions, at an arbitrary point in time,

are given by

u(x, t) = u(t)± = η e2iη2t+iθ0±φ,

as |x| −→ ∞. The solution travels with group velocity 2η cosφ and represents a

depression in the background field, η, of intensity η2 sin2 φ. Note that the choice

of φ = 0 recovers the basic plane-wave solution with constant amplitude. With

the particular choice of φ = π/2 and θ0 = −π/2, the solution also represents a

much simpler soliton form,

u(x, t) = η tanh [η(x− x0)]e
2iη2t, (1.13)

which is known as the black soliton [4]. Note that the black soliton represents

a dip in the energy which drops to 0, hence the black naming convention, and

initially satisfies the boundary conditions u −→ ±η as |x| −→ ∞. An example

black soliton is shown to propagate in the NLS equation in Fig. 1.1(b) with

η = 1. It is easy to check that these are exact solutions of the NLS by simple

substitution of (1.11–1.13) into Eq. (1.3).

As mentioned previously, these solitons exhibit elastic collisions and con-

serve the soliton energy and velocity. This is very important when colliding

solitons multiple times as the interaction of two solitons will have no impact on

interactions further down the line, causing a cascade of collisions in which in-

formation is not lost to any radiation propagating away from the collision site.

This is very useful when predicting the outcome of scalar interactions, but col-

lisions where there is a distinct change to the soliton structure are often sought

after for applications such as collision-based computing [159]. Theoretically,

envelope solitons, which exhibit particle-like behaviour upon collision, may be

utilised to perform logical operations, with some colliding solitons being viewed

as data and others as operator solitons. Computations can then be envisioned

as collisions inside a completely uniform medium and can offer advantages of

high speed, high parallelism, and low power dissipation [98]. A particular exam-
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ple of a plausible logical operation is that of a move operator, where a carrier

soliton/particle is used to transfer/move information from one data soliton to an-

other data soliton. One key issue with using the scalar solitons of the integrable

scalar NLS equation (1.3) as a basis for collision-based computing is that use-

ful computation is ruled out since the communication of information between

the scalar solitons is not plausible. For this reason, vector solitons are used as

the prototypical structures that theoretically enable the transfer of information

in soliton collisions for collision-based computing [98]. This leads to the natural

questioning of what vector soliton solutions one may expect from Eq. (1.4-1.5).

1.1.2 Vector solitons

We may first, briefly, focus our attention on the three regimes of the Manakov

system which are shown to be integrable by the standard techniques [136,

155, 71, 210]. We note that we will not present the explicit formulations of the

vector soliton solutions of the integrable systems here, but rather explore the

literature which contains the different regimes, and consider how the behaviour

changes as one moves into the nonintegrable CNLS. The Manakov system

may be written as a corresponding Lax pair, just as we did for the NLS equation,

by considering the operators (1.9) with different definitions of the matrices σ3

(which we now denote Σ as to differentiate from the Pauli matrix) andQ. These

matrices are now given as,

Σ =

1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 −1

 , Q(x, t) =

 0 −s1u∗(x, t) −s2v∗(x, t)
u(x, t) 0 0

v(x, t) 0 0

 , (1.14)

where we note that s1 = ±1 and s2 = ±1 [59, 155], corresponding to g1,3 = ±2

and g2,4 = ±2 respectively. As before, the compatibility condition Xt − Tx +

XT − TX = 0 will reproduce the Manakov system for u, v and the Manakov

system for the conjugate variables u∗, v∗, obtained by complex conjugation of

Eq. (1.4–1.5). The scattering transform is then similar to the NLS for initial

data with boundary conditions that decay to zero as |x| −→ ∞. We see, from

the definition of Eq. (1.10), with the new matrices Σ and Q, that the operator

L is Hermitian in the defocusing Manakov system (s1,2 = −1). This signifies

that we do not expect bright-bright solitons in the defocusing regime but in the

focusing regime we do [110]. In a similar manner to the scalar NLS, if one

instead imposes boundary conditions that decay to a plane-wave as |x| −→ ∞,

then we may have the formation of dark-dark soliton solutions in the defocusing

system [155] but not in the focusing system. The solutions of the mixed system
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Table 1.1: Permitted soliton solutions in the integrable, Manakov systems. Bright (Dark) com-

ponents are denoted B (D).

Regime Soliton type References

Focusing BB [110, 159]

Defocusing BD [155]

DD [155]

Mixed BB [106]

BD [188]

DD [135]

become more apparent when one first considers the linear stability/instability

of the background field.

We note that stability is a key issue in the coupled system since modula-

tional instability in one equation does not necessarily signify linear instability

of the whole system. In fact, the nonlinear coupling of the system provides

non-focusing instabilities, generated by the individual eigenmodes, permitted

through the exchange of energy between linear perturbations of two comov-

ing plane-waves [70]. For instance, when one considers the focusing Man-

akov system, self-phase instability is permitted with the disturbance primarily

affecting one plane-wave component more than the other, and cross-phase

instability is also permitted with an equal excitation of each plane-wave com-

ponent and energy shared amongst them. In the coupled defocusing regime,

only cross-phase instability is allowed [70] and this cross-phase instability is the

key reasoning behind the generation of rogue wave solutions in the defocusing

Manakov [22] and mixed Manakov [71] systems. It is clear to see that rogue

wave dynamics are inherently richer in the CNLS equation, compared to the

scalar NLS.

For an in-depth review of solutions to the different Manakov systems we

refer to [189]. Due to the existence of nonfocusing instabilities, the mixed Man-

akov system permits both bright-bright [106] AND dark-dark [135] solitons. In

the defocusing and mixed regimes a special set of vector solitons are also per-

mitted, which are bright-dark soliton solutions [155, 188]. Whereas the bright

component would usually not be permitted in the defocusing system, the dark

soliton of the secondary component enables a potential well in which the bright

soliton is allowed to propagate [112]. See Table. 1.1 for a summary of the

permitted Manakov solitons. Note that we have assumed the mixed regime

consists of a focusing-defocusing component setup. From here on, for deno-

tation purposes, we will refer to bright (dark) soliton components as B (D).

When one has a non-integrable form of the CNLS, namely outside of the

Manakov regimes, then the vector soliton solutions are no longer exact, stable
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solutions. For non-integrable systems, one often searches for a particular solu-

tion and checks the stability through a numerical computation of the spectrum

[165] as an afterthought. Providing that the vector soliton appears as a homo-

clinic/heteroclinic connection from a linearly-stable background field, then the

opportunity for stability presents itself. There are a couple of key differences

between soliton solutions of the integrable and non-integrable systems; inelas-

tic collisions are much more frequent [187], there is inherent radiation upon

collision [170, 52], and propagation dynamics become much less predictable

[13, 202]. We also note that the difference between solitons, by the standard

definition, and solitary waves is apparent here as these non-integrable solu-

tions are technically solitary waves due to their shape-changing dynamics. For

a review of soliton solutions in the defocusing integrable and non-integrable

CNLS system, we refer to [112].

Collisions of solitons may exhibit behaviour unique to multiple-component

integrable systems where one may have either elastic or inelastic interactions.

Dynamically, there is a significant difference between elastic and inelastic col-

lisions. Solitons involved in elastic collisions preserve the number of solitons

and the energy of each soliton is conserved, i.e. energy redistribution between

the components of a soliton but no energy transfer between the two colliding

solitons. This elastic collision is precisely what occurs in the focusing Manakov

system and is predictable via the state-transformation functions [97]. In particu-

lar, BB collisions which exhibit an energy transfer between the two components

have grabbed significant attention, especially as a possible basis for collision-

based computing [159, 97, 174] as well as soliton switching in optical fibres

[158, 128]. We note that in the non-integrable regime, collisions can’t be cas-

caded efficiently and useful collision-based computation must entail restoration

of full-energy solitons [98]. In the mixed regime, one may find BB inelastic col-

lisions which allow an energy transfer but also exhibit soliton suppression/am-

plification [189]. This may prove to be a vital observation since one can view

one of the solitons as a tool in which to add (remove) energy to (from) the other

soliton. It is also noted that the inelastic collisions of BB solutions have been

extended to systems with N > 2 components [105, 99]. In direct contrast, DD

solutions can not exhibit this energy transfer in the Manakov systems and are

described by perfectly elastic collisions [145]. Finally, BD solutions also exhibit

no energy transfer/inelastic collisions in the mixed and defocusing regimes,

however, we note that CNLS systems with N > 2 components may exhibit

energy transfer between the BD solitons providing that there are at least two

bright components [189].

Moving away from the integrable regime, we expect collisions to be vastly
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different and much more difficult to describe. Indeed, as one increases/de-

creases certain dispersion and nonlinear parameters the dynamics are much

less predictable for arbitrary pulse/depression profiles. Take, for instance, the

representation of the CNLS in the context of birefringent optical fibres. The

system parameters in this case diverge from the integrable, focusing regime

by a multiplicative factor of the XPM coefficients (d1,2 = 1, g1,3 = 2, g2,4 = 4/3)

[138]. Subsequent analysis on the collisions of BB solutions has shown that

the collisions behave inelastically [187] and produce radiation from the colli-

sion point [170]. This is anticipated outside of the integrable regime, since one

does not expect perfect collisions when there are no longer an infinite number

of conservation laws to be obtained from a Lax pair. There is also unlikely to be

an analytical description of the state-transformation function defining the colli-

sion, which means that outgoing soliton dynamics are less predictable. There

has also been progress on soliton propagation [13] and inelastic collisions [52]

in CNLS systems with further relaxation on the XPM terms. In Chapter 6 we

will consider a qualitative, numerical analysis on near-elastic and inelastic col-

lisions of BB and BD solitons in non-integrable regimes, where we propose

varied choices of dispersion and nonlinear parameters.

We have presented a run-down of the nonlinear wave literature appropriate

to the work carried out in this thesis. In particular, solutions of the scalar NLS

are given by Eqs. (1.11–1.13) and are applicable, in these forms, to weakly-

nonlinear, dispersive media with the NLS as an underlying equation governing

the envelope dynamics. Vector soliton solutions in the integrable CNLS (Man-

akov systems) are categorised by the dispersion type, and bright/dark com-

binations in the current literature are reviewed. We briefly noted how these

solutions are affected as one shifts away from the integrable regime, and gave

an overview on the extra properties that one expects to see as a direct conse-

quence of non-integrability.

1.2 Topological insulators

The theory of TIs was originally developed in condensed matter physics, with

extensive literature on both one-dimensional and multi-dimensional systems

[139, 88, 27, 17, 156]. The concept of a TI, in its simplest form, is that it is a

unique material in which there is a clear dichotomy between the edge (surface

in 3D) and the bulk components of the material. In short, electron conduction

is only possible on the edges of the material and the bulk acts as an insula-

tor. These conductive edge modes are a necessary consequence when an
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insulator with a topologically non-trivial Hilbert space physically terminates and

faces an insulator with a topologically trivial Hilbert space such as the vacuum

state [17]. This mechanism will be explained in more detail in this section by

considering the quantum mechanical description of the electronic properties of

a material. One may then formulate key differences of TIs from more com-

mon states of matter such as a regular insulating/vacuum state or a conducting

state. We note that we will focus our attention to 2D topological insulators,

though there is also a significant amount of work produced on 3D [156] and in

theoretically-imposed, higher-dimensional systems [88, 27].

Firstly, we introduce the single-particle Hamiltonian in 2D, Ĥ(r,p), where

r and p are position and momentum operators respectively. Through transla-

tional symmetry (spatial periodicity), one can exploit Bloch’s theorem [117] on

a single unit-cell of the material and classify the electronic properties using the

following decomposition into Bloch states,

ψn,k(r) = eik·run,k(r), (1.15)

where n is the band index, and k is defined over the first Brillouin zone. The

eigenstates un,k are inherently periodic in r and are explicitly eigenstates of the

particle Hamiltonian

Ĥk ≡ e−ik·rĤ(r̂, p̂)eik·r, (1.16)

with the eigenvalues En(k). The eigenvalues form energy bands (dispersion

relation) and the physics of a band are governed by, not only the eigenvalues,

but also how the geometric properties of un,k vary with respect to k. For in-

stance, a standard insulator will have a band gap of forbidden energy levels

separating the occupied valence band from the empty conduction band; this is

synonymous with the vacuum state where there is a conduction (valence) band

described by electrons (positrons) [88]. The number of electrons is just the right

amount to occupy the valence band and an occupied energy level will block the

passage of other electrons via that energy level, forming low electron conduc-

tance in insulators. Notably, external energy must be provided to insulators

to allow conduction and promote electrons across the band gap by increasing

the temperature of the material. By direct comparison, in metals/semi-metals

there is no band gap near the Fermi level and many electrons are free to move

around unoccupied energy levels forming high conductivity in the material.

The key concept in the formation of topological insulators is that more unique

states of matter may exist beyond the standard insulating state. An example of

this is the (integer) quantum Hall state which was first observed in a 2D elec-

tron gas subject to a strong perpendicular magnetic field and low temperatures
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[121]. The applied magnetic field leads to Landau quantisation of the cyclotron

orbits and discrete Landau levels of energy. One can think of these Landau

levels as a band structure like the insulating state, with N Landau levels filled,

and an energy band gap between the filled valence levels and the empty con-

ductance levels. In contrast to the ordinary insulator, the electric field causes

cyclotron orbits to drift, forming a Hall current with discretised Hall conductivity

σxy =
Ne2

h
(1.17)

where e and h are the elementary charge and Planck’s constant respectively

[121, 88].

To understand precisely why the quantum Hall insulator is inherently differ-

ent from the regular insulator, we borrow fundamental ideas from topology, i.e.

we consider geometric properties of the band structure to determine what topo-

logical objects are invariant under smooth transformations of the Hamlitonian

matrix Ĥk. The geometric properties of the Bloch states of each band n are

encoded in the Berry curvature (flux),

Ωn(k) = i(〈∂kxun,k|∂kyun,k〉 − 〈∂kyun,k|∂kxun,k〉), (1.18)

which is a gauge-invariant local manifestation of the geometric properties in

the k parameter space [17]. A topological invariant of the band is found by

considering the total Berry curvature over the Brillouin zone (BZ), which is the

closed-path integral

Cn =
1

2π

∫
BZ

Ωn(kx, ky)d
2k. (1.19)

It was shown in [181], with intermediary steps in [17], that the integral (Berry

phase) can only take values that are integer multiples of 2π. The total Chern

number, pseudonym Thouless-Kohmoto-Nightingale-den Nijs (TKNN) number,

is then the summation of these values over all occupied bands C =
∑N

n=1Cn

which is an integer quantity that will not vary as the Hamiltonian varies smoothly.

Therefore, this value is a topological identifier that distinguishes between the

insulator types. It is subsequently shown that the number of occupied bands

and the total Chern number are equivalent C = N , which explains the quanti-

sation of the Hall conductivity σxy as integer multiples of e2/h [88]. Fermionic

systems in which fermions completely fill Bloch bands with non-zero Cn are

classified as Chern insulators.

There is a very apt comparison of this topological invariant to the topology

of 3D shapes [88, 139]. One can think of the ordinary insulator as a shape with

genus g = 0, and a quantum Hall insulator g = 1, where there is no way to
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deform one insulator into the other through simple stretching and moulding of

the shape (deforming the Hamiltonian). The fundamental idea behind a topo-

logical insulator is that, when the quantum Hall insulator and a regular insulator

(such as the vacuum) are joined, there must be some process to account for

the sudden difference in topological invariants of the two materials. Since the

topological invariants are fixed per insulating material, the only way that this

difference may be accounted for is if the energy gap vanishes at the interface.

This signifies conducting states, connecting the bulk bands, that are shown to

conduct only on the edge (surface) of the insulator [87], which is analogous to

the process of cutting the genus 1 shape to transition into the genus 0 shape

[139]. This is known as bulk-edge correspondence and is precisely the topo-

logical, physical phenomena that gives topological insulators their name. The

critical properties of these conducting edge states are that they propagate uni-

directionally (chiral) and they are immune to any disorder at corners/defects

since there are no states available for this backscattering [88]. We note that

the quantum Hall TI is a time-reversal symmetry breaking TI [17] and that the

number of chiral edge states is equal to the difference of the total Chern num-

ber C across the interface of the topological insulator; this relationship may be

written as

NR −NL = ∆C (1.20)

where NR (NL) is the number of right (left) travelling modes [88]. There is

also the possibility of a fractional quantum Hall effect [124] that preserves time-

reversal symmetry and establishes fractional Landau filling levels, however, we

will not be considering TIs of this nature in this work.

The concept of the Chern number also added some further insight into

the work of Hofstadter [90], where the author had previously considered non-

interacting electrons on a squared crystal lattice under a perpendicular mag-

netic field. The lattice spacing, a, is fixed and the system is modelled by the

Harper-Hofstadtermodel, which can bewritten as the tight-binding BlochHamil-

tonian

Ĥ = −J
∑
x,y

(
â†x+a,yâx,y + e2πiαx/aâ†x,y+aâx,y + H.c.

)
, (1.21)

where â†x,y and âx,y are respectively the creation and annihilation operators of a

particle at site (x, y), J is the magnitude of the hopping amplitude, α is the mag-

netic flux, and H.c. denotes Hermitian conjugacy. One can see that a specific

lattice site is connected to its four nearest neighbours in the square via the hop-

ping magnitude. In the original paper [90] Hofstadter presents an analysis on a

single Bloch band as one adapts the magnetic field flux α. A plot of the energy
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spectrum against the flux reveals a self-similar fractal phase diagram known

exclusively as the Hofstader butterfly. The fractal behaviour indicates infinite

phases that are characterised by integer Hall conductance and, therefore, a

corresponding Chern number. The Chern numbers, which take positive/nega-

tive/zero values, colour the butterfly in a very unique manner, highlighting the

fractal nature of the diagram; see Fig. 5 in the article by Avron et al [19] where

this image is shown. We will show in Sec. 1.2.2 that this model may also be

used in order to form topological insulators in other settings, such as mechan-

ical systems.

Arguably, the most commonly-portrayed quantum Hall insulator is that of

the Haldane model, as it is used to model graphene subject to a periodical

magnetic field [86]. The lattice and reciprocal lattice structure of graphene takes

a honeycomb form which boasts a unique spectrum in k space. In particular,

the spectrum exhibits Dirac cones in the band structure due to inversion and

time-reversal symmetry [27, 88]. The key idea presented by Haldane was to

break these symmetries, by including additional terms to the Bloch Hamiltonian,

to lift the degeneracy at these Dirac cones and form an energy gap between

the bands. The gapped state was shown to be a quantum Hall insulator with

non-zero Hall conductance, governed by Eq. (1.17) withN = 1. Consequently,

unidirectional edge states are found on the boundary between the honeycomb

lattice and the vacuum, where the Chern number must undergo a transition

from non-zero to zero. This model has formed a fundamental basis for the

extension of quantum-Hall states to photonic/optical materials, which we will

discuss briefly in Sec. 1.2.1.

One may question the consequences of keeping the time-reversal symme-

try intact, and what effect this causes on the edge states of the system. In fact,

it was shown by Kane and Mele [103, 104] that one can theoretically create

a material that preserves time-reversal symmetry by considering two copies

of the Haldane model and introducing the spin-orbit coupling concept into the

system. Each copy of the Haldane model represents the spin up/down and

the Hamiltonians are related via complex conjugation; this setup preserves the

spin in each direction. This gave birth to the quantum spin-Hall state (QSH) of

matter. The importance of the QSH state can be understood by first discussing

the definition of the time-reversal symmetry (T -symmetry) of electrons (spin 1/2

particles). For spin-half particles, the T -symmetry is represented by the anti-

unitary operator T = iσ2K, where σ2 is the second Pauli matrix acting on the

two spin components and K is the complex conjugation operator [88, 17, 177].

The structure of T is very important here as one can make the simple obser-

vation that T 2 = −1. This is significant in regards to the modes of the Bloch
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Hamiltonian Ĥk, as one can note that Kramer’s theorem applies here. Formally,

when the full Hamiltonian preserves T -symmetry, i.e. [Ĥ, T ] = 0 [17], then the

Bloch Hamiltonian satisfies

Ĥk(−k) = T Ĥk(k)T −1, (1.22)

where this identity tells us that there exists Kramer’s pairs of orthogonal states

with equivalent energy at ±k [88, 17]. There are special points of the band

structure where the Kramer’s pairs are degenerate and coincide at k = −k.

For instance, if one considers the electrical properties of the 1D Brillouin zone,

corresponding to the edge of a 2D insulator, then there exists two distinct points

at T -invariant momenta k = 0, π, where the Kramer’s pairs are two-fold degen-

erate [88]. Moving away from these points, the spin up/down orientations dis-

tinguish between the pair and splits the degeneracy. The energy is a smooth

function of k, therefore the degenerate momenta must be connected by some

smooth curve. As stated in [88], there are two distinct ways in which this may

happen. The first way is pairwise connections such that loops form between

two degenerate momenta and there are 2n intersections of modes, for any en-

ergy level in the gap, in each of the half-momentum domain ±k. This case

is classified as a regular insulator since the edge states can be eliminated by

deforming the Hamiltonian. The second way to connect the momenta is via a

smooth curve in which each mode in the gap is intersected an odd number of

times. In this case the band structure is no longer a regular insulator; see Fig.

3 in [88] for depictions of the two distinctions. The case where the material is

no longer a regular insulator exhibits two oppositely polarised (opposite spin)

edge modes that are time-reversed partners. An intuitive understanding of this

is described in [1]. Assuming, for instance, that the perpendicular spin is con-

served, then the orthogonality of the Kramer’s pair states that there must be

no backscattering between the two states unless T -symmetry is broken. As

one state approaches a topological defect, it can only be reflected if the spin is

also flipped, and this process is forbidden so the state must certainly be trans-

mitted. This, in short, details the topological protection of these edge states

without the need of breaking T -symmetry like in the QHE state. We also note

that in the case of T 2 = +1 Kramer’s theorem does not apply. Though coun-

terpropagating edge modes may exist, they are not topologically protected [1]

so this situation is of no interest in our work.

A cleaner way to present the key differences between the regular insulator

and QSH states is, once again, through the formation of topological invariants

and Hall conductance. In the work presented here, we will be considering QSH
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materials where the spin is conserved. In this case, the spin states have inde-

pendent Chern numbers C± and, since T -symmetry is conserved, they are of

opposing signs C+ = −C− and consequently opposite Hall conductance [29].

The total Chern number is then C = 0 and the total Hall conductance of the sys-

tem, from (1.17), is then also σxy = 0. There is, however, another topological

invariant that distinguishes between the regular insulator state and QSH state

when T is preserved. Whereas the summation of the two Chern numbers can-

cels the two out, the difference of the two provides a total spin Chern number

that governs the spin Hall conductance [167]. This spin Chern number, C(S),

and related spin Hall conductance, σ
(S)
xy , are given by

C(S) =
∑
α

αCα, σ(S)
xy =

C(S)e

4π
, (1.23)

where α = ± [167, 29]. A topological invariant is then formed in relation to this

spin Chern number by,

ν =
C(S)

2
mod 2, (1.24)

where the invariant may take two values (ν = 0, 1) which correspond to the

regular (even number of mode intersections in the band gap) and QSH (odd

number of mode intersections in the band gap) states [88]. In a similar manner

to the number of edge states of the QH insulator being described by the bulk-

edge correspondence of Eq. (1.20), the number of edge modes is governed

by the difference of the spin Chern number between two materials, i.e. Nk =

∆C(S), which will be even for systems with independent Chern numbers in each

spin.

The QSH insulator was also the first to be realised experimentally, formed

in HgTe quantum wells without the need of external magnetic fields [28, 122].

In such a material, the thickness of the potential well has a drastic effect on

the topological properties, inducing a quantum state transition from a regular

insulator phase to a quantum spin-Hall phase that exhibits the helical edge

states. The existence of the QSH insulator has provided a fundamental basis

for the formation of topological insulators in classical mechanical systems; we

will discuss this further in Section 2.2.2.

1.2.1 Photonic topological insulators (PTIs)

Wewill now briefly discuss the extension of topological insulators into the field of

photonic/optical materials, which have been shown to exhibit the previously de-

fined integer quantum Hall state. We expect to see the QH state, as opposed to
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QSH, due to the bosonic nature of photons. This has significant consequences

on Kramer’s theorem and, as such, only QH analogues may be typically formed

[146]. There are exceptions to this, however, where specific properties of the

system are introduced such as the use of coupled resonators to induce a half

pseudo-spin degree of freedom [84, 146]. This system, on a squared lattice,

forms a Hoftstadter model (1.21) for photons and permits whispering gallery

modes propagating in opposite directions (spin) since T -symmetry is left in-

tact. A paper by Haldane and Ragu [85] was the first theoretical proposition of

the QH state in photonic crystals. In this paper, they describe how it is plau-

sible to create unidirectional waveguides, that form direct analogues of quan-

tum chiral edge states, at the interface of two magneto-optical crystals. The

non-reciprocality of the media effectively breaks time-reversal symmetry syn-

onymous with QH states.

In analogy to electrons in traditional TIs, electromagnetic waves in pho-

tonic TIs propagate along the edge with very little backscattering, even in the

presence of disorders such as missing site(s) on the edge of a photonic lat-

tice [192, 113, 160]. The theoretical existence of the one-way photonic edge

states was solidified experimentally by Wang et al [192] at microwave frequen-

cies, where they considered a gyromagnetic square lattice and subjected it to

a uniform magnetic field to break T -symmetry. The interface permitting uni-

directional states was formed adjacently to the lattice by using non-magnetic

metallic walls. As expected from QH analogous states, they found the chiral

electromagnetic states to ’ignore’ defects/impurities of the crystal in the form of

metallic scatterers.

The development of Floquet PTIs that exhibit edge states in the optical fre-

quency range was a huge step forward in broadening the analysis on robust

photon transport [160]. This work of Rechtsman et al explicitly showed the topo-

logical protection of photonic edge states on a honeycomb photonic lattice, ef-

fectively realising the Haldane model in an optical setting. The key difference to

previous photonic analogues of QH is that there is no external field needed for

the edge states to present themselves. The lattice is set up as an array of optical

waveguides where the propagation in ’time’ is along the z-axis in 3-dimensional

space forming a pseudo-electric field. Inversion symmetry is broken along this

dimension and chiral edge states may be found in the transverse plane (x, y)

[146]. The diffraction of light in the transverse plane of waveguides, propa-

gating in z, is akin to electron propagation in 2D arrays with rotating atoms.

Such a system is governed by a lattice linear Schrödinger equation and inver-

sion symmetry of z is explicitly broken when one replaces straight waveguides

with helical ones [160]. It was subsequently shown by Rechtsman et al that
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imposing the helical electric field effectively opens up the band gap, breaking

the Dirac cones of the band spectrum, allowing the propagation of chiral edge

states like in the Haldane model. It was also found that the deformation of the

photonic lattice, from perfect honeycomb arrays, has an impact on the topology

of the band spectrum [10]; see also [11] for further insight into the band spec-

trum of the honeycomb lattice. In particular, deformation of the honeycomb

lattice can cause a transition between regular and QH states. For an extensive

review on the subject of topological photonics, we refer to [129, 146] and the

references therein.

We previously remarked that the existence of photonic Floquet topological

insulators is a significant discovery with huge implications on robust photon

transport. This is more so apparent, and with extreme relevance to the work

presented in this thesis, when nonlinear topological edge states were reported

in these type of TIs [7, 10, 125]. By considering the honeycomb lattice with a

nonlinear Kerr effect (lattice NLS), one can reduce the governing equation to

a 2D discrete system in the tight-binding approximation [11]. By assuming that

the pseudo-electric field varies rapidly, one can introduce a multiple scale anal-

ysis where, in the case where anomalous dispersion is present and balances

with nonlinearity, the scalar focusing NLS equation governs the envelope of

nonlinear edge modes on the edge of the lattice [7]. As we discussed previ-

ously, in Sec. 1.1, the NLS equation permits soliton solutions so we expect that

topologically protected edge solitons will exist on the edge of the honeycomb

lattice in the topologically non-trivial regime. The existence of these edge soli-

tons was presented in [7], with extensions to different edge types under the

topologically trivial/non-trivial regimes in [10]. The analysis was also extended

to include a slowly-varying electric field with weak nonlinearity [8]. Topologically

protected edge solitons were subsequently shown experimentally in a helical

waveguide array organised into a 2D rectangular lattice [125]. The repercus-

sions of wave dynamics in the field of topological physics has proven to be a

key insight into robust translations of photonic excitation around the edges of

PTIs [7, 10], as well as for nonlinear optical switching and filtering [125]. We

also remark that nonlinear topologically protected edge states have also been

found in polariton TIs [108, 79, 126] and classical optical networks [168].

1.2.2 Mechanical (phononic) topological insulators (MTIs)

The emerging field of topological mechanics utilises topological principles to

reveal new collective excitations in classical mechanical (phononic) systems

[93, 130]. The definitive achievement in this field is the discovery of topologi-
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cal acoustic metamaterials including, in particular, MTIs. The metamaterials in

topological mechanics can be classified into two families depending on whether

the topological edge modes appear at zero frequency or high frequencies [93].

In the zero frequency case, these edge modes are identified as floppy modes

and self-stress states in Maxwell frames [102]. We are generally interested

in, and thus streamline our focus to, the high frequency case, where topolog-

ically protected transport via phonons is enabled. Seminal work in this direc-

tion includes analogues of the QH state using a lattice of hanging gyroscopes

[142, 190], and the QSH state using lattices of coupled pendula [177] or bi-

layered lattices of disks and springs [147]. Important steps have also been

taken to formulate topologically non-trivial materials utilising continuous media,

such as recent proposals on magnetic solitons [115] and water waves [195].

Though these materials are more favourable, in practice, the full analysis on

discrete models is still missing some vital components, such as the full effects

of nonlinearity, dissipation [198], and forcing [148], which is surely to present

interesting directions of research and a greater understanding of MTIs.

Themajor, distinguishing difference between the two types of high-frequency

metamaterials exhibiting the QH/QSH states is the presence of T -symmetry.

Metamaterials consisting of active matter are constructed using non-reciprocal

components that actively break this symmetry, for instance by using spinning

gyroscopes, which permit chiral edge states. In contrast, passive materials with

time-reversal symmetry left intact, by using reciprocal components, will permit

the helical edge states. Topological phonons are subsequently fully classified

based on local symmetries [178]. In particular, the classification depends on

three fundamental symmetries; T -symmetry, particle-hole symmetry (C), and
chiral symmetry (S). The two cases of zero and high frequency topological me-

chanics are further categorised by whether reciprocal or non-reciprocal compo-

nents are implemented. Within these four categories there are distinct symme-

try classes of topological mechanics which are described in Tables 1-4 in [178].

The work presented in this thesis focuses on models of symmetry class AII,

with T -symmetry always present and no C/S-symmetry present, which permits

the existence of the QSH state in 2D.

In particular, we will focus on, and subsequently take as the basis of the

work of this thesis, the first documentedmechanical implementation of the QSH

effect; this system is the one proposed by Süsstrunk and Huber [177]. The

model consists of two copies of a Chern insulator, one for each spin, where the

magnetic field acting on each insulator is opposite. Hence, the Chern number

for the spin-up insulator is opposite to that of the spin-down insulator. There

are an equivalent number of chiral edge states in the 2 spins, but with opposing
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propagation, which are precisely the components that make up the helical edge

states one expects from a QSH insulator. The proposed model is explicitly

written as two independent copies of the Hofstadter model (1.21) on the 2D

square lattice indexed by (r, s):

Ĥ =
∑
α=±

Ĥα,

Ĥα = f0
∑
r,s

(
â†r,s,αâr,s+1,α + eiαΦsâ†r,s,αâr+1,s,α + H.c.

)
.

Here α is a spin index that labels the two copies, f0 is the magnitude of the

hopping amplitude, â†r,s,α and âr,s,α are respectively the creation and annihilation

operators of a particle with spin α at site (r, s), Φ = 2π/3 is the magnetic flux,

and H.c. denotes Hermitian conjugacy. This choice of Φ makes Ĥ periodic on

a 1× 3 unit cell, so the Hamiltonian matrix takes the form

H =

(
H+ 0

0 H−

)
, (1.25)

where H± are 3 × 3 matrices that represent the opposing spins. As is men-

tioned in [177] , the two blocks are related via complex conjugacy H− = H∗
+

and the matrix (1.25) is symmetric under time-reversal, which is key for the

formation of the QSH states. The existence of three doubly-degenerate bulk

bands, separated by non-zero gaps, is associated with the Z2 topological invari-

ant formed for the QSH effect [104]. The description of this invariant, and the

definition of T -symmetry, is presented in Appendix B-C of [177], but we explain

this briefly here. The matrix (1.25) is invariant under the action of T -symmetry

when T = iσ2K, where we recall σ2 as the second Pauli matrix and K as the

action of complex conjugation. The system then falls under symmetry class AII

[178], which permits the QSH state in 2D. Since there are no cross-couplings

between the two Bloch Hamiltonians H±, spin is conserved, and we may de-

note the two spins by the separate Chern numbers C±. Recall that, for such

a time-invariant system, one can formulate a related spin Hall conductance,

defined by Eq. (1.23), which allows us to define a topological invariant (1.24).

As stated in [177], the Chern number for the lower gap is given as C+ = 1

and C− = −1 for the upper gap, therefore, the invariant is given as ν = 1 and

the material is topologically non-trivial. Each spin is accompanied by two edge

modes, corresponding to the conduction states connecting the bulk bands in

each of the two gaps.

The key idea presented in [177, 178] is that one can directly compare the

quantummechanical problem, governed by Eq. (1.25), to the dynamical matrix,
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D, of a lattice of undamped classical harmonic oscillators. This is possible since

the edge states of each system are dynamically governed by the eigenfunctions

of the respective matrix and nothing else. As shown in [177], the comparison

can be formulated in the following way. The quantum-mechanical problem on

the lattice can be written as the linear Schrödinger equation,

i}ψ̇i = Hijψj (1.26)

where ψi are the wavefunction amplitudes for an electron with given spin α = ±
at the lattice site i, and } is the reduced Planck’s constant. The quantum-

mechanical matrix H encodes the QSH state; see, for instance, an example

formulation of H describing the QSH state in HgTe quantum wells in the work

of Bernevig et al [28]. The problem described by Eq. (1.26) is a time-dependent

equation that is solved explicitly for the wavefunction amplitudes ψ, with infor-

mation on the dynamics of the system stored in these wavefunctions. In con-

trast, the equation for the classical oscillators is given by Newton’s equation of

motion,

ẍi = −Dijxj (1.27)

where xi are coordinates of the pendula, andDij is the real, symmetric, positive-

definite dynamical matrix governing the couplings between them. SinceH rep-

resents a matrix allowing QSH states, the main idea is to present a dynamical

matrix D that incorporates the same properties as H. The quantum matrix H

is complex by definition but one can apply a similarity transform, due to the

time-reversal symmetry of Eq. (1.25), to make the matrix real and symmetric.

We can transform to a real basis by considering the Kramers pairs,[
ψ+
r,s

ψ−
r,s

]
=

1√
2

[
1 −i
1 i

][
xr,s

yr,s

]
, U = u⊗ 1lattice (1.28)

where u is the transformation matrix shown, and U is defined by the number of

sites of the lattice. This transformation gives an explicit relationship for the two

matrices, given by

D = U †HU =

[
ReH+ ImH+

ImH− ReH+

]
, (1.29)

which can easily be made positive-definite by the addition of a diagonal term

corresponding to self-interactions of a lattice site. The blocks of Eq. (1.29)

encode the couplings between the xr,s and yr,s pendula.

The diagonal blocks govern the x − x and y − y connections, with the
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Figure 1.2: Figure and caption reproduced from [177] with permission from the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). (A) Illustration of two one-dimensional pen-

dula, x and y, making up one effective site of our lattice model. (B) Schematic top view of

the couplings perpendicular to the direction of motion of the pendula. The top two layers of

springs (magenta and brown) implement the cross-coupling between x and y pendula. One

lever arm yields a negative coupling, whereas two lever arms give rise to a positive coupling.

The spring constants are chosen to give rise to the desired effective coupling strength Im(f).
Note that there are three sites in one unit cell owing to the three different phases on the trans-

verse couplings. (C) The next two layers of springs (green and red) implement the x − x and

y − y couplings Re(f) in the transverse direction. (D) The bottom springs (blue) couple x − x
or y − y springs with strength f0 in the longitudinal direction.

off-diagonal blocks describing the cross-couplings between x and y pendula.

These transverse connections are explicitly given by the periodicity of the mag-

netic flux Φ = 2π/3. The first row of pendula, x(0) and y(0), are connected via

the coupling strength f = f0, which subsequently tells us that there is no cross

coupling terms between x and y for this row. The secondary row of pendula,

x(1) and y(1), are connected by the coupling strength f = f0 exp {iΦ}. From

the formation of the dynamical matrix (1.29), we know that the x− x and y − y

connections are given by Re(f) = −f0/2 and cross couplings with strength

Im(f) = ±
√
3f0/2, depending on the direction of the connection. The final row

of pendula x(2) and y(2), are connected by the couplings f = f0 exp {i2Φ}. This
gives an x − x and y − y coupling strength of Re(f) = −f0/2 and a cross
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s

r

S = 0

Figure 1.3: Schematic view of the first unit cell S = 0 consisting of three sites on a generic

lattice. The first, second, and third rows respectively represent (x
(0)
r,S , y

(0)
r,S), (x

(1)
r,S , y

(1)
r,S), and

(x
(2)
r,S , y

(2)
r,S). Each site hosts an x (red) and a y (blue) pendulum carrying a mass. Simple

springs in the s-direction connecting pendula are shown as blue lines. Couplings between

pendula in the r-direction are shown as red and green lines. Cross couplings between the x
and y pendula of neighbouring sites are shown as brown and magenta lines. The edges are

implemented by replacing the outside sites by solid walls. These walls are not shown for clarity.

coupling strength of Im(f) = ∓
√
3f0/2. Rows of sites beyond this are periodic

w.r.t these row descriptions and each row is connected longitudinally by simple

springs with strength f = f0.

The experimental setup of a mechanical lattice described by Eq. (1.29)

is depicted in Fig. 1.2, reproduced from the original work of Süsstrunk and

Huber [177]. This system is realised on a 2D rectangular lattice where each

site contains the two pendula xr,s and yr,s that are hinged to swing only in the

s-direction, with linear springs attached to the pendula to achieve couplings in

both s- and r-directions. The negative connections are realised by one lever

arms, with positive connections by two lever arms. In the following, we group

the sites in the s-direction into unit cells, indexed by S, with each cell consisting

of the three sites (x
(j)
r,S, y

(j)
r,S), j = 0, 1, 2. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic, top-

down view of the couplings on a generic lattice with the first unit cell (S = 0)

emphasised. Moving forward, to visualise any changes to the connections of

the mechanical lattice, we will use the schematic viewpoint which can always

be related back to the original experimental setup in Fig. 1.2. We will briefly

analyse this MTI in the next section and show the existence of the helical linear

edge modes through numerical simulations of the lattice.
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1.3 Linear analysis of MTIs

The key proposition of classical mechanical systems, which are governed by

Newton’s equations of motion, is that the second time-derivative may be recast

to form a Hermitian eigenvalue problem for the frequencies of the system [178].

In this form, the linear analysis of the system becomes akin to that of the linear

Schrödinger equation in quantum mechanics, where the dispersion relation re-

lated to the Bloch states provides a band structure to analyse with appropriate

symmetries defining classes of topological systems. The Hermitian eigenvalue

problem may be solved accordingly along an infinite 1D edge, using analytical

or numerical techniques, to produce the band structure formed by the Bloch

eigenvalues.

The particular MTI that we will focus on, and present the explicit linear anal-

ysis for, is that of the spring-mass system proposed by and implemented ex-

perimentally in [177]. Linear equations of motion are presented for this system

which yields

ẍ
(0)
r,S =− (ω2

0 + Asf)x
(0)
r,S

+ f(x
(0)
r+1,S + x

(0)
r−1,S + x

(1)
r,S + x

(2)
r,S−1), (1.30)

ÿ
(0)
r,S =− (ω2

0 + Asf)y
(0)
r,S

+ f(y
(0)
r+1,S + y

(0)
r−1,S + y

(1)
r,S + y

(2)
r,S−1), (1.31)

ẍ
(1)
r,S =− (ω2

0 + Asf)x
(1)
r,S

+ f(x
(0)
r,S + x

(2)
r,S)−

f

2
(x

(1)
r+1,S + x

(1)
r−1,S)

+

√
3f

2
(y

(1)
r+1,S − y

(1)
r−1,S), (1.32)

ÿ
(1)
r,S =− (ω2

0 + Asf)y
(1)
r,S

+ f(y
(0)
r,S + y

(2)
r,S)−

f

2
(y

(1)
r+1,S + y

(1)
r−1,S)

+

√
3f

2
(−x(1)r+1,S + x

(1)
r−1,S), (1.33)

ẍ
(2)
r,S =− (ω2

0 + Asf)x
(2)
r,S

+ f(x
(0)
r,S+1 + x

(1)
r,S)−

f

2
(x

(2)
r+1,S + x

(2)
r−1,S)

+

√
3f

2
(−y(2)r+1,S + y

(2)
r−1,S), (1.34)
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Figure 1.4: The dispersion relation α(k) computed on the left/right edge of a rectangular lattice

withNr = 60 sites in the r-direction. The bulk spectrum is shown in blue and the edge spectrum

is shown in red. In the latter, each eigenvalue corresponds to a pair of edge states localised

respectively on the left and on the right.

ÿ
(2)
r,S =− (ω2

0 + Asf)y
(2)
r,S

+ f(y
(0)
r,S+1 + y

(1)
r,S)−

f

2
(y

(2)
r+1,S + y

(2)
r−1,S)

+

√
3f

2
(x

(2)
r+1,S − x

(2)
r−1,S). (1.35)

Here As = 3 +
√
3 is the self-coupling coefficient, f describes the linear

restoring forces of the springs, and ω0 and describes the linear restoring forces

of the pendula. These restoring forces are considered in [177] to be fixed as

ω0 = 3π/2 and f = 4.16π2. The equations of motion can be written in the

compact matrix form as

Ẍr,S(t) = (LX)r,S (1.36)

whereX = [x(0), y(0), x(1), y(1), x(2), y(2)]T , t denotes time, · denotes time deriva-

tive, and L is the linear operator encoding the couplings of the system.

In the linear problem, to describe an edge state of a specific boundary, say

along S, we take the Fourier transformXr,S(t) = eiθXE
r +c.c, c.c denoting com-

plex conjugacy, where the exponent θ = Sk−tα(k), with k being the wavenum-

ber in S (along the edge), α(k) being the dispersion relation, and XE
r being

the 1D edge state that decays in r (perpendicular to the edge). This reduces

Eq. (1.36) to the eigenvalue problem

L(k)XE
r = −α(k)2XE

r , (1.37)

whereL(k) denotes the 1D linear operator after the Fourier transform, andXE
r

is normalised such that ‖XE
r ‖22 =

∑
j |XE

j |2 = 1.

The dispersion relation α(k), k ∈ [0, 2π), numerically computed by solving
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Figure 1.5: Example x
(0)
r component of eigenmodes with Nr = 25. Edge modes are shown in

the (a) lower bulk-band gap with carrier wavenumber/frequency (9π/10, 12.506) and (b) upper

bulk-band gap with carrier wavenumber/frequency (π/10, 16.221). (c) Bulk mode between the

lower and upper bulk-band gaps with carrier wavenumber/frequency (9π/10, 13.740). Real and
imaginary parts are shown as blue-solid (red-dashed) lines.

Eq. (1.37) on a finite 1D domain, is shown in Fig. 1.4. The bulk (continuous)

spectrum consists of three bands (blue), and the edge (point) spectrum exist in

the two gaps (red). Thus, for each wavenumber k there are precisely six point

eigenvalues, three in either gap, whose corresponding eigenfunctions are the

edge states that decay in r. The topologically protected edge states are those in

the bulk band gap, or more precisely the range of α where the only permissible

states are the pair of counter-propagating helical edge states. Examples of a

particular component, say x0r, of the eigenmodes are shown for the system, ac-

cording to the solution of Eq. (1.37), in Fig. 1.5. Note that similar figures could

be formed for any of the 6 cell components, though the magnitudes of x
(i)
r , y

(i)
r ,

for i = 0, 1, 2, are different due to intra-cell variation of the eigenmodes. We

first show two topologically protected modes in the lower and upper band-gaps

respectively in Fig. 1.5(a–b). As one would expect, there is a clear exponential

decay into the bulk for both modes, which signifies the conduction on the edge

of the lattice imposed by the bulk-edge correspondence of the system. Note

that, due to the lattice being finite, there is a degeneracy which indicates two

modes localised on the left and right edges. This is reflected in the two edge

mode panels of the figure, where we have utilised this freedom to implement a

left- and right-localised mode respectively. Note that edge modes closer to the

bulk-bands decay more slowly into the bulk. For comparison, we also include

a bulk mode from the band between the two band gaps in Fig. 1.5(c).
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1.3.1 Helical edge modes

As discussed in Sec. 1.2, the quantum Hall state produces unidirectional prop-

agation of excitation along the edge of the material due to the physical mecha-

nism of bulk-edge correspondence, described by Eq. (1.20). The edge modes

that correspond to this propagation are commonly referred to as chiral edge

modes, since their propagation exists in a singular direction with no state ex-

hibiting a counter-propagation [88, 17]. In contrast, materials that form ana-

logues of the quantum spin Hall state produce two counter-propagating chiral

edge modes which travel in a clockwise and anti-clockwise manner. These

edge modes exhibit a helical property, where the two states with opposite spin

polarisation counter-propagate along the edge, with topological protection en-

sured by the T -symmetry [1, 28, 122]. The helical edge modes form a Kramer’s

pair that are orthogonal and are found at the same energy level of the band

spectrum/dispersion relation. The corresponding helical edge modes of the

system imposed by Eq. (1.37) can be classified as those states found on the

two symmetric branches, within the band-gaps, that have reversed group ve-

locities ±α′
0 and equivalent frequency α0. These edge modes are orthogonal

such that if one defines the Kramer’s pairX
α(k0)
r andX

α(2π−k0)
r , with the super-

script denoting the edge mode at the particular carrier wavenumber-frequency

combination, then the edge modes satisfy 〈Xα(k0)
r ,X

α(2π−k0)
r 〉 = 0, where the

inner product is defined generically as 〈g,h〉 =
∑

j g
∗
jhj [1]. Note that the cor-

responding carrier frequencies of the two edge modes are equivalent as ex-

pected, i.e. α(k0) = α(2π− k0), but they are located on the two distinctly differ-

ent helical branches corresponding to group velocities with opposing signs. i.e.

α′(k0) = −α′(2π − k0). Due to the QSH effect and the inherent orthogonality,

these conductive states propagate unidirectionally and should exhibit little to

no backscattering at the corners of the lattice on the full domain. In general,

one would expect no dynamical differences in the way that the excitation prop-

agates around the boundary of the lattice, other than an obvious reversal of the

group velocity.

We show, in Fig. 1.6, direct numerical simulations of these topologically-

protected modes in the 2D linear system. Firstly, in Fig. 1.6(a–b), we imple-

ment the edge mode obtained from the lower bulk-band gap in Fig. 1.5(a)

and its Kramer’s partner found at (k0, α0) = (11π/10, 12.505) respectively. To

portray the mechanical excitation we introduce an excitation variable z
(i)
r,S =√

(x
(i)
r,S)

2 + (y
(i)
r,S)

2, for i = 0, 1, 2, that represents the intensity of each site in the

lattice. Formally, we provide the edge modes with an arbitrary sech envelope

and both directional envelopes experience an equivalent dispersion of the pro-
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Figure 1.6: Numerical simulations of the 2D linear lattice, with an initialised sech envelope on

the left edge, on an s−periodic domain. (a,b) The two helical edge modes with (a) (k0, α0) =
(9π/10, 12.505) and (b) (k0, α0) = (11π/10, 12.505). (c) Profile of the left edge corresponding

to the evolution of (a). (d,e) Snapshots of the evolution of (a) on the 2D lattice (d) initially and

at (e) t = 1996. The white lines represent the border of the lattice and the red arrow indicates

direction of envelope propagation.

file over a long time-frame in the linear system. This dispersion is seen more

clearly in Fig. 1.6(c). It is also immediately obvious that energy is not lost from

the edge to the bulk, but rather distributed amongst the sites on the edge, in-

ferring the topological protection of the mode. This is shown in Fig. 1.6(d–e)

where a top-down view of the 2D lattice for the evolution of Fig. 1.6(a) is de-

picted initially and after a long timeframe (t = 1996). The white border indicates

the edge of the mechanical lattice and the yellow indicates the excitation at a

given site corresponding to the variable z. The red arrow shows the location of

the centre of the envelope and indicates the direction of propagation. There is a

clear dispersion of the envelope along the edge sites as expected according to

the profiles shown in Fig. 1.6(c). The topologically protected behaviour of the

envelope is a physical property associated to the unique design of the mechan-

ical lattice, however, the dispersion of the envelope over time is also associated

to the linear model of this lattice. It remains whether an envelope that exhibits
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a more-robust edge propagation is achievable in such a MTI system, which is

a key question that we aim to explore in the forthcoming work.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

2.1 Aims and objectives

The question of what additional dynamics one may expect when a mechanical

TI system, such as Eq. (1.36), exhibits nonlinear terms is generally ignored in

the literature of mechanical TIs and it remains largely an open question how to

effectively harness the nonlinearity present in such systems. This is reflected

in the very last statement in the work of S. Huber [93],

”Finally, nonlinear effects, which are ubiquitous in mechanical systems, will

surely surprise us with interesting features beyond the simple linear theory of

topological phonons.”

The existing literature on nonlinear topological mechanics notably includes es-

tablishment of topological solitons as the nonlinearmechanism for zero-frequency

floppy modes to propagate through the bulk of a 1D Maxwell frame [45], and

the effect of nonlinearity on the resonant characteristics of high-frequency edge

modes in both 1D and 2Dmechanical TIs [148]. However, the possibility of non-

linear wave propagation remains open in the high-frequency case, such as the

mechanical TI described by Eq. (1.36). We aim to address these nonlinear

effects in the work presented here. In particular, we consider nonlinearity that

is on-site only and imposed explicitly due to the type of mechanical component

used in the discretemodel of Eq. (1.36). The on-site nonlinearity is a property of

the discrete element itself, with simple gravity-pendula exhibiting a sinusoidal

nonlinearity far from the small-angle approximation. Since the pendula and

connective springs are viewed as discrete elements here, we expect no extra

nonlinear terms in the system providing that a rigid rod is used for the hang-

ing pendula. We note that if one instead considers the response of the con-

nective springs from the perspective of continuum mechanics, then geometric
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and/or material nonlinearities may be present; seminal work on this topic stud-

ies phononic crystals, which may be viewed as nonlinear spring networks [191].

With the prospect of these additional nonlinearities available in mechanical TIs

we expect more complicated models to appear with additional nonlinear edge

solutions available, however, for the purpose of the current analysis we focus

purely on the coupled pendula being viewed as discrete elements. Coupled

pendula have been extensively studied in terms of synchronisation and desta-

bilisation [153], while coherent structures therein such as breathers continue

to capture considerable interest [56, 200, 149]. We also note that nonlinear

elastic metamaterials known as granular crystals have attracted much recent

attention [51], with topological effects already demonstrated [44].

The main objective of this work is to incorporate the concepts of nonlinear

waves into themetamaterial designs, with a specific focus onTIs in 2-dimensions

with the work presented here including aspects of condensed matter physics,

nonlinear dynamics, and classical mechanics.. This idea has already been im-

plemented for photonic TIs [10, 125], but our work will represent a first step into

the mechanical (phononic) world. Most importantly we aim to discover, for what

we believe to be the first time, topologically protected edge solitons (TPES) in

mechanical TIs, which are nonlinear edge waves that inherit the topological

protection of the linear system. We will aim to form a generalised mathemati-

cal framework to describe the underlying, nonlinear excitation dynamics of the

edge modes, thus allowing a multitude of nonlinear phenomena to be found in

the original 2Dmechanical TI described by Eq. (1.36). The nonlinear analysis is

considered to balance the dispersion seen in the edgemode propagation of Fig.

1.6, and produce more robust structures inheriting the topological protection of

the full linear system. Applications of MTIs include, but are not limited to, the

design of acoustic delay lines using reconfigurable, topological phononic crys-

tals [212, 48, 190] and soundmanipulation using topological acoustic polaritons

[205]. With nonlinear effects enabled, there is also the distinct possibility that

the phononic conduction propagating around the edge/surface of a mechanical

TI will maintain its profile regardless of the domain shape. Therefore, the MTI

could perform as an acoustical cloak in a similar manner to cloaks proposed in

the optical setting [169].

Using the same framework as the single edge mode case, a key aim that

we also propose is to study how two edge modes (bimodal dynamics) will in-

teract nonlinearly in the mechanical TI. The dynamics should be significantly

different from that of the singular edge mode (unimodal dynamics) propaga-

tion. There has already been considerable progress made on bimodal dynam-

ics in the photonic case [96], but our work will form a basis for the phononic
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case. This proposition will allow the formation of topologically protected vector

edge solitons (TPVES), which will extend the allowed nonlinear solutions be-

yond standard, scalar soliton propagation. The existence of TPVES provides

a framework that permits the possibility of energy transfer between the two

modes which is a concept that is yet to appear, to the extent of our knowledge,

in the current literature.

2.2 An overview of methodology

In this section, we will briefly outline the key methods presented throughout this

thesis. In general, we explore and analyse both ordinary differential equations

(ODEs) and partial differential equations (PDEs).

2.2.1 Asymptotic methods

One particular analytical method that we use throughout is the method of mul-

tiple scales [23]. If one assumes that the underlying dynamics of a PDE are

well-separated into different spatio-temporal scales, then we are able to sub-

stitute a multiple-scale ansatz (sometimes referred to as a weakly-nonlinear

ansatz) into the PDE itself. The multiple-scale ansatz is chosen to represent

the generic field variable, u, as an asymptotic series of the small expansion

parameter ε, where |ε| � 1. The space, x, and time, t, variables are also ex-

panded in terms of this small parameter to enforce the slow and fast behaviour

of each dimension, i.e.

Xn = εnx, Tn = εnt, for n = 1, 2, 3, · · · , (2.1)

where theXn, Tn represent slow variations in space/time, and x, t represent the

fast variation. Formally, the field expansion then looks like the following,

u(x,X1, X2, t, T1, T2, . . .) =
∞∑
n=0

εnun = u0 + εu1 + ε2u2 + · · · , (2.2)

where the coefficients un at each order are functions of the slow and fast vari-

ables. In practice, the linear terms of the PDE give an idea on what slow vari-

ables need to be included in the ansatz. Each order of ε then produces an

equation which may be solved accordingly and the conditions on the variables

un that allow these PDEs to be solved are the solvability conditions of the prob-
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lem. The general form of these equations, at each order, may be written as

Lun = Nn, (2.3)

where L is the linear operator of the original PDE andN is a nonlinear function

involving space and time derivatives, as well as the field variables um of lower

orders (m < n). In most cases, the solvability condition on u1 usually describes

this function as a linear combination of the eigenfunction(s) of the linear opera-

tor L, with an accompanying amplitude function, A, describing the variation on

slow scales [131].

Through correct implementation of the ansatz and solvability conditions one

usually stops the analysis of the orders when the lowest non-trivial order is ob-

tained. This non-trivial order should be apparent from the highest-order nonlin-

earity of the PDE and the equation obtained at this order is known as the ampli-

tude equation. The amplitude equation is, in general, a nonlinear PDE involving

an amplitude function, A, where the nonlinear terms will yield some similarity

to the nonlinearity of the original PDE. In practice, one usually truncates the

expansion (2.2) to a leading order term, with higher-order terms omitted, that

provides small residuals in the analysis and are often deemed negligible rel-

ative to the solution. Asymptotic solutions of the original PDE are then found

by substituting the solution of the amplitude equation, obtained analytically or

numerically, back into the expansion (2.2). The solutions obtained through this

multiple-scale ansatz may be numerically evolved in the original PDE, or exper-

imentally observed, to show how well the truncated form defines the solution.

If there are irregularities in the evolved solution, then one may wish to include

higher-order terms back into the analysis to remove residual terms. Weakly-

nonlinear analysis of this kind has been proven to be fundamental in many re-

search areas including, but not limited to, deep water waves [9], mathematical

biology [66, 37], and fluid mechanics [203, 196].

2.2.2 Numerical solutions of ODEs/PDEs

Throughout the thesis we will consider the solutions of the proposed systems

numerically using the software MATLAB (recently used version: R2020b). Dis-

crete, nonlinear lattice problems that we will consider can be written in the gen-

eral form,

üi =Mijuj +N(ui) (2.4)

whereMij denotes the linear connections between the lattice variables, u, and

N(ui) is a nonlinear on-site function. The · denotes the time derivative and
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the connection matrix M is typically sparse. This problem can be cast into a

solvable form by making the denotation v = u̇ and writing the system as a

collection of first order ODEs,

u̇i = vi, (2.5)

v̇i =Mijuj +N(ui). (2.6)

The system of equations (2.5-2.6) forms a non-stiff problem which may be

solved, with an appropriate initial condition, using the in-built MATLAB solver

ode45. This solver is a single-step solver utilising the Runge-Kutta (4,5) formula

(Dormand-Prince method), and more information on this method can be found

in the MATLAB documentation or equivalently in [62]. We note that to remove

any numerical/artificial dissipation of the solution we decrease the tolerance

of the solver, in the ode45 options, to be fixed as 10−5 for the relative toler-

ance and 10−8 for the absolute tolerance. As defined in MATLAB, the relative

tolerance defines a measure estimate of the allowable error in each integra-

tion step relative to the size of each solution component, whereas the absolute

tolerance is used as a measure estimate of the error when the solution com-

ponent approaches zero. One is usually constrained by the allowable array

size in MATLAB which, for the sparse matrix M , is an array of approximately

43, 000× 43, 000 elements for the hardware specifications we are using. To en-

able a greater freedom of domain sizes, one must use hardware with greater

computational power, and thus greater physical memory for MATLAB to utilise,

or more specialised software. This is only a minor problem which doesn’t di-

rectly affect the work presented in this thesis and we choose to limit our domain

sizes so that the numerical simulations may be replicated on the average hard-

ware. We note that the numerical simulations displaying the evolution of the

edge modes in Fig. 1.6 were achieved by recasting the MTI equation of mo-

tion (1.36), which follows the general form of Eq. (2.4) with N(ui) = 0, into a

collection of first order ODEs like Eqs. (2.5–2.6) and applying the above solver.

As one would expect, the numerical solutions of PDEs are more compli-

cated than that of the above ODE problem due to the addition of a secondary,

spatial variable. There is no difference, however, when one considers the major

issue of temporal stability of the numerical profile; the profile should be stable to

perturbations if the solution is to be comparable to what one could expect from

experiments. In general, we will define a solution stable if it has a linearly stable

background field and if it propagates stably throughout the numerical evolution

for a sufficiently long time frame. The stability of the background will be con-

sidered analytically, where conditions for stability will be presented, and may
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be checked against numerical computation of the eigenvalues through the in-

built MATLAB function eigs. A more precise definition of stability, for coherent

structures, requires the thorough analysis of the point spectrum which usually

requires numerical techniques. One may compute the point spectrum of these

solutions by discretising the linear operator using a finite-difference scheme

[78], with appropriate boundary conditions, and using the eigs function. Since

a numerical method such as this may produce spurious point eigenvalues, this

is only used as a rough guide for the overall stability of the solution. This suf-

fices for our analysis since we will be ensuring a stable propagation via direct

numerical simulations of the problem. If the solution is stable then any small

noise/perturbations will decay away, but unstable solutions will exhibit an ex-

ponential growth of the perturbation related to the unstable eigenvalues. Any

instability should present itself in finite-time during the numerical simulations.

To numerically solve the PDEs on a spatially periodic domain we will once

again impose a solver in the MATLAB software. When we attempt to solve a

PDE of the form

ut = L(u, ux, uxx, . . .) +N(u), (2.7)

where u = u(x, t) and L, N represent linear and nonlinear functions respec-

tively, we utilise spectral methods on the periodic domain [182]. The purpose

of this method is to discretise the spatial dimension, using a Fourier transform

on an appropriately chosen mesh grid, so that the PDE is transformed into

a system of ODEs for the Fourier mode amplitudes. The ODE system may

then be separated into the linear and nonlinear terms. According to [54], the

spectral discretisation causes the problem to be stiff, because the time scale

associated with the nth mode scales asO(n−m) for large n, wherem is the order

of the highest spatial derivative. Consequently, the highest modes then evolve

on short time scales. Due to the stiffness of the problem one can no longer

numerically solve the ODE system using the in-built MATLAB solver ode45, as
this is only applicable to non-stiff problems. Generally, one will instead use a

preferred time-stepping scheme, such as exponential time differencing (ETD)

[54], where an exact integration of the governing ODE system is computed and

followed by an approximation of the integral involving the nonlinear terms pre-

scribed by the chosen scheme. The nonlinear terms are usually evaluated,

at a given time point, by transforming the solution into the physical space via

an inverse Fourier transform, evaluating the terms on the mesh grid, and then

transforming back into the Fourier space. One then discretises the solution in

time and solves the ODE system through the multiplication of an integrating

factor. In doing so, the solution at a given time step is a summation of a linear
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term and a nonlinear term that are both governed by the solution at the previ-

ous time step. The linear term is exact, and may be computed explicitly, where

as the nonlinear term is a numerical approximation that is obtained through the

chosen numerical scheme; we use the exponential time differencing-2 (ETD2)

algorithm [54]. In general, we consider the time-step of the discretisation to be

sufficiently small, between 10−4 and 10−3, and the number of mesh points N is

chosen to appropriately model any initial condition that we impose.

As a final note, we briefly mention numerical solutions of PDEs where the

system now includes a secondary time derivative, i.e.

utt = L(u, ux, uxx, . . .) +N(u). (2.8)

Though Eq. (2.8) is similar in construction to Eq. (2.7), the addition of the sec-

ondary time derivative has a significant impact on the way we numerically solve

such a problem. When applying the spectral discretisation to the spatial vari-

able in Eq. (2.7) the chosen ETD2 scheme involves multiplying the first order

ODE system by an integrating factor to explicitly solve the linear part of the prob-

lem [54]. Since the ODE system after the spectral discretisation of Eq. (2.8) is

a second order system, the integration factor does not apply here in general.

Instead, one usually writes the second order equation as a system of first order

ODEs in time: see, for instance, the use of spectral methods when numeri-

cally solving the 1D linear wave equation [180]. The recast system is then a

nondiagonal problem and looks similar to that of Eqs. (2.5-2.6), only now be-

ing solved for the Fourier mode amplitudes which forms a stiff problem. As

discussed in [54], the computation of the integration factor matrix associated

with the nondiagonal problem is non-trivial to calculate for the ETD scheme and

whether the linear problem exhibits zero eigenvalues plays a huge role in this

numerical method. We note that the recasting into first order equations also

doubles the number of variables that are needed to evolve, which impacts the

overall computational cost of the simulations and may be a significant increase

in general. It is important to note at this stage that our main priorities for these

numerical simulations are efficiency and simplicity of implementation in MAT-

LAB, providing that the accuracy of the solution is not fully sacrificed. This is,

of course, subjective and the utilised solver is generally down to preference,

with each numerical solver presenting certain advantages/disadvantages: see

[179] for a review of numerical schemes solving nonlinear PDEs. Since we

recast Eq. (2.8) into a system of equations that are first order in time, it is effi-

cient, for the purpose of our work, to keep the numerical analysis similar to that

of Eqs. (2.5-2.6) so that we may adapt the MATLAB code slightly and utilise
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the in-built ODE solver ode45. In order to do this, we must first discretise the

spatial derivative using a centred finite-difference scheme [78], opposed to the

spectral discretisation when solving Eq. (2.7), so that a non-stiff ODE system

is proposed. Using this spatial discretisation, the ODE system is then exactly

Eqs. (2.5-2.6), where the indexes i, j refer to the mesh points representing the

discretised 1D spatial domain. This system is then solved as described earlier

in this section using ode45. We note that, in this work, the initial conditions used

in the numerical simulations of Eq. (2.8) are imposed such that we know, in gen-

eral, how the solution should propagate according to the equation, so one can

make an informed decision whether the solver is providing an accurate solution.

2.2.3 Numerical continuation of ODEs

In general, we will consider stationary, coherent structures of PDEs by reduc-

ing the equation down to a dynamical system of ODEs with real-valued field

variables dependent on space only. This system can then be thought of as

a spatial-analogue of Eqs. (2.5-2.6) on one lattice site, where the derivative

is now in space. One may also have multiple components, higher-order spa-

tial derivatives, or an extension to the complex space which subsequently in-

creases the dimension of the ODE system. The major problem with nonlinear

ODE equations like Eqs. (2.5-2.6) is that there is a small likelihood of analytical

solutions present, especially for systems extended to the complex-space and

higher-dimensional/coupled systems. Due to this, one may choose to seek out

numerical solutions permitted by a given set of rules. In this instance we utilise

methodology developed for dynamical systems, in particular bifurcation theory

[55], to compute branches of numerical solutions related via a continuation pa-

rameter of the system. The types of problems we will consider in this thesis

can be generalised to the form of

u′ = f(u, p), u(·), f(·, ·) ∈ Rn (2.9)

where u = u(x), p is a real-scalar continuation/bifurcation parameter, and f is

a collection of linear and nonlinear terms. The system (2.9) is an autonomous,

n-dimensional spatial ODE and the dynamics are affected by a particular choice

of boundary conditions.

To compute numerical solutions of Eq. (2.9), we use the numerical software

AUTO-07p (AUTO) [61]. AUTO continues solutions to boundary-value problems

of this type by numerically continuing, in the control parameter p, via a pseudo-

arclength method. An initial solution to the problem (2.9) may be denoted by
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U0 = (u0, p0) and a solution branch is a set of solution pointsUn = (un, pn), that

also solve the system (2.9), which are connected to the initial pointU0 via some

path in the (u, p) space. Numerical continuation is a technique which details this

path and produces a set of points on this solution branch. Given the initial guess

U0, the next point on the solution curve is predicted by the type of numerical

continuation one uses. Aprediction of the next point using the pseudo-arclength

method is taken by considering a sufficiently small step-size along the tangent

vector of the given point. Since the numerical scheme is a predictor-corrector

method, one then refines the predicted point using Newton’s method, for a

set number of iterations, followed by the chord (secant) method. Note that

convergence is usually met, for our problems, within the Newton iterations.

This process is then restarted a set number of times, defined by the user in

the relevant AUTO file. The pseudo-arclength method is used by AUTO to

incorporate simple folds/saddle-node bifurcations (turning of the branch with

an increase/decrease of p), which the natural parameter continuation method

may have problems with.

Providing that the initial solution is sufficiently far away from any singular

points (points with a rank deficient Jacobian), we may continue the solution in

AUTO forming a solution branch in the U space. In general, as one contin-

ues in the parameter p, the solution branch only encounters singular points in

the form of simple folds so the full picture of the U solution branch(es) may be

computed. For the purpose of our analysis, we are purely interested in using

AUTO to compute these local solution branches, rather than the detection of

bifurcation points and branch switching that AUTO is also widely used for. The

key reasoning behind the dismissal of secondary branches in our work is due

to our main aim of translating the numerical profiles obtained inAUTO back into

the mechanical TI to produce topologically protected (vector) edge solitons, as

discussed in Sec. 2.1. Therefore, the objective here is not to define every

plausible nonlinear solution to Eq. (2.9) using AUTO, but rather to define, nu-

merically, examples of spatially localised solutions that are most-often utilised

in literature as robust translations of energy, i.e. solitons [207, 112] and fronts

(domain walls) [197, 204, 101]. Such solutions have shown to be applicable

to a wide-array of physical disciplines including, but not limited to, the fields of

nonlinear optics [138, 158, 170, 120], Bose-Einstein condensates [21, 26, 193],

water waves [5, 184], collision-based computing [159], and photorefractive ma-

terials [213]. The primary solution branches that we form in AUTO then provide

a description, numerically, on how these localised solutions are related to each

other through a single bifurcation parameter p, as well as their relation to the

uniform states. Though we expect secondary branches, and branches stem-
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ming from bifurcation points of higher co-dimension, to exist and fully describe,

numerically, whole families of nonlinear solutions to Eq. (2.9), they are not

necessary to consider in the grand scheme of this work on edge solitons in

mechanical topological insulators.

To run a particular problem in AUTO one requires two necessary files; the

function file implemented in FORTRAN language and a constants file enclosing

all user inputs for AUTO. We run the problem through a script file and, in our

case, we will always provide a data file that providesAUTO with numerical data

of a guess solution. The problems we consider are boundary-value problems,

with appropriate boundary conditions paired to the specific problem/desired so-

lution, and the equation file encodes the ODE system and these boundary con-

ditions. We note that the ODE problem must be rescaled to be solved on the

truncated domain x ∈ [0, 1], which is achievable by multiplying the right-hand

side of the ODE system by the domain size L. The data file then includes the

guess solution on the original domain size L. A typical AUTO output is depicted

using the definition of the L2-norm, as described in the AUTO manual [61], and

is plotted against the continuation parameter p. For a particular value of p, the

L2-norm is written as, √√√√∫ 1

0

DIM∑
k=0

Uk(x)2 dx (2.10)

where Uk(x) is the solution to the kth coupled differential equation and DIM is

the number of equations. We fix the number of mesh points in AUTO to 103 for

all problems, but note that the continuation of a solution branch with more com-

plicated profiles may require more mesh points to truly measure any sudden

variations. One usually chooses an appropriate pseudo-arclength step-size,

DS, for the problem at hand, depending on how quickly we wish to compute the

solution branch and how many points on the branch we wish to compute. In

general, DS may be positive or negative, depending on the required direction of

continuation, and we implement a value of DS= ±10−3. However, AUTO yields

the opportunity to alter this value after a number of iterations have been com-

puted, providing that the lower (DSMIN) and upper (DSMAX) step-size limits are

imposed such that DSMIN≤|DS|≤DSMAX. If no convergence is met at the current

choice of DS, then AUTO will try the computation again with DS/2, and this pro-

cess will continue until the step-size reaches the limit DSMIN. We fix this limit

to be DSMIN= 10−7 for all of the problems we will face, but one may wish to

fine-tune this value for other systems/desired solutions. In contrast, if there is

a rapid convergence of the Newton iterations then the step-size is increased,

to remove unnecessary computation time, but not beyond the limit DSMAX. This
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limit is fixed, for all of our problems, to DSMAX= 10−2. In practice, if there are any

obscure jumps/sharp curvatures of the solution branch then one should run the

problem with more accurate/smaller AUTO constants imposed.

2.3 Outline of the thesis

Chapter 3 presents the nonlinear extension of the mechanical topological in-

sulator described by Eq. (1.36), where we add an inherent on-site nonlinearity

into the dynamical problem. We then formulate and present the existence of

topologically protected edge solitons in this nonlinear mechanical topological

insulator. Note that a large portion of this chapter is taken from our published

work [171].

Chapter 4 presents an extension of the Chapter 3 analysis, from the under-

lying unimodal dynamics to the now bimodal dynamics. We discuss conditions

in which the bimodal dynamics are well-governed by a mathematical reduc-

tion to the CNLS, and present ways of enforcing the condition by adapting the

connections of the mechanical lattice and utilising mechanical properties.

Chapters 5-7 focus on solutions to the non-integrable CNLS equation. We

first, in Chapter 5, formulate front solutions and provide criteria for the linear

stability of the connecting background fields, as well as produce conservation

equations describing some nonlinear interactions of fronts with grey solitons.

Chapter 6 focuses on vector soliton solutions. The soliton solutions include

both numerical and analytical profiles of bright-bright, bright-dark, dark-bright,

and dark-dark solitons. A qualitative analysis of the inelastic collisions of vector

solitons in non-integrable CNLS systems is also considered. Chapter 7 anal-

yses the formation of more ’exotic’ solutions, including travelling periodic and

localised patterned states, that arise from the weakly-nonlinear analysis near a

Turing bifurcation in the reduced spatial ODE system. We compare these states

to similarly-formed patterned states of the Swift-Hohenberg equation [34].

Chapter 8 presents the implementation of the derived CNLS solutions, from

Chapters 5-7, as topologically protected, nonlinearly interacting edge modes of

a newly-designed mechanical topological insulator. We discuss the validity of

these underlying solutions and analyse the topological protection of the bimodal

dynamics.

Finally, we discuss and conclude the work in Chapter 9. We consider po-

tential applications of this work, mention some possible improvements/consid-

erations to the methodology, and discuss future directions/extensions of the

work.
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Chapter 3

Unimodal behaviour of a nonlinear

MTI

In this chapter, we use the theory of nonlinear waves to describe nonlinear

interactions between high-frequency edge modes in a 2D mechanical TI. The

primary aim is to discover topologically protected edge solitons (TPES), which

are nonlinear travelling edge waves that inherit the topological protection of the

corresponding linear system. We formulate the problem by adding an inherent,

on-site Duffing nonlinearity to the MTI, and utilise mathematical techniques to

describe nonlinear solutions in the weakly nonlinear regime. Using dimension

reduction and asymptotic analysis, the original 2D nonlinear system is reduced

to the classical 1D nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation (1.3), which is a well-

studied integrable equation. The NLS admits a plethora of soliton and rogue

wave solutions, all of which correspond to TPES in the original system. We

also propose a 2D edge reconstruction method to efficiently initialise nonlinear

structures embedded on a non-zero background.

Theoretical predictions obtained by the NLS equation are compared to nu-

merical simulations on relatively large domains and over long time-frames, with

excellent agreement. Different domain shapes are also proposed to enforce the

topological protection of the nonlinear structures, and we analyse any scatter-

ing of the energy at the defects of the different domain types. The evolution

of soliton amplitudes described by the NLS are compared to non-NLS ampli-

tudes, enforcing the validity of the NLS as the underlying, governing envelope

equation. The proposal of TPES practically enables robust transport of a me-

chanical state from one location to another on the edge of a generic 2D lattice,

which is shown by the numerical simulations of the nonlinear MTI.
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3.1 Reduction to the NLS equation

TheMTI that wewill consider for our analysis is the system proposed by Süsstrunk

and Huber [177], governed by Eqs. (1.30-1.35). To study the propagation of

nonlinear edge waves we will add an on-site nonlinearity into the system in

the form of an additional cubic (Duffing) term that is inherent to simple gravity-

pendula. It is assumed that the addition of this cubic term does not cause a

nonlinear response from the connective springs in the model since we will con-

sider a small amplitude response of the pendula, i.e. the nearest neighbour

connections in the system remain linear. As mentioned previously, the system

is composed of springs and pendula that are modelled as discrete elements,

therefore we do not expect any further nonlinearity (geometric or material) in

the lattice problem. The linear ODE system is then extended to incorporate this

on-site nonlinearity with the ODEs involving the 6 cell variables now written as

ẍ
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where σ is the strength of the Duffing nonlinearity, found by expanding the

restoring force of the pendulum, i.e. −ω2
0 sin(θ) ≈ −ω2

0θ +
ω2
0

6
θ3, which gives

σ =
ω2
0

6
. This extends the matrix linear problem (1.36) to the nonlinear compact

matrix problem

Ẍr,S(t) = (LX)r,S + σN r,S (3.7)

where N = X3. On a 1D domain with L chosen as the discrete Laplacian,

Eq. (3.7) reduces to the 1D nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation with a cubic non-

linearity [76], from which the 1D NLS equation can be derived using the method

of multiple scales [5]. Here, we will combine this procedure with dimension re-

duction to derive a 1D amplitude equation from the general 2D system given

by Eq. (3.7).

The linear problem (σ = 0) has already been considered and yields the solv-

ability condition (1.37), which produces the dispersion relation that we will use

throughout the nonlinear analysis. In the nonlinear problem (σ 6= 0), similarly

to [7, 10], we aim to construct a weakly nonlinear edge mode. Since Eq. (3.7)

does not have a small parameter, we must introduce the small parameter in the

initial condition. This is achieved by considering the spectral envelope with a

narrow width 0 < ε � 1 at a carrier wavenumber k = k0 and carrier frequency

α0 ≡ α(k0), in the reference frame co-moving with the group velocity of the

envelope α′
0 ≡ α′(k0). Specifically, we choose a multiple scale ansatz for the

weakly nonlinear edge mode of the form

X(r, S, S̃, t, τ) = ε
{
C(S̃, τ)ei(Sk0−tα0)XE

r + c.c
}
+O(ε2), (3.8)

where C(S̃, τ) is the scalar envelope function and evolves in the slow variables

S̃ ≡ ε(S −α′
0t) and τ ≡ ε2t. Thus, the time and space differential operators are

now written as ∂t = ε2∂τ − εα′
0∂S̃ − α0i and ∂S = ε∂S̃ + k0i respectively.

One can then substitute the ansatz (3.8) directly into Eq. (3.7) and expand

asymptotically in ε. In particular, we expand the dispersion relation α(k) around

the carrier wavenumber k0 in operator form as

α(k) = α0 − iα′
0ε∂S̃ − 1

2
α′′
0ε

2∂S̃S̃ +O(ε3), (3.9)

where α′′
0 ≡ α′′(k0). We note that we have utilised the relationship k̃ = k− k0 =

−iε∂S̃ here and the physical envelope width is related to the spectral envelope

width via reciprocity, i.e. the physical envelope is expected to have a width of

ε−1. At O(ε) and O(ε2) the equations are trivial due to the solvability condition

and the shift into the co-moving frame of reference. To leading nontrivial or-

der, at O(ε3), taking the inner product of both sides of the equation with XE
r ,
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: Dispersion sign for the edge modes. The sign of α′′
0 is shown for each of the edge

modes in the (a) lower bulk-band gap and (b) upper bulk-band gap. The edge mode is shown

as black (yellow) if the second-derivative is positive (negative).

where the inner product is defined generically as 〈g,h〉 =
∑

j g
∗
jhj, then the 1D

classical second-order NLS equation appears in canonical form:

iCτ +
α′′
0

2
CS̃S̃ +

3σ̃

2α0

|C|2C = 0, (3.10)

where σ̃ = σ‖XE
r ‖44 ≡ σ

∑
j |XE

j |4. Residual terms can be removed by con-

sidering higher-order ε terms in the ansatz (3.8), but we deem the residual

negligible here in the presence of small amplitudes.

The NLS equation is a maximally balanced equation and is focusing or de-

focusing if α′′
0α0/σ̃ > 0 or α′′

0α0/σ̃ < 0 respectively. Since the quantity σ̃ is

strictly positive, and we restrict the carrier frequency to α0 > 0, the dispersive

term directly governs whether the regime of the NLS is focusing or defocus-

ing. Therefore, if one calculates the second-derivative α′′
0 for the edge modes

shown in Fig. 1.4, then we can determine carrier wavenumber-frequency com-

binations that produce focusing/defocusing parameters. The edge modes of

the lower and upper bulk-band gaps are shown in Fig. 3.1(a) and Fig. 3.1(b)

respectively. The carrier (k0, α0) combinations that provide focusing (defocus-

ing) NLS parameters of the edge modes are shown as black (yellow); there is a

wide range of chosen dispersion parameters that exhibit focusing or defocusing

NLS. We will use this observation to embed different nonlinear structures into

the original MTI lattice.
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3.2 Numerical Simulations

The propagation of different types of edge solitons around the boundaries of

the mechanical lattice can now be investigated by numerically solving Eq. (3.7)

with the following initial condition resulting from the ansatz (3.8)

Xr,S(t = 0) = εC(S)eiSk0XE
r + c.c, (3.11)

where C(S) represents the initial envelope needed to produce the desired soli-

ton solution to Eq. (3.10). Note that the initial velocity Ẋr,S is then written as

Ẋr,S(t = 0) = −εα0iC(S)e
iSk0XE

r + c.c,

where only the greatest contribution of the time derivative is considered and

higher-order terms are omitted. Unless otherwise specified, the 2D domain is

taken to be rectangular with Nr sites in the r-direction, r = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Nr −
1, and NS unit cells in the S-direction, S = 0, 1, 2, · · · , NS − 1. Note that the

envelope C(S) quantifies the inter-cell variation of the pulse shape along the

edge, whilst the eigenstate XE
r quantifies both the decay of the pulse shape

into the bulk and the intra-cell variation between the three sites forming the

unit cell. Hereafter we take ε = 0.1, unless specified otherwise, and explore

different choices of the carrier wave as specified by (k0, α0) with different types

of nonlinear envelope C(S).

3.2.1 Travelling Edge Solitons

First, we consider the focusing case where Eq. (3.10) admits a two-parameter

family of bright solitons described by Eq. (1.11), where the two parameters can

be taken as k0 and ε. The bright soliton is a classical solution of the 1D NLS

equation that can be obtained directly from the inverse scattering transform

[166]. The focusing condition implies that bright solitons exist only for a finite

interval of k0; at each value of k0, fixing the spectral width ε fixes the amplitude

of the wave packet. The 2D bright edge soliton can be obtained by considering

the initial condition (3.11) with the scalar envelope function

CB(S) = Λsech (ε(S − S0)) , (3.12)

whereΛ =
√

2α0α′′
0/3σ̃ and S0 represents the initial location of the wave packet.

According to the theory, since the evolution is asymptotically governed by the

1D NLS equation, the bright edge soliton should persist at least until t ∼ O(ε−2).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.2: Propagation of bright, dark, and grey edge solitons on a rectangular lattice. The 2D

domain consists of Nr sites in the r-direction and NS unit cells in the S-direction. (a) A bright

edge soliton on a lattice of sizeNr×NS = 30×120. The carrier wavenumber and frequency are

(k0, α0) = (2.827, 12.506), which leads to soliton amplitude Λ = 1.376 in Eq. (3.12). (b) A dark

edge soliton on a lattice of size Nr ×NS = 30 × 101. The carrier wavenumber and frequency

are (k0, α0) = (2.146, 13.616), which leads to soliton amplitude Λ = 1.705i in Eq. (3.13). (c) A

grey soliton with the same setup as the dark soliton of (b), only with the parameter ΦG = π/3,
and profile given by Eq. (3.14). L, T , R and B correspond respectively to left, top, right, and

bottom edges of the 2D lattice. Panels (d,e,f) show 2D snapshots of the mechanical lattice.

(d) Bright soliton from the evolution of (a). (e) Dark soliton from the evolution of (b). (f) Grey

soliton from the evolution of (c).

At a large time scale, the asymptotic theory may produce errors that eventually

destroy the soliton profile.

To visualise these edge solitons we use the same z
(i)
r,S as in Sec. 1.3.1.

The propagation of a bright edge soliton at (k0, α0) = (2.827, 12.506) is shown

in Fig. 3.2(a) where we plot the intensity on the four edges of the rectangular

lattice. Figure 3.2(d) shows a snapshot of the full 2D rectangular lattice with the

bright edge soliton located on the opposite edge to initialised. The nonlinear

wave traverses the boundaries of the mechanical lattice clockwise with almost

no energy loss at the corners, which showcases both the topological protection

of the travelling wave and the robustness of the soliton profile.

One can also initialise two bright solitons on the same edge of the MTI and
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Figure 3.3: The interaction of two bright solitons on the left edge of a rectangular lattice of

9× 350 cells, with periodic boundary conditions on the top and bottom edges. The co-moving

soliton has carrier wavenumber and frequency (k0, α0) = (2.1, 11.941), which leads to soliton

amplitude Λ = 1.856 in Eq. (3.12), whilst the interacting soliton has (k0, α0) = (2.5, 12.241) and
Λ = 1.597. The small parameter is chosen as ε = 0.15 to facilitate initialisation on the edge.

allow them to collide. For this we move to an S-periodic domain and transfer to

the co-moving frame of one of the waves to best visualise the dynamics of the

collision. Since the waves are nonlinear we expect that the interaction should

not be a simple linear superposition of the two waves. Figure 3.3 shows the

interaction of the two bright solitons on a periodic domain of Nr ×NS = 9× 350

cells. Here we allow both waves to travel along the periodic edge with one

wave having a greater group velocity, thus catching up with the other wave

some time after initialising. The slower soliton has a wavenumber k0 = 2.1 and

corresponding frequency α0 = 11.941, whilst the faster soliton has a wavenum-

ber k0 = 2.5 and frequency α0 = 12.241. Here we transfer into the co-moving

frame of the slower wave and the small parameter is chosen as ε = 0.15 to

facilitate initialisation of both solitons on the edge. The figure shows that im-

mediately after the collision has occurred, the faster wave has passed through

the slower with both structures intact, with a small amount of radiation, and with

the similar amplitude and group velocity to before the collision. The only visible

change is that the waves exhibit a clear positional shift as a direct consequence

of the nonlinear collision. The nonlinear interaction here is permitted due to a

spectral overlap of the two wavenumbers.

Akin to bright solitons in focusing NLS, there exists dark soliton solutions

to the defocusing NLS given by Eq. (1.13), i.e. the α′′
0α0/σ̃ < 0 regime in

Eq. (3.10). Whereas a bright soliton is a localised elevation of energy on a

zero background, a dark soliton is a localised depression in the energy of a

non-zero background. The initial condition for a dark edge soliton is then given

as Eq. (3.11) with the envelope function

CD(S) = Λ tanh(ε(S − S0)). (3.13)
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Such a dark edge soliton described by NLS also exists in, for example, po-

lariton TIs [79, 126], but its propagation around a non-periodic 2D domain has

not been explicitly demonstrated due to the difficulty of initialising the non-zero

background. Here, we realise in Fig. 3.2(b) a dark edge soliton at (k0, α0) =

(2.146, 13.616) travelling on a rectangular domain with little energy loss over a

long time interval. A 2D snapshot of the dark edge soliton on the rectangular

lattice is also shown in Fig. 3.2(e).

A generalised form of the dark soliton, which is not limited to a dip of zero

intensity, is the grey soliton given by Eq. (1.12); the term ’dark’ often incorpo-

rates both the grey and dark soliton profiles. The grey soliton envelope takes

a form similar to that of the dark soliton and is given explicitly as

CG(S; ΦG) = Λ
[
cosψ + i sinΦG tanh Φ̃G

]
, (3.14)

with Φ̃G = ε(S − S0) sinΦG and ΦG an arbitrary real parameter. We see that

the dip in energy is then described by the sinΦG term and choosing ΦG =

π/2 recovers the dark envelope (3.13). Figure 3.2(c) shows the space-time

evolution of a grey soliton initialised with wavenumber k0 = 2.146, frequency

α0 = 13.616, and ΦG = π/3 on a rectangular domain. Figure 3.2(f) depicts

the grey edge soliton after a long timeframe on the 2D mechanical lattice. As

expected, the evolution of the grey soliton is in fact similar to the dark soliton

for the same wavenumber-frequency pairing, with a primarily undistorted profile

throughout the evolution and little decay in the background field after a long time

interval. The slight difference in group velocity between the two solitons is also

expected since the group velocity of the structure is related to the depression in

the energy in the NLS, as shown by Eq. (1.12). The disturbance of the uniform

background and small distortion of the profile in the dark and grey evolution is

primarily down to our methodology of constructing the non-zero background of

the profile. We will outline the rationale behind the construction of the initial

condition, which also reveals the origin of the topological protection of edge

solitons.

3.2.2 Topological Protection

Assume that a finite 2D domain is dominated by a particular type of edge,

e.g. the left and right edges in Fig. 3.2(a–c). Near a topologically protected

frequency, the eigenfrequencies and the corresponding eigenfunctions on this

2D domain should match up well with those on a semi-infinite 2D periodic stripe

with this type of edge. In the presence of weak nonlinearity, the envelope equa-
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tion for the edge solitons on such a finite 2D domain should then be well approx-

imated by the NLS equation on the corresponding 1D periodic domain. Thus, a

unidirectionally travelling 1D NLS soliton corresponds to a unidirectionally loop-

ing 2D edge soliton insensitive to the details of the 2D domain. The detailed

method to construct the edge soliton is described as follows.

To facilitate initialisation of the non-zero background one must compute the

full 2D profile, which is a linear combination of 2D eigenfunctionsX i
r,S, based on

the criterion that the left edge contains precisely the initial condition Eq. (3.11).

Formally, given the 1D soliton profile, take CD(S) for example, and a set of

wavenumbers ki, we need to use an inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT)

to find the coefficients Xi such that

CD(S)e
ik0S =

∑
i

Xie
ikiS. (3.15)

For each 2D eigenvalue there exists a set of 2 orthogonal 2D eigenfunctions

that we may restrict to the left edge (r = 0) and write in the form u1 = cos(kiS+

θ) and u2 = sin(kiS+ θ), each with the dual harmonics ±ki. We can isolate the

±ki harmonic by forming the linear combinationu1±iu2. The 2D eigenfunctions

are then normalised to make the left edge of the form eikiS by finding a scaling

factor giX
i
r,S = XE

r such that the values of all 6 variables in the central cell

(S = S0) agree with the 1D eigenfunction in the least squares sense. The

2D eigenfunctions are now recast into a form most compatible with the initial

condition Eq. (3.11).

We then compute the IDFT to find the multiplicative coefficients. Multiplying

Eq. (3.15) by e−ikjS and summing over S gives us the following,∑
S

CD(S)e
ik0Se−ikjS =

∑
i

Xi

∑
S

eikiSe−ikjS

=
∑
i

XiLSδij

= LSXj,

where we have used the properties of the Kronecker delta and LS is the number

of cells. This allows us to write the equation for the coefficients, given as

Xj =
1

LS

∑
S

CD(S)e
ik0Se−ikjS. (3.16)

For each 2D eigenfunction its coefficient is obtained by a convolution between

the initial profile CD(S)e
ik0S and the wavenumbers kj. The wavenumber kj can

be determined accurately by utilising the following relationship between neigh-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.4: Propagation of bright and dark edge solitons on domain with a wedge structure.

Panels (a,b) show snapshots of a respective bright (a) and dark (b) edge soliton on a rectan-

gular domain with a sharp turn cut out of the right edge; red arrows indicate the centre of the

soliton envelope and its direction of travel. Panels (c,d) show space-time plots along the edges

of the irregular domain, where L, T , R and B correspond respectively to left, top, right, and

bottom edges of the 2D lattice. The bright and dark solitons are given by the parameters of

Fig. 3.2(a,b) respectively.

bouring cells of a particular component, say x
(0)
r=0,S:

x
(0)
r=0,S=n+1 = eikjx

(0)
r=0,S=n, (3.17)

where n is a cell location sufficiently far enough away from the corners of the

lattice. Rearranging Eq. (3.17) allows us to explicitly write the wavenumbers as

kj = Re(−i loge(x
(0)
r=0,S=n+1/x

(0)
r=0,S=n)).

Finally, we need to choose LS such that the wavenumbers on the left edge,

extracted from the 2D eigenfunctions, agree with the wavenumbers on the 1D
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periodic domain. The wavenumbers for successive 2D eigenfunctions are ap-

proximately equally spaced whilst, on a 1D periodic domain of length LS, the

spacing between the wavenumbers of successive eigenfunctions is 2π/LS. The

equality of the two wavenumber spacings determines LS, which generally may

not be an integer. The value of LS is approximately proportional to the number

of perimeter sitesNp/3. The non-integer value of LS is an inherent imperfection

of the method that may be improved upon in future. This is also the explicit rea-

soning why we see small fluctuations that develop in the non-zero background

of the opposing edge of the lattice; see Fig. 3.2(b). The 2D profile can then be

constructed as the linear combination of the normalised 2D eigenfunctions:

Xr,S(t = 0) =
∑
j

XjX
j
r,S + c.c. (3.18)

This construction method was used in the formation of the initial condition for

the dark solitons in Fig. 3.2(b–c) and future NLS solutions with a non-zero back-

ground field.

Due to topological protection, we are not limited to domains that allow simple

propagation, such as a rectangle, so let us consider irregular domains. For

instance, by carving a sharp turn into the right edge of the lattice (the edge

opposite the initial condition), we may evolve the system using the same bright

and dark edge soliton initial conditions as in Fig. 3.2(a–b). Since the carrier

wave is topologically protected, we expect that the nonlinear structures will

traverse the domain with little to no backscattering regardless of the boundary

type. This is seen in Fig. 3.4(a–b) where snapshots of the 2D domain show

the edge solitons traverse the irregular domain in their last cycle before t =

2000. The space-time plots in Fig. 3.4(c–d) also show the edge solitons passing

through the sharp turn of the right edge multiple times with little change in the

pulse shape.

The same is found to occur for rough boundaries with finer length scales,

such as a Cantor-like function carved into the right edge. Figure 3.5 shows

the propagation of bright and dark edge solitons around the domain with finer

length scales. Notably we see that both types of soliton traverse the irregular

domain with little change in the structure of the initial pulse. This is expected

from TPES as, regardless of the edge shape, we expect such robust nonlin-

ear waves to pass through irregular edges without major backscattering of the

energy. We do however note the appearance in Fig. 3.5(d) of an extra grey

soliton stemming from the initial condition on the right edge of the lattice. This

grey soliton appears due to the imperfection in the 2D reconstruction method

but we note that this extra soliton is also topologically protected, showing ex-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.5: Propagation of bright and dark edge solitons on a domain with a Cantor edge. The

same setup as in Fig. 3.4, only now with finer length scales introduced to the right edge.

actly the robust nature of TPESwhen generated. These numerical experiments

all but confirm the general principle that weakly nonlinear edge solitons inherit

the topological protection of linear edge modes.

To further show the topological protection of edge solitons around different

types of corners, we can perform a numerical scattering analysis on bright soli-

tons propagating on the above two types of domains over a long time period,

say t ∈ [0, 1× 104]. Since the two parameters characterising the bright solitons

are k0 and ε, we consider varying them away from those in Fig. 3.2(a), i.e.

k0 = 2.827 and ε = 0.1.

Firstly, we fix k0 = 2.827 and compare the three cases ε = 0.05, ε = 0.1, and

ε = 0.2. Figure 3.6(a,b) respectively show the relative energy (the L2-norm of

z on the left edge relative to its initial value) and the maximum amplitude (the

L∞-norm of z on the left edge) over 25 propagation cycles on the rectangular
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Figure 3.6: Numerical scattering analysis for bright solitons. Panels (a,b) show the effect of

fixing k0 = 2.827 and varying ε = 0.05 (blue), ε = 0.1 (black), ε = 0.2 (red) over multiple

propagation cycles on two different domains. Domain R is the fully rectangular domain, whilst

domainW is the domain with a wedge carved into the right edge. (a) Total energy of the solitons

at each cycle relative to the initial value. (b) The maximum amplitude of the solitons at each

cycle. Similarly, panels (c,d) show the effect of fixing ε = 0.1 and varying k0 = 2.199 (blue),

k0 = 2.513 (red), k0 = 2.827 (black) on the two different domains.

domain (R) and the domain with a wedge carved into the right edge (W). The

most remarkable feature is that neither the energy nor the amplitude changes

significantly, regardless of the domain shape. Thus, although these edge soli-

tons are formally derived on the O(ε−2) time scale, they persist much longer in

practice. It can also be seen that a larger ε causes the amplitude to oscillate

more, while a smaller ε causes the energy to decay more. To explain these,

we recall that ε is the spectral width and ε−1 is the physical width of the soli-

ton. A larger ε causes greater interference between the two spectral envelopes

centred at k0 and 2π− k0 that form the soliton. This is a unique property of me-

chanical systems as opposed to optical systems, which will be further explored

in future work. On the other hand, a smaller ε makes the soliton more spatially
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extended and thus causes the energy to spread more onto the other edges.

Next, we fix ε = 0.1 and vary k0 with the stipulation that it belongs to the

topologically protected and focusing regime. In this band gap, the topologi-

cally protected set of wavenumbers is k ∈ [1.573, 4.178] and the focusing set of

wavenumbers is k ∈ [0, 3.483]. As such, in Fig. 3.6(c,d) we compare the three

cases k0 = 2.199, k0 = 2.513, and k0 = 2.827 on the two types of domains.

The soliton can be seen to propagate very well as long as its carrier wavenum-

ber lies in the interior of the allowable set of wavenumbers. The wavenumbers

closer to the bulk appear to be more sensitive to the irregularity of the domain

shape, as seen in Fig. 3.6(d).

Remarkably, linear edgemodes disperse differently depending on the defor-

mity shape, but nonlinear edge solitons maintain their profiles independent of

the deformity shape. The system thus functions as a nonlinear acoustic cloak;

see [169] for a similar proposal of a nonlinear optical cloak.

3.2.3 The NLS amplitude

One would expect the nonlinear structures governed by the NLS to propagate

significantly better than those that are initialised with no governance. In par-

ticular, the edge soliton should maintain its shape better at the theoretically

predicted amplitude in comparison to smaller or greater amplitudes. Firstly, let

us take the bright edge soliton in Fig. 3.2(a), with wavenumber k0 = 2.827,

frequency α0 = 12.506, and theoretically predicted NLS amplitude Λ = 1.376,

as a case study for the varied amplitudes. The nonlinear wave travels clock-

wise around the domain, completing a full cycle with a period of about 300. The

longtime profile of this edge soliton shows little decay as seen in Fig. 3.7(a): at

t ≈ 2000 (t ≈ 4000), the soliton has completed about 6 (12) cycles of the domain

and the soliton amplitude has only decayed to approximately 96% (93%) of its

initial theoretically predicted value.

Taking a smaller amplitude than the theoretically predicted results in a com-

pelling amount of decay of the bright soliton profile. This is seen in Fig. 3.7(b)

where we have considered an amplitude that is approximately half of the pre-

dicted, i.e. Λ = 0.7. Here, the peak of the soliton has decayed to 61% of its

original value long after the initial time (≈ 4000 time units), which is a signifi-

cant decrease in comparison to the 93% seen before in Fig. 3.7(a). Moreover,

the Gaussian profile has dispersed out to the point where the tail ends of the

bright soliton are cut off by the corners of the 2D rectangular domain. This is

equivalent to decreasing the strength of the nonlinearity, which causes a similar

effect to the propagation of pulses in the linear system, like that of Fig. 1.6 . In
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Figure 3.7: Propagation of solitons with differing amplitudes. (a,b,c) Bright solitons on a

rectangular lattice of size Nr × NS = 30 × 120 with carrier wavenumber and frequency

(k0, α0) = (2.827, 12.506), and soliton amplitudes (a) Λ = 1.376; (b) Λ = 0.7; (c) Λ = 2.8. (d,e,f)
Dark solitons on a rectangular lattice of size Nr × NS = 30 × 101 with carrier wavenumber

and frequency (k0, α0) = (2.146, 13.616), and soliton amplitudes (d) Λ = 1.705i; (e) Λ = 0.8i;
(f) Λ = 3.5i. Profiles are taken initially (blue-solid) and after a long time interval (red-dashed).

Solitons (a) and (d) are precisely the solitons with theoretically predicted NLS amplitudes seen

in Fig. 3.2(a,b) respectively.

contrast to this, Fig. 3.7(c) shows the effect of initialising a larger amplitude,

where we have considered approximately double the theoretically predicted,

i.e. Λ = 2.8. We see that this has a severe consequence on the structure of

the bright soliton and the crest of the initial Gaussian curve has almost doubled

in size; the remainder of the soliton has a somewhat random structure to it. This

phenomenon is down to an overfocusing effect, from an overpowering nonlin-

earity, where the energy to the immediate left and right of the initial peak has

been redistributed to the peak itself. We remark that linear edge modes corre-

spond to the limit Λ → 0, which exhibits even more dispersion than Fig. 3.7(b).

The dark soliton can be explored in a similar manner by initialising an ampli-

tude of half and double the theoretically predicted, seen in Figures 3.7(e) and

3.7(f) respectively. These two profiles are comparable to the dark soliton profile

in Fig. 3.7(d) with the predicted amplitude Λ = 1.705i, wavenumber k0 = 2.146,

and corresponding frequency α0 = 13.616. As shown in Fig. 3.7(d), at t ≈ 4000
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the general structure of the dark soliton has not altered much at all and the

fluctuations in the carrier wave are caused by the imperfectly constructed ini-

tial condition. Taking an amplitude which is less than that of the theoretically

predicted, we see that the trough of the dark soliton widens. Contrary to this,

taking an initial amplitude which is greater than that of the theoretically predicted

causes a narrowing and distortion in the envelope itself; sporadic fluctuations

are also produced in the carrier wave. Therefore, we see once again that the

NLS amplitude is the best amplitude for the evolution of the dark soliton.

Overall, it is clear that the amplitude theoretically predicted by the NLS equa-

tion (3.10), which governs the envelope of these nonlinear travelling waves, is

truly the best amplitude for the formation of solitons in this MTI. If one considers

an initial amplitude other than this then the nonlinear and dispersive terms are

no longer balanced causing effects such as overfocusing and severe profile

distortion as the soliton evolves in time.

3.2.4 Rogue Edge Solitons

Due to the integrable nature of the NLS, one can have many solutions beyond

the standard solitons. An example of such a solution to the classical 1D NLS

equation are rational solutions, commonly known as rogue waves as they have

recently proven to be very promising contenders for modelling waves with ab-

normally large heights [114, 38, 65, 30]. Let us explore the implementation of

these rogue solutions as TPES in the MTI lattice. We first consider the famous

Peregrine soliton [151] which is the prototypical example of a rogue wave solu-

tion. For visualisation purposes, we require the maximum amplitude to appear

at some t > 0, say t0 = 1200. Therefore we shift the temporal variable by t0

and consider the initial condition (3.11) with the envelope function given by

CP (S) = Λ

[
1− 4(1− 2it̃0)

1 + 4ε2(S − S0)2 + 4t̃20

]
eiθ̃, (3.19)

where θ̃ = α0t0− t̃0 and t̃0 = ε2α′′
0t0. Figure 3.8(a) shows the appearance of the

Peregrine edge soliton with the carrier wavenumber and frequency (k0, α0) =

(2.334, 12.113). A top-down view of the Peregrine soliton forming on the right

edge of the 2D lattice is shown in Fig. 3.8(d). The red arrow indicates direction

of Peregrine envelope propagation around the perimeter of the domain. We

note that the peak does indeed appear at t ≈ t0 according to the numerics.

As discussed in Sec. 1.1, the uniform background of the NLS in the focusing

regime may exhibit modulational instability, which is expected for these partic-

ular rogue wave solutions to exist [151]. The breakup of the non-zero back-
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Figure 3.8: Propagation of rogue edge solitons. Panel (a) shows a space-time plot of a Pere-

grine soliton described by Eq. (3.19) that peaks at t ≈ 1200. Panel (b) shows a Kuznetsov-Ma

edge soliton described by Eq. (3.20), peaking at t0 = 500 with modulation parameter φ = 1,
with a breathing period of ≈ 1000. (c) An Akhmediev breather described by Eq. (3.21) that

peaks at t ≈ 1200 with modulation parameter φ = 0.6. The carrier wavenumber and frequency

of all three rogue waves are (k0, α0) = (2.334, 12.113), and the size of the rectangular domain

is Nr ×NS = 20× 100. Panels (d,e,f) show snapshots of the 2D mechanical lattice. (d) Pere-

grine soliton from the evolution of (a). (e) Kuznetsov-Ma soliton from the evolution of (b). (f)

Akhmediev breather from the evolution of (c).

ground in Fig. 3.8(a) for longer timeframes is once again a consequence of the

profile reconstruction method using the 2D eigenfunctions rather than the mod-

ulational instability of the NLS background. Typically, any unstable behaviour

of the solution in the NLS is reflected in the MTI system and the presence of

any temporal instability can be checked via direct numerical simulations of the

NLS equation with an appropriate initial condition. The Peregrine edge solitons

are also topologically protected in their propagation on the MTI lattice, which

shows again the robust nature of these edge solitons.

Let us also consider the Kuznetsov-Ma (K-M) soliton, which was first derived

by Ma [132] as a breathing wavepacket in time embedded in a plane wave

solution. To generate a K-M edge soliton, we replace the envelope function in
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the initial condition (3.11) by the K-M expression seen in [65], i.e.

CKM(S;φ) = Λ

[
cos(Ωt̃0 + 2iφ)− coshφ cosh S̄

cos(Ωt̃0)− coshφ cosh S̄

]
eiθ̃, (3.20)

where S̄ = Pε(S − S0), P = 2 sinhφ, Ω = sinh 2φ, and φ is the real modulation

parameter defining the breathing period. Figure 3.8(b) shows the appearance

of a K-M edge soliton with φ = 1 and (k0, α0) = (2.334, 12.113). Figure 3.8(e)

provides a top-down snapshot of the 2D lattice right after the peak of the KM

soliton has formed on the left edge of the lattice. The breathing period of≈ 1000

agrees with the analytical prediction described by the envelope equation (3.20).

Finally, we explore another rogue wave solution known as the Akhmediev

breather [15]. In contrast to the K-M soliton which is time-periodic, the Akhme-

diev breather is a spatially periodic solution that is localised in time. The scalar

envelope function is given by the Akhmediev expression in [65], i.e.

CA(S;φ) = Λ

[
cosh(Ωt̃0 + 2iφ)− cosφ cos S̄

cosh(Ωt̃0)− cosφ cos S̄

]
eiθ̃, (3.21)

where θ̃ = α0t0 − t̃0, t̃0 = ε2α′′
0t0, S̄ = Pε(S − S0), P = 2 sinφ, and Ω =

sin 2φ. As with the Peregrine soliton, we initialise the time-localised structure

well before its maximum amplitude, which is designed to appear at time t0 =

1200. Note that one can recover the K-M solution (3.20) from the Akhmediev

expression by using the parameter transformation φ→ iφ. Figure 3.8(c) shows

the appearance of an Akhmediev breather and Fig. 3.8(f) provides a snapshot

of the 2D domain where the spatially periodic structure of four peaks is shown

to propagate around the domain edge. It is clear to see the spatially periodic

nature of the breather and all peaks form their maximum amplitude at t ≈ t0,

decaying away beyond this time which is consistent with the analytic solution

in Eq. (3.21). The Peregrine soliton (3.19) is in fact the limiting case (φ→ 0) of

both the K-M soliton and the Akhmediev breather.

Note that since the carrier wave belongs to the topologically nontrivial regime,

the propagation of these rogue edge solitons in the mechanical lattice is topo-

logically protected, just like the travelling edge solitons presented earlier. There

are similarly derived rogue waves in the FPUT lattice and granular crystals

through reduction to NLS [43].
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3.3 Discussion

To summarise this chapter, we have realised edge solitons theoretically and

numerically in a 2D nonlinear mechanical topological insulator exhibiting the

QSHE. These edge solitons inherit the topological protection of the linear sys-

tem which enables robust transport of mechanical excitation on arbitrary do-

mains. In experiments, any waveform such as Eqs. (3.12–3.14) and

Eqs. (3.19–3.21) can be generated at a single site and propagated around the

finite domain [177]. The required experimental setup is no different from that in

the original experiment [177], only on a suitably larger domain to accommodate

the narrow spectral envelope. The straightforward nature of the mechanical

system, in comparison to its photonic counterpart, allows the formation of table-

top experiments that will exhibit TPES on a directly observable scale. Though

we truncate the on-site nonlinearity to the cubic order in Eq. (3.7) we note that,

since we assume a weakly-nonlinear ansatz in Eq. (3.8), the amplitudes of the

pendula response are small and the inclusion of higher-order nonlinear terms of

the sine expansion does not have a significant effect on the propagation of the

envelopes. Numerical simulations of the nonlinear system with the full, on-site

sinusoidal nonlinearity exhibits little to no visible difference between the prop-

agation of the NLS envelopes in this system and the propagation in the cubic

system imposed throughout this chapter.

We note that themechanism of topologically protection in this proposed non-

linear system is equivalent to the linear system presented in Eq. (1.36), where

the construction of the Hamiltonian using mechanical components achieves a

mechanical QSH analogue, with topologically protected edge modes arising

due to the existence of the non-trivial Chern number, shown in Eq. (1.19). The

robustness of the propagating edge modes is a direct consequence of the type

of component used in forming the mechanical TI system, with the pendula ex-

hibiting an inherent on-site nonlinearity. Recently, the study of robust edge

modes in QH/QSH systems has led to attempts to generalise the Berry phase

to 2D nonlinear, quantum-mechanical TIs [31]. In this work of Bomantara et

al, a nonlinear extension of a spinless, two-band Chern insulator model is con-

sidered with a mean-field nonlinearity that may be tuned accordingly through a

scalar parameter. As the nonlinear strength is tuned, there may be nonlinearity-

induced quantum phase transitions where self-crossing Dirac cones (nonlinear

Dirac cones) emerge in the band spectrum that are robust to local perturba-

tions. The key difference between the robust edge modes presented in [31]

and those presented here is that the nonlinearity, and therefore robustness of

the edge modes, in our system stems directly from the mechanical component
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used in constructing the mechanical analogue of the QSH Hamiltonian. In con-

trast, the work of [31] attempts to formalise a nonlinear extension of the QH

model itself in the original quantum mechanical setting. As further research

is carried out on the generalisation of the Berry phase in nonlinear quantum

mechanical models, this may provide alternative indicators for the existence of

robust topologically protected edge modes, which could also be of fundamental

interest when constructing photonic or mechanical analogues.

We also briefly note a comprehensive study of stability of the QSH state in

the quantum mechanical setting [199]. In this work of Xu and Moore, regions

of stability for models exhibiting even or odd numbers of Kramer’s pairs are

obtained, where phase transitions may be driven between the QSH state and

the regular insulator. In our nonlinear system, deforming the lattice remains

the simplest way to explore the stability of the edge modes; a deeper analysis

of the stability, like in [199], may yield a better understanding of the physical

behaviour of these robust edge modes.

In addition to the envelope solutions shown in this chapter, there is also the

possibility of more ’exotic’ envelopes. Since the NLS equation is integrable,

a plethora of solutions are available, beyond those already discussed, via dif-

ferent mathematical descriptions. An example of these are higher-order rogue

wave solutions, which have been shown in the scalar NLS equation [73, 80].

The NLS equation also allows the formation of dispersive shock waves [53],

which then permits the possibility of soliton tunnelling [173]. Though, in prac-

tice, the particular nature of the structures may prove difficult to implement in

the nonlinear MTI due to the construction of the non-zero background, higher-

order interference, and the derived O(ε−2) time scale of evolution.

Future applications of TPES to logic devices may benefit from the possibility

for collision-based computing provided by such nonlinear coherent structures

[12]. For this to be realised, one must consider the consequence of nonlinearly

interacting edge modes and their collision behaviour dynamically. This concept

can be summarised by the bimodal behaviour of the nonlinear MTI. To study

how two edge modes interact at a certain carrier wavenumber, one can pro-

pose a reduction similar to the unimodal case, only now with two envelopes

corresponding to different edge modes that will interact nonlinearly. We will ex-

plore this reduction in the next chapter and analyse under what constraints this

nonlinear interaction is a possibility.
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Chapter 4

Bimodal behaviour of a nonlinear

MTI

If the scalar NLS equation governs the envelope of single edge modes, then a

natural continuation of this would be to question if multiple, nonlinearly interact-

ing edge modes could be governed in a similar fashion. The key comparison

one can make is to that of birefringent optical fibres, where one has a par-

ticular version of the coupled NLS equation that governs the nonlinear pulse

propagation [138]. Recent developments of PTIs also shows that one may ex-

pect bimodal behaviour of weakly-nonlinear TIs to be governed by CNLS-type

equations [96].

In this chapter we develop the analytical theory behind the bimodal be-

haviour of the same nonlinear MTI that we considered in the previous chap-

ter. Initially, the spring constants and pendula remain unchanged from the NLS

analysis and we develop conditions for when the CNLS appears as the gov-

erning equation for the envelope of the edge modes. The analysis imposes

strict criteria on the dispersion relation of the linear problem. This motivates a

brief discussion on when said criteria are satisfied and leads us to a specific

adaptation of the edge sites of the mechanical lattice. Finally, with an appropri-

ate mechanical lattice, we show what type of CNLS equation one may expect,

which dictates the kind of envelope solutions that may arise as nonlinear edge

modes in the MTI.

4.1 Reduction to the Coupled NLS equation

Consider again the set of nonlinear MTI differential equations in the compact

matrix form given by Eq. (3.7). We may impose a multiple-scale ansatz, con-

sisting of two generic edge modes around a chosen carrier wavenumber k0,
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that takes the form

X = ε
{
A(S̃, τ)ei(Sk0−tα0)X(1)

r +B(S̃, τ)ei(Sk0−tβ0)X(2)
r + c.c

}
, (4.1)

where we have omitted higher-order terms O(ε2) and X = X(r, S, S̃, t, τ) as

before. It is assumed that the only modes present in the excitation, at the cho-

sen wavenumber k0, are the two interacting edge modes corresponding to the

carrier frequencies α0 and β0. In the bimodal ansatz, we now have two en-

velopes A and B that are assumed to evolve purely in the slow space and time

variables, given by S̃ ≡ ε(S−Vgt) and τ ≡ ε2t respectively. Note that the spatial

variable is co-moving with a generic, currently unknown, group velocity Vg. We

now have two distinct 1D edge states X
(1)
r , X

(2)
r that decay perpendicular to

the edge and correspond to the eigenvalues α and β respectively. Both α(k)

and β(k) solve the linear eigenvalue problem (1.37), i.e.

L(k)X(1)
r = −α(k)2X(1)

r , (4.2)

L(k)X(2)
r = −β(k)2X(2)

r . (4.3)

Recall that the chosen values of the carrier frequencies α0 ≡ α(k0) and β0 ≡
β(k0) correspond to topologically protected edge states when they are found in

a bulk-band gap of the dispersion relation, where the only permissible states

are the edge states.

One can then substitute the bimodal ansatz (4.1) into theMTI equation (3.7),

expanding asymptotically in ε, and utilise the solvability conditions (4.2-4.3). If

we expand α(k) and β(k) around the carrier wavenumber k0 in operator forms

then O(ε) is trivial. At the next order O(ε2), we may extract the equations for

each of the harmonics to get Vg = α′
0 = β′

0, which means that the group velocity

of each edge mode must be equivalent. Leading order terms for the analysis

are then given at O(ε3). If one extracts the equations at each of the harmonics,

specifically θ1 = (Sk0 − tα0) and θ2 = (Sk0 − tβ0), then we get two coupled

nonlinear equations, for the envelopes A and B, given as

2iα0AτX
(1)
r + α0α

′′
0AS̃S̃X

(1)
r + 3σAX(1)

r (|AX(1)
r |2 + 2|BX(2)

r |2) = 0

2iβ0BτX
(2)
r + β0β

′′
0BS̃S̃X

(2)
r + 3σBX(2)

r (|BX(2)
r |2 + 2|AX(1)

r |2) = 0.

The remaining harmonics produce residual terms that can be removed by con-

sidering higher-order terms in the original ansatz (4.1); the residuals are deemed

negligible moving forward. If one then divides each equation through by its cor-

responding carrier frequency, α0 and β0 respectively, and take the inner-product
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with the relevant eigenmode, then the final equation is written as

iAτ +
α′′
0

2
AS̃S̃ + 3A(σ̃1|A|2 + 2σ̃2|B|2) = 0, (4.4)

iBτ +
β′′
0

2
BS̃S̃ + 3B(σ̃3|B|2 + 2σ̃4|A|2) = 0, (4.5)

where σ̃1 =
σ

2α0
‖X(1)

r ‖44, σ̃2 = σ
2α0

‖X(1)
r X

(2)
r ‖22, σ̃3 = σ

2β0
‖X(2)

r ‖44, σ̃4 = σ
2β0

‖X(1)
r X

(2)
r ‖22,

and ‖X(1)
r ‖22 = ‖X(2)

r ‖22 = 1 normalized.

The coupled, nonlinear equation (4.4)-(4.5) is precisely the coupled NLS

equation with generic dispersion and nonlinear coefficients. Therefore, provid-

ing that the carrier frequencies are chosen to be at the same carrier wavenum-

ber k0 and with equal group velocities α′
0 = β′

0, then the CNLS governs the en-

velope of nonlinearly interacting edge modes in the MTI. The nonlinear terms

involving σ̃1 and σ̃3 describe the self-phase modulation (SPM) and are equiv-

alent to the nonlinear terms of the decoupled NLS analysis seen previously.

This is expected since the CNLS equation with A = 0 or B = 0 narrows down

to the scalar NLS by definition. The cross-modulation terms (XPM) describe

the nonlinear interaction of one envelope with the other and must be non-zero

to avoid trivial decoupling.

Due to the criterion of equal group velocity (EGV), one may not have CNLS

edge modes in general. In fact, the dispersion relation shown in Fig. 1.4 does

not yield an EGV set of topologically protected edge modes, which is expected

due to the finite, small number of edge modes per k0 and the particular nature

of the criterion. In order to produce an EGV wavenumber k0, we must introduce

the process of adapting the original mechanical lattice.

4.2 Adapting the nonlinear MTI

The simple structure of the mechanical lattice, in comparison to its photonic

counterpart, allows for a multitude of ways to adapt the lattice and produce EGV

points from the dispersion relation. The strength of the connective springs, as

well as the pendula themselves, may be altered so that one can achieve a

specific EGV carrier wavenumber and force the two carrier frequencies to be

fully in the bulk-band gap. There are many ways in which one may impose

these changes to the lattice, but we will choose to alter the coupling strength

of the wall springs connected to the left and right edge sites. We adopt this

method due to there being no consequence on the dynamical connections of

the neighbouring sites to the edges. These wall springs were not depicted in

the previous site layout of Fig. 1.3 but, for clarity of the adaptation, we show
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Figure 4.1: Two unit cells of the MTI lattice with the same schematic setup as in Fig. 1.3; wall-

edge site connections are visualised. Experimentally, the sites represent the pendula in the

same manner as Fig. 1.2, but the explicit connections of sites on the perimeter of the lattice to

solid walls is also shown here. The connective strength between any edge pendulum and the

wall, given by F0, is increased/decreased proportionally by a scaling factor of Ω.

these wall springs are in Fig. 4.1. Note that we show specifically how the

process affects the leftmost edge; one may picture the same process being

applied to the right edge also. The experimental setup of the lattice is the same

as before in Fig. 1.2, with r and s the horizontal and vertical axes respectively.

If we consider a general connection between an edge pendulum and the wall,

with strength F0, then we alter this strength by a factor Ω. This modification is

implemented for every left and right edge connection to the walls. Note that F0

differs depending on which site connection one considers. Each value of F0 is

given specifically by the connections in Eqs. (1.30-1.35) relating r and r − 1

for the left edge, and r and r + 1 for the right edge. For instance, F0 = f for

the x(0) and y(0) wall connections, but F0 = −f/2 for the x(1)-x(1) and y(1)-y(1)

connections.

The key reason behind altering the wall-edge connections is that this in-

volves the least amount of alterations to the dynamical matrix L. One is also

free to impose a different Ω for each of the variables x(j), y(j), j = 0, 1, 2

that allows more freedom for the system, and would be analysed accordingly

using matrix perturbation theory; see [20] for example. For the purpose of

our analysis, and henceforth, we will consider a fixed Ω that alters each con-

nection proportionally. Mathematically, this alteration only changes the value

of the self-interaction term, As, in the original set of equations (1.30-1.35).

This term will then become A1 = As + (Ω − 1) for x(0) and y(0) sites, and

A2 = As + (Ω − 1)(1 +
√
3)/2 for x(1), y(1), x(2), and y(2) sites on both the left

and right edges. For physical reasons we limit the choice of Ω to the interval
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Figure 4.2: The dispersion relation α(k) computed on the left/right edge of a rectangular lattice

with Nr = 60. The left and right wall-edge connections are scaled proportionally by a factor of

Ω = 1.5.

Ω ≥ 0. If one were to choose a negative value of Ω then this would be unphysi-

cal in the context presented, representing negative spring constants, therefore

we neglect this case. We recover the original system when Ω = 1 and Ω > 1

corresponds to increasing the connection strength, and subsequently the self-

interaction term. Values in the range 1 > Ω > 0 have weaker connections than

the original system but are still physically viable using the same mechanical

components. Since the only sites that are affected are the sites on the edge

of the lattice, the dominant effect will be on the edge modes of the dispersion

relation and will give more control over the possibility of EGV wavenumbers

being found.

4.3 Points of equal group velocity

Adapting the dynamical connections is a definitive way of finding topologically

protected EGV wavenumbers in the dispersion relation. The linear problem is

now different since L has different entries, thus the dispersion relation will be

modified depending on the particular strength of Ω. An example of a typical

dispersion relation one may expect is seen in Fig. 4.2, where we have consid-

ered a value of Ω = 1.5. The general description of the dispersion relation can

be explained by the behaviour of Ω. As Ω increases, all of the left/right edge

modes are simultaneously ’pushed’ upwards and into the upper bulk-band of

each gap. Left/right edge modes also appear out of the lower bulk band of the

gaps creating a winding-structure within the bulk-band gaps. If one increases

Ω further, then we get edge modes that lie above the upper-most bulk-band

like those depicted in panel (b) of Fig. 4.2. This is expected since a significant
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Table 4.1: Examples of topologically protected EGV points with edge mode parameters.

Ω k0 α0 β0 α′′
0 β′′

0 α′
0 = β′

0

2 0.403 12.756 17.298 0.112 -1.457 -0.111

2.2 2.838 12.310 16.099 -0.173 0.225 -0.567

2.4 2.701 12.464 16.447 -0.163 0.162 -0.599

2.7 2.292 12.821 17.088 -0.185 -0.046 -0.605

increase in the wall-edge strength will increase the eigenfrequency of these

particular modes beyond the frequencies of the bulk modes, that are obviously

less-impacted by our alteration method. These modes are physical, however

the edge modes that fall in the bulk-band gaps are of greater interest to us so

we will only consider these particular modes. When the connection strength is

decreased below the regular value of Ω = 1 we get a reversed effect where the

edge modes are shifted downwards into the lower bulk-bands. Generally, the

bulk bands are also shifted up/down as Ω increases/decreases, but this is only

because of the finiteness of the domain used.

Since we are now familiar with the general qualitative changes to the disper-

sion relation as Ω varies, we can search numerically for topologically protected

EGV points. Examples of points that satisfy our criteria are tabulated in Table.

4.1. In each case the two modes that are classified as EGV are found in dif-

ferent bulk-band gaps, i.e. the α mode is in the lower gap with the β mode in

the upper gap. One advantage of these prototypical EGV points is that we may

find a new EGV at a particular wavenumber near these values of Ω, providing

that the point is still topologically protected and not close to the crossing points

at k0 = 0, π. This is useful when imposing periodic domains. As a case study

let us consider the EGV found at (Ω, k0) = (2.4, 2.701) and shift in the param-

eter Ω to find a new EGV point at (Ω, k0) = (2.168, 10π/11). This allows us to

impose a domain that is periodic with respect to the wavenumber k0, given by

Nr×NS = 25×110. The nature of the CNLS parameters is generally governed

by the signs of the second derivatives α′′
0, β

′′
0 , since the values α0, β0 and the

4-norm of the eigenvectors are strictly positive. Thus, the envelopes of these

nonlinearly interacting edgemodes are governed by the CNLS system (4.4-4.5)

with system parameters

α′′
0 = −0.176, σ̃1 = 0.013, σ̃2 = 0.006,

β′′
0 = 0.235, σ̃3 = 0.014, σ̃4 = 0.005.

We immediately see the non-integrable nature of the system. If the modes are

decoupled, i.e. eitherA = 0 orB = 0, then one recovers the NLS system for the

remaining edgemodewithin the newly adapted system. In particular, this CNLS
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Scalar soliton solutions for edge modes of the adapted MTI lattice with pa-

rameter Ω = 2.168. Solitons are evolved on the rectangular, periodic domain of Nr ×
Ns(NS) = 25 × 330(110). (a) Two dark solitons with carrier wavenumber and frequency

(k0, α0) = (10π/11, 12.286). (b) Bright soliton with carrier wavenumber and frequency

(k0, α0) = (10π/11, 16.046).

system decouples into a focusing and a defocusing NLS equation. We already

know that the envelope of these edge modes will propagate as expected by

Eq. (3.10). This is reinforced by Fig. 4.3 where we see the propagation of a dark

soliton and a bright soliton, given by the α and β modes respectively. The car-

rier wavenumber and frequencies of the solitons are (k0, α0) = (10π/11, 12.286)

and (k0, β0) = (10π/11, 16.046), with the group velocity α′
0 = β′

0 = −0.56. Note

that, to facilitate the periodic initial condition for the dark soliton, we have im-

plemented two copies of the soliton as seen in Fig. 4.3(a). The alteration of

the wall-edge spring constants clearly has little effect on the general behaviour

of the MTI as there still exists edge modes that will propagate unidirectionally

and with an immunity to backscattering at boundary defects. In terms of the

nonlinear edge waves, one has different parameters in the governing NLS/C-

NLS equation but there is significant freedom when designing the MTI. We will

consider the type of solutions one may have in such a non-integrable CNLS

equation in later chapters. For now, we discuss a more robust method for lo-

cating EGV points and analyse the type of CNLS coefficients one can expect.

The main problem with adapting the strength of the wall-edge connections

is that one is still required to find the EGV points by eye. This process is tedious

numerically and the number of points found is sparse. Though one can make a

qualitative connection between the parameter Ω and the behaviour of the dis-

persion relation, it is difficult to predict which edge modes will gain EGV points

and if the points are still topologically protected. As well as this, as mentioned
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previously, the two modes tend to be in different bulk-band gaps. Therefore, if

one wishes to consider two modes in the same bulk-band gap then it is very

unlikely that an EGV point can be found by trial and error.

There are more efficient methods for finding EGV points that one can utilise.

One property, that is unique to mechanical TIs, is the existence of a negative

solution to the linear eigenvalue problem (4.2-4.3), given by the −α(k) and

−β(k). This is a consequence of the matrix differential equation (3.7) being

a second-order system of ODEs opposed to a first-order system, like in the

photonic case. We can use this to our advantage by recognising certain sym-

metries and periodicities of the dispersion relation when looking for EGV points.

Consider an edge mode and its negative partner ±α(k), and perform a Taylor

expansion around a fixed carrier wavenumber k0, giving

α(k) = α0 + α′
0(k − k0) +

α′′
0

2
(k − k0)

2 + · · · ,

−α(k) = −α0 − α′
0(k − k0)−

α′′
0

2
(k − k0)

2 − · · · .

The group velocity of the edge mode and its negative partner are then neg-

atively related as one would expect. This is a significant observation in our

search for points of EGV since we are no longer restricted to α′
0 = β′

0, but we

may now have |α′
0| = |β′

0|.
Another useful property, which can be paired with the negative frequency, is

the periodicity and symmetry of the dispersion relation with respect to the carrier

wavenumber k. The helical edge modes of the MTI guarantees that there will

always exist two edge modes that travel with opposite velocities, located at k0

and 2π−k0 respectively. The periodicity of the dispersion relation also allows us
to write α(k) = α(k+2π) and α(2π−k) = α(−k). Therefore, it is advantageous
for us to write the following Taylor expansions,

α(−k) = α0 − α′
0(k − k0) +

α′′
0

2
(k − k0)

2 + · · · ,

−α(−k) = −α0 + α′
0(k − k0)−

α′′
0

2
(k − k0)

2 + · · · .

Note that α′
0 takes the same sign for both α(k) and −α(−k) = −α(2π− k). We

can then manipulate the edge modes of a particular bulk-band gap to our liking

using the symmetry and periodic properties of the dispersion relation. These

properties are portrayed geometrically in Fig. 4.4. Two modes that cross in

a particular bulk-band gap, with reversed velocities, have certain relationships

with each-other and their negative partners. The circular and square points

typically have different group velocities to each other and the non-filled points
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Figure 4.4: Symmetry/Periodicity of the dispersion relation. The two crossing edge modes, α
and β, of a particular bulk-band gap are depicted in blue and red respectively. The square and

circular points, in general, have different group velocities and the filled points have reversed

velocity to the non-filled points.

have reversed velocity to their filled counterparts. If we denote the blue edge

mode by α and the red by β, then we notice that the relationship α′(2π − k0) =

−β′(k0) will always hold true. This observation means that one can have an

EGV point at the carrier wavenumber k0 if the group velocity of the square and

circular points are equal, or equivalently α′(k0) = α′(2π−k0). In order to satisfy
this, one must consider how α′(k) changes as the parameter Ω is varied.

4.3.1 Bifurcation of crossing edge modes

Due to symmetry of the helical edgemodes, there will always be crossing points

of the two modes located at either kc = 0, 2π or kc = π. This is a property shown

in both of the previous dispersion relations for Ω0 = 0 (Fig. 1.4) and Ω0 = 1.5

(Fig. 4.2). There may also be other crossing points but these are irrelevant to

us. As discussed before, these crossing edge modes may yield EGV points

either side of the crossing point providing that α′(k0) = α′(2π − k0). To study

the points where this equation is satisfied, let us consider the symmetries of

Fig. 4.4 and write the following first-derivative functions as a Taylor expansion

around the crossing wavenumber, kc,

α′(k) = α′
c + α′′

c (k − kc) +
α′′′
c

2
(k − kc)

2 + · · · ,

−α′(−k) = α′
c − α′′

c (k − kc) +
α′′′
c

2
(k − kc)

2 + · · · ,
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where α′
c = α′(kc) etc. The difference between these two functions, given by

α′(k)− α′(−k) = 2α′′
c (k − kc) +

α
(4)
c

3
(k − kc)

3 +
α
(6)
c

60
(k − kc)

5 + · · · , (4.6)

is a polynomial function in (k − kc). If we alter α′′
c by varying the bifurcation

parameter Ω then critical values of the polynomial may be found, consequently

yielding criteria for extra EGV points. Since the polynomial is of odd order, we

expect pitchfork or saddle-node bifurcations at critical values of the bifurcation

parameter when the magnitudes and signs of the coefficients of the polyno-

mial satisfy certain constraints. For instance, one such critical point, assum-

ing higher-order terms are negligible, may be the value of Ωc that produces

(α
(4)
c )2/9 − 4α′′

cα
(6)
c /30 = 0. This critical value may determine whether certain

roots of Eq. (4.6) become complex and therefore not physically viable. The

key point to make here is that altering the bifurcation parameter beyond critical

values of Ωc can yield real roots of the polynomial beyond the trivial crossing

mode solution of k = kc. If one has a real solution to Eq. (4.6), say k̃, then

we can find a new EGV carrier wavenumber kEGV by writing kEGV = k̃ + kc,

with kc the wavenumber of the crossing mode. We note that the eigenmodes

of the crossing points correspond to degenerate eigenvalues so we omit this

particular case and focus on those kEGV away from the crossing point.

Since the dominant term for small (k−kc) in Eq. (4.6) is the linear term, this

is a good quantity to consider in relation to the bifurcation. A sensible choice is

to find a particular value of Ω = Ωc which yields α′′
c = 0 at the crossing point kc,

and vary the parameter around this critical Ωc. An example of this process can

be seen in Fig. 4.5(a), where we have considered two edge modes crossing

through kc = 0 in the lower bulk-band gap. The critical value of Ωc ≈ 2.682

yields α′′
c = 0 and as one transitions through (Ω = Ωc), we have a pitchfork

bifurcation that produces two extra roots in the polynomial Eq. (4.6). Similarly,

pitchfork bifurcations are also viable from crossing points in the upper bulk-

band gap, as apparent from Fig. 4.5(b) where a critical value of Ωc ≈ 3.31

provides two extra EGV points, either side of kc = π, for values of Ω < Ωc. More

complicated bifurcation diagrams with combinations of pitchfork and saddle-

node bifurcations are also expected due to the 5th-degree polynomial. One

such crossing point that reflects this is seen in Fig. 4.5(c), where we find EGV

points bifurcating from the kc = π crossing point in the lower bulk-band gap.

In this particular instance, the first critical value Ω
(1)
c ≈ 3.028 yields a pitchfork

bifurcation from the k = π branch, producing two extra roots in the interval Ω >

Ω
(1)
c . The four roots corresponding to branches where k 6= π then coalesce and

vanish at the secondary, double saddle-node bifurcation at Ω
(2)
c ≈ 3.031, where
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Figure 4.5: Bifurcation diagrams of EGV from crossing modes, with each point representing

a point of EGV. (a) Pitchfork bifurcation of the 0 crossing point, in the lower bulk-band gap,

at Ωc = 2.682. (b) Pitchfork bifurcation of the π crossing point, in the upper bulk-band gap,

at Ωc = 3.31. (c) Pitchfork bifurcation of the π crossing point, in the lower bulk-band gap, at

Ω
(1)
c = 3.028 with a double saddle-node bifurcation at Ω

(2)
c = 3.031.

only the trivial kc = π remains to the right of this value. As we have shown,

finding EGV points of edge modes stemming from the same bulk-band gap is a

relatively simple process when one utilises the symmetries of the mechanical

dispersion relation. If we choose an example EGV point within the interval

Ω
(2)
c > Ω > Ω

(1)
c of Fig. 4.5(c), say (Ω, kEGV ) = (3.03, 14π/11), then we get the

following CNLS parameters,

α′′
0 = 0.145, σ̃1 = 0.016, σ̃2 = 0.015,

β′′
0 = 0.144, σ̃3 = −0.014, σ̃4 = −0.014.

We see that the XPM terms are approximately twice the magnitude of the

SPM terms, with a difference in sign for the nonlinear terms of each equa-

tion. The dispersion coefficients are similar in magnitude and take the same
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Scalar soliton solutions for crossing edge modes of the adapted MTI lattice

with parameter Ω = 3.03. Solitons are evolved on the rectangular, periodic domain of

Nr ×Ns(NS) = 25 × 330(110). (a) Two dark solitons with carrier wavenumber and frequency

(k0, α0) = (14π/11, 11.708). (b) Peregrine soliton with carrier wavenumber and frequency

(k0, α0) = (14π/11,−12.933).

sign in this particular case. Note also that the symmetric, bifurcating value of

kEGV = 8π/11 yields the same CNLS parameters but with an opposite sign of

the velocity α′
0, therefore one only needs to consider half of the set of EGV

points. Similarly to before, when the edge modes are decoupled, a scalar

NLS governs the mode which is focusing (B = 0) or defocusing (A = 0) re-

spectively. Due to this, we may find scalar edge and rogue edge solitons like

those seen in Fig. 4.6, where we have showcased focusing and defocusing

solutions to the decoupled NLS modes. Two dark solitons are shown in Fig.

4.6(a) propagating on a periodic domain with a carrier wavenumber and fre-

quency (k0, α0) = (14π/11, 11.708), and a Peregrine soliton is shown in Fig.

4.6(b) to appear at a theoretically chosen t0 = 1500s, with a carrier wavenum-

ber and frequency (k0, α0) = (14π/11,−12.933). The type of solutions one may

expect to the full CNLS equation will be explored in later chapters. We note

that the dispersion parameters α′′
0 and β′′

0 , after appropriate scaling of A and

B, are typically of different signs near the bifurcating crossing points. This is

expected since the Taylor expansion of the second derivative α(k)′′ is domi-

nated by the linear α′′′
0 term when 0 < |α′′

0| << 1. This consequently means

that α′′(k0) ∼ −α′′(−k0) = −β′′(k0). There will be a narrow band of values very

close to the crossing point which will yield the same sign of the dispersion term

but they are generally very small in this range, and therefore unfavourable.
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4.4 Discussion

We have considered methodology to efficiently locate points of EGV in the dis-

persion relation of the MTI, which is a necessary condition for edge modes to

be governed by the coupled NLS equation. It has subsequently been shown

that the coefficients of the dispersion and nonlinear terms yield a non-integrable

CNLS with different signs and magnitudes of the terms throughout. Solutions

to such an equation are generally unknown and a slight variation in the chosen

carrier wavenumber and frequency, or parameter Ω, can yield a relatively large

difference in the coefficients. Therefore, motivated by the reduction of the MTI

equations to the two-component CNLS equation with cubic nonlinearity, one

may question the type of solutions that we can obtain in the non-integrable

regime of Eqs. (4.4-4.5). Recall that, as first introduced in Eqs. (1.4–1.5), the

CNLS equation with arbitrary, real-valued coefficients takes the following form:

iAt + d1Axx + A(g1|A|2 + g2|B|2) = 0, (4.7)

iBt + d2Bxx +B(g3|B|2 + g4|A|2) = 0, (4.8)

where we have defined the complex envelopes A, B that are dependent on

both space, x, and time, t, variables.

In the forthcoming chapters we will consider analytical and numerical tech-

niques to explore and produce nonlinear structures as solutions of Eqs. (4.7-4.8)

that can then be utilised and translated back into the original MTI system. For

now, we put the MTI lattice in the back of our minds and focus purely on the

CNLS equation. Once we have explored the available solutions of the non-

integrable CNLS, we will then return to and focus on the MTI lattice in Chapter

8. The solutions that we search for are those that are coherent structures,

where the governing envelope has no time-dependence in a co-moving frame

of reference such as front solutions and vector solitons.
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Chapter 5

Travelling front solutions in the

non-integrable coupled NLS

equation

In this chapter we will pay particular attention to front solutions of Eqs. (4.7-4.8)

and derive necessary conditions for their existence. Front solutions are a non-

linear connection of two plane-waves, that propagates with a fixed shape and

velocity, and are commonly seen in dissipative systems [134, 197]. They have

various applications to pattern forming systems, such as biochemical [204] and

degradation [69] processes. They are also commonly found in one-component

1D conservative systems such as the sine-Gordon equation [95] and scalar 1D

and 2D NLS-type equations [120, 184].

Since the front is a heteroclinic connection of two plane-waves, we will be-

gin by reducing the full CNLS system to a spatially dynamical system (coupled

ODEs) and consider uniform states of this system. These uniform states (equi-

libria) translate to plane-waves of the CNLS and we will explore the conditions

that allow spatial hyperbolicity and temporal stability of such plane-waves. We

then consider the existence of a real-valued conserved quantity in the ODE

system so that a heteroclinic connection of two uniform states may exist. The

existence of fronts is well studied in the optics setting and in the context of

Bose-Einsten condensates (BECs), where fronts are often referred to as do-

main walls. In these settings, fronts are often sought after under certain pa-

rameter simplifications such as the symmetrical CNLS [82, 101], where one

imposes d1 = d2, g1 = g3, and g2 = g4, and often with trapping potential and/or

linear interconversion terms added [63, 83, 58, 172]. More recently, effort has

been made to generalise the front solutions further by requiring less restric-

tions on the system parameters; see [16] where fronts were found in the CNLS
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system with d1 = d2 = −1, g2 = g4, and g1−4 > 0, with the added condition of

g2 >
√
g1g3. We will show in this chapter the minimum number of criteria for the

existence of travelling fronts with respect to our ODE reduction of Eqs. (4.7-4.8).

Finally, we briefly study the interaction of the fronts with wave turbulence

and scalar grey solitons. Conservation equations are shown to partially ex-

plain the particle-like behaviour of the grey soliton in certain parameter regimes

of the CNLS. There is very little literature on excitation-front transport in non-

integrable CNLS systems, but we note that some progress has been made on

the subject in regards to linear excitations in the symmetrically-coupled case

[193].

5.1 ODE reduction

In order to search for structures of the coherent type, one may apply a trans-

formation of variables and reduce Eq. (4.7-4.8) to a system of ODEs, much like

the standard procedure in the commonly studied complex Ginzburg-Landau

Equation [18]. We will utilise the gauge invariance of the system and apply a

travelling wave ansatz of variables in the following manner,

A = φ(ζ, t)ei(kAx−ωAt), (5.1)

B = ψ(ζ, t)ei(kBx−ωBt), (5.2)

where φ, ψ are complex envelopes dependent on the co-moving variable ζ =

x− Cgt, with Cg ∈ R the group velocity of the envelope. kA, kB and ωA, ωB are

the respective, real-valued plane-wave wavenumbers and frequencies. Non-

linear solutions are often categorised into coherent structures that are time-

independent in the co-moving frame or thosewith an envelope time-dependence

like breathers. We focus here on the stationary solutions where φ, ψ are func-

tions of ζ only, i.e. φ(ζ, t) = φ(ζ), ψ(ζ, t) = ψ(ζ). Applying the above transfor-

mation of variables to the CNLS system (4.7-4.8) yields the following travelling

wave ODE,

d1φ
′′ + i(2d1kA − Cg)φ

′ + (ωA − d1k
2
A)φ+ g1|φ|2φ+ g2|ψ|2φ = 0, (5.3)

d2ψ
′′ + i(2d2kB − Cg)ψ

′ + (ωB − d2k
2
B)ψ + g3|ψ|2ψ + g4|φ|2ψ = 0, (5.4)

where the superscript ′ now refers to the derivative w.r.t the variable ζ. Note

that the ODE is reversible under the action R(φ, ψ, φ′, ψ′) = (φ∗, ψ∗,−φ∗′ ,−ψ∗′)

and ζ −→ −ζ, where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. One can reduce the ODE

to a system with purely real coefficients by considering a further transformation
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of variables,

φ = Φ(ζ)e
i(

Cg
2d1

−kA)ζ
, (5.5)

ψ = Ψ(ζ)e
i(

Cg
2d2

−kB)ζ
, (5.6)

where we now have an ODE in the new dependent variables Φ,Ψ given by

d1Φ
′′ + ((2kAd1 − Cg)

2/4d1 + ωA − d1k
2
A)Φ + g1|Φ|2Φ + g2|Ψ|2Φ = 0, (5.7)

d2Ψ
′′ + ((2kBd2 − Cg)

2/4d2 + ωB − d2k
2
B)Ψ + g3|Ψ|2Ψ+ g4|Φ|2Ψ = 0. (5.8)

We will show in Chapter 6 that this system of equations is important when con-

sidering vector soliton solutions to the coupled NLS system but we will simplify

the current analysis by allowing Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB. This assumption then

removes the need for the transformation (5.5-5.6) and one has a final travelling

wave ODE to analyse,

d1φ
′′ + (ωA − d1k

2
A)φ+ g1|φ|2φ+ g2|ψ|2φ = 0, (5.9)

d2ψ
′′ + (ωB − d2k

2
B)ψ + g3|ψ|2ψ + g4|φ|2ψ = 0, (5.10)

with solutions dependent on the 3D parameter space (Cg, ωA, ωB) and the six

coupled CNLS system parameters d1,2, g1−4.

5.1.1 Plane-wave solutions

The simplest CNLS solution that one may consider is the plane-wave which is

given as a uniform state in the system (5.9-5.10). The number of equilibria of

the ODE is dependent on the number of components in the system; since there

are two components we have 22 = 4 equilibria that we may denote by ZZ, ZN ,

NZ, and NN , where Z(N) correspond to zero (non-zero) components. The

equilibria are then given as

ZZ : |φ0|2 = 0, |ψ0|2 = 0, (5.11)

ZN : |φ0|2 = 0, |ψ0|2 =
(C2

g − 4d2ωB)

4d2g3
, (5.12)

NZ : |φ0|2 =
(C2

g − 4d1ωA)

4d1g1
, |ψ0|2 = 0, (5.13)

NN : |φ0|2 =
(4ωAd1 − C2

g )d2g3 − (4ωBd2 − C2
g )d1g2

4d1d2(g2g4 − g1g3)
,

|ψ0|2 =
(4ωBd2 − C2

g )d1g1 − (4ωAd1 − C2
g )d2g4

4d1d2(g2g4 − g1g3)
. (5.14)
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Note that we have a circle of equivalent equilibria, for each non-zero compo-

nent, in the complex plane that satisfy Eqs. (5.11-5.14) and these expressions

can not be negative for the considered equilibria to exist, which directly imposes

conditions on the parameters. For example, the defocusing Manakov system,

d1,2 = −1 and g1−4 = 2, gives a negative denominator for Eqs. (5.12-5.13) and

thus imposes the conditions C2
g < 4d2ωB and C2

g < 4d1ωA respectively. Both

of the conditions are reversed for the focusing Manakov system, d1,2 = 1 and

g1−4 = 2, with only one of the conditions reversed for each of the mixed Man-

akov systems, d1,2 = 1, g1,4 = ±2, and g2,3 = ∓2. We note that this formulation

of the NN plane-wave can not exist within any regime of the Manakov system

since the term g2g4 − g1g3 = 0. It is also clear to see that the trivial solution ZZ

exists regardless of parameters.

Since we will consider the most general case of system parameters we have

general conditions that must be satisfied for the equilibria to exist. The ZN

plane wave does not rely on the secondary equation of the CNLS and as such

the criterion for a physical equilibrium depends only on the relative signs of the

numerator and the denominator, imposing sgn(C2
g − 4d2ωB) = sgn(d2g3). By

symmetry, the existence ofNZ depends only on the criterion sgn(C2
g−4d1ωA) =

sgn(d1g1). The NN plane-wave is slightly more complicated but there exist

certain criteria to ensure physicality by considering two separate cases. One

may recognise from Eq. (5.14) that the denominator of the two components are

equivalent and thus enforces both of the numerators to have the same sign.

Therefore, assuming that d1d2(g2g4− g1g3) > 0, the criteria for physical NN are

then written as

(4ωAd1 − C2
g )d2g3 − (4ωBd2 − C2

g )d1g2 > 0,

(4ωBd2 − C2
g )d1g1 − (4ωAd1 − C2

g )d2g4 > 0,

with reversing the sign of the assumption consequently causing a reverse of

sign in both of the criteria. Moving forward, travelling wave parameters must

be chosen to preserve the physicality of these equilibria and we will always

suggest parameters that satisfy the relevant criteria unless stated otherwise.

5.1.2 Spatial eigenvalues

As well as conditions to preserve physicality of the uniform solution, for non-

linear solutions to arise one also needs to ensure spatial hyperbolicity such

that the dynamics in the vicinity of the equilibria behave similarly in the non-

linear system to the linearised system. This is equivalent to requiring spatial
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eigenvalues to have non-zero real part which then implies structural stability in

the neighbourhood of the given equilibrium point. To find the spatial eigenval-

ues of Eq. (5.9-5.10) we first separate the real and imaginary parts by defin-

ing φ(ζ) = p(ζ) + iq(ζ) and ψ(ζ) = r(ζ) + is(ζ). One then writes the system

(5.9-5.10) as a set of first-order ODEs by defining the real variables z1 = p,

z2 = q, z3 = r, z4 = s, z5 = p′, z6 = q′, z7 = r′, and z8 = s′ which yields the

following 8D coupled nonlinear ODE

z′1 = z5,

z′2 = z6,

z′3 = z7,

z′4 = z8,

z′5 = −
(4d1ωA − C2

g )

4d21
z1 −

g1
d1

(z21 + z22)z1 −
g2
d1

(z23 + z24)z1,

z′6 = −
(4d1ωA − C2

g )

4d21
z2 −

g1
d1

(z21 + z22)z2 −
g2
d1

(z23 + z24)z2,

z′7 = −
(4d2ωB − C2

g )

4d22
z3 −

g3
d2

(z23 + z24)z3 −
g4
d2

(z21 + z22)z3,

z′8 = −
(4d2ωB − C2

g )

4d22
z4 −

g3
d2

(z23 + z24)z4 −
g4
d2

(z21 + z22)z4,

with uniform solution [z1, z2, z3, z4, z5, z6, z7, z8]
T = [p0, q0, r0, s0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

T
, and

superscript T denoting transposition. The uniform solution is a point on the

circle of equilibria in one of the distinct cases and satisfies p20 + q20 = |φ0|2 and
r20 + s20 = |ψ0|2 respectively.

If one then considers a small perturbation to the uniform states and linearise

around each equilibria, looking for perturbation solutions proportional to εeλζ

with ε� 1, then the relevant Jacobian matrix yields the spatial eigenvalues, λ.

The Jacobian matrix is written as

J =

(
04,4 I4

A 04,4

)
(5.15)

where 04,4 and I4 are the zero and identity matrices respectively in R4×4 space.

The matrix A ∈ R4×4 can be simplified due to the gauge invariance of the sys-

tem as one may suggest that the equillibria (5.11-5.14) be defined on the non-

negative, real axis such that φ0, ψ0 ≥ 0 ∈ R without loss of generality. This

is due to the circle of equilibria yielding similar Jacobians, where the eigenval-

ues are equivalent but the eigenvectors differ. We can then write the simplified
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matrix A as

A =


D1 0 −2g2

d1
φ0ψ0 0

0 D2 0 0

−2g4
d2
φ0ψ0 0 D3 0

0 0 0 D4

 (5.16)

with,

D1 =
1

d1

[(
C2

g

4d1
− ωA

)
− 3g1φ

2
0 − g2ψ

2
0

]
,

D2 =
1

d1

[(
C2

g

4d1
− ωA

)
− g1φ

2
0 − g2ψ

2
0

]
,

D3 =
1

d2

[(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB

)
− g4φ

2
0 − 3g3ψ

2
0

]
,

D4 =
1

d2

[(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB

)
− g4φ

2
0 − g3ψ

2
0

]
.

Generally, the spatial eigenvalues are given by an 8th degree characteristic

polynomial governed by det(J − λI8) = 0, however we recognise that the Ja-

cobian takes the form of a simple anti-diagonal block/partitioned matrix. The

Schur complement states that for a generic matrix M, written in block form as

M =

(
P Q

R S

)

with P, Q, R, S ∈ Rn×n matrices, the determinant of the full matrix can be

written as det(M) = det(S)det(P−QS
−1
R), providing that S is invertible [211].

Using this property, one may write the spatial eigenvalues as the solution to

det(J− λI8) = 0,

det(−λI4)det(A(λI4)−1 − λI4) = 0,[
4g2g4
d1d2

φ2
0ψ

2
0 −D1D3 + (D1 +D3)λ

2 − λ4
] [
D4 − λ2

] [
λ2 −D2

]
= 0. (5.17)

We can now substitute each of the equilibria (5.11-5.14) into the above expres-

sion to show the conditions for spatial hyperbolicity of each case for general

travelling wave and CNLS system parameters. Since we assume that the equi-

libria are physical, we may write these expressions in terms of φ0, ψ0 and we

then analyse the condition on the parameters that gives Re(λ1−8) 6= 0.

Case (i) : ZZ
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As one would expect, with ZZ substituted into the Jacobian matrix there

is a significant simplification to the spatial eigenvalues. Namely, the quanti-

ties D1−4 are now written as D1 = D2 =
(
C2

g/4d1 − ωA

)
/d1 and D3 = D4 =(

C2
g/4d2 − ωB

)
d2, with the eigenvalues then given as

λ1,2 =

√
1

d1

(
C2

g

4d1
− ωA

)
, λ3,4 = −

√
1

d1

(
C2

g

4d1
− ωA

)
,

λ5,6 =

√
1

d2

(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB

)
, λ7,8 = −

√
1

d2

(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB

)
. (5.18)

It can be seen from the above expressions that λ1−8 may only be purely real or

imaginary with double degeneracy. These repeated eigenvalues are expected

due to the structure of J for ZZ and the decomposition into the real and imag-

inary parts of the equations. For ZZ there is no interaction between the real

and imaginary equations within a component and thus there are two copies

of the same equation acting independently on separate variables. The conse-

quence of this is that we get 4 sets of 2 × 2 system of equations, decoupled

from one another, that are readily solvable, e.g. the system of z′1 = z5 and

z′5 = (C2
g/4d

2
1 − ωA/d1)z1. Similar systems of equations can be formed for the

variable sets (z2, z6), (z3, z7), and (z4, z8); the eigenvalues of these systems are

precisely (5.18). We note that the eigenvectors are linearly independent and,

as such, the eigenspace is well-defined and the eigenvalues are not degener-

ate.

The configuration of the eigenvalues depends on the signs of the disper-

sion quantities d1 and d2, and the travelling wave relationships
(
C2

g/4d1 − ωA

)
and

(
C2

g/4d2 − ωB

)
. It is clear that, regardless of system parameters, there

is the opportunity for spatially hyperbolic equilibria providing that the travel-

ling wave parameters are chosen in the correct manner to counteract any sign

changes of the dispersion. For instance, the defocusing Manakov system im-

poses d1 = d2 = −1 and g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 > 0, which would then provide

a spatially hyperbolic ZZ as long as ωA > C2
g/2d1 and ωB > C2

g/2d2. The fo-

cusing Manakov reverses both conditions and mixed Manakov reverses one

condition depending on which equation yields the positive dispersion constant.

The choice of nonlinear system parameters has no effect on whether a ZZ

equilibrium point is hyperbolic, which is expected.

Case (ii) : ZN

Similarly to above one may allow φ0 = 0, only now with a generic real,
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positive ψ0 given by Eq. (5.12), and reduce the expression (5.17) to find the

spatial eigenvalues of this uniform state. In this case, we may simplify D1−4 by

recognising that D1 = D2 and D4 = 0. The eigenvalues are then given as

λ1,2 =

√
1

d1

(
C2

g

4d1
− ωA − g2ψ2

0

)
, λ3,4 = −

√
1

d1

(
C2

g

4d1
− ωA − g2ψ2

0

)
,

λ5,6 = ±
√

−2g3
d2
ψ2
0, λ7,8 = 0, (5.19)

where we note that λ1−8 are, once again, restricted to configurations involving

purely real or imaginary values. λ1−4 are shown to have multiplicity 2, like in the

ZZ case, due to the decoupling of equations involving the real and imaginary

parts of the first component. λ5,6 depend on the sign of the quantity d2g3 which

will add an extra criterion for spatial hyperbolicity in this particular case. The

remaining eigenvalues λ7,8 are always zero regardless of system and travelling

wave parameters. These two zero values, corresponding to one eigenvector,

are unavoidable when one has a reversible system with a 1D set of equivalent

equilibria. Due to this, we focus our attention on the non-zero eigenvalues.

The first condition, to ensure Re(λ5,6) 6= 0, states that one must have d2g3 < 0.

For Manakov systems this is only possible in the defocusing and mixed cases,

which is a reason why dark soliton components are only found in these partic-

ular regimes. For the remaining eigenvalues λ1−4, the purely real configuration

depends on the signs of the system parameter d1 > (<) 0 and the travelling

wave relation
C2

g (d2g3 − d1g2)

4d1d2g3
− ωA +

g2
g3
ωB > (<) 0,

found by substituting Eq. (5.12) into Eq. (5.19). One can therefore impose trav-

elling wave parameters that enforce spatial hyperbolicity of this uniform state,

depending on the magnitude of the system parameters.

Case (iii) : NZ

Due to certain parameter symmetries of Eqs. (4.7-4.8) we recognise that

the spatial eigenvalues of the NZ uniform state are given by

λ1,2 = ±
√

−2g1
d1
φ2
0, λ3,4 = 0,

λ5,6 =

√
1

d2

(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB − g4φ2

0

)
, λ7,8 = −

√
1

d2

(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB − g4φ2

0

)
. (5.20)
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Figure 5.1: Hyperbolic ZZ/ZN /NZ in CNLS with system parameters d1,2 = −1, g1−3 = 2,
and g4 = 3. (a) ZZ with travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (1, 1, 2). (b) ZN with

travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (2, 2,−1.2). (c)NZ with travelling wave parameters

(Cg, ωA, ωB) = (1,−1, 2).

As with the case of ZN , we see that two eigenvalues, λ3,4, are always zero re-

gardless of parameters and we get some eigenvalues with multiplicity 2. Sim-

ilarly, we may focus on the conditions that allow the non-zero values to be

purely real. Spatial hyperbolicity is then found for this equilibrium point only

when d1g1 < 0 and also with dependence on the relative signs of d2 > (<) 0

and the travelling wave relation

C2
g (d1g1 − d2g4)

4d1d2g1
− ωB +

g4
g1
ωA > (<) 0.

Note that the hyperbolic condition in the mixed Manakov regime for ZN op-

poses the condition for NZ, therefore if both uniform states of the Manakov

system are to be hyperbolic then this can only be satisfied in the defocusing

regime. Since we do not limit ourselves to the Manakov parameters, we can

have different signs of the dispersion parameters d1 and d2 that may allow both

ZN and NZ to be spatially hyperbolic simultaneously. An example of a cou-

pled NLS equation that exhibits spatially hyperbolic equilibria is seen in Fig.

5.1. The system with parameters d1,2 = −1, g1−3 = 2, and g4 = 3may have any

of ZZ, ZN , or NZ be hyperbolic with correctly chosen travelling wave parame-

ters. The repeated and zero eigenvalues are omitted from the figures, depicting

the four eigenvalues of interest from the three distinct cases (5.18-5.20). We

note that it is not possible to simultaneously allow both ZZ and NZ or ZN to

be spatially hyperbolic under the same travelling wave parameter choice.

Case (iv) : NN
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The final case is that of the uniform state given by Eq. (5.14) where the

characteristic equation for the spatial eigenvalues (5.17) can not be simplified

further and thus provides the richest dynamics of the four cases. The eigenval-

ues in this situation are written as,

λ1,2 = ±

√√√√−g1φ
2
0

d1
− g3ψ2

0

d2
+

√(
g1φ2

0

d1
− g3ψ2

0

d2

)2

+ 4
g2g4
d1d2

φ2
0ψ

2
0,

λ5,6 = ±

√√√√−g1φ
2
0

d1
− g3ψ2

0

d2
−

√(
g1φ2

0

d1
− g3ψ2

0

d2

)2

+ 4
g2g4
d1d2

φ2
0ψ

2
0,

λ3,4,7,8 = 0, (5.21)

where, since the diagonal terms D2 = D4 = 0, we have 4 guaranteed zero

eigenvalues and non-zero configurations involving real, imaginary or complex

values. The configuration involving complex values is unique to this uniform

state and conditions can be determined if we re-write the eigenvalues as λ1,2 =√
C1 +

√
C2 and λ5,6 =

√
C1 −

√
C2 respectively. If C2 < 0, then the configura-

tion is that of a complex quartet which is only possible when the condition

4
g2g4
d1d2

φ2
0ψ

2
0 < −

(
g1φ

2
0

d1
− g3ψ

2
0

d2

)2

, (5.22)

is satisfied. Note that when this inequality becomes equal, a Turing bifurcation

arises under certain conditions that we will discuss and analyse in Chapter 7. It

is obvious that λ1,2 and λ5,6 have non-zero real parts when they are a complex

quartet or when they are purely real, i.e. C1 >
√
C2 ≥ 0 with C2 ≥ 0, thus we

have spatial hyperbolicity in either of these cases.

There is often interest in the impact of imposing different dispersion coeffi-

cients, d1 and d2, which play the role of inverse masses in BECs [42]. We will

analyse the case(s) of choosing same/opposing signs of these system param-

eters, corresponding to positive and negative mass. We focus first on the two

cases of positive mass, d1d2 > 0, where we may have d1, d2 < 0 or d1, d2 > 0.

It is assumed in the forthcoming analysis that the NN equilibria exist as given

by Eq. (5.14), i.e. φ2
0, ψ

2
0 > 0. For the regime of d1, d2 > 0 we have C1 > 0

providing that the relationship g1d2φ
2
0 + d1g3ψ

2
0 < 0. We see instantly that at

least one of g1 or g3 must be negative in order for this to be satisfied. Then, as-

suming that Eq. (5.22) isn’t satisfied, so that C2 ≥ 0, one can impose C1 >
√
C2

by forcing the relation g1g3 − g2g4 > 0. To ensure no change in the sign of C2,

one can satisfy this relation by allowing both g1 and g3 to be negative with their

product larger than g2g4. Then, providing NN exists, the eigenvalues will be
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purely real and therefore spatially hyperbolic. Alternatively, there is also the

possibility of a complex quartet for d1, d2 > 0 if Eq. (5.22) is satisfied. This can

only happen if g2 or g4 is negative but also depends on the magnitude of system

and travelling wave parameters. An example of a non-integrable coupled NLS

system, with d1, d2 > 0, that exhibits an equilibrium point with a complex quartet

of eigenvalues is seen in Fig. 5.2(a).

The regime with d1, d2 < 0 is similar where C1 > 0 given that g1d2φ
2
0 +

d1g3ψ
2
0 < 0, however, the reversed sign of the dispersion coefficients now en-

forces at least one of g1, g3 to be positive. Assuming that the product of the

cross-nonlinearity terms g2g4 is positive then C2 is guaranteed to be positive

and the inequality C1 >
√
C2 holds, once again, when g1g3 − g2g4 > 0. Provid-

ing travelling wave parameters that allowNN to exist, the eigenvalues will then

be purely real. A complex quartet may exist if one imposes the product of the

cross-nonlinearity terms g2g4 to be negative and depends on the magnitude of

all parameters. An example of an equilibrium point with purely real eigenval-

ues, in a coupled NLS equation with negative dispersion parameters, is seen

in Fig. 5.2(b).

The two cases of negative mass yield similar analysis due to equation sym-

metry of Eqs. (4.7-4.8), so we can choose to analyse one particular case, e.g.

d1 < 0, d2 > 0. Within this regime, the quantity C1 is now positive only when

g1d2φ
2
0+d1g3ψ

2
0 > 0, where we note that this inequality is now reversed from pre-

vious due to the product of d1d2 < 0. Assuming the existence of Eq. (5.14) and

C2 ≥ 0, then the inequality C1 >
√
C2 is satisfied providing that g1g3 − g2g4 < 0.

This then ensures that the eigenvalues are purely real. The complex quartet

arises when Eq. (5.22) is satisfied, which can occur here without any change

in the sign of g2 and g4, but also depends on the magnitude of the parameters.

This condition enforces sign(g2) = sign(g4), but we may have any combination

of g1 and g3 positive/negative. An example of a spatially hyperbolic NN , in the

regime with negative mass, that exhibits purely real eigenvalues is seen in Fig.

5.2(c). Note that, though the systems seen in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 have dis-

persion coefficients that are positive/negative unity, we are not limited to those

coupled NLS systems with |d1,2| = 1. One is free to impose more generalised

parameters, with different magnitudes of dispersion parameters, and check the

above conditions which allow spatially hyperbolic ZZ/ZN/NZ/NN .

It is important to note that the equilibria being spatially hyperbolic doesn’t

directly affect the time evolution of the plane-wave solution in the CNLS, but

hyperbolicity is a vital condition for the existence of nonlinear structures ho-

moclinic/heteroclinic to the equilibria that we will consider in the forthcoming

sections and chapters.
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Figure 5.2: Spatial eigenvalues of NN for positive and negative masses. (a) Positive dis-

persion parameters with d1 = d2 = 1, g1 = 5, g2 = −4, g3 = 3, g4 = 1, and travelling wave

parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (3,−2,−3). (b) Negative dispersion parameters with d1 = d2 = −1,
g1 = g4 = 4, g2 = 2, g3 = 5, and travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (1,−1,−2). (c)

Mixed dispersion parameters with d1 = −1, d2 = 1, g1 = g2 = 4, g3 = 2, g4 = 5, and travelling

wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (1,−1.83,−1.5).

5.1.3 Temporal Stability

For a plane-wave solution to persist in the CNLS, onemust ensure temporal sta-

bility of the uniform state in the dynamical system. The temporal (Roskes) sta-

bility of a plane-wave in the CNLS is a topic well-studied for interacting modes

with similar group velocity [162]. In [162] the linear stability of NN solutions is

considered when kA,B = Cg = 0, ωA = ωA(φ0, ψ0), and ωB = ωB(φ0, ψ0). Gener-

ally, the temporal stability is computed by considering the complex growth rate

S of a small, spatial perturbation of wavenumber K in the co-moving variable.

To analyse the linear stability of equilibria, one first needs to include the tempo-

ral terms back into the ODE, i.e. adding iφt and iψt to the respective component

of Eqs. (5.9-5.10). Similarly to the spatial eigenvalues, one then perturbs the

chosen real, positive uniform state [p, q, r, s]T = [φ0, 0, ψ0, 0]
T
and looks for solu-

tions proportional to εeiKζ+St, linearising in ε << 1. The full temporal Jacobian

is given by

JS =


0 E1 0 0

E2 0 2g2φ0ψ0 0

0 0 0 E3

2g4φ0ψ0 0 E4 0

 (5.23)
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with

E1 = K2d1 +

(
C2

g

4d1
− ωA

)
− g1φ

2
0 − g2ψ

2
0,

E2 = −K2d1 −
(
C2

g

4d1
− ωA

)
+ 3g1φ

2
0 + g2ψ

2
0,

E3 = K2d2 +

(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB

)
− g3ψ

2
0 − g4φ

2
0,

E4 = −K2d2 −
(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB

)
+ 3g3ψ

2
0 + g4φ

2
0.

We have considered the positive, real equilibria, but it is important to note

that if one considers the complex equilibria instead, φ0 = p0+ iq0, and ψ0 = r0+

is0, then the temporal eigenvalues remain unchanged due to gauge invariance

of the dynamical system. The temporal eigenvalues S1−4 of the full Jacobian

can be derived, once again, by utilising the Schur Complement. Following the

same procedure as Eq. (5.17), one can write the temporal eigenvalues as the

solution to det(JS − SI4) = 0 which yields the temporal characteristic equation

S4 − (E1E2 + E3E4)S
2 + E1E2E3E4 − 4g2g4E1E3φ

2
0ψ

2
0 = 0. (5.24)

The real part of the temporal eigenvalues, Re(S), corresponds to the growth

rate of the perturbation whilst the imaginary part, Im(S), is the oscillation fre-

quency of the perturbation. Both are described as functions of the perturbation

wavenumber, K, and temporal instability corresponds to some Re(S) > 0 for

K2 ≥ 0. If one substitutes S = 0 and K = iλ into this equation then the char-

acteristic equation for the spatial eigenvalues (5.17) is recovered. To analyse

the temporal stability of the four uniform states (5.11-5.14), we substitute each

one into the characteristic equation (5.24) and consider the repercussions of

differing system and travelling wave parameters on the stability of each partic-

ular case.

Case (i) : ZZ

As with the spatial eigenvalues, the ZZ uniform state significantly simplifies

the description of the temporal eigenvalues when one substitutes φ0 = 0, ψ0 =

0 into the characteristic equation. Since the two components are decoupled,

the temporal eigenvalues are governed by the product of the terms E1E2 and

E3E4. These terms are further simplified due to the relationships E1 = −E2 and
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E3 = −E4, thus we may write the eigenvalues for ZZ as

S1,2 = ±

√
−
(
K2d1 +

C2
g

4d1
− ωA

)2

,

S3,4 = ±

√
−
(
K2d2 +

C2
g

4d2
− ωB

)2

. (5.25)

The eigenvalues are always purely imaginary, independent of the choice ofK2.

Therefore the ZZ plane-wave is temporally stable, to small perturbations, for

any choice of system and travelling wave parameters.

Case (ii) : ZN

For the ZN uniform state, the temporal eigenvalues are again governed

by the products E1E2 and E3E4. The relationship of E1 = −E2 still remains

but now we have simplifications to E3, E4 that take the form E3 = K2d2 and

E4 = 2g3ψ
2
0 −K2d2. The eigenvalues for the ZN state can then be written as

S1,2 = ±

√
−
(
K2d1 +

C2
g

4d1
− ωA − g2ψ2

0

)2

,

S3,4 = ±

√
K2d2

(
C2

g

2d2
− 2ωB −K2d2

)
. (5.26)

The eigenvalues S1,2 are purely imaginary no matter the choice of system and

travelling wave parameters, therefore temporal stability of this uniform state

relies entirely on whether Re(S3,4) ≤ 0 for K2 ≥ 0. Due to the symmetry of

these eigenvalues, one can only guarantee this criterion providing that S3,4 are

purely imaginary. By fixing K2 positive, one sees that we have differing criteria

depending on the sign of the dispersion parameter d2. It can be shown that, if

d2 > 0 then temporal stability of ZN is obtained when (C2
g/4d2 − ωB) < 0; the

reverse is true for d2 < 0. This also imposes conditions on the parameter g3

since the equilibrium point (5.12) only exists when the quantities (C2
g/4d2−ωB)

and g3 take the same sign.

Case (iii) : NZ

Due to the component parameter symmetries of the coupled NLS equation,

one can readily write E3 = −E4, E1 = K2d1, and E2 = 2g1φ
2
0 − K2d1. The
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Figure 5.3: Dispersion relation S1−4(K
2) for ZZ/ZN /NZ uniform states. Red (green) curves

indicateRe(S1,2) and Im(S1,2) respectively, whilst blue (magenta) curves indicateRe(S3,4) and
Im(S3,4) respectively. (a) ZZ with parameters from Fig. 5.1(a). (b) ZN with parameters from

Fig. 5.1(b). (c) NZ with parameters from Fig. 5.1(c).

temporal eigenvalues of NZ are therefore given as

S1,2 = ±

√
K2d1

(
C2

g

2d1
− 2ωA −K2d1

)
,

S3,4 = ±

√
−
(
K2d2 +

C2
g

4d2
− ωB − g4φ2

0

)2

. (5.27)

In this instance, S3,4 are always purely imaginary with the configuration of S1,2

inferring temporal stability of the NZ uniform state. Once again, fixing K2 pos-

itive, if d1 > 0 then this imposes the condition for stability as (C2
g/4d1−ωA) < 0,

and consequently g1 < 0 for the equilibrium point to exist as given by Eq. (5.13).

The criteria are then reversed when one considers a swap in the sign of dis-

persion parameter d1 < 0.

Figure 5.3 shows the dispersion relation for each of the spatially hyperbolic

equilibrium points ZZ/ZN /NZ from Fig. 5.1. In these particular cases the uni-

form state is temporally stable as well as spatially hyperbolic, which is apparent

from the figures since there are no red or blue segments in the first quadrants.

Geometrically, the non-zero component yields temporal eigenvalues that form

an ellipse, and two rays along the K2 axis, in the plot of the corresponding

Re(S) vs K2. The plot of Im(S) vs K2 yields a pair of hyperbolas connected

via a line segment along the K2 axis for the eigenvalues of the non-zero com-

ponent. The eigenvalues of the zero component, that are always imaginary, will

appear as a set of lines with positive and negative gradient in the plot of Im(S)

vs K2; the lines intersect at (C2
g/4d

2
2 − ωB/d2) for NZ and (C2

g/4d
2
1 − ωA/d1) for

ZN . Therefore, for the uniform states ZN /NZ, as long as the ellipse is located

in the half-plane K2 < 0 then temporal stability is guaranteed by our definition
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for the uniform state.

Case (iv) : NN

Due to non-zero components for the uniform state NN , the temporal char-

acteristic equation can not be simplified further. We can only write the full eigen-

values as the solution to the generic dispersion relation (5.24), which are

S1,2 = ±

√
K2F1 +

√
K4F2

2
, S3,4 = ±

√
K2F1 −

√
K4F2

2
(5.28)

where

F1 =
−K2(d21 + d22)

2
+ d1g1φ

2
0 + d2g3ψ

2
0,

F2 =
[
2(d1g1φ

2
0 − d2g3ψ

2
0) +K2(d22 − d21)

]2
+ 16d1d2g2g4φ

2
0ψ

2
0.

Though the configurations of the temporal eigenvalues are not immediately

obvious, we can consider the properties of the functions F1 and F2 in the half

plane K2 > 0. Recall that temporal instability is inferred geometrically from

the first quadrant in the plot of Re(S) vs K2. This quadrant is empty, and thus

imposes temporal stability of the uniform state, if the eigenvalues are purely

imaginary for K2 > 0. This is only a possibility if F2 ≥ 0, F1 ≤ 0, and |F1| ≥√
F2/2 within this interval. When K2 = 0, the eigenvalues S are all zero by

definition so we need not consider this unique case.

The function F2(K
2) takes a parabolic form and can be analysed according

to the signs of the coefficients in the quadratic equation. The first thing to note

is that the coefficient (d22 − d21)
2 ≥ 0, regardless of the signs of the dispersion

parameters, therefore the parabola always has a minimum located at

K2
a =

−2(d1g1φ
2
0 − d2g3ψ

2
0)

d22 − d21
.

The sign of the function F2(K
2) then depends on this minimum and the solution

to F2(K
2) = 0, which we will denote by K2

b,c, given explicitly as,

K2
b,c = K2

a ±
4
√
−d1d2g2g4φ2

0ψ
2
0

d22 − d21
.

Firstly, if the minimum is located in the interval K2
a ≥ 0 then one can not

have F2 ≥ 0, for all K2 > 0, unless K2
b,c are complex-valued. This amounts

to the system parameters having the product sign of d1d2g2g4 > 0. In con-
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trast, if the minimum is located in the interval K2
a < 0, then we must have

sgn(d1g1φ
2
0 − d2g3ψ

2
0) = sgn(d22 − d21) and F2 > 0 is guaranteed if d1d2g2g4 > 0,

or if d1d2g2g4 < 0 and (d1g1φ
2
0 − d2g3ψ

2
0)

2 > −4d1d2g2g4φ
2
0ψ

2
0. In the unique case

that the parameters chosen enforce d21 = d22, the analysis above does not hold

since the parabola simplifies to a constant for all K2. In this instance, the func-

tion F2 ≥ 0 providing that (d1g1φ
2
0−d2g3ψ2

0)
2 > −4d1d2g2g4φ

2
0ψ

2
0, which is always

possible by imposing d1d2g2g4 > 0. If one has d1d2g2g4 < 0 then the magnitude

of the parameters has an effect on whether this criterion is fully satisfied.

The function F1(K
2) takes a much simpler form being a linear equation in

K2, with a gradient −(d21 + d22)/2 that is always negative. We note that the

function takes the sign of F1 ≤ 0, forK2 > 0, providing that the vertical intercept

is taken to be negative in the interval of interest, i.e. d1g1φ
2
0 + d2g3ψ

2
0 < 0.

The final inequality to ensure is |F1| ≥
√
F2/2, where we know F2 is only

defined positively, which guarantees that both sets of the temporal eigenvalues,

S1,2 and S3,4, are purely imaginary in the interval K2 > 0. Since we know the

signs of both sides, and are only interested in the magnitude of the quantity, we

may instead consider the inequality F 2
1 ≥ F2/4. This inequality then produces

the criterion,

d21d
2
2K

4 − 2d1d2(d1g3ψ
2
0 + d2g1φ

2
0)K

2 + 4d1d2(g1g3 − g2g4)φ
2
0ψ

2
0 > 0, (5.29)

which is a quadratic in K2 and can be analysed accordingly for K2 > 0. Since

d21d
2
2 > 0, the quadratic will always form a parabola with a minimum located at

the K2 point

K2
d =

d1g3ψ
2
0 + d2g1φ

2
0

d1d2
,

and K2-intercepts at

K2
e,f = K2

d ±
√

(d1g3ψ2
0 − d2g1φ2

0)
2 + 4d1d2g2g4φ2

0ψ
2
0

d1d2
.

We can split the analysis into two distinct cases, when K2
d ≥ 0 and K2

d < 0.

If the minimum is located in the interval K2
d ≥ 0, then the only possibility for

the condition (5.29) to be satisfied, for all K2 > 0, is when K2
e,f are not defined

in purely real space. This is equivalent to the condition (d1g3ψ
2
0 − d2g1φ

2
0)

2 <

−4d1d2g2g4φ
2
0ψ

2
0, which is only possible if d1d2g2g4 < 0, but also relies on the

magnitude of the parameters. In contrast, if K2
d < 0, then we can once again

have K2
e,f not defined in purely real space, which guarantees Eq. (5.29) to be

satisfied for K2 > 0, or we also have the possibility of allowing both K2
e,f ≤ 0.

Assuming that K2
e,f are defined in the purely real space, the criterion for these
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Figure 5.4: Dispersion relation S1−4(K
2) for the NN uniform state with differing dispersion

signs. Red (green) curves of (a-c) indicateRe(S1,2) and Im(S1,2) respectively, whilst blue (ma-

genta) curves of (d-f) indicate Re(S3,4) and Im(S3,4) respectively. (a,d) Positive dispersion

constants with parameters from Fig. 5.2(a). (b,e) Negative dispersion constants with parame-

ters from Fig. 5.2(b). (c,f) Mixed dispersion constants with parameters from Fig. 5.2(c).

to be negative becomes d1d2(g1g3 − g2g4) > 0.

With all three of the inequalities, F2 ≥ 0, F1 ≤ 0, and |F1| ≥
√
F2/2 satisfied,

one will have temporal stability of NN in the PDE. The key property to note is

that the sign of the quantity d1d2g2g4 plays a significant role in all of the criteria.

Therefore if one wants to search for a particular set of parameters that produce

temporally stable NN , then this is the first quantity one should consider.

Figure 5.4 shows the dispersion relation for the three sets of parameters

seen previously in Fig. 5.2; the temporal eigenvalues for S1,2 are depicted in

panels (a-c) and S3,4 are depicted in (d-f). The first observation we can make is

that the cases of negative (Fig. 5.4(b) and Fig. 5.4(e)) and mixed (Fig. 5.4(c)

and Fig. 5.4(f)) dispersion constants are temporally stable for the chosen pa-

rameter sets. One can easily see that this should be the case for these chosen

parameters if the criteria are followed accordingly. Recall also that |d1,2| = 1

was imposed for the chosen parameter sets, therefore the analysis is simpler

in these cases since one has d21 = d22.

The considered case of positive dispersion coefficients is very different since
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this particular uniform state is not temporally stable. The complex structure of

the dispersion relation, seen in Fig. 5.4(a) and Fig. 5.4(d), is caused by a com-

bination of the functions F2 < 0 for all K2 > 0, and F1 > 0 for some K2 > 0.

Thus, the temporal eigenvalues form complex quartets asK2 varies. This is an

important observation since it shows that spatial hyperbolicity of NN does not

guarantee temporal stability. We note that this statement does not hold true for

all uniform states within the different cases of dispersion sign, but rather only

for the particular states chosen from Fig. 5.2, i.e. we expect both temporally

stable/unstable states in all three cases of different dispersive signs.

5.1.4 Non-integrable Focusing and Defocusing regimes

The Manakov system encases particular parameter regimes that can be clas-

sified as focusing, defocusing, or mixed. In particular, the type of regime con-

sidered depends on the relationship between the dispersion and nonlinearity

signs of each component equation. We often call the focusing Manakov the

equation in which all parameters take a positive sign after scaling; the defo-

cusing Manakov system is similar only the nonlinear terms now have opposing

signs to the dispersion parameters. The mixed Manakov regime is unique in

that one considers opposing nonlinear signs for each component equation, i.e.

g1 = −g2 = −g3 = g4. Distinguishing what type of regime the coupled NLS

equation follows is important when considering the type of solutions that one

may have in general. For instance, one expects the formation of bright-bright

vector solitons in the focusing and mixed Manakov systems but not the de-

focusing regime, as reviewed in Sec. 1.1.2. In contrast, one expects vector

solitons with a dark component (dark-dark, dark-bright, and bright-dark) in the

defocusing and mixed regimes.

Whether the equation is in the focusing, defocusing, or mixed regime is

well-defined for the Manakov-type systems, but recall that we wish to keep the

analysis as general as possible. Therefore, we will define the regimes in the

following way:

(i) We call a system, with given system and travelling wave parameters, fo-

cusing if the uniform state ZZ is Spatially Hyperbolic and Temporally Sta-

ble (SHATS).

(ii) We call a system, with given system and travelling wave parameters, de-

focusing if at least one of the uniform states ZN/NZ are Spatially Hyper-

bolic and Temporally Stable (SHATS).
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By this definition the system may be focusing, defocusing, or neither (but not

both simultaneously). Note that the NN state is deemed to be a non-classifier

for the regime of the non-integrable CNLS. Each uniform state has a unique

set of criteria that imposes SHATS, and the criteria for one state often disallows

SHATS for another state, which is whywemay suggest the definition of focusing

and defocusing regimes above. A brief overlook of the conditions tells us that

every spatially hyperbolic (SH) ZZ state is also temporally stable (TS), but TS

does not guarantee SH. This is also true for theNZ andZN states. The reverse

can be said for NN , i.e. every state that is TS is also SH, however, SH does

not guarantee TS.

In general, the pairs of uniform states that allow SHATS simultaneously are

ZZ and NN , and NZ and ZN . Though it is not immediately obvious, one can

check from the derived conditions in the previous sections why this is always

the case. For the purpose of this brief analysis we will denote the following

G1 = (C2
g/4d1−ωA) andG2 = (C2

g/4d2−ωB). If one considers the ZZ state then

the conditions for SH are simply d2G2 > 0 and d1G1 > 0. These conditions di-

rectly contradict some conditions for SH inZN andNZ, which are d2G2 < 0 and

d1G1 < 0 respectively. Therefore, ZZ can not be SHATS with ZN or NZ simul-

taneously. In contrast, there is no contradiction between the conditions for ZZ

and NN so it is possible to have SHATS here but not guaranteed. For exam-

ple, one such system that allows this is d1 = d2 = −5, g1 = −1, g2 = 1, g3 = 4,

g4 = −5, and the travelling wave parameter set (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (0, 0.1, 0.7). Sim-

ilarly, there is no contradiction for SHATS of ZN and NZ simultaneously so it

is possible to satisfy all of the conditions of each state. An example of this is

obtained if we consider the nearly-integrable system parameters from Fig. 5.1,

with the travelling wave parameter set (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (1,−1,−1.1).

We note certain constraints that appear when one considers ZN and NZ

to be SHATS simultaneously. To impose SHATS, one must ensure that d1g1 <

0 and d2g3 < 0, which has already been discussed in the previous sections.

Extra constraints, however, are imposed by the remaining SH conditions of

each state. In order to enforce SH and physical equilibria, one must also have

d1g2 < 0 and d2g4 < 0. Therefore, for ZN and NZ to be SHATS together, we

are limited to the CNLS system of type g1g2 > 0, g3g4 > 0, sgn(d1) 6= sgn(g1,2),

and sgn(d2) 6= sgn(g3,4). For d1d2 > 0, the remaining parameters must satisfy

g2g4 − g1g3 > 0, whereas the reverse is true for d1d2 < 0. These relations are

expected since the CNLS system can be scaled from d1d2 < 0 to d1d2 > 0 by

applying conjugation to either the A or the B equation.

If one considers the SH conditions of the ZN state, then these contradict

the conditions for SH of the NN state. Though it is not immediately obvious,
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the spatial eigenvalues of both the ZN and NZ can not be purely real simulta-

neously because the ZN conditions, and the assumption of physical equilibria

given by Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.14), force d1d2(g1g3−g2g4) < 0. This directly con-

tradicts the condition for purely real NN eigenvalues, so we are then limited to

complex eigenvalues. Recall that complex eigenvalues forNN are given when

the condition (5.22) is satisfied, and can be more conveniently written as

1

d21d
2
2

(
g21d

2
2φ

4
0 + g23d

2
1ψ

4
0 + 2d1d2(2g2g4 − g1g3)φ

2
0ψ

2
0

)
< 0.

If we fix all of the system parameters then this function can be written in terms

of the variable φ2
0 or ψ

2
0, and takes the form of a ’U’ shaped parabola. If we fix

one of φ2
0, ψ

2
0 > 0, and consider the other as a variable, then the function can

only take negative values when it crosses the φ2
0 or ψ

2
0 axis, which is equivalent

to the existence of a Turing bifurcation. In either case, the relationship between

the two components that allows the function to be negative involves the quan-

tity
√
g2g4(g2g4 − g1g3). The conditions for ZN to be SH, and the assumption

of physical equilibria, force the quantity under the root to be negative; the rela-

tionship that allows the function to become negative can not be satisfied in real

space. Therefore, a contradiction occurs and there is no CNLS system which

allows Eq. (5.22) to be satisfied whilst simultaneously allowing ZN to be SH,

and both ZN , NN physical. A very similar analysis can be performed with the

NZ and NN states, with the same result of contradictory SHATS conditions.

5.2 Heteroclinic orbits

Coherent structures of the coupled NLS equation can be found by considering

the existence of reversible homoclinic orbits, that translate to soliton solutions,

or heteroclinic orbits (connections) that translate to front solutions. The former

corresponds to a trajectory that connects a uniform state back to itself, forming

a ’loop’ in the phase space, whilst the latter is a trajectory that connects two

uniform states in the phase space. See, for instance, [175] for information re-

garding such special trajectories. Formally, we say that a generic solutionX(ζ)

is a homoclinic orbit if X(ζ) −→ X0 as ζ −→ ±∞, where X0 is an equilibrium

of the considered ODE. In contrast, the heteroclinic orbit is formally defined if

X(ζ) −→ X1 as ζ −→ −∞ and X(ζ) −→ X2 as ζ −→ +∞ where X1,2 are

equillibria of the considered ODE and X1 6= X2. Further to this, a homoclinic

orbit must be encompassed by both of the stable and unstable manifolds of

X0, whereas the heteroclinic orbit is encompassed by the unstable manifold of

X1 and the stable manifold of X2. This is precisely the reason why we pre-
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viously derived conditions for the equilibria of Eqs. (5.9-5.10) to be SHATS,

since spatial hyperbolicity guarantees that the stable and unstable manifolds

to the equilibrium have the right dimensions to form transverse intersections.

The remainder of this chapter will focus on the derivation of heteroclinic orbits

connecting the uniform states, with homoclinic orbits considered in Chapter 6.

Anecessary condition for heteroclinic orbits is the existence of a real-valued

conserved quantity, which we denote E , for the ODE system (5.9-5.10). This

conserved value remains as a constant on the trajectory connecting two uniform

states of the system. The quantity can be explicitly written as

E = c1|φ′|2 + c2|φ|2 + c3|φ|4 + c4|ψ′|2 + c5|ψ|2 + c6|ψ|4 + c7|φ|2|ψ|2, (5.30)

where, due to E being defined up to a multiplicative constant, we may suggest

c7 = 1 without loss of generality. The analysis is similar to that of [40]. By

definition, the derivative of the quantity is given by E ′ = 0 so we may say that

the system (5.9-5.10) is conserved by the equivalence of the following,

D1(d1φ
′′ + (ωA − d1k

2
A)φ+ g1|φ|2φ+ g2|ψ|2φ)

+D2(d2ψ
′′ + (ωB − d2k

2
B)ψ + g3|ψ|2ψ + g4|φ|2ψ) + c.c = E ′,

where the coefficients D1,2 and c1−6 can be formally derived. Therefore, under

the previous simplification Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB, the quantity (5.30) is given

precisely by

E =
d1
g2
|φ′|2 +

(ωA − C2
g/4d1)

g2
|φ|2 + g1

2g2
|φ|4 + d2

g4
|ψ′|2

+
(ωB − C2

g/4d2)

g4
|ψ|2 + g3

2g4
|ψ|4 + |φ|2|ψ|2, (5.31)

with E ′ = 0, ∀ ζ, and depends explicitly on the system parameters d1,2, g1−4,

and the travelling wave parameter set (Cg, ωA, ωB).

Utilising the fact that E is constant on the trajectory, for an orbit to exist there

must be a set of the real-valued parameter range (Cg, ωA, ωB) that satisfies

E i = E j, where i, j are each one of ZZ, ZN, NZ, NN and E i,j corresponds to

Eq. (5.31) with the relevant equilibria substituted. The first observation that we

can make is that an orbit between the ZZ and the ZN orNZ uniform states can

not exist, since the only set of (Cg, ωA, ωB) that allows EZZ = EZN or EZZ = ENZ

is the same set that gives ZZ = ZN or ZZ = NZ respectively. That is, the

non-zero components become zero at the respective parameter set. Thus, the

orbit will reduce to a homoclinic orbit in these cases. A similar argument can be

made for theNN and the ZN orNZ uniform states, where one of the non-zero
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components become zero and the orbit reduces to a homoclinic orbit from ZN

or NZ. Therefore, the only two heteroclinic orbits that are permitted, according

to Eq. (5.31), are the orbits which connect the ZZ to NN and ZN to NZ. This

result is no coincidence. We deduced in the previous sections precisely what

combination of uniform states may be SHATS simultaneously, and these two

combinations were the only two which were permitted.

Due to the large number of conditions permitting the uniform stateNN to be

SHATS, along with ZZ, we focus purely on the heteroclinic orbits connecting

ZN and NZ. These fronts will also be useful in later chapters when imposing

numerical continuation to find soliton solutions and are available in a large num-

ber of CNLS systems. To our knowledge, there is very limited literature on front

solutions connecting ZZ and NN , especially in relation to the stability, which

is why front solutions in the context of the CNLS (Gross-Pitaevskii), seemingly,

always refer to ZN -NZ fronts. Therefore, to be consistent with current litera-

ture, and to make valid comparison to said literature, we deem travelling front

solutions as the connection between ZN and NZ only. Numerically, we have

found few simultaneous ZZ andNN SHATS states, and the further restrictions

imposed by Eq. (5.31) dwindles the allowed parameters down further. We note

that we are yet to find a stable ZZ to NN connection, but one can not rule

out the existence of such structures on this basis. See Appendix A for a brief

analysis of the heteroclinic connection between these two uniform states.

5.2.1 Travelling front condition

The existence of a heteroclinic orbit, in a particular CNLS system, depends on

if there is a set of values in the travelling wave parameter space (Cg, ωA, ωB)

that provides a solution to EZN = ENZ . If one substitutes the relevant equilibria

into Eq. (5.31) and equates the two, then we can write this equality as a quartic

equation in Cg with a fixed choice of ωA,B ∈ R, given by

(d21g1g2 − d22g3g4)C
4
g + 8d1d2(d2g3g4ωA − d1g1g2ωB)C

2
g

+ 16d21d
2
2(g1g2ω

2
B − g3g4ω

2
A) = 0. (5.32)

A physical solution is deemed possible when there exists a root to this equation

such that the group velocity is defined in real space C2
g ∈ R and C2

g ≥ 0. The
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roots of the equation (5.32) are given explicitly by

C2
g± =

4d1d2
(g1g2d21 − g3g4d22)

[
ωB(d1g1g2 ∓ d2

√
g1g2g3g4)

+ ωA(±d1
√
g1g2g3g4 − d2g3g4)

]
. (5.33)

We note that the system parameters d1−2 and g1−4 are assumed to be always

known and thus we have a simple relationship between the travelling wave

parameter space of the formC2
g± = ωBN1∓+ωAN2±. Firstly, we observe that the

denominator of Eq. (5.33) is zero for the symmetrically coupled CNLS (d1 = d2,

g1 = g3, g2 = g4), which is due to the vanishing C
4
g term of Eq. (5.32). In fact, the

condition for fronts in this type of system reduces to initially imposing ωA = ωB,

for which the condition is satisfied for all Cg, or by imposing C2
g = 2d1(ωA+ωB).

If one considers the relationship C2
g = 2d1(ωA + ωB), then the physicality of the

equilibria (5.12-5.13) is broken as |φZN |2 = −|ψNZ |2, which always gives one

nonphysical uniform state. Therefore, one is limited to imposing ωA = ωB in

this particular case and, since this is satisfied for all Cg, an abundance of fronts

can be found in symmetrically-coupled CNLS-type systems. This is reflected in

the literature where travelling fronts have been considered under this frequency

equivalence [101, 193, 63].

We will remain in the most generalised regime of Eqs. (5.9-5.10), in which

the condition (5.33) imposes g1g2g3g4 > 0 and, as mentioned previously, we

require SHATS of the uniform states. At a minimum, the SHATS conditions im-

pose restrictions on the system parameters of g1g2 > 0, g3g4 > 0, sgn(d1) 6=
sgn(g1), and sgn(d2) 6= sgn(g3), which automatically satisfies the front condi-

tion g1g2g3g4 > 0. Recent effort has been made to analyse travelling fronts

(synonym domain wall) under parameter regimes similar to this. The recent

work of Alama et al [16] considers this setup of the parameters, only with the

extra assumptions of d1 = d2, g2 = g4, and g
2
2 − g1g3 > 0. The last condition, in

the context of Bose-Einstein condensates, is known as the immiscibility condi-

tion [112, 183] and describes the mixing of the two components. The conditions

that we have developed generalises the work presented in [16, 183] beyond the

case of equal masses d1 = d2. We note that the immiscibility condition is also

present in our case in the form of g2g4−g1g3 > 0. The only way in which ZN and

NZ can be simultaneously SH when g2g4 − g1g3 < 0 is in the case of negative

mass d1d2 < 0, which is outside the framework of [16], but this situation can be

rescaled via conjugation of the equation with the positive dispersion coefficient,

to be within the framework presented in the paper.

We will briefly note an important scaling of the CNLS system, which may be
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achieved in a similar manner to the substitutions made for the NLS in Eq. (1.2)

only with an extra transformation for the new component. By imposing the

transformations, one can reduce the 6 free system parameters of d1,2 and

g1−4 down to 3 free parameters representing the dispersive and nonlinear co-

efficients. Therefore, the most general regime of the CNLS may be repre-

sented by 3 free parameters which adds an extra degree of freedom, due to

unequal masses, in contrast to the 2 free parameters of [16]. Note that the

symmetrically-coupled CNLS system can be represented by 1 free parameter,

and the scalar NLS equation by 0 free parameters, as shown in Eq. (1.3).

The expression for the group velocity (5.33) guarantees that only one group

velocity is physically viable and an analysis of this can be formulated fully. First,

let us rewrite the equilibria (5.12-5.13) with the substitution of C2
g±,

|φ+|2 =
(d2ωB − d1ωA)(d1g1g2 − d2

√
g1g2g3g4)

g1(d21g1g2 − d22g3g4)
(5.34)

|ψ+|2 =
(d2ωB − d1ωA)(d2g3g4 − d1

√
g1g2g3g4)

g3(d21g1g2 − d22g3g4)
(5.35)

|φ−|2 =
(d2ωB − d1ωA)(d1g1g2 + d2

√
g1g2g3g4)

g1(d21g1g2 − d22g3g4)
(5.36)

|ψ−|2 =
(d2ωB − d1ωA)(d2g3g4 + d1

√
g1g2g3g4)

g3(d21g1g2 − d22g3g4)
(5.37)

where the index ± relates to the corresponding C2
g±. Note that all of the equi-

libria (5.34-5.37) have a common factor of (d2ωB − d1ωA)/(d
2
1g1g2 − d22g3g4) so

the relative sign of the numerator and the denominator affects all of the equi-

libria simultaneously. Recall that for the equilibria to be physical, the value of

Cg must give positive (5.12-5.13). Therefore, one may analyse the signs of the

remaining terms of Eqs. (5.34-5.37) in order to recover the signs of the equilib-

ria.

Let us compute the total product of all the quantities, i.e. |φ+|2|ψ+|2|φ−|2|ψ−|2.
By recognising that (d2ωB−d1ωA)

4/g21g
2
3 > 0 for any set of parameters, then the

remaining sign is governed only by the system parameters through the relation

−g1g2g3g4 which, since the condition for Cg ∈ R is sgn(g1g2g3g4) = 1, is always

negative. This means that either one or three of Eqs. (5.34-5.37) are negative

for any parameter choice. If one of the equilibria is negative then we may say

that one of C2
g± yields a physical solution, whereas if three are negative then

both are nonphysical solutions.

The next step is to consider which of the equilibria have the same sign so

that we can efficiently decide which of the two group velocities yields a physical

solution. In order to determine the condition for physicality, let us look at the
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individual products of the equilibria. If one computes |φ+|2|ψ+|2 and |φ−|2|ψ−|2

then we get the following expressions that determine the respective signs of

the products,

sgn(|φ+|2|ψ+|2) = sgn(V1 − V2),

sgn(|φ−|2|ψ−|2) = sgn(V1 + V2),

where

V1 = 2d1g2d2g4, V2 = (
d21g2
g3

+
d22g4
g1

)
√
g1g2g3g4.

Note that we may show |V2| > |V1|, regardless of parameter choice, by consid-

ering the assumption V 2
2 > V 2

1 . When one computes this inequality, we arrive

at the following condition g1g2g3g4(d
2
1g1g2−d22g3g4)2 > 0 which is true for any set

of system parameters. Following from this, it is easy to see from the formula-

tion of V2 that the decisive condition is d21g2/g3 + d22g4/g1 > (<) 0. If V2 < 0 then

|φ+|2 and |ψ+|2 have the same sign and |φ−|2 and |ψ−|2 have opposite signs. If

V2 > 0 then the opposite can be said.

The above condition only tells us which of the C2
g± can yield a physical solu-

tion, not whether there are one or three negative equilibria. We may determine

a condition for the physicality of C2
g± by taking a closer look at the equilibria

themselves. Let us first rewrite the equilibria (5.34-5.37) in the following way;

|φ+|2 = r11(d2ωB − d1ωA), |ψ+|2 = r12(d2ωB − d1ωA), |φ−|2 = r21(d2ωB − d1ωA),

and |ψ−|2 = r22(d2ωB − d1ωA). We will divide the formulation into four distinct

cases for ease of analysis.

Cases 1(i) and 1(ii):

Assume that V2 > 0, which means sgn(|φ−|2) = sgn(|ψ−|2) and sgn(|φ+|2) 6=
sgn(|ψ+|2). This subsequently means that C2

g+ may never yield physical equi-

libria whilst C2
g− can, depending on the signs of the travelling wave parameters.

Since sgn(r21) = sgn(r22), the two subcases of physical group velocity depend

on the relative sign of either quantity and the remainder of the term. Thus, the

physical conditions are

1(i): If r21 > 0, then (d2ωB − d1ωA) > 0;

1(ii): If r21 < 0, then (d2ωB − d1ωA) < 0.

Cases 2(i) and 2(ii):
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Assume that V2 < 0, which means sgn(|φ−|2) 6= sgn(|ψ−|2) and sgn(|φ+|2) =
sgn(|ψ+|2). We know from the prior definitions that sgn(r11) = sgn(r12), there-

fore if one computes the sign of either r11 or r12, we arrive at the following

subcases for physical equilibria,

2(i): If r11 > 0, then (d2ωB − d1ωA) > 0;

2(ii): If r11 < 0, then (d2ωB − d1ωA) < 0.

We see that travelling wave parameters need to be carefully chosen in order to

preserve physicality of the equilibria. To summarise, at least one value of C2
g±

will always give nonphysical equilibria. One may check, however, the above

criteria in order to guarantee that one physical solution applies. This guarantees

a physically viable travelling front, with the added conditions of SHATS for ZN

and NZ already discussed, that will allow for the formation and propagation of

the front.

5.2.2 Front structure

There are a couple of numerical methods one may use to find the particular

structure of the nonlinear connection between the plane-waves. One way is to

use numerical continuation software such as AUTO; see Sec. 2.2.3. A simpler

method, which allows us to remain in MATLAB software, is to search for the

profile by building a dissipative analogue of the CNLS. We adopt this method

and construct a dissipative PDE that reduces down to the same ODE as the

CNLS, given by Eqs. (5.9-5.10). This is done by adding iκAφt, iκBψt to their

respective component, where κA, κB are arbitrary, complex coefficients. The

dissipative PDE is then given by

iκAφt + d1φζζ + (ωA − d1k
2
A)φ+ g1|φ|2φ+ g2|ψ|2φ = 0, (5.38)

iκBψt + d2ψζζ + (ωB − d2k
2
B)ψ + g3|ψ|2ψ + g4|φ|2ψ = 0. (5.39)

The conditions for dissipation are Im(κA)d1 > 0 and Im(κB)d2 > 0, so we will

restrict the choice to κA = sgn(d1)i and κB = sgn(d2)i, where Eqs. (5.38-5.39)

become a nonlinear extension of the heat equation. The mass and energy

of such a system are no longer conserved and the nature of the dynamically

open system allows us to evolve and locate the front solution as a steady state

of the dissipative PDE. One evolves Eqs. (5.38-5.39) with the following initial
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Travelling front solution obtained for the nearly-integrable CNLS equation with sys-

tem parameters d1 = d2 = −1, g1 = g2 = g3 = 2, g4 = 3, and travelling wave parameters

(Cg, ωA, ωB) = (5.395,−9.5 − 10). Travelling wave parameters satisfy the heteroclinic rela-

tionship (5.33) and the evolution of both components A and B are shown in the (a) regular

reference frame and (b) co-moving reference frame.

conditions

φ =
φ0

1 + eζ−ζ0
− φ0

1 + eζ+ζ0
,

ψ =
ψ0

1 + eζ+ζ0
+

ψ0e
ζ−ζ0

1 + eζ−ζ0
,

where ζ0 is the front location and φ0, ψ0 > 0 are given by the non-zero com-

ponent of the ZN and NZ states respectively. After a long time period, say

t > 500, the steady state will be found and we can then use this steady state

as the initial condition for solving the CNLS system (4.7-4.8). The choice of

κA = sgn(d1)i and κB = sgn(d2)i guarantees that the temporal eigenvalues

are stable, providing that the ZN and NZ states are SHATS in CNLS.

We then have all of the information needed to construct these fronts in the

most general form of the CNLS. Let us first showcase these fronts in the ’nearly-

integrable’ system that we previously considered in Fig. 5.1. This system will

be the prototypical example that we will use throughout, unless specified oth-

erwise, but we note that the analysis is no different from other CNLS system
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6: Travelling front solution obtained for CNLS systems with unequal masses. (a) d1 =
−4, d2 = −2, g1 = 2, g2 = 3, g3 = 4, g4 = 5, and travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) =
(3.368,−5.3,−9.8). (b) d1 = −1, d2 = −3, g1 = 2, g2 = 4, g3 = 5, g4 = 8, and travelling wave

parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (5.093,−9.9,−9.8). The front propagating in (b) is shifted along the

X-axis.

parameter choices. By definition, a large proportion of the conditions for SHATS

are already satisfied for the ZN and NZ simultaneously due to the system pa-

rameter choice. When one numerically explores the relationship (5.33) we find

a plethora of solutions, providing that the travelling wave parameters also allow

physical equillibria, physical Cg, and ensures the remaining SHATS conditions.

One particular example of a stable travelling front in this system arises when

one considers the frequencies ωA = −9.5 and ωB = −10, which leads to a group

velocity of Cg = ±5.395, as obtained from Eq. (5.33). This point in the parame-

ter space provides a front that connects the equilibria (φ0, ψ0) = (1.055, 0) and

(φ0, ψ0) = (0, 1.167), where both uniform states are SHATS. Figure 5.5(a) shows

the propagation of this travelling front in the CNLS, and Fig. 5.5(b) shows the

evolution where we have shifted into the reference frame co-moving with posi-

tive Cg. Note that there is an equivalent front that propagates with the reversed

sign of the velocity. We will represent future fronts in the co-moving frame un-

less stated otherwise.

As mentioned previously, our analysis is not limited to the case of equivalent

masses d1 = d2. To show this, we can consider CNLS systems where we
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impose |d1| > (<) |d2|. Let us consider the former, where we explore the

CNLS with system parameters d1 = −4, d2 = −2, g1 = 2, g2 = 3, g3 = 4,

g4 = 5. Figure 5.6(a) shows an example of a front solution found with the

chosen frequencies ωA = −5.3 and ωB = −9.8, which leads to a group velocity

of Cg = ±3.368. We may consider the case of |d2| > |d1| by imposing the

CNLS system parameters d1 = −1, d2 = −3, g1 = 2, g2 = 4, g3 = 5, g4 = 8.

By choosing the component frequencies as ωA = −9.9 and ωB = −9.8, the

heteroclinic condition (5.33) imposes the group velocity Cg = ±5.093. Figure

5.6(b) shows the evolution of this front, where we have shifted the structure in

X to clarify that the profile can be implemented with (0, ψ0) or (φ0, 0) at X = 0.

A generic width for the structure can also be imposed providing that the front

location ζ is far away from the centre ζ = 0 and there is a sufficient decay to the

uniform state for ζ −→ ±∞. The above CNLS systems show that we may find

travelling fronts for unequal masses, but we note that in both of the systems

we also considered vastly different nonlinear coefficients. In both systems we

considered |g3g4| > |g1g2|, which shows that one can implement larger nonlinear

terms for either component regardless of which dispersion term possesses the

larger magnitude.

5.2.3 Stochastic pinning via wave turbulence

One may question whether the heteroclinic condition (5.33) is truly required

to form the fronts in the CNLS, under the assumption Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB.

To explore this, let us consider the front found in the nearly integrable sys-

tem, shown in Fig. 5.5, and break the travelling front condition. We do this

by allowing ωA to vary by an incremental amount, ±0.5, whilst fixing all other

parameters. We produce the original front from the dissipative PDE as before,

but the front amplitude in A is instead rescaled to the new amplitude, governed

by the new value of ωA. Doing so will keep the B-component the same, and

the A-component will have the same front structure but a different amplitude.

Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) show what happens to the front when we decrease

and increase the parameter ωA respectively. In the early stages of the evolu-

tion we see two ’tilted’ fronts, located to the left and right of the original front,

propagating with a new amplitude that corresponds to a new point (Cg, ωA, ωB)

in the parameter space. These spontaneous tilted fronts also satisfy the hete-

roclinic condition (5.33); the left and right tilted fronts of Fig. 5.7(a) correspond

to the parameter sets (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (5.159,−9.110,−9.654) and (Cg, ωA, ωB) =

(5.630,−10.380,−10.924) respectively, whilst the left and right tilted fronts of Fig.

5.7(b) correspond to the parameter sets (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (5.661,−9.986,−10.430)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Propagation of the travelling front from Fig. 5.5 with shifted parameter ωA = ωA ±
0.5. The new equilibria are defined by the points in the parameter space (a) (Cg, ωA, ωB) =
(5.395,−10,−10); (b) (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (5.395,−9,−10). The plots are in the frame comoving

with Cg.

and (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (5.130,−8.559,−9.003) respectively. This is another rea-

son why we mainly consider travelling fronts of the reduced parameter space

(Cg, ωA, ωB), since fronts that are formed via evolution often obey this reduc-

tion. There is also a clear fluctuation in the width of the structure caused by

the tilted fronts propagating into the other component and forming a zero net

polarity of the background. Finally, since the plane-waves connected by the

tilted fronts do not match those in the initial condition, dispersive shock waves

(DSWs) form, causing wave turbulence amongst the structure, and the velocity

of these propagating DSWs should follow the universal description of DSWs

[67, 53]. When one considers tracking the width of the total structure through-

out a long-time evolution (t = 1000), we see unique behaviour of the interaction

between the fronts and the wave turbulence. More specifically, for certain pa-

rameters away from the original front, the fluctuating width gathers itself such

that there is some order from the turbulent interaction. Figure 5.8 shows a plot

of the front width against time for each of the 3 fronts seen in Fig. 5.5 and Fig.

5.7. We note that, for the front with decreased parameter ωA = −10, there is a

regathering of the front width fluctuation some time after t ≈ 500; the ωA = −9
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Figure 5.8: Plot of the front width vs time for the travelling fronts seen in Fig. 5.7 and the original

travelling front in Fig. 5.5.

case does not see this width formation, showing a certain asymmetry of the

regathering. This regathering of the front width to form a periodic fluctuation

should be well described by a stochastic model such as [64], with an incorpo-

ration of dispersive shock wave dynamics, and hydrodynamic variables using

the Madelung transform [144, 53]. Since we are purely interested in solutions

of the CNLS, so that we may translate back to the original MTI problem, this

observation will be explored in future work. The purpose of the above exercise

was to demonstrate the importance of the heteroclinic condition (5.33) when

initialising front solutions to the CNLS. One can not naively form a travelling

front for an arbitrary choice of travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB).

5.2.4 Breaking the wavenumber-velocity relationship

We will briefly mention the extension of the fronts into the regime where the

wavenumbers kA,B are no longer governed by the choice of Cg. If we break the

original assumption of Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB then we must look for heteroclinic

orbits that connect the ZN and NZ equilibria in the full ODE system (5.3–5.4).

Formally, we wish to address whether a front may be arbitrarily formed between

two plane-waves governed by the parameters (kA, ωA) and (kB, ωB). To analyse

this, we shift in a wavenumber, say kA, to distinguish whether or not the CNLS

will evolve the front connecting these two plane-waves. The process is similar

to that of the previous section, only now we must take the initial front profile and

rescale the amplitude to the new amplitude, as well as multiply by the shifted

plane-wave wavenumber opposed to the original wavenumber Cg/2d1.

As a baseline, let us once again consider the front from Fig. 5.5 and shift

away from this solution by considering the parameters Cg = 2d2kB = 5.395,

(ωA, ωB) = (−9.5,−10), and kA = Cg/2d1 ± 0.1. The evolution for these two

sets of parameters are shown explicitly in Fig. 5.9. Note that the general be-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Propagation of the travelling front from Fig. 5.5 with shifted parameter kA = kA±0.1,
plotted in the frame co-moving with Cg = 5.395. The new initial amplitude for A is defined by

the point in the parameter space (a) (kA, ωA) = (−2.597,−9.5); (b) (kA, ωA) = (−2.797,−9.5),
where kA has been shifted from the original wavenumber kA = Cg/2d1 ± 0.1.

haviour is similar to that of Sec. 5.2.3, when we shifted in the parameter ωA.

There are, however, two vital differences here to that of the ωA case. The first

is the asymmetric amplitudes of the two tilted fronts that appear to the left and

right of the original front. The second difference is the obvious drifting of the

entire profile in the co-moving frame. In this instance, since the CNLS system

is nearly-integrable, the full profile now moves with velocity Cg = d1(kA + kB),

but this does not hold true away from the nearly-integrable regime. Both dif-

ferences can be owed to the forced breaking of the wavenumber-velocity re-

lationship of the initial condition. The key property of the tilted fronts is that

they are, once again, governed by the heteroclinic condition (5.33) and they

satisfy the original assumption Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB, despite the initialised front

imposing Cg 6= 2d1kA. The left and right tilted fronts of Fig. 5.9(a) correspond

to the parameter sets (Cg, ωA, ωB) ≈ (5.043,−8.930,−9.508) and (Cg, ωA, ωB) ≈
(5.542,−10.042,−10.572) respectively, whilst the left and right tilted fronts of Fig.

5.9(b) correspond to the parameter sets (Cg, ωA, ωB) ≈ (5.795,−10.253,−10.670)

and (Cg, ωA, ωB) ≈ (5.205,−8.824,−9.285) respectively.

We note that directly searching for fronts in Eqs. (5.3–5.4) using the method
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of the dissipative evolution, or numerical continuation software, produced no

front structures when the velocity-wavenumber relationship was explicitly bro-

ken. The only way that we could impose a front solution without this govern-

ing relationship was by taking a profile governed by the relationship and then

shifting in the parameter like we have done in Fig. 5.9. Due to this, we do

not expect front solutions of Eqs. (5.3–5.4) unless the coefficient of the first

derivative vanishes because of the initial assumption. This is also evident

due to the fact that the spontaneously-formed tilted fronts also obey the het-

eroclinic condition (5.33), despite the initial condition breaking the relationship

Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB. The above numerical analysis details the importance of

the initial assumption between the group velocity and component plane-wave

wavenumbers when searching for the front solutions.

5.3 Front-grey soliton interaction

We have shown that, when one shifts away from the parameters that satisfy

Eq. (5.33), there is an expected formation of DSWs and the interaction of the

fronts with these DSWs, leads to a natural questioning to the behaviour of

soliton-front collisions. We are interested in said collisions since there is a

possibility of other soliton-like structures propagating away from the collision.

The collision behaviour will be explored by initially imposing a grey soliton in

the A component of the front seen in the regime of Fig. 5.5, and evolving the

CNLS as before. We have already shown the form of the grey soliton solution

previously in Eq. (1.12) and Eq. (3.14), however, the profile is now adapted to

be efficiently embedded in the background field, and is given by

G(x; ΦG,W0) = W0 [cosΦG + i sinΦG tanh (W0 sinΦGx)] .

ΦG ∈ [0, π/2] is the grey soliton parameter defining the depression/group veloc-

ity of the soliton and W0 is defined by φ0 or ψ0 equilibria, depending on which

component the grey soliton is in. In this particular system, the interaction pro-

duces 3 types of behaviour: singular refraction, double refraction and reflection.

All 3 cases are seen in Fig. 5.10 on a sufficiently larger domain (×4) to previous.

Firstly, we note that the unidirectional shift of the fronts is related to the

polarity of the background and there is also a small amount of radiation upon

collision, that we deem negligible in comparison to the nonlinear structures, in

this nearly-integrable CNLS system. The differing behaviour can be partially

explained by considering conserved quantities of the CNLS (4.7-4.8). The ma-

jor difference of this equation, in comparison to the Manakov systems or the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.10: Front-grey soliton collisions. Different collision behaviour is shown for the front

with system and travelling wave parameters seen in Fig. 5.5, with initialised grey soliton

parameter (a) ΦG = π/10, (b) ΦG = 1.25, (c) ΦG = 1.5. Reflection/refraction angles are

given in radians as (a) (Θ1,Θ2) = (0.463, 0.426), (b) (Θ1,Θ2,Θ3) = (0.984, 1.082, 0.405), (c)
(Θ1,Θ2) = (1.407, 1.423).

scalar NLS, is the non-integrable nature of the problem.

Integrable systems generally posses many conserved quantities that can

be utilised to tell us more about the evolution of an initial condition; since our

CNLS is non-integrable we do not have a large number of conserved quantities.

The system does, however, conserve some quantities such as the component

masses

HA =

∫
|A|2dx, (5.40)

HB =

∫
|B|2dx, (5.41)
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as well as the energy

H =

∫
|A|2|B|2dx− 1

g2

∫
d1|AX |2−

g1
2
|A|4dx− 1

g4

∫
d2|BX |2−

g3
2
|B|4dx, (5.42)

which are extensions to those quantities obtained geometrically for the NLS

equation [91]. By considering Hb
A = Ha

A, Hb
B = Ha

B, and Hb = Ha where the

superscripts refer to before (b) and after (a) the collision, onemay suggest that a

solution to all three equations must exist for the soliton to propagate through the

front. The existence of these three quantities should be enough to predict the

two grey soliton parameters after the collision, given the grey soliton parameter

before collision.

5.3.1 Conservation equations

Assuming that the nonlinear structures are well separated before and after col-

lision, we will use the following two qualitative properties from the evolution to

formulate the equations:

1. The shape of the front, Af (x) and Bf (x), is not altered upon collision,

other than through some positional shift xshift, and the functions Af and

Bf asymptotically approach the relevant plane-wave as x→ ±∞.

2. The most complex case of collision behaviour is the double refraction and

thus we will assume that the grey soliton, defined byG(1)(x; Φ
(1)
G , φ0), splits

into two grey solitons, defined by G(2)(x; Φ
(2)
G , ψ0) and G

(3)(x; Φ
(3)
G , ψ0) re-

spectively.

Providing that the front and the solitons are well separated, one can always

write A and B as piece-wise functions of x, given as

A(b) =


G(1)eikAx L− < x < x

(b)
− ,

Afe
ikAx x

(b)
− < x < x

(b)
+ ,

0 x
(b)
+ < x < L+,

and

B(b) =


0 L− < x < x

(b)
− ,

Bfe
ikBx x

(b)
− < x < x

(b)
+ ,

ψ0e
ikBx x

(b)
+ < x < L+,

before the collision has taken place. The limits of x
(b)
± are arbitrarily large such

that the front and solitons decay to the relevant background field, and so the
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structures are well separated. The boundary limits L± are set by an arbitrarily

large domain. After the collision, the ansatz of double refraction provides us

with the piece-wise functions,

A(a) =


φ0e

ikAx L− < x < x
(a)
− ,

Afe
ikAx x

(a)
− < x < x

(a)
+ ,

0 x
(a)
+ < x < L+,

and

B(a) =



0 L− < x < x
(a)
− ,

Bfe
ikBx x

(a)
− < x < x

(a)
+ ,

G(2)eikBx x
(a)
+ < x < x0,

G(3)eikBx x0 < x < L+,

where x0 is the centre point of the two grey solitons that are well separated.

The values of x
(a)
± are different from x

(b)
± , and indicate the total distance that

the front has shifted from the collision. One can substitute these piece-wise

functions, and their derivatives, into the equations Hb
A = Ha

A, Hb
B = Ha

B, and

Hb = Ha. Using property 1, we know that the front structure is equivalent

between the boundaries x
(b)
± or x

(a)
± , therefore any piece-wise integrals involving

this quantity, or its derivative, will cancel in the equation. Since the front is

shifted uniformally, we will define x
(b)
+ −x(a)+ = x

(b)
− −x(a)− = xshift. As well as this,

since we define the structures as well-separated, we know that tanh(x) = ±1 at

the upper and lower bounds respectively. Using this information, one can write

the conservation equations explicitly to give us a relationship between the four

structure parameters Φ
(1)
G (before collision), xshift, Φ

(2)
G , and Φ

(3)
G (after collision),

given by the following three equations:

xshift =
2

|φ0|
sinΦ

(1)
G , (5.43)

xshift =
2

|ψ0|

(
sinΦ

(2)
G + sinΦ

(3)
G

)
, (5.44)

C1xshift =
3∑

i=1

D1i sinΦ
(i)
G +D2i sin 2Φ

(i)
G +D3i sin 3Φ

(i)
G (5.45)
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where

D11 =
3g1 + 2d1

2g2
|φ0|3 −

2d1k
2
A

g2
|φ0|, D21 =

2d1kA
g2

|φ0|2, D31 =
g1 − 2d1

6g2
|φ0|3,

D12 = D13 =
2d2k

2
B

g4
|ψ0| −

2d2 + 3g3
2g4

|ψ0|3, D22 = D23 = −2d2kB
g4

|ψ0|2,

D32 = D33 =
2d2 − g3

6g4
|ψ0|3,

C1 =
g1
2g2

|φ0|4 +
d2k

2
B

g4
|ψ0|2 −

g3
2g4

|ψ0|4 −
d1k

2
A

g2
|φ0|2.

Akey property to note here is that for small values of Φ
(1)
G , when we get singular

refraction like those in Fig. 5.10(a), the grey soliton parameter after collision

is well described by a 2-soliton analogue of Snell’s law [89], i.e. considering

the first two conservation equations (5.43-5.44) with Φ
(3)
G = 0. There is also a

clear relationship between the angle of reflection/refraction to the normal, which

we will denote as Θ, and the soliton parameter that takes the form cotΘ =

2|W0| cos(ΦG), whereW0 is the equilibrium of the component we are in. These

conservation equations can be used to infer the type of collision behaviour one

will expect for different initial values of the grey soliton parameter ΦG.

5.3.2 Parameter prediction

Given an initialised grey soliton, with parameter Φ
(1)
G , we have three variables

governed by the three equations (5.43-5.45). Due to the trigonometric structure

of these equations, an analytical solution is difficult to find, however, if one sub-

stitutes Eq. (5.43) into Eq. (5.44) and Eq. (5.45), to remove the variable xshift,

then we say a solution to these three equations exists when there is a set of

(Φ
(2)
G ,Φ

(3)
G ) that numerically solves the two remaining equations simultaneously.

The choice of the grey soliton parameter also directly imposes a value for xshift,

which increases as Φ
(1)
G → π/2. Slower, more depressed solitons will cause a

greater shift of the front upon interaction in this particular CNLS system.

When Φ
(1)
G = π/10, corresponding to Fig. 5.10(a), the evolution produces

a singular refraction. This allows us to alter the ansatz and set Φ
(3)
G = 0, sub-

sequently considering the Snell’s law-type conservation equations (5.43-5.44).

These equations predict a value of Φ
(2)
G = 0.349 rad and the measured space-

time plot gives us a value of Φ2 ≈ 0.334 rad. The shift of the front is also pre-

dicted as xshift = 0.586, whereas the space-time plot shows a shift of xshift ≈
0.615. Thus, there is an agreement of ≈ 95% accuracy for both predictions. As

one increases Φ
(1)
G in this system, the behaviour is generally described by the

existence of a solution to Eqs. (5.43-5.45). For the double refraction seen in Fig.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.11: Solution plots of Eqs. (5.43-5.45) with (a) Φ
(1)
G = 1.25 and (b) Φ

(1)
G = 1.5. There is

a reflection symmetry about the line Φ
(2)
G = Φ

(3)
G due to interchangeability of the two variables.

5.10(b), we show that there is a solution to the conservation equations; the plot,

Fig. 5.11(a), of these equations shows explicitly the overlapping solution. The

figure is also symmetric about the lineΦ
(2)
G = Φ

(3)
G , which is expected since these

two variables are interchangeable in the conservation equations. The parame-

ters are predicted from Eqs. (5.43-5.45) as (Φ
(2)
G ,Φ

(3)
G ) = (0.088, 1.294), with the

numerically-observed parameters being (Φ
(2)
G ,Φ

(3)
G ) ≈ (0.053, 1.341). The front

shift is also given as xshift = 1.8 analytically, and xshift = 1.899 numerically. As

a two-dimensional measure of accuracy, the Euclidean distance between the

analytical and numerical points is ≈ 5% of the magnitude of the numerically-

observed point. Thus, along with xshift, there is once again an agreement of

≈ 95% for the parameter prediction. If there is no solution to Eqs. (5.43-5.45)

then the general behaviour is that of Fig. 5.10(c), where the grey soliton can

not propagate through the front. The corresponding solution plot, shown in

Fig. 5.11(b), provides us with no overlap in the (Φ
(2)
G ,Φ

(3)
G ) space. The angle

of reflection does not match up numerically with the perfect reflection that is

expected from the conservation equations, but all of these discrepancies can

be owed to the small radiation upon collision. Generally, as one moves further

away from the integrable regime of the CNLS, more radiation is created upon

collision and the conservation equations become less accurate in representing

the qualitative nature of the collisions.

We note that we assumed there is a transmission of two grey solitons af-

ter the collision with the front, whereas in some cases a one transmission-one

reflection ansatz may be needed. In contrast, the case of the two-reflection

ansatz analytically narrows down to the form of one reflection and has already
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Figure 5.12: Grey-vector soliton refraction in the CNLS with system parameters d1 = −1, d2 =
−3, g1 = 2, g2 = 4, g3 = 5, g4 = 8, travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) =

(5.093,−9.9,−9.8), and initialised grey soliton parameter Φ
(1)
G = 1.25. The measured reflec-

tion/refraction angles are given as (Θ1,Θ2,Θ3,Θ4) = (0.882, 0.337, 0.452, 0.159).

been discussed. We note that the conservation equations only allow us to esti-

mate the grey soliton parameters given that we know the type of behaviour that

will occur, e.g. a two-soliton refraction ansatz in the nearly integrable regime.

As one moves further away from the defocusing Manakov system, the radia-

tion is typically increased and we may also find the existence of a vector soliton

(VS) refraction like that seen in Fig. 5.12; this refraction falls outside the frame-

work of Eqs. (5.43-5.45). The figure shows the collision of a travelling front and

an initialised grey soliton, with parameter Φ1 = 1.25, in the CNLS with system

parameters d1 = −1, d2 = −3, g1 = 2, g2 = 4, g3 = 5, and g4 = 8. In contrast

to the nearly integrable regime, there are 4 structures after collision and sig-

nificantly larger radiation upon collision. The observation of the vector-soliton

refraction is particularly important as it shows the propagation of a bright-dark

(BD) soliton in this non-integrable system. Therefore, it should be possible to

find such robust structures in general, which will allow us to impose said vector

solitons into the MTI.

To summarise this chapter, we have reduced the non-integrable CNLS down

to a system of nonlinear ODEs. This system permits the existence of hetero-

clinic orbits connecting two SHATS uniform states, which translates to a travel-

ling front in the CNLS; either ZZ to NN , or ZN to NZ are permitted by SHATS

conditions. We focus purely on the abundance of ZN to NZ fronts and or-

bits connecting said plane-waves are allowed only in the regime of parameters

prescribed by g1g2 > 0, g3g4 > 0, sgn(d1) 6= sgn(g1,2), and sgn(d2) 6= sgn(g3,4).

We have developed a condition that relates the group velocity of the front to

the chosen carrier frequencies of the plane-waves, and provided constraints

of the travelling wave parameters to guarantee both of the plane-waves ex-

ist for one of Cg±. A brief analysis on solutions away from a fixed parameter

set (Cg, ωA, ωB) has been considered and we have shown the importance of
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the heteroclinic condition when imposing travelling fronts in the non-integrable

CNLS. Finally, we considered the collision of our front solutions with a scalar

grey soliton. The reflection/refraction properties of the collision, in those sys-

tems that do not exhibit large radiation, is well-predicted by conservation laws

of the non-integrable system. The collision of the front and grey soliton, in a

system far away from the defocusing Manakov system, yields a vector soliton

refraction, which shows the ability to produce such robust structures in non-

integrable regimes. We will discuss the derivation and propagation of these

vector soliton solutions in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Soliton solutions in the

non-integrable coupled NLS

equation

In this chapter we will consider techniques to derive numerical and analytical

soliton profiles. In particular, we focus on vector solitons (VS) that are classified

into three categories: bright-bright (BB), dark-dark (DD), and bright-dark/dark-

bright (BD/DB). We first consider solitons in the weakly-nonlinear regime by

considering localised states near codimension-1 pitchfork bifurcations of the

ZZ/ZN /NZ uniform states. These solitons provide us with an estimated start-

ing point for numerical continuation usingAUTO, which allows us to numerically

find BD/DB solitons, given certain parameter constraints.

These solitons can also be numerically continued from the travelling fronts,

which will yield BD/DB soliton profiles, depending on the direction of continua-

tion. Continuing from the travelling front solutions yield strongly nonlinear pro-

files and the solitons will propagate with the same group velocity as the fronts.

One may numerically continue the vector soliton profiles in the parameter Cg to

also give vector soliton profiles that are no longer purely-real solutions of the

travelling wave ODE. We then briefly explore the collision dynamics of these

VS in different CNLS systems, and consider the possibility of energy transfer

between the two VS.

The final section of this chapter focuses on BB and DD solitons. Analyt-

ical solutions are presented for each of the BB and DD, and correspond to

codimension-2 bifurcations of the ZZ andNN uniform states respectively. The

solutions are presented in their simplest form, which accounts for the fewest

number of free parameters that determine the exact structure of the VS. We

show the evolution of each of BD/DB/BB/DD in CNLS systems with different,
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non-integrable system parameters.

6.1 Pitchfork bifurcations of uniform states

In a similar fashion to the Ginzburg-Landau equation, one may consider the

bifurcation of the uniform states and look for localised solutions near the bi-

furcation value [35]. The spatial eigenvalues, given by Eq. (5.17), tell us the

story of where these bifurcation points are found for each uniform state. To

search for these localised solutions we consider a weakly nonlinear expansion

of the dependent variables φ and ψ. Note that we will always consider ωA as

the bifurcation parameter throughout this chapter and Chapter 7, in order to be

consistent with all numerical continuations. This does not have to be the case,

and the forthcoming analysis can be applied to any of the three remaining trav-

elling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB). In general, we will formulate a multiple

scale analysis with the assumption of Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB, to reduce the pa-

rameter space, and we will assume a purely real solution φ, ψ ∈ R. One then

performs a multiple-scale expansion in the purely-real ODE (5.9-5.10) around a

bifurcation point, which we will denote as ωb, and collect terms of the expansion

at the orders of the implemented small parameter ε << 1. Note that this ε is

different from that of the MTI problem and we refer to this parameter arbitrarily.

We first write the ODE system in the operator form

(L+N )

[
φ

ψ

]
= 0, (6.1)

where 0 is the zero vector and we recall φ, ψ ∈ R. The linear, L, and nonlinear,
N , operators are given in a functional form as

L =

[
d1∂ζζ + (ωA − C2

g

4d1
) 0

0 d2∂ζζ + (ωB − C2
g

4d2
)

]
, (6.2)

N =

[
g1φ

2 + g2ψ
2 0

0 g3ψ
2 + g4φ

2

]
. (6.3)

The asymptotic expansion of the field variables will then be written as[
φ

ψ

]
=

[
U

V

]
+

[
u

v

]
(6.4)
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where we introduce a slow spatial variable Z = εζ, and we also expand around

the bifurcation parameter as ωA = ωb + ε2δ, with δ an O(1) quantity. The con-

stants U, V represent the uniform state approximation in the expansion, and

u(ζ, Z), v(ζ, Z) represent the spatially-dependent terms. These terms are ex-

panded around the small parameter by the following;[
U

V

]
=

[
U0

V0

]
+ ε

[
U1

V1

]
+ ε2

[
U2

V2

]
+ · · ·

[
u

v

]
= ε

[
u1

v1

]
+ ε2

[
u2

v2

]
+ ε3

[
u3

v3

]
+ · · ·

where U0, V0 are the values of the uniform state that we are considering. By

substituting this ansatz into the equation (6.1), and collecting the orders of ε, we

may find the asymptotic expansions of localised solutions near critical values

of ωb, for each of the uniform states.

Throughout the analysis we will consider the expansion in terms of matrix

operators. These operators are given in a functional form as,

L0 =

[
d1∂ζζ + (ωb −

C2
g

4d1
) 0

0 d2∂ζζ + (ωB − C2
g

4d2
)

]
, (6.5)

L1 =

[
2d1∂Z∂ζ 0

0 2d2∂Z∂ζ

]
, L2 =

[
d1∂ZZ + δ 0

0 d2∂ZZ + δ

]
, (6.6)

N0(X,Y ) =

[
g1X

2 + g2Y
2 0

0 g3Y
2 + g4X

2

]
, (6.7)

N1(X,Y ) =

[
2g1U0X 2g2V0X

2g4U0Y 2g3V0Y

]
, (6.8)

N2(X,Y ) =

[
3g1U0X + 2g2V0Y g2U0Y

g4V0X 3g3V0Y + 2g4U0X

]
, (6.9)

N3(X,Y ) =

[
g1U0X + 2g2V0Y g2U0Y − 2g2V0X

g4V0X − 2g4U0Y g3V0Y + 2g4U0X

]
(6.10)

where X, Y are dummy variables that may take the values X = U0, (u1 +

U1), (u2 + U2), . . . and Y = V0, (v1 + V1), (v2 + V2), . . .. Higher order terms of

O(ε4) and above are also present, but we truncate the expansion at O(ε3) since
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this is sufficient to yield the leading-order localised solutions. Therefore, the

analysis is similar to that of [35]. There are three distinct critical values of the

parameter ωA that produce a pitchfork bifurcation; one for each of the uniform

states ZZ/ZN/NZ. From the ZZ eigenvalues (5.18), we see that four eigen-

values become zero at the value of ωZZ = C2
g/4d1. At this critical value, these

particular eigenvalues change stability and this bifurcation produces two new

solutions that correspond precisely to positive and negative NZ. The uniform

state ZN can not bifurcate from the ZZ branch since the bifurcation parameter

ωA does not alter the other four eigenvalues of Eq. (5.18); this can occur when

ωB and Cg are bifurcation parameters. Similar analysis of the ZN and NZ spa-

tial eigenvalues (5.19-5.20) tells us that we also have pitchfork bifurcations at

the critical values

ωZN =
C2

g

4d1
− g2
g3

(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB

)
,

ωNZ =
C2

g

4d1
− g1
g4

(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB

)
,

which correspond to theNN uniform state bifurcating from ZN andNZ respec-

tively. These points are also the codimension-1 critical values, which allow the

branch of vector solitons, that we will see when numerically continuing the front

solutions in Fig. 6.2. Whether ωZZ , ωZN , ωNZ produce subcritical/supercritical

bifurcations depends on the signs and magnitudes of the system and travelling

wave parameters. Since we are considering pitchfork bifurcations, the appro-

priate expansion of the fields u, v allows us to further simplify by writing the

functions u1, u2, u3, v1, v2, v3, . . . as functions of the slow variable Z only. One

can now formally substitute the multiple-scale ansatz into the ODE (6.1) and

consider the expansion around each of the critical values.

6.1.1 ZZ equilibria (ωb = ωZZ)

The simplest case to consider is that of the ZZ equilibrium point. Further

simplifications can be made in this instance since we know that the expan-

sion of the uniform state will be zero in the vicinity of the critical value, i.e.

U0, U1, U2, . . . = 0 and V0, V1, V2, · · · = 0. At each order of ε, the analysis also

tells us that the field v is always zero, i.e. v1, v2, . . . = 0. The leading order

expansion, at O(ε3), then gives us a solvability condition involving u1, written

as

δu1 + d1u1ZZ + g1u
3
1 = 0, (6.11)
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that yields three spatially-homogeneous solutions given by

u1 = 0, u1 = ±

√
−δ
g1
.

Since we know that δ = (ωA − ωZZ)/ε
2, we may write the full solutions as

φ = 0, φ = ±
√
ωb − ωA

g1
,

which correspond to the ZZ and ±NZ states respectively and the NZ state

exists only when sgn(ωb − ωA) = sgn(g1), in agreement with Eq. (5.13). The

solvability equation (6.11) also admits spatially-dependent solutions depending

on the signs of the parameters. Similarly to [35], one can obtain subcritical

bifurcations to localised states, given by

φ =

√
−2(ωA − ωZZ)

g1
sech

√(ωA − ωZZ)

−d1
ζ

+ · · · , (6.12)

and supercritical bifurcations to the front-like states

φ =

√
−(ωA − ωZZ)

g1
tanh

√(ωA − ωZZ)

2d1
ζ

+ · · · , (6.13)

with ψ = 0. These solutions are precisely the bright and dark soliton solutions

to the scalar NLS equation, which is expected since this codimension-1 critical

value bifurcates one component of the CNLS only. These are exact solutions,

with carrier wavenumber kA = Cg/2d1 and frequency ωA, and require no higher-

order terms in the expansion. As one would expect from the criticality of the

bifurcation, localised bright solitons can only be formed when d1g1 > 0, with the

dark soliton existing purely in the regime d1g1 < 0. Since these solutions are

simply solutions of scalar NLS, we do not consider them further, and now focus

purely on the remaining pitchfork bifurcations.

6.1.2 ZN equilibria (ωb = ωZN)

The case of pitchfork bifurcations from ZN is more complicated as we must

thoroughly analyse each order of ε to obtain the correct form of both of the fields

u, v. We can make a simplification from the beginning since we know that the

expansion of the zero component will always be zero, i.e. U0, U1, U2, . . . = 0,

and the parameter ωA does not affect ψ0, i.e. V0, V1, V2, . . . = 0. When one
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substitutes the multiple-scale ansatz (6.4) into the ODE, with the value of ωb =

ωZN , we can consider the solvability conditions at each of the ε orders. At O(1),

the leading equation is given by

(L0 +N0(U0, V0))

[
U0

V0

]
= 0, (6.14)

where L0, N0(U0, V0) are given by (6.5) and (6.7) respectively. This is solved

non-trivially by virtue of the positive, real ZN uniform state (5.12), i.e.

U0 = 0, V0 =

√
(C2

g − 4d2ωB)

4d2g3
.

At the next order of O(ε), one has

(L0 +N0(U0, V0) +N1(U0, V0))

[
u1

v1

]
+ L1

[
U0

V0

]
= 0, (6.15)

where L1, N1(U0, V0) are given by Eq. (6.6) and Eq. (6.8) respectively, and we

may substitute U0, V0 in from the previous order. This equation simplifies down

to the solvability condition of v1 = 0. The next order of O(ε2) yields,

(L0 +N0(U0, V0)+N1(U0, V0))

[
u2

v2

]

+ (L1 +N2(u1, v1))

[
u1

v1

]
+ L2

[
U0

V0

]
= 0, (6.16)

where L2, N2(u1, v1) are given by Eq. (6.6) and Eq. (6.9) respectively. By sub-

stituting previous order quantities in, we get a relationship between the field

variables u1 and v2, given as

v2 = − g4
2g3V0

u21.

The final order that we will consider, O(ε3), yields the equation

(L0 +N0(U0, V0) +N1(U0, V0))

[
u3

v3

]
+ (L1 +N2(u1, v1))

[
u2

v2

]

+ (L2 +N0(u1, v1) +N1(u2, v2) +N3(u2, v2))

[
u1

v1

]
= 0, (6.17)
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where N3(u2, v2) is given by Eq. (6.10). When one substitutes the information

from previous orders into Eq. (6.17) there is a relationship between higher-order

variables,

v3 = − g4
g3V0

u1u2.

as well as the solvability condition for the field variable u1, given by

d1u1ZZ + δu1 + (g1 −
g2g4
g3

)u31 = 0. (6.18)

The solvability condition (6.18) admits three spatially-homogeneous solutions.

One of these is the trivial, persistent state that corresponds to the ZN equilibria.

The other solutions give an expansion of,

[
φ

ψ

]
=

 0√
(C2

g−4d2ωB)

4d2g3

+

±√g3(ωA−ωZN )
g2g4−g1g3

0



+

 0
−
√
d2g3g4(ωA−ωZN )

(g2g4−g1g3)
√

C2
g−4d1ωB

+ · · · ,

which corresponds to an approximate expansion of the NN equilibria, with ±φ
component. Note that we have set u2 = 0 here, which is in agreement with

higher-order solvability conditions. The φ component above is exactly the φ

component of NN and thus there are no further non-zero values of u2, u3, . . ..

We have also excluded higher-order terms here, but as one extends the expan-

sion beyond O(ε2), the approximation of the ψ component becomes more ac-

curate. In addition to the uniform solutions, there are also spatially-dependent

solutions of Eq. (6.18). An example of these are subcritical bifurcations to lo-

calised states given by

u1 =

√
2g3(ωA − ωZN)

g2g4 − g1g3
sech

√(ωA − ωZN)

−d1
ζ

 , (6.19)

which subsequently leads to

v2 =
−2

√
d2g3g4(ωA − ωZN)√

(C2
g − 4d2ωB)(g2g4 − g1g3)

sech2

√(ωA − ωZN)

−d1
ζ

 . (6.20)

The approximation is only valid when sgn(d1) 6= sgn(g3(g2g4−g1g3)). Further to
this, when g3g4 > 0, the solution corresponds to a weakly-nonlinear BD soliton

and the elevation of the φ component directly impacts the depression of the ψ
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component nonlinearly. Note also that when g3g4 < 0, the solution corresponds

to a double-elevation of energy from the ZN state, i.e. a reversible homoclinic

orbit (RHO) that increases in both φ, ψ before returning to ZN . Similarly to the

ωZZ critical value, there also exists supercritical bifurcations to front-like states,

given by

u1 =

√
g3(ωA − ωZN)

g2g4 − g1g3
tanh

√(ωA − ωZN)

2d1
ζ

 , (6.21)

which subsequently leads to

v2 =
−
√
d2g3g4(ωA − ωZN)√

(C2
g − 4d2ωB)(g2g4 − g1g3)

tanh2

√(ωA − ωZN)

2d1
ζ

 . (6.22)

In contrast to the subcritical bifurcation, this approximation is only valid when

sgn(d1) = sgn(g3(g2g4 − g1g3)). When one has g3g4 > 0, the solution corre-

sponds to a weakly-nonlinear DD soliton which forms a depression in the en-

ergy of both the φ and ψ components; this corresponds to a heteroclinic orbit

connecting the NN states with ±φ components. If we instead have g3g4 < 0,

then the solution is that of a depression in the energy of the φ component and

an elevation of energy in the ψ component of NN ; this is, once again, a hete-

roclinic orbit only now with the orbit increasing in the ψ component.

Typical vector solitons, related to ZN and NZ, look like those of BD and

DB variants, i.e. an elevation of energy from a zero component and a depres-

sion in the energy of a non-zero component. The other solutions are still valid

and propagate well, as we will show later, however we wish to compare the

solitons in the non-integrable regime to those of the integrable. Therefore, we

focus mainly on those solutions formed as BD and DB vector solitons and are

governed by Eqs. (6.19-6.20) and with g3g4 > 0. We have only shown the BD

soliton, but one may recognise that a DB soliton is likely to arise from pitchfork

bifurcations of the NZ uniform state, which is what we will now consider.

6.1.3 NZ equilibria (ωb = ωNZ)

The pitchfork bifurcation of NZ is slightly more complicated than that of ZZ

and ZN . The key difference is that one can no longer set U0, U1, U2, . . . = 0,

since the φ component is altered when one shifts in ωA. We can still allow

V0, V1, V2, . . . = 0, however, since the ψ component will remain zero within the

vicinity of the critical value ωNZ . The formation and analysis of the expansion

then follows closely the case of ωb = ωZN . We substitute the multiple-scale

ansatz (6.4) into the system (6.1) and allow ωb = ωNZ .
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At O(1), the equation is precisely that of Eq. (6.14). The only difference is

that we are now considering the uniform state of

U0 =

√
(C2

g − 4d2ωB)

4d2g4
, V0 = 0. (6.23)

At the next order of O(ε) we have a solvability equation of Eq. (6.15), only now

with the variable u1 + U1, i.e.

(L0 +N0(U0, V0) +N1(U0, V0))

[
u1 + U1

v1

]
+ L1

[
U0

V0

]
= 0. (6.24)

When one substitutes Eq. (6.23) into Eq. (6.24), and extracts the spatially-

dependent and independent terms, then this is only solved trivially by u1, U1 =

0, with no further information on the field variable v1. The next order of O(ε2)

yields Eq. (6.16), with the equilibria expansion terms included, i.e.

(L0+N0(U0, V0) +N1(U0, V0))

[
u2 + U2

v2

]

+ (L1 +N2(u1 + U1, v1))

[
u1 + U1

v1

]
+ L2

[
U0

V0

]
= 0. (6.25)

By substituting in all prior information, extracting the spatially-dependent and

independent terms, we get two significant relationships for the equillibria ex-

pansion and the field variables. These are given as,

U2 = − δ

2g1U0

, u2 = − g2
2g1U0

v21.

The final order that we consider, O(ε3), provides us with the solvability equation

(6.17), with equilibria expansion terms included, i.e.

(L0 +N0(U0, V0) +N1(U0, V0))

[
u3 + U3

v3

]

+ (L1 +N2(u1 + U1, v1))

[
u2 + U2

v2

]

+ (L2 +N0(u1 + U1, v1) +N1(u2 + U2, v2)

+N3(u2 + U2, v2))

[
u1 + U1

v1

]
= 0. (6.26)
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Extracting the spatially-dependent and independent terms, gives the trivial value

of U3 = 0. The remaining terms impose a relationship between higher-order

field variables of

u3 = − g2
g1U0

v1v2

and provides us with the following solvability condition on the field variable v1,

d2v1ZZ − δg4
g1
v1 + (g3 −

g2g4
g1

)v31 = 0. (6.27)

Similarly to the analysis of the critical value ωZN , we obtain three spatially-

homogeneous solutions to Eq. (6.27). The trivial solution, given by v3 = 0,

corresponds to the persistent state after bifurcation, namelyNZ. The remaining

solutions give us an expansion of

[
φ

ψ

]
=

√ (C2
g−4d2ωB)

4d2g4

0

+

 0

±
√

g4(ωA−ωNZ)
g1g3−g2g4



+

− √
d2g4g3(ωA−ωNZ)

(g1g3−g2g4)
√

(C2
g−4d2ωB)

0

+ · · · ,

which corresponds to the approximate expansion of theNN uniform state, with

±ψ component. Note that we have set the field variable v2 = 0, which is in

agreement with higher-order solvability conditions, and a higher-order expan-

sion would also give a more accurate approximation of the φ component. The

ψ component above is exactly the ψ component of NN and thus there are

no further non-zero values of v2, v3, . . ., which validates the imposed value of

v2 = 0.

Like with the previous critical values, the solvability equation also admits a

branch of localised solutions, given by

v1 =

√
2g4(ωA − ωZN)

g1g3 − g2g4
sech

(√
g4(ωA − ωZN)

d2g1
ζ

)
, (6.28)

which subsequently leads to

u2 =
−2g2g4

√
d2g4(ωA − ωZN)

g1
√
(C2

g − 4d2ωB)(g1g3 − g2g4)
sech2

(√
(ωA − ωZN)

d2g1
ζ

)
. (6.29)

The solution may exist providing that sgn(d2g1) = sgn(g1g3 − g2g4). Further to

this, we get different behaviour of the ψ component depending on if g1g2 > 0 is
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satisfied. If this product is positive, then we get the structure of of D−B soliton. If

this quantity is negative, then we get an elevation of energy in both components

corresponding to a D+B solution from NZ. Note that the superscripts ± refer

to a depression/elevation in the non-zero background field.

As expected, there is also a branch of front-like states, given by

v1 =

√
g4(ωA − ωZN)

g1g3 − g2g4
tanh

(√
−g4(ωA − ωZN)

2d2g1
ζ

)
(6.30)

which subsequently leads to

u2 =
−g2g4

√
g4(ωA − ωZN)

g1
√

(C2
g − 4d2ωB)(g1g3 − g2g4)

tanh2

(√
−g4(ωA − ωZN)

2d2g1
ζ

)
. (6.31)

In contrast to the localised branch, we see that these solutions may exist only

when sgn(d2g1) 6= sgn(g1g3−g2g4). There is also considerably different profiles
of these solutions when the sign of the product g1g2 takes a positive or negative

sign. In the positive case, one has an elevation of energy in the non-zero φ

component and a depression in the energy of the ψ component, formed by a

heteroclinic connection of the ±ψ amplitudes. In the negative case, one has

the same depression of the energy in the ψ component, but there is now a

depression of the energy in the φ component also. Similarly to be the ZN case,

when looking for vector soliton solutions to the MTI, we will focus purely on the

DB soliton solutions from this weakly nonlinear analysis, formally, the solutions

obtained from Eqs. (6.28-6.29) that represent a depression in the energy of a

non-zero φ and an elevation of energy from a zero ψ component.

6.2 Numerical continuation

The weakly nonlinear solutions obtained for the critical values of ωZN and ωNZ

will not propagate in the CNLS without some form of excess radiation. This

is simply down to the solutions being approximated through an expansion. To

obtain solutions that will propagate as expected, one can use numerical con-

tinuation in AUTO to continue these solutions to the the exact structure of the

nonlinear profile. In order to find the vector soliton solutions numerically, we

will impose our weakly nonlinear solutions in the right-half domain and numeri-

cally continue in the bifurcation parameter ωA. To impose the correct structure,

we allow reversible boundary conditions on ζ = 0 and Neumann boundary

conditions on ζ = L, where L is a fixed value and is chosen appropriately
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Figure 6.1: Transition of spatial eigenvalue configuration for the uniform state (a) ZN and (b)

NZ. Subcritical pitchfork bifurcations occur in the middle-panel for both states at (a) ωA =
ωZN = −6 and (b) ωA = ωNZ = −4. System and remaining travelling wave parameters

are given as (a) d1 = 1, d2 = −1, g2 = g3 = g4 = 2, g1 = 3, (Cg, ωB) = (0,−6) and (b)

d1 = d2 = −1, g1 = g3 = g4 = 2, g2 = 3, (Cg, ωB) = (0,−4).

such that the full domain is periodic in the wavenumber of the non-zero compo-

nent. The reversible boundaries are defined by the reversibility of the general

ODE system (5.3–5.4). Recall that this system is reversible under the action

of R(φ, ψ, φ′, ψ′) = (φ∗, ψ∗,−φ∗′ ,−ψ∗′) and ζ −→ −ζ, where ∗ denotes complex

conjugation. The boundary conditions on ζ = 0 are then Im(φ(0), ψ(0)) = 0 and

Re(φζ(0), ψζ(0)) = 0. After a branch of solutions is found in AUTO, we then

take the solution profile on the right half-domain found in AUTO and use the

reversible boundary conditions on ζ = 0 to create the solution profile on the full

domain of ζ.

To showcase how these bifurcations affect the configuration of the spatial

eigenvalues, we allow subcritical bifurcations of ωZN and ωNZ in Fig. 6.1. This

figure encompasses plots of the eigenvalues at the critical value of ωb (middle

panel), as well as before (left panel) and after (right panel), to validate this

change of stability. Note that repeated eigenvalues and eigenvalues that are

always zero, just as before, are left out of the plots for clarity. The transition

of the eigenvalue configuration is shown for the critical value of ωZN = −6 in

Fig. 6.1(a), where we see two eigenvalues approaching zero as we increase

ωA towards 0. These values collide at λ = 0, when ωA = ωZN , before splitting

along the imaginary axis and become unstable. For clarity, the CNLS system
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parameters are given as d1 = 1, d2 = −1, g2 = g3 = g4 = 2 and g1 = 3

with remaining travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωB) = (0,−6). Similarly, Fig.

6.1(b) shows the transition of the eigenvalue configuration through the critical

value ωNZ = −4. The analysis is similar to the ωZN case in this instance,

other than the observation that the non-colliding eigenvalues are also altered

slightly by the shift in ωA. These extra eigenvalues collide at the value of ωZZ ,

which is apparent from Eq. (5.20). System and travelling wave parameters

for this transition are fixed as d1 = d2 = −1, g1 = g3 = g4 = 2, g2 = 3,and

(Cg, ωB) = (0,−4).

We now consider examples of CNLS systems that exhibit supercritical or

subcritical bifurcations at the critical values of ωZN and ωNZ . First, we show

examples of these vector solitons propagating stably from the analysis of ωZN ;

these are seen in Fig. 6.11 at the end of this chapter. The standard BD−

soliton solution (6.19-6.20) is shown in Fig. 6.11(a), where we have imposed

g3g4 > 0, with the same choice of system parameters as Fig. 6.1(a). By fixing

(Cg, ωB) = (0,−6), one can numerically continue up to the profile found at ωA =

−6.051, and evolve the BD− profile in the CNLS system. We will keep the

chosen value of Cg = 0, for all of the upcoming solutions, for consistency,

however, we note that one can easily continue to Cg 6= 0 for any of the solutions

to produce a travelling structure. In contrast to the above BD− solution, one

can also impose the sech profile with g3g4 < 0, that exhibits the BD+ double

elevation of energy from ZN , shown in 6.11(b). This solution takes the form

of a bright soliton in the zero-component, with a soliton protruding from a non-

zero background field in the other component. System parameters are given

as d1 = 1, d2 = −1, g1 = 3, g2 = g4 = −2, and g3 = 2, with the travelling wave

parameters (ωB, ωA) = (−8, 7.949).

The tanh solutions, obtained from Eqs. (6.21-6.22), may also propagate

stably in the CNLS. The chosen sign of the product g3g4 > 0, shown in Fig.

6.11(c), produces a DD+ solution where the background fields are equivalent

to the uniform state NN , and there is an elevation of energy from the non-zero

background ψ. The system parameters are given as d1 = 1, d2 = −1, g1 = g3 =

g4 = 2, and g2 = 3, with travelling wave parameters (ωB, ωA) = (−8,−11.949).

In contrast, the enforced sign of terms g3g4 < 0, shown in Fig.6.11(d), produces

a DD− soliton in the bifurcated background field ofNN . We choose the system

parameters as d1 = 1, d2 = −1, g1 = g3 = 2, g2 = −3, and g4 = −2, along with

the system parameters (ωB, ωA) = (−8, 12.409).

One can also consider both the localised and front-like solutions found by

the pitchfork bifurcation of the NZ uniform state, which are shown in Fig. 6.12

at the end of this chapter. There is a certain solitonic-component symmetry
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to the ωZN solutions shown previously. For instance, the solution given by the

numerical continuation of Eqs. (6.28-6.29), with product g1g2 > 0, yields a D−B

soliton shown in Fig. 6.12(a). This is in contrast to the sech solution, with

g3g4 > 0, that produced a BD− soliton solution for ωZN . The D
−B solution of ωNZ

was found in the CNLS with system parameters d1 = d2 − 1, g1 = g3 = g4 = 2,

and g2 = 3, with the travelling wave parameters (ωB, ωA) = (−4,−4.052). A

D+B solution is formed from the NZ state when one considers g1g2 < 0, and

an example is shown in Fig.6.12(b). The CNLS parameters considered here

are d1 = d2 = 1, g1 = g3 = −2, g2 = 2, and g4 = 3, with travelling wave

parameters (ωB, ωA) = (−6, 3.948). There is an elevation of energy in both the

zero, and the non-zero components.

As expected, from the component symmetry, one finds D±D solutions bifur-

cating fromNZ in those systems that exhibit tanh solutions, given by Eqs. (6.30-6.31),

with imposed g1g2 > 0. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6.12(c), where we

have considered the propagation of the structure in the CNLS with system pa-

rameters d1 = d2 = −1, g1 = 3, and g2 = g3 = g4 = 2, with imposed travelling

wave parameters (ωB, ωA) = (−6,−8.951). The φ component, in this instance,

is exhibits an elevation of energy from the non-zero φ background field. Fi-

nally, when one considers the tanh solution with opposing g1g2 < 0, there is a

formation of a D−D solution in the bifurcated background field of NN , shown

in Fig. 6.12(d). Here, we have considered a CNLS with system parameters

d1 = d2 = −1, g1 = g3 = g4 = 2, and g2 = −3, and travelling wave parameters

(ωB, ωA) = (−6,−5.885). For each of the tanh solutions we have multiplied the

soliton bifurcating from the zero-component by a factor of i. This makes the

component purely imaginary so that we can numerically continue in AUTO effi-

ciently, as this allows us to keep the boundary conditions as reversible on ζ = 0

and Neumann on ζ = L. We have also initialised two tanh solitons, related via

complex conjugacy, on the same domain, with peaks located at x = ±L
2
re-

spectively, to enforce periodic domains for the evolution of the CNLS equation.

This is why some figures are represented in the positive x-axis only with a peak

location at x = L
2
; see, for instance, Fig. 6.11(c).

We note that all of these solutions represent those RHOs that are of small

amplitudes away from the uniform states, thus the stability is closely repre-

sented by the SHATS formation we presented in Chapter 5. The heteroclinic

orbits are also represented in the small amplitude case. When one continues

into the strongly nonlinear regime, the stability of the solution itself must be con-

sidered. The spectrum of the CNLS [60], which can be obtained numerically via

discretisation and the finite difference scheme [78], is used to check whether

such structures are temporally stable. In our case, we only wish to seek so-
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lutions that can be translated back into the MTI lattice. Therefore, as long as

these structures are stable in the CNLS for a long time-frame, they will propa-

gate well as nonlinear edge solutions of the MTI. As mentioned previously, we

will mainly focus on the prototypical VS solutions of BD− and D−B, depicted in

Fig. 6.11(a) and Fig. 6.12(a) respectively, which consist of a bright-soliton in

the zero component and a dark-soliton in the non-zero component. These two

VS are typically what is referred to when BD and DB are mentioned in the litera-

ture; see, for instance, [155, 188, 112]. Henceforth, we will drop the superscript

and denote these two VS as BD and DB respectively.

We also briefly discuss these weakly nonlinear solutions as one breaks the

assumption of Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB. In this case, one no longer bifurcates the

uniform states of Eqs. (5.9-5.10), but rather the uniform states of Eqs. (5.3-5.4).

The subsequent complex ansatz required for this analysis is outside of our

current framework and will be considered in future work. We choose to keep the

original assumption as the purpose of our analysis is to explore and search for

these localised structures for the MTI evolution. Since a plethora of solutions

exist in the reduced parameter space, as we have shown, it is more efficient

for us to consider this regime for the MTI. This is because we can force Cg =

kA = kB = 0 to provide a simpler initialisation and a more visual evolution of

the vector edge solitons.

6.2.1 Continuation from the travelling front solution

Equivalently, the bifurcating BD/DB solutions, that can be found by continuing

from the sech profiles of ZN and NZ uniform states respectively, can also be

found in the strongly nonlinear regime by continuing from the travelling front

solution. This shows that all of the solutions are connected through the shifting

of a single parameter, say ωA. When one continues in the bifurcation parameter,

we expect a branch of localised vector soliton solutions to appear from the

points ωZN and ωNZ , providing that the parameters allow the localised states

to exist. As one continues in the parameter further, there may exist a point in

which the heteroclinic condition (5.33) is satisfied, where the front solution is

found.

Let us consider the nearly-integrable regime, where we found a travelling

front previously, portrayed in Fig. 5.5. Continuing in the parameter ωA traces

out the solution branch shown in Fig. 6.2(a), where we have plotted theL2-norm,

described by Eq. (2.10), against ωA. The point at A1 is precisely the travelling

front found previously at (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (−5.395,−9.5,−10) and, depending on

the direction of continuation, one may find DB or BD solitons to either side of
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Figure 6.2: Bifurcation diagrams and subsequent profiles are shown for the bifurcation param-

eter ωA. Profiles are shown as φ (blue-solid) and ψ (red-dashed). All other parameters kA, kB ,
ωB , g1−4, and d1−2 are fixed and the domain size is fixed to impose periodicity. Continuation

has been proposed on the fronts that are portrayed in (a) Fig. 5.5 and (b) Fig. 5.6(b).

the front solution. Examples of these solitons are located at A2 and A3 respec-

tively. Continuing along the branch, in the direction ofA2, one would find the DB

branch merging with the branch containing the NZ state at the critical value of

ωNZ = −9.092. DB solutions can’t be found beyond this merging critical value.

If one continues in the opposite direction, beyond A3, then the branch of BD

solutions meets the branch containing ZN at ωZN = −10. BD solutions do not

exist to the left of this value. The solution branch looks very similar for other

system parameters, providing that the equilibria are physical and SHATS, and

localised states are permitted. For instance, consider the solution branch that is

shown in Fig. 6.2(b), where we have numerically continued the travelling front

that we found previously in Fig. 5.6(b). Recall that the front, located at A1, was

found with the travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (5.093,−9.9 − 9.8).
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By numerical continuation of this front the structure of the solution branch is

very similar to that of Fig. 6.2(a), only here the value of ωZN = −12.595 is

sandwiched between the profiles of A3 and A4, which is why the profile of A4

is simply the ZN uniform state. Continuing in the parameter beyond the profile

A2 yields the critical value of ωNZ = −8.394, and the DB branch ceases to exist

to the right of this value.

These purely real vector soliton solutions may propagate in the CNLS sys-

tem they were derived in, providing that they are temporally stable. We know

that the uniform states, which the orbit is formed from, are spatially hyperbolic

(SH) on the whole branch by our definition; AUTOwould struggle to admit these

solutions if the uniform states were not SH. The temporal stability of the soli-

ton itself can be explored by considering the spectrum of the CNLS and, since

the front solutions are derived from SHATS states, one expects nearby stable

VS solutions. Examples of strongly nonlinear BD and DB solitons are shown

in Fig. 6.3. The evolution shown in Fig. 6.3(a) is precisely the profile of the

DB soliton shown at the point A2 in Fig. 6.2(a), only with the peak position

shifted and centred to x = 0. Note that the bifurcation parameter is given as

ωA = −9.430 at this point on the solution branch. In contrast, the evolution

shown in Fig. 6.3(b) is precisely the profile of the BD soliton shown at the point

A3 in 6.2(b). The bifurcation parameter is given as ωA = −10.798 at this point on

the solution branch. We see that it is relatively simple to find these VS solutions

numerically, providing that we have a valid starting point in the travelling front

solution. These solutions are available in a wide variety of CNLS systems and

we, therefore, expect such real-valued profiles to appear in the CNLS system

that is governed by the MTI parameters.

6.2.2 Complex soliton profiles

From previous collision analysis of fronts and grey solitons, we know that VS

solutions which yield complex profiles are possible in the CNLS; one particular

example has already been shown in Fig. 5.12. Measuring parameters of this

VS solution, refracting in the front-grey soliton collision, we see that only ωA

and Cg are altered upon collision. One can use this information to find precisely

the VS solution profile that is shown in this collision by numerically continuing in

these parameters in AUTO. Let us consider the system where the VS refraction

occurs and explore the precise structure of the complex VS profile that appears

out of the collision, i.e. consider the system parameters d1 = −1, g1 = 2,

g2 = 4, d2 = −3, g3 = 5, and g4 = 8. We have already produced the AUTO plot

for the bifurcation of the travelling front in this system, shown in Fig. 6.2(b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: Purely real VS solutions in the comoving reference frame. Evolution is shown for

the profile in their respective CNLS system and profiles are taken as (a) point A2 from Fig.

6.2(a) and (b) point A3 from Fig. 6.2(b).

By measuring the soliton profile, in the space-time plot of the refraction, one

can approximate the value of the carrier frequency to be ωA = −9.987. We

can extract the profile found by AUTO, on the solution branch, at this particular

value of the continuation parameter. The profile of both φ and ψ components

are shown in Fig. 6.4(a) at the point B1. It has already been shown that the

profiles on this solution branch take the form of purely real BD solutions, which

is precisely what one expects since the refracting VS is precisely a BD soliton.

Further to this, since we know that the group velocity of the BD is different from

the original travelling front velocity, one has to break the original assumption of

Cg = 2d1kA = 2d2kB numerically. The problem that is now solved in AUTO is

then extended to Eqs. (5.3-5.4), where complex coefficients are now included

so complex profiles are expected.

When onemeasures the group velocity of the refracted VS the value is given

as Cg = 7.147. If we numerically continue in the parameter Cg, from the purely

real profile given at B1, then we see a symmetric solution branch centred at

the value of the travelling front group velocity Cg = 5.093. The solution branch

is shown in Fig. 6.4(b). This complex conjugation symmetry is caused by the

particular structure of the imaginary coefficients, (2d1kA−Cg) and (2d2kB −Cg)

for φ and ψ respectively, as well as the reversible boundary condition on ζ = 0.

This is somewhat expected since the velocity-reversal (Cg → −Cg) of a grey
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Figure 6.4: Bifurcation diagrams and subsequent profiles are shown for bifurcation parameter

(a) ωA followed by (b) Cg. Profiles are shown in terms of their real (blue-solid) and imaginary

(red-dashed) parts. All other parameters kA, kB , ωB , g1−4, and d1−2 are fixed to those in Fig.

5.6(b); domain size is fixed as L = 74.026 to impose periodicity.

soliton in the scalar NLS equation is also the complex conjugate profile. The

profile shown at the point A2 is exactly that of the VS seen in the original space-

time collision of Fig. 5.12, shown as a bifurcation of the original front structure.

This observation is important since it shows that the collision of the front and

grey soliton produced a VS structure that can be related back to the original

front solution.

The numerical analysis presented above shows that VS solutions can be

formulated, in the CNLS system, with different group velocities to the travel-

ling fronts. In the grand scheme of the work, this allows more freedom when

looking for solutions to the MTI lattice, since one can theoretically continue the

solution to a nearby vector soliton with differing Cg. For our current analysis,

this is important since we can now collide the vector solitons appropriately and
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qualitatively discuss the dynamics of the collisions.

6.2.3 Qualitative BD collision dynamics

For the purpose of the collision analysis, it suffices to consider only one of the

BD and DB type solutions; we will choose to collide BD solutions. This is per-

mitted since we know that a DB soliton can be written as a BD soliton if we

interchange the components A and B, whilst recognising that the system and

travelling wave notation will now be also swapped around, e.g. d1 ↔ d2 etc.

Let us first consider the particular system that produced the VS refraction and

explore the collision behaviour of interacting BD solitons. We already know

that the solution branch and subsequent profiles look like that of Fig. 6.4(b).

Imposing a periodic initial condition is the major problem when considering the

collision of these VS without any radiation or imperfections in the profile. One

way around this problem is to consider the conjugate profiles A2 and B2 shown

in Fig. 6.4(b). We see that implementing these two VS solutions side-by-side

provides a periodic initial condition that can be evolved efficiently in the CNLS.

To formulate this generally, let us denote any given group velocity on the right-

continued branch C
(1)
g with a symmetric point on the left-continued branch C

(2)
g ,

such that the average of the two is (C
(1)
g +C

(2)
g )/2 = C

(0)
g , where C

(0)
g is the real

profile velocity of the initial front solution. It is recognised, through the solution

branch symmetry, that the complex conjugate profile of the refracting VS from

Fig. 5.12 will be given by the profile at B2 with velocity C
(2)
g = 3.038. We can

then impose the corresponding profiles of A2 and B2 and subsequently evolve

them in the CNLS system. Figure 6.5(a) shows us the collision behaviour of

the two VS solutions in the reference frame comoving with the original group

velocity C
(0)
g . The vector solitons interact with each other, producing an obvi-

ous positional shift after the collision, and with radiating structures propagating

away at differing velocities from the interaction point. The propagating radia-

tion is expected from the interaction of nonlinear structures in non-integrable

systems, which is also why large radiation was seen in the collision of the front

and soliton in Fig. 5.12. The radiation is also symmetric, in reference to the co-

moving frame, which is expected since the profiles have equivalent amplitudes

and only differ by complex conjugation. There is no energy transfer between

the two VS profiles after the collision and both solitons lose equivalent energy

to the radiation.

For comparison of different CNLS system parameters, via the same AUTO

process, one may look for VS solutions that propagate in the nearly integrable

system that we have considered throughout; see, for instance, Fig. 5.5. When
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5: Collision of vector solitons in the non-integrable CNLS equation. (a) Colli-

sion of the two VS solutions B1 and B2, shown in Fig. 6.4(b), with corresponding soliton

velocities (C
(1)
g , C

(2)
g ) = (7.147, 3.038). (b) Two solitons colliding in the nearly-integrable

CNLS (d1−2 = −1, g1−3 = 2, and g4 = 3) with wave parameters (kA, kB , ωA, ωB) =

(−2.697,−2.697,−9.7,−10), and soliton velocities (C
(1)
g , C

(2)
g ) = (5.789, 5).

one numerically continues in ωA, followed by Cg, we can find complex conju-

gate VS solutions that are governed by the travelling wave parameter space

(ωA, ωB, kA, kB) = (−9.7,−10,−2.697,−2.697) and the symmetric velocities on

the solution branch are chosen as (C
(1)
g , C

(2)
g ) = (5.789, 5). Figure. 6.5(b) shows

a similar interaction of the VS to the previous system, only with less radiation

originating from the collision point. This decrease in radiation size is expected

since the system parameters here aremuch closer to the integrable, defocusing

Manakov system.

It is also a possibility to initialise and collide VS solutions with different am-

plitudes. The process is very particular due to periodic boundary conditions of

the evolution and the complex profile of the dark-soliton component. An effi-

cient way to implement the two VS solutions is to ensure that they have the

same complex uniform B state on the boundaries of their profiles in AUTO. If

we first continue to two different values of the bifurcation parameter ω
(1,2)
A , then

we can find two purely real VS solutions of different amplitudes. Then, for each

of these profiles, we continue in the group velocity Cg such that the amplitude

of the imaginary parts of the B-component are equivalent on ζ = 0 and ζ = L.

Finally, taking the complex conjugation of one of the profiles will allow the two
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initialised VS to satisfy periodic boundary conditions. Figure 6.6(a) shows the

collision of two vector solitons, imposed as described above, with different ini-

tial amplitudes. These solitons are found in the nearly integrable system nu-

merically with the wave parameters (kA, kB, ωB) = (−2.697,−2.697,−10), left

soliton frequency/velocity (ω
(1)
A , C

(1)
g ) = (−9.672, 6.070), and right soliton fre-

quency/velocity (ω
(2)
A , C

(2)
g ) = (−9.585, 5.425). The first observation to make

here is that the radiation propagating away from the collision centre is now

asymmetric. This causes less energy to be lost from the smaller, and faster,

left soliton overall. Quantitatively, the left bright soliton decreases to 97.56%

of its original amplitude, with the corresponding dark soliton decreasing its en-

ergy depression to 96.58% of the original. The right bright soliton amplitude

decreases to 97.93% of the original, whilst the corresponding dark soliton de-

pression becomes 92.89% of the original depression. Amongst the asymmetry

of the collision, and therefore asymmetric energy loss, qualitatively there is also

a key difference in the collision of solitons with non-equivalent amplitudes. This

difference is the possibility of energy and polarisation (phase) transfer between

the two structures during the collision.

An example of this energy transfer can be seen in the space-time plot shown

in Fig. 6.6(b), as well as the corresponding profiles shown in Fig. 6.6(c). The

VS collision here is proposed in the same system that exhibited the original

VS refraction, i.e. from Fig. 5.12. We, once again, observe an asymmetric

radiation propagating away from the collision of two VS with non-equivalent

amplitudes. In this case, there is also a decrease (increase) of the amplitude for

the left (right) bright solitons, with an associated decrease (increase) in the dark

depression of energy. Quantitatively, the left bright soliton decreases to 92.19%

of the original amplitude, whilst the left dark soliton decreases to 94.81% of the

original depression. In contrast, the right bright soliton increases to 106.44%

of the original amplitude, whilst the right dark soliton depression increases to

106.66%.

To find energy transfers between BD/DB solitons of similar amplitudes, like

those in Fig. 6.5, we note that there is a particular freedom of multiplying the

components of a VS by a constant arbitrary phase, exp {iΘA,B}. This phase

freedom is only appropriate for bright components, since VS collisions require

that the equilibria be unchanged after multiplication. This subsequently means

that we may consider a free phase parameter ΘA for BD solitons or ΘB for DB

solitons. The profiles will then have equivalent amplitudes (absolute) but yield

the opportunity for different polarisation. The polarisation of a particular BD

soliton is governed by the argument of the peak ratio of the two soliton com-

ponents. By denoting the values of the bright and dark peaks by BMax and
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Figure 6.6: Collision of vector solitons with non-equivalent amplitudes. (a) CNLS system from

Fig. 6.5(b) with wave parameters (kA, kB , ωB) = (−2.697,−2.697,−10), and left soliton fre-

quency/velocity (ω
(1)
A , C

(1)
g ) = (−9.672, 6.070), right soliton frequency/velocity (ω

(2)
A , C

(2)
g ) =

(−9.585, 5.425). (b,c) CNLS system from Fig. 6.5(a) with wave parameters (kA, kB , ωB) =

(−2.546,−0.849,−9.8), and left soliton frequency/velocity (ω
(1)
A , C

(1)
g ) = (−9.987, 7.147), right

soliton frequency/velocity (ω
(2)
A , C

(2)
g ) = (−10.2, 6.741). (b) Space-time plot. (c) Profiles be-

fore/after collision. For the profiles, the left VS are always shown in the domain x < 0, and the

right VS are shown in the domain x > 0.

DMin, we may define the argument of the ratio BMax/DMin by the quantity ρ. In

general, the ratio is an arbitrary complex value which defines the polarisation

ρ ∈ [0, 2π) and, for the purposes of colliding VS, we will denote the polarisation

of the left (right) initialised VS by ρL (ρR). We expect colliding VS with equiva-

lent amplitudes and polarisations ρL = ρR to yield no energy transfer, like those

considered in Fig. 6.5. Numerically, it is found that the most prominent energy

transfer between components happens when there is a ±π
2
,±3π

2
shift between

the two polarisations, i.e. when |ρL| − |ρR| = ±π
2
. By altering the phase param-
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Figure 6.7: Energy transfer of BD solitons with different polarisation. (a) Space-time plot show-

ing the collision of the VS from Fig. 6.5(b), with VS polarisation ρL = π
2 and ρR = 0. (b) Profiles

after collision for the polarisation ρL = 0 (red) and ρL = π
2 (blue). The profile before collision

(black-dotted) is shown to visualise energy transfer. The left soliton is always shown in the

left-half plane, x < 0, with the right soliton in the right-half plane, x > 0.

eter ΘA of one of the VS, say the left initialised soliton, then the polarisation of

the VS is altered proportionally. If one chooses ΘA = π
2
, then this gives ρL = π

2

for the left soliton, whilst the right soliton is unchanged with ρR = 0. Note that,

since the only free phase parameter for BD solitons isΘA, there is no difference

between the definition of ΘA and ρ. However, when one has both ΘA,B as free

parameters, like for BB solutions, then ΘA 6= ρ.

The evolution of the VS collision from Fig. 6.5(b) is adapted by allowing

this particular choice of ΘA = π
2
, and the new evolution, with different left soli-

ton polarisation, is portrayed in Fig. 6.7(a). It is immediately obvious that the

radiation propagating away from the collision point is unchanged by this new

polarisation. There is, however, a visible difference in the amplitudes of the two

VS after collision. This difference is seen more clearly in Fig. 6.7(b), where the

profiles are shown after the collision for the original evolution with ΘA = 0 (red)

and for the evolution with ΘA = π
2
(blue). The initial profile, before collision, is

shown in black as a baseline for amplitude change. There is a clear energy

transfer during the inelastic collision of VS with different polarisations.

One key aspect of these collisions, that we are yet tomention explicitly, is the

shift of the group velocity Cg after the collision. This shift is seen more clearly
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when the polarisation is altered in Fig. 6.7. Due to the radiation propagat-

ing away from the collision point and the non-integrable nature of these CNLS

systems, the profiles after the collision differ slightly from those before the col-

lision, thus, they must be governed by a new set of parameters. There is an

inherent difficulty when analytically predicting the amount of energy transferred

during collision and subsequently when predicting the parameters governing

the VS after collision. We note that the qualitative analysis presented is only

valid for the collisions above, and solitons with different travelling wave param-

eters, or non-integrable CNLS with different system parameters, may provide

different collision behaviour. The inelastic nature of the collisions tells us that

the interaction of BD/DB solitons may yield more complicated dynamics like

solitons merging together [128]. Since the profile of the outgoing solitons are

different from those going in to the collision, paired with radiation, the state-

transformation function is difficult to find here. We aim to study these inelas-

tic collisions in more detail in future work, with the possibility of defining the

state-transformation of these collisions, numerically or analytically, for specific

choices of CNLS parameters.

6.3 Exact analytical solutions

We will now discuss the prospect of vector soliton solutions that possess the

same type of soliton in each component, namely bright-bright (BB) and dark-

dark (DD) solitons. In terms of weakly nonlinear bifurcations from the ZZ and

NN uniform states, BB and DD solutions appear as codimension-2 bifurcations

where two of the travelling wave parameters are related via some function of

the remaining parameters. Some of these solutions, however, can be shown to

be exact and their profile can be written down explicitly, with relevant conditions

for their existence given. For both BB and DD solutions, we note that only three

travelling wave parameters are needed to express a BB or DD profile, which is

caused by the uniqueness of RHOs of the travelling wave ODE. For example,

consider two separate reductions of the CNLS to the complex ODE given by

Eqs. (5.3-5.4), with equation and parameters indexed by the superscript (1)

and (2). A given VS of the CNLS system is represented by a RHO in each of

the two reduced ODES, ODE(1) and ODE(2), but the two ODEs are related by

multiplying the CNLSAcomponent by exp{i(k(1)A −k(2)A )x} and the B component

by exp{i(k(1)B − k
(2)
B )x}. Assuming that each RHO is unique in each ODE then

the RHOs of ODE(1) and ODE(2) must be equivalent, which eliminates kA, kB as

free parameter choices. Note that the parameters ωA, ωB, and Cg are essential
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for removing time-dependence, so these are considered true free parameters.

The parameters kA and kB are needed, however, to reduce a plane-wave to an

equilibrium, so we can introduce these back in as free parameters when one

has a RHO from a component with a non-zero background field.

Let us first focus on RHOs that form from the ZZ uniform state, which trans-

lates to a BB soliton solution of the CNLS system. To search for these solutions

we consider the ansatz of

A = A1sech (Wζ)eiθ1ζ−iωAt, (6.32)

B = A2sech (Wζ)eiθ2ζ−iωBt, (6.33)

where ζ = x−Cgt as before, and the quantities A1,2, W, θ1,2 are calculated by

subbing the ansatz into the CNLS (4.7–4.8). By definition, W, θ1,2 are strictly

real parameters whilst A1,2 may take complex values. For equivalence of the

component widths, one must impose restrictions on one of the free parame-

ters; we choose ωB for simplicity. This parameter is then given by the following

function of the free parameters,

ωB =
C2

g

4

(
d2
d21

− 1

d2

)
+
d2
d1
ωA, (6.34)

which gives an explicit formulation for the width of the soliton envelope as,

W 2 =
−C2

g − 4d1ωA

4d21
. (6.35)

The remaining quantities are found simply by equating the terms of the equa-

tion, with the substituted ansatz, to yield

|A1|2 =
2W 2(d1g3 − d2g2)

g1g3 − g2g4
, |A2|2 =

2W 2(d2g1 − d1g4)

g1g3 − g2g4
,

θ1 =
Cg

2d1
, θ2 =

Cg

2d2
. (6.36)

We can see that there are explicit criteria for BB solitons to exist, assuming also

that the ZZ state is itself SHATS. The formula for the width (6.35) tells us that

the envelope is only defined when C2
g + 4d1ωA < 0, so the free travelling wave

parameters must be chosen to preserve this. The exponents θ1,2 are always

defined by the parameter choice, whilst the amplitudes A1,2 are only defined

when |A1,2|2 > 0. Note that the deciding factors for whether the amplitude is

physical, generically, come directly from the system parameters, so one can

not choose travelling wave parameters that force the amplitude to exist. For
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a physical BB soliton solution to exist, one must require sgn(g1g3 − g2g4) =

sgn(d1g3 − d2g2) = sgn(d2g1 − d1g4). If the system parameters produce g1g3 −
g2g4 = 0, then we see that the amplitudes are undefined under this formation

and there is no direct solution, other than the trivial case, if the numerators are

zero. If one of the numerators is zero, with the denominator non-zero, then

the only permitted solution is the scalar bright soliton presented in the NLS

equation. For clarity, these scalar soliton solutions are given by one of,

|A1|2 = 0, |A2|2 =
2d2W

2

g3
,

|A1|2 =
2d1W

2

g1
, |A2|2 = 0.

where each of the solutions represents the scalar bright soliton of the decoupled

systems. The special case of the Manakov system permits BB solitons, due to

its integrability, that are already described well in the context of their collision

and the subsequent impact on collision-based computing [158, 97, 159, 174].

By appropriate substitutions, the ansatz (6.32-6.33), where the function (6.34)

gives ωA = ωB, can be written in the same manner as the well-known Manakov

BB solution [97, 174] with 6 free, real parameters governing the amplitude,

width, and position of the VS. Generalising the system parameters further, to

the regime of the symmetrically coupled CNLS, one finds that the amplitudes

must be equivalent, given by |A1,2|2 = 2W 2d1/(g1 + g2), and the relationship

(6.34) is, once again, given simply as ωB = ωA. The relationship between the

frequencies ωA and ωB relies purely on the dispersion coefficients d1,2, and an

equivalence of the two will always force an equivalence of the frequencies. We

may consider A1,2 > 0 ∈ R without loss of generality.

Generically, the BB solutions (6.32-6.36) are represented by 2 free param-

eters (Cg, ωA), however, we also have the freedom of multiplying each compo-

nent by an arbitrary phase, exp {iΘA} and exp {iΘB} respectively. This pro-

duces a new solution with the same parameters, given by Eq. (6.36), but a new

phase of the profile, and thus polarisation. The BB solutions we have proposed

analytically are governed by a family of 4 free parameters (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB).

Let us now explore explicit BB solutions in the non-integrable CNLS systems,

where we will consider ΘA = ΘB = 0 unless specified otherwise.

The first observation to note is the lack of BB solutions in those systems

that we have already proposed in earlier Chapters. This is because we have

primarily considered equations that permit the ZN andNZ uniform states to be

SHATS, which contradicts the existence of BB amplitudes (6.36) since d1,2 < 0

and g1−4 > 0 can not allow both |A1| > 0 and |A2|2 > 0 simultaneously. Let us
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.8: BB soliton solutions in a CNLS system with nonlinear parameters g1 = g3 = 2
and g2 = g4 = 4, and imposed phase parameters ΘA,B = 0. The remaining system and trav-

elling wave parameters are given by; (a) (d1, d2, Cg, ωA) = (1, 1, 1,−1), (b) (d1, d2, Cg, ωA) =
(1, 1.5, 2,−1.5), and (c) (d1, d2, Cg, ωA) = (0.8, 0.5, 1,−2). All solutions are shown in the co-

moving reference frame with appropriate Cg.

propose a nearly-integrable system related to the focusing Manakov system

(FM1) by altering the XPM parameters away from the integrable regime. The

non-integrable regime that we consider is that of the XPM parameters being

double the SPM parameters, which we denote as FM2. Explicitly, the nonlinear

parameters are written as g1 = g3 = 2 and g2 = g4 = 4, where we propose the

cases of equal and unequal masses of d1, d2. The first case of equal masses

(d1 = d2 = 1) is shown in Fig. 6.8(a) in the comoving reference frame, where

we have imposed a BB soliton with frequency ωA = −1 and group velocity

Cg = 1. This choice of the parameters leads to equal amplitudes A1,2 = 0.764,

and equivalence of ωA = ωB. The width of the soliton is subsequently W =
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1.323. Figures. 6.8(b–c) show the cases of unequal masses, with (d2 > d1)

and (d1 > d2) respectively. The first, Fig. 6.8(b), shows a variation of only one

dispersion parameter, d2 = 1.5, from unity. The travelling wave parameters are

chosen as (Cg, ωA) = (2,−1.5), which leads to a pulse width ofW = 0.707. The

non-equivalence of the dispersion coefficients gives non-equivalent amplitudes

A1 = 0.577 and A2 = 0.289, with a corresponding frequency parameter of ωB =

−1.417. Lastly, the case of both dispersion parameters being non-unity, d1 =

0.8 and d2 = 0.5, is shown in Fig. 6.8(c). Here, we have imposed travelling

wave parameters of (Cg, ωA) = (1,−2), which leads to a pulse width of W =

1.452. Non-equivalent amplitudes are subsequently given by A1 = 0.375 and

A2 = 0.880, with the frequency parameter ωB = −1.555. This case produces no

differences from that of varying only one dispersion parameter, but showcases

that the unequal masses is not limited to specific choices of one parameter,

which is expected through scaling freedom of the CNLS.

The next VS solution that one may consider is that of a depression of energy

in each component, corresponding to a dark-dark VS solution. These solutions

form RHOs from the NN uniform state and we can search for the explicit form

of these solutions by considering the ansatz

A = A1tanh (Wζ)eiθ1ζ−iωAt, (6.37)

B = A2tanh (Wζ)eiθ2ζ−iωBt, (6.38)

whereA1,2 are generally complex amplitudes and θ1,2, W are real-valued quan-

tities. Similarly to the case of the BB analysis, one finds that the equivalent

width of the component envelopes causes a direct relationship between the

frequencies ωA and ωB, which is given explicitly by Eq. (6.34). The width of the

envelopes is then written as,

W 2 =
C2

g + 4d1ωA

8d21
, (6.39)

with the remaining quantities governed by,

|A1|2 =
2W 2(d2g2 − d1g3)

g1g3 − g2g4
, |A2|2 =

2W 2(d1g4 − d2g1)

g1g3 − g2g4
,

θ1 =
Cg

2d1
, θ2 =

Cg

2d2
. (6.40)

TheDD solution then represents a π phase shift of the planewaveswith wavenum-

bers Cg/(2d1) and Cg/(2d2) for each component respectively. From the defini-

tion of the pulse width (6.39), we see that a condition for existence is given by
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the sign of the quantity C2
g + 4d1ωA > 0, precisely the opposite of the condition

for BB solitons. Further to this, one requires physical equilibria which requires

sgn(g1g3 − g2g4) = sgn(d2g2 − d1g3) = sgn(d1g4 − d2g1). Once again, we see

that the amplitude being physically viable relies completely on the CNLS sys-

tem parameters, so there are various CNLS systems that simply do not permit

the existence of such VS solutions. The symmetrically coupled CNLS system

yields a simplification to the amplitudes, where the two component background

fields are governed equivalently by |A1,2|2 = −2W 2d1/(g1 + g2). The relation-

ship between the two frequencies are, once again, reliant on the dispersion

coefficients d1,2 and the remaining free parameter Cg.

As with the BB solutions, one has the freedom to multiply the DD compo-

nents by the arbitrary phases exp{iΘA} and exp{iΘB}. Analytically we have 4

free parameters (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) governing the structure of the DD solutions,

which are unique in their description. The major difference with the DD soli-

tons, in comparison to BB solitons, is the existence of the non-zero background

field for each component. Since one can always multiply the uniform equilibria

of each component by the spatial wavenumbers exp{ikAx} and exp{ikBx} re-
spectively, to give a new solution embedded in a plane-wave, we have the extra

free parameters kA,B that govern the uniquely defined DD family of solutions.

We do not know analytically how these extra free parameters affect the profile

itself, so we opt to numerically continue the analytical solutions in AUTO to find

the numerical profiles of the DD family. For the benefit of the reversible bound-

aries in AUTO we implement the DD solutions with a purely imaginary, positive

amplitude without loss of generality, i.e. A1 =
√
|A1|2i and A2 =

√
|A2|2i. Let

us now explore explicit DD solutions in the non-integrable CNLS system, where

we will propose ΘA = ΘB = 0 for all upcoming profiles.

As a case study we impose the system parameters d1 = d2 = −1, g1 = 4,

g2 = 2, g3 = 5, and g4 = 3, since this system exhibits a wide range of SHATS

NN states and the parameters explicitly satisfy the amplitude criteria put for-

ward by Eq. (6.40). One set of the remaining free parameters that exhibits a

stably propagating DD solution is that of (Cg, ωA, kA, kB) = (1,−5, 0, 0), where

we know ωB = −5 and the profile width can be calculated as W = 1.62. The

evolution of this DD solution can be seen in Fig. 6.9(a) in the frame comoving

in Cg, with component amplitudes calculated as A1 = 1.061i and A2 = 0.612i.

Note that, due to periodic boundary conditions of the implemented PDE solver,

we have initialised two DD solitons but have focused on a single profile in the

right-half plane. We can then numerically continue this analytical DD profile in

AUTO, with appropriate boundary conditions, to find profiles where kA 6= 0. The

result of this process is shown in Fig. 6.9(b), where we have considered the an-
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Figure 6.9: DD soliton solutions in the non-integrable CNLS equation with system parame-

ters d1 = d2 = −1, g1 = 4, g2 = 2, g3 = 5, and g4 = 3. (a) Evolution of the profile with

free parameters (Cg, ωA, kA, kB) = (1,−5, 0, 0). (b) Profile obtained by AUTO continuation

in the parameter kA, from the profile of (a), to the profile governed by the free parameters

(Cg, ωA, kA, kB) = (1,−5,−0.5, 0). (c) Evolution of the new (red-solid) profile from (b).

alytical profile (blue-dashed) and continued along the branch of DD solutions

to the profile found at the value of kA = −0.5 (red-solid). We have explicitly

chosen this value of kA = −0.5 because the domain size L incorporates peri-

odic solutions with respect to both wavenumbers Cg/(2d1) + kA and Cg/(2d2),

such that each component may propagate on this domain. Note that we have

chosen to numerically continue in kA only, but one could have easily chosen kB

to continue in, or even a combination of the two. In general, the structure of the

profiles resembles that shown in Fig. 6.9(b), where the profiles may gain some

energy in the background plane waves or the dip can be raised to resemble a

grey soliton-like component. This example profile is evolved in the CNLS, as
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seen in Fig. 6.9(c), and propagates stably for a long time period. Note, how-

ever, that at some point in finite-time (t > 150) temporal instability is shown

and the profile breaks up despite the background field being SHATS. This is in

direct contrast to the original kA = 0 profile of Fig. 6.9(a) where the structure

propagates for a large time frame (t > 5000).

We emphasise that the analytical BB and DD solutions, presented in

Eqs. (6.32–6.33) and Eqs. (6.37–6.38) respectively, only cover a portion of the

full solution set of BB and DD solutions. We have presented the number of

free parameters required to represent the profiles analytically in this way, but

it should be noted that there is also the freedom to numerically continue in

ωB and break the equal width assumption of the envelopes. The numerical

profiles are then no longer guaranteed to be governed by simple sech and tanh

envelopes, as was the case of DD solutions when we numerically shifted in

the parameter kA (Fig. 6.9(b–c)). Since this section focuses purely on exact

analytical solutions, we only note this numerical freedom, and extension to the

full family of BB/DD solutions, and focus on those BB/DD described by the

analytical sech and tanh envelopes with equal width across both components.

The linear stability of solutions of the CNLS is well-described for the inte-

grable, Manakov regime; see, for instance, the study of linear stability of plane-

waves through the formation of a Lax pair [59, 60]. In the non-integrable regime,

one can not form a Lax pair in this manner so we propose that the BB solution

is linearly stable providing that the ZZ state is SHATS, and if the CNLS evolu-

tion of the BB exhibits no unstable behaviour over a long time-frame. Similarly

for the NN uniform state and DD solutions. By this definition, we have seen

both temporally stable and unstable evolution of these soliton profiles in the

CNLS. One must be careful when numerically computing the CNLS spectrum

of these structures as some methods, like the finite difference scheme, may

yield spurious point eigenvalues despite no temporal instabilities being present

in the evolution. This is precisely what we found for some BB and DD soli-

tons, where weak noise added to the profile does not produce any unstable

behaviour, despite unstable predictions from the spectrum. Therefore, more

advanced techniques would be required to accurately portray the full stabil-

ity for these solutions. Such methods include the use of Chebyshev spectral

methods [33] and the construction of the Evans function [165, 74]. For the pur-

pose of our current analysis, in relation to long-lasting MTI soliton solutions, the

presented solutions are already viable as propagating nonlinear structures.
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6.3.1 Qualitative BB collision dynamics

As a final note for this chapter we will briefly consider the collision dynamics

of these analytical profiles. The family of BB solitons is governed by 5 free,

real parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB,ΘA,ΘB), so collisions are subsequently reliant on

these 5 parameters of each soliton. Previously we stated that the DD solitons

were governed by 7 free parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB,ΘA,ΘB, kA, kB), however, we

note that VS collisions require that the equilibria be unchanged after multipli-

cation, so the phase freedom is not relevant for components with non-zero

backgrounds. Due to this, the collisions of DD solitons are reliant on the 5

free, real parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB, kA, kB) of each soliton. The velocity of the

DD solitons is related explicitly to the wavenumber of the background field and,

as such, difficulties are presented when one attempts to initialise two of these

structures, with differing Cg, on the same background with periodic boundary

conditions. We focus only on the collision of the BB solitons as these colli-

sions are of greater interest to us; these collisions can be directly compared to

Manakov solitons presented in the FM1 system that have been discussed with

respect to collision-based computing [159]. Note also that we focus purely on

the analytically-described BB solutions (6.32–6.33), where ωB is no longer a

free parameter and is governed explicitly by Eq. (6.34).

Recall that we previously analysed the effect of the initial polarisation on

the energy transfer of BD solitons during collisions. The same process can be

achieved for BB solitons, only now we have an extra degree of freedom by al-

tering the phase of the B component. Initialising two BB solitons with arbitrary

amplitudes/widths is significantly easier here, in comparison to BD/DB solitons,

since we have a zero-background field. Let us consider the collision of BB soli-

tons in the FM2 system with equal masses d1 = d2 = 1, where an example of a

stably propagating solution is already shown in Fig. 6.8(a). We may collide this

BB soliton by initialising it on the domain with its velocity-reversed partner, i.e.

the solution governed by the free parameters (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) = (−1,−1, 0, 0).

We know, from the previous evolution, that this structure is stable so we need

not worry about any instabilities developing from the propagation of the struc-

ture itself. The collision of the two BB solitons, with state variables ρL = 0 and

ρR = 0, is depicted in Fig. 6.10(a). As expected from the interaction of the

two zero-polarisation structures, one observes no energy transfer across the

components or between solitons. The collision is near-elastic and the outgo-

ing solitons have minimal change to the velocity Cg. These solitons are also

capable of a cascade of collisions, with little radiation loss from the interaction.

When one alters the polarisation of either BB solution, there is an expected
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(a)

(b)
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Figure 6.10: Collisions of BB solitons in the FM2 system. (a) Left soliton parameters

(Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) = (1,−1, 0, 0) and right soliton parameters (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) = (−1,−1, 0, 0).
(b) Left soliton parameters (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) = (1,−1, π2 , 0) and right soliton parame-

ters (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) = (−1,−1, 0, π2 ). (c) Left soliton parameters (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) =
(1,−1, π2 ,

π
10 ) and right soliton parameters (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) = (−1,−1, 0, 0).

transfer of energy through an inelastic interaction. Unlike the collisions of BD

solitons, we may allow a polarisation shift of the A component, as well as the B

component. Figure 6.10(b) depicts the collision of two solitons with equivalent

widths/velocity to before, only now with a phase multiplication of the left soliton

by (ΘA,ΘB) = (π
2
, 0) and (ΘA,ΘB) = (0, π

2
) to the right soliton. This multiplica-

tion gives the new polarisations ρL = π
2
and ρR = 3π

2
. There is a distinct energy

transfer between the two solitons during collision, as well as a polarisation shift

that is not depicted here. The inelastic collision dictates a shift of the velocity

after interaction with a considerable amount of radiation. Since the collision is

inelastic, with inherent radiation as a consequence, the collisions may not cas-
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cade like the near-elastic case and the profiles are lost over many interactions.

We also showcase the effect of altering ΘA for both left and right solitons in Fig.

6.10(c). Here, the phase multiplications are governed by (ΘA,ΘB) = (π
2
, 0) and

(ΘA,ΘB) = ( π
10
, 0) for the left and right solitons respectively. There is a clear en-

ergy transfer and a shift in the Cg parameter after collision. Though not shown

explicitly here, BB solitons with different amplitudes/velocities may collide and

produce energy transfer, with shifts of the parameters after collision like those

in Fig. 6.10(b–c). Shifts of initial polarisation can also make this transfer less/-

more prominent in these collisions as one would expect.

It is clear that the amount of energy transferred between the two conjugate,

reversed-velocity profiles depends heavily on the polarisation of the two. This

energy transfer is difficult to predict due to the excess radiation propagating

from the collision point and, unlike collisions in FM1 [97, 174], one can not ana-

lytically produce the state-transformation function of the interaction. One major

problem with the state-transformation is the fact that the width and velocity are

not conserved for the general, non-zero polarised collision. We note also that

the collisions shown in Fig. 6.10 are only valid for the particular parameter

set (Cg, ωA) = (±1,−1), and only for the FM2 system. Collisions of general

travelling wave parameters, and in CNLS systems with general system param-

eters, are not guaranteed to behave in the same way to above. These collisions

rely on the stability of the two solitons and on how much radiation propagates

from the interaction of the two structures. We aim to study these generalised

collisions further in future work, and the possibility of describing the inelastic be-

haviour through numerical, or even analytical, state-transformations. For the

purpose of the current work on MTI solitons, it suffices to say that many soliton

solutions are a possibility and the energy transfer of these solitons will signify

underlying CNLS dynamics.
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Figure 6.11: Weakly-nonlinear solutions bifurcating from ZN . Solutions are found by consid-

ering the asymptotic expansion and performing numerical continuation. (a,b) sech solutions

governed by Eqs. (6.19-6.20), with the parameter product (a) g3g4 > 0 and (b) g3g4 < 0. (c,d)
tanh solutions governed by Eqs. (6.21-6.22), with the parameter product (c) g3g4 > 0 and (d)

g3g4 < 0.
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(d)

Figure 6.12: Weakly-nonlinear solutions bifurcating fromNZ. (a,b) sech solutions governed by
Eqs. (6.28-6.29), with the parameter product (a) g1g2 > 0 and (b) g1g2 < 0. (c,d) tanh solutions

governed by Eqs. (6.30-6.31), with the parameter product (c) g1g2 > 0 and (d) g1g2 < 0.
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Chapter 7

Turing bifurcations in CNLS

In this chapter we will discuss the possibility of non-pitchfork bifurcations that

can occur in the system of (5.9-5.10). In particular, we notice that the eigenval-

ues of the NN uniform state can take a complex quartet configuration, as seen

in Eq. (5.21). This leads to the possibility of a reversible double-Hopf bifurcation

with 1:1 resonance [94] (Turing bifurcation in spatial dynamics), which may be

supercritical or subcritical like in the previous pitchfork analysis. Comparisons

can be drawn to the optics setting, where a Turing bifurcation corresponds to

modulational instability [14]. Solution branches near the Turing bifurcation may

be translated back to the CNLS equation to form periodic and localised states.

We provide a weakly nonlinear analysis near the Turing value, analysing the

conditions required for the value to exist, and produce a brief description of the

dispersion relation near this value. We make a brief comparison of the derived

travelling localised solutions to a conservative analogue of the Swift-Hohenberg

equation, where the modulation equation and similar localised solutions are

well studied in general [116, 34]. Finally, the chapter discusses the implica-

tion of these periodic and localised solutions, and we draw final conclusions in

relation to the MTI.

7.1 Analysis of the Turing bifurcation

If one considers the real-valued ODE (5.9-5.10) and the eigenvalues of theNN

uniform state, given by Eq. (5.21), then it is apparent that there is the opportunity

for richer configurations of the values. In particular if one focuses on non-zero

eigenvalues, so that we now have a real-valued 4D ODE in the dependent

variables (φ, φζ , ψ, ψζ) ∈ R, then we may have four different configurations of
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the four remaining eigenvalues, which can be explicitly written as

(i): the eigenvalues form a complex quartet,

(ii): the eigenvalues are strictly real,

(iii): two values are strictly real, and the other two are purely imaginary,

(iv): the eigenvalues are purely imaginary.

As discussed in Sec. 5.1, the uniform state is only spatially hyperbolic with con-

figurations (i) and (ii). The transition from (ii) to (iii) was discussed previously in

Sec. 6.1, and corresponds to the pitchfork bifurcations, given by ωZZ , ωZN and

ωNZ . We see that there is the possibility of new codimension-1 bifurcations for

NN , in comparison to the other uniform states, where transitions to and from

(i) may take place. Transitions between configurations in such 4D reversible

ODE systems have been well studied [40, 35] and the analysis is readily adapt-

able for us to utilise in our case. It is clear from the eigenvalues that transitions

through the configuration (i) occurs when the discriminant of the spatial char-

acteristic equation is zero. Formally, this is the same as allowing the inequality

(5.22) to be equal, i.e.(
g1φ

2
0

d1
− g3ψ

2
0

d2

)2

+ 4
g2g4
d1d2

φ2
0ψ

2
0 = 0. (7.1)

To be consistent with the pitchfork bifurcations, we will keep the travelling wave

parameter ωA as the bifurcation parameter. By substituting NN into Eq. (7.1),

we find that there are two critical values, which we will denote as

ω∆± =
C2

g

4d1
+

(4d2ωB − C2
g )(µ1 ± µ2)

4d2µ3

(7.2)

where

µ1 = d2g
2
1g3(d1g3 + d2g2) + d1g1g3g4(d1g3 − d2g2)− 2d1d2g

2
2g

2
4

µ2 = 2d1d2(g1g3 − g2g4)
√
g2g4(g2g4 − g1g3)

µ3 = g23(d2g1 + d1g4)
2 − 4d1d2g2g3g

2
4.

The only obvious constraint on the CNLS system parameters that is imposed

is g2g4(g2g4 − g1g3) > 0, since ωA is restricted to the real space. By substituting

the Turing values into theNN eigenvalues (5.21) we show the multiplicity-2 set

of eigenvalues, that collide pair-wise, are governed by,

λ∆(±1,±2)
= ±

√
g3(C2

g − 4d2ωB)µ4

2d2µ3

, (7.3)
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where

µ4 = (d1g4 + d2g1)(g2g4 − g1g3)± (d1g4 − d2g1)
√
g2g4(g2g4 − g1g3),

and the subscripts ±1, ±2 refer to the first and second pair-wise eigenvalues,

with ω∆+ and ω∆− substituted in respectively. When Eq. (7.3) are strictly real

the collision of eigenvalues occurs on the real-axis of the eigenvalue plane

(Re(λ), Im(λ)). In this case the configuration transitions from (i) to (ii), which

corresponds to a Belyakov-Delaney bifurcation [39, 40]. We are not partic-

ularly interested in this case since the NN state remains hyperbolic through

this transition, only changing type from a saddle to a saddle-focus. We are,

instead, interested purely in the case of transitions from (i) to (iv) that corre-

sponds to Eq. (7.3) being purely imaginary. This is precisely the Turing bifurca-

tion, which has been studied in a wide array of systems such as the forced-

complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (FCGLE) [35] and the Swift-Hohenberg

equation [34]. Assuming that Eq. (7.3) is imaginary, let us re-write this as

λ∆(±1,±2)
= ±k∆±i, where the quantities

k∆± =

√
g3(4d2ωB − C2

g )µ4

2d2µ3

(7.4)

are described as the Turing wavenumbers that govern the spatially-periodic

oscillations of bifurcating solutions.

7.1.1 Existence conditions

We have already shown the criterion for the Turing value to exist, i.e. g2g4(g2g4−
g1g3) > 0, however another vital component is whether or not the NN itself ex-

ists at the given critical values of ωA = ω∆±. In the upcoming analysis we will

formulate criteria that must be implemented on the parameters for this to be

true. As we know, depending on the direction of the pitchfork bifurcation, the

NN state only exists due to the critical values of ωZN and ωNZ . If these two

values do not produce a pitchfork bifurcation, then the NN state does not exist

for the fixed CNLS system parameters and fixed (ωB, Cg). The first observa-

tion to make from Sec. 6.1 is that, for each of the pitchfork critical values, the

parameters must satisfy

ωZN :
(C2

g − 4d2ωB)

4d2g3
> 0,

g3δZN

g2g4 − g1g3
> 0,

ωNZ :
(C2

g − 4d2ωB)

4d2g4
> 0,

g4δNZ

g1g3 − g2g4
> 0,
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where we have denoted δZN = ωA−ωZN and δNZ = ωA−ωNZ . If conditions are

satisfied for both ωZN and ωNZ , then the NN state bifurcates from both; if only

one is satisfied then bifurcation is only permitted from that state and if neither

are satisfied then NN is not permitted. We can see from the conditions above

that there are four cases allowed by the choice of parameters. These are,

(a) Neither permit NN : sgn(g3) = sgn(g4) = −sgn(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB),

(b) Only ωZN permits NN : sgn(g3) = −sgn(g4) = sgn(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB),

(c) Only ωNZ permits NN : −sgn(g3) = sgn(g4) = sgn(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB),

(d) Both permit NN : sgn(g3) = sgn(g4) = sgn(
C2

g

4d2
− ωB),

where the choice of travelling wave parameters may transition between cases

(a) and (d), or (b) and (c). The remaining criterion, for each of the pitchfork

values, depends on the relative sign of the quantity g2g4− g1g3, and either g3 or

g4. Case (a) is trivial and can not accommodate NN , so we ignore this case.

For the remaining cases, one must recall the condition imposed by the Tur-

ing value (7.2), i.e. g2g4(g2g4 − g1g3) > 0. Let us first consider case (b). If one

assumes that the following quantity takes the sign of g4(g2g4 − g1g3) > 0, then

by deduction of the criteria, one must have g2 > 0, g3(g2g4 − g1g3) < 0, and

subsequently δZN < 0. If we instead assume that g4(g2g4 − g1g3) < 0, then the

signs are reversed and this leads to δZN > 0. A very similar analysis can be

formed for case (c). If we assume that g4(g2g4 − g1g3) > 0, then g2 > 0, and

subsequently δNZ < 0. If the reverse is assumed, then g2 < 0, and δNZ > 0.

Finally, for case (d) one has both δZN and δNZ , but they always have opposing

signs. If we assume g4(g2g4 − g1g3) > 0, then g2 > 0 and g3(g2g4 − g1g3) > 0.

This forces δZN > 0 and δNZ < 0. If the inequality signs of the parameters are

flipped then this imposes δZN < 0 and δNZ > 0. We now have explicit intervals

for which ω∆± must be located for there to be a physically-viable Turing value.

These intervals are summarised, for each case, in Table. 7.1.

7.1.2 Real-valued amplitude equation

To sufficiently analyse the periodic and localised states near the Turing bifur-

cation value, we impose a weakly nonlinear, multiple scale ansatz like we did

for the pitchfork bifurcations in Sec. 6.1. The expansion takes the form of
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Table 7.1: Existence intervals of the Turing values for the NN state, showing explicitly where

the Turing value ω∆± must be located for each case of the parameters (b-d).

Case sgn(g4(g2g4 − g1g3)) Interval of existence

(b) + ω∆± < ωZN

(b) - ω∆± > ωZN

(c) + ω∆± < ωNZ

(c) - ω∆± > ωNZ

(d) + ωZN < ω∆± < ωNZ

(d) - ωNZ < ω∆± < ωZN

Eq. (6.4), only now we must write the variables u1, v1, u2, v2, · · · as functions
of both the slow spatial variable Z = εζ and the original variable ζ. The uni-

form state expansion terms U0, V0, U1, V1, · · · are constant. The bifurcation

parameter expansion is explicitly given by ωA = ω∆± + ε2δ. We then, as before,

substitute the multiple scale ansatz (6.4) into the ODE (6.1), restricting to the

real variable space (φ, ψ) ∈ R, and consider the solvability conditions at each

order of ε. The analysis then closely follows that of the FCGLE equation [35].

At O(1), the equation is given by

(L0 +N0(U0, V0))

[
U0

V0

]
= 0, (7.5)

where L0, N0(U0, V0) are given by Eq. (6.5) and Eq. (6.7) respectively. This is

solved by the NN uniform state itself, with the values of ωA = ω∆± substituted

in. Explicitly, the variables U0, V0 are given by,

U0 =

√
(C2

g − 4d2ωB)(µ3g2 − g3(µ1 ± µ2))

4d2µ3(g2g4 − g1g3)
, (7.6)

V0 =

√
(C2

g − 4d2ωB)(g4(µ1 ± µ2)− g1µ3)

4d2µ3(g2g4 − g1g3)
. (7.7)

At the next order of O(ε), one has

(L0 +N0(U0, V0) +N1(U0, V0))

[
u1 + U1

v1 + V1

]
+ L1

[
U0

V0

]
= 0, (7.8)

where L1, N1(U0, V0) are given by Eq. (6.6) and Eq. (6.8) respectively. We may

simplify this equation by substituting Eqs. (7.6-7.7) into Eq. (7.8), and extracting

the Z, ζ-independent terms to deduce U1, V1 = 0. The critical Turing wavenum-

bers k∆± are determined by the solvability of this equation, given precisely by

our previous description in Eq. (7.4). With this satisfied, the solution at this
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order can be written as, [
u1

v1

]
=

[
ℵ
1

]
A(Z)eik∆±ζ + c.c., (7.9)

where

ℵ = − 2g2U0V0
2g1U2

0 − d1k2∆±

,

and A(Z) is a complex envelope. Note that if k∆± is purely imaginary then the

spatial eigenvalues become real and the Turing analysis is not valid. This is

expected since we mentioned previously that this is no longer a Turing bifurca-

tion, but rather a Belyakov-Delaney bifurcation. Proceeding to the next order

of O(ε2), one obtains the equation

(L0 +N0(U0, V0)+N1(U0, V0))

[
u2 + U2

v2 + V2

]

+ (L1 +N2(u1, v1))

[
u1 + U1

v1 + V1

]
+ L2

[
U0

V0

]
= 0, (7.10)

where L2, N2(u1, v1) are given by Eq. (6.6) and Eq. (6.9) respectively. If we first

extract the ζ, Z-independent terms, then there is a clear non-trivial solution for

the constants U2, V2, given by [
U2

V2

]
= δ

[
ν1

1

]
ν2 (7.11)

where

ν1 =
−g3V0
g4U0

, ν2 =
g4

2(g1g3 − g2g4)V0
.

The remaining variables can then be analysed by considering the following

ansatz to this order,[
u2

v2

]
= s0

[
χ0

1

]
|A|2 + s1

[
χ1

1

]
iAZe

ik∆±ζ + s2

[
χ2

1

]
A2e2ik∆±ζ + c.c. (7.12)

where the coefficients s0,1,2 and χ0,1,2 are found by substituting the ansatz into

(7.10), and solving at each order of enik∆±ζ , for n = 0, 1, 2. At n = 0, the ansatz
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provides us with the coefficient values

s0 =
2g4(g1U

2
0 − g2V

2
0 )ℵ+ (3g1g3 − g2g4)U0V0 − 2g1g4U0V0ℵ2

U0V 2
0 (g2g4 − g1g3)

, (7.13)

χ0 = − 1

2g1U2
0

(
2g2U0 + 4g2V0ℵ+ 6g1U0ℵ2

s0
+ 2g2U0V0

)
. (7.14)

At n = 1, the operator (L0+N0(U0, V0)+N1(U0, V0)) acting upon AZ is singular

since the second derivative w.r.t ζ for this term is replaced with −k2∆±
. Due to

this, the two components are related linearly through

s1 =

−2k∆±

[
1 0

] [d1 0

0 d2

][
ℵ
1

]
[
1 0

]
M

[
χ1

1

] , (7.15)

where the choice of χ1 is arbitrary, subject to χ1 6= ℵ, and the matrix M is

defined by replacing ∂ζζ with −k2∆±
in (L0 + N0(U0, V0) + N1(U0, V0)). Let us

impose χ1 = 0 for simplicity, which yields

s1 = −
d1k∆±ℵ
g2U0V0

.

Finally, at n = 2, the coefficients for the A2 term are given by

s2 = −
(4d1k

2
∆±

− 2g1U
2
0 )P1(ℵ) + 2g4U0V0P2(ℵ)

4(−4d1d2k4∆±
+ 2(d2g1U2

0 + d1g3V 2
0 )k

2
∆±

+ (g2g4 − g1g3)U2
0V

2
0 )
, (7.16)

χ2 =
1

(4d1k2∆±
− 2g1U2

0 )

(
P2(ℵ)
s2

+ 2g2U0V0

)
. (7.17)

where, the polynomials P1,2 in ℵ are given by

P1(ℵ) = 3g3V0 + 2g4U0ℵ+ g4V0ℵ2, P2(ℵ) = g2U0 + 2g2V0ℵ+ 3g1U0ℵ2.
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The final order that we will consider, O(ε3) yields the equation

(L0 +N0(U0, V0) +N1(U0, V0))

[
u3 + U3

v3 + V3

]

+ (L1 +N2(u1 + U1, v1))

[
u2 + U2

v2 + V2

]

+ (L2 +N0(u1 + U1, v1) +N1(u2 + U2, v2)

+N3(u2 + U2, v2))

[
u1 + U1

v1 + V1

]
= 0. (7.18)

When one extracts the Z, ζ-independent terms, the only solution is that of the

trivial case, i.e. U3, V3 = 0. The solvability condition on the remaining set of

terms can be obtained bymultiplying the equation by the adjoint null-eigenvector

of M. This vector is given explicitly by[
Υ 1

]
e−ik∆±ζ , (7.19)

where Υ = g4ℵ/g2. Substituting all prior information obtained from previous

orders into the equation, we find the equation which governs the envelope A,

given by

a∆±AZZ = δA− b∆±A|A|2, (7.20)

where we have denoted

a∆± =
−f∆±

h∆±

, b∆± =
−g∆±

h∆±

and

f∆± = ℵΥd1 + d2(1− 2s1k∆±),

g∆± =3(g1Υℵ3 + g4ℵ2 + g2Υℵ+ g3)

+ 2(s0χ0 + s2χ2)(3g1U0ℵΥ+ g2V0Υ+ g4U0 + g4V0ℵ)

+ 2(s0 + s2)(g2V0Υℵ+ g2U0Υ+ 3g3V0 + g4ℵU0),

h∆± =Υℵ+ 2Υν2(3g1U0ν1ℵ+ g2V0ν1 + g2V0ℵ+ g2U0)

+ 2ν2(3g3V0 + g4U0ℵ+ g4U0ν1 + g4V0ν1ℵ).

Similarly to the Turing analysis of FCGLE [35], Eq. (7.20) takes the form of a
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time-independent Ginzburg-Landau equation with real-valued coefficients, and

admits the spatially-homogeneous solution

A =

√
δ

b∆±

eiΘ

with an arbitrary phase Θ. Translating this solution back to the full ODE, the

branch of solutions, near the Turing bifurcation value, form spatially-periodic

oscillations given by[
φ

ψ

]
=

[
U

V

]
+ 2

[
ℵ
1

]√
ωA − ω∆±

b∆±

cos
(
k∆±ζ +Θ

)
, (7.21)

periodic in the Turing wavenumber, where we have omitted higher-order terms.

These periodic states rely completely on the sign of the constant b∆± and bi-

furcate towards ωA > ω∆± (ωA < ω∆±) when b∆± is positive (negative). As one

would expect, Eq. (7.20) also admits Z-dependent solutions. One may have

subcritical bifurcations to localised states of the form[
φ

ψ

]
=

[
U

V

]

+ 2

[
ℵ
1

]√
ωA − ω∆±

b∆±/2
sech

(√
ωA − ω∆±

a∆±

ζ

)
cos

(
k∆±ζ +Θ

)
, (7.22)

which describes the formation of a train of pulses in the Turing wavenumber.

This solution is presented as a homoclinic orbit parameterised by Θ. This pa-

rameter, however, takes particular values when one considers terms beyond all

algebraic orders of the expansion, as discussed in [35]. Since the background

field is non-trivial, and presents no up-down symmetry, the homoclinic solutions

are restricted to those of even parity (Θ = 0, π). Henceforth, we impose a phase

ofΘ = 0, since this is sufficient for us to consider solutions of the CNLS system.

We see from Eq. (7.22) that the signs of a∆± and b∆± must be equivalent for a

solution to exist. If the signs of these constants are positive (negative) then we

expect bifurcations towards ωA > ω∆± (ωA < ω∆±). Due to the SHATS analy-

sis, we expect localised solutions to be permitted asymptotically only when the

equilibrium is of type (i), i.e. a complex quartet of eigenvalues. There are also

supercritical bifurcations to front-like structures, that connect two out-of-phase

states in the Turing wavenumber. As one expects, these are only permitted

when a∆± and b∆± possess different signs. We exclude these states from this

analysis since we are mainly interested in the localised solutions bifurcating
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from the uniform state NN . A codimension-2 transition between the subcritical

and supercritical cases can be formed when one of a∆± or b∆± becomes zero.

Near this transition point, there is also the distinct possibility of phenomena

known as homoclinic snaking [194]. This will be explored further in future work

and it suffices, for now, to simply note this possibility since we are interested

purely in the existence of localised states. Formally, we have found approxi-

mate spatially periodic and localised solutions (φ, ψ) to the travelling wave ODE

(5.9-5.10), in close vicinity to the Turing value, using asymptotic methods. In

order to find the exact spatial solutions of Eqs. (5.9-5.10) we use the asymp-

totic solutions as starting points in AUTO and numerically continue these into

the strongly nonlinear regime. Just as in the previous section, the numerical

spatial profiles found in AUTO will then evolve in the CNLS equation as coher-

ent, travelling localised/periodic structures and propagate as prescribed by the

set of the travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA,B, kA,B).

Let us now showcase some examples of localised solutions found in the

non-integrable CNLS equation. If we allow the system parameters to be given

by d1 = −2, g1 = −7, g2 = −3, d2 = −6, g3 = 1, and g4 = 6, then one has both

values of ω∆± in the allowed interval of ωNZ < ω∆± < ωZN . In this particular

case, we choose to fix the travelling wave parameters as (Cg, ωB) = (9,−4).

Restricting to these parameters, the critical values are given as ω∆+ = −9.052

and ω∆− = −8.289. Here, the former is a Turing bifurcation, with the latter a

Belyakov-Delaney bifurcation. Therefore, we will consider the weakly nonlin-

ear expansion around the ω∆+ value. Localised solutions, found by continuing

in AUTO into the strongly nonlinear regime, are shown in Fig. 7.1(a–b) in the

reference frame comoving with Cg. Figure 7.1(a) is defined closer to the crit-

ical value, ωA = −9.03, so the amplitude of the wavetrain is relatively small.

At this value, the NN uniform state is linearly unstable. As one moves further

away from the critical value, and into the strongly nonlinear regime, one finds

solutions with smaller envelopes and larger amplitudes, like that of Fig. 7.1(b)

where we have chosen ωA = −8.5. The NN state is linearly stable for these

travelling wave parameters. We note that both solutions produce temporal in-

stabilities in finite-time, which is expected when one considers the spectrum,

numerically, of these solutions in the CNLS. The localised state inherits the con-

tinuous spectrum of the background field, thus, an unstable NN produces an

unstable localised state, but an unstable localised state does not necessarily

infer an unstable NN . It is not expected that all NN states are to be stable

when the spatial eigenvalues are complex since we mentioned previously, in

Sec. 5.1.4, that not all spatially hyperbolic NN states are temporally stable.

We expect there to be some localised states that are stable according to the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.1: Localised and periodic states of the non-integrable CNLS system. System param-

eters are given by d1 = −2, g1 = −7, g2 = −3, d2 = −6, g3 = 1, and g4 = 6. (a,b) Localised
solutions, in the comoving reference frame, with travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωB) = (9,−4)
and (a) ωA = −9.03, (b) ωA = −8.5. (c) Periodic state with travelling wave parameters

(Cg, ωA, ωB) = (0, 6.896,−4).

CNLS spectrum, but we are yet to find a system that exhibits this.

We can showcase an example of a periodic state by considering the same

CNLS system parameters, but now fix the travelling wave parameters to (Cg, ωB)

= (0,−4). We impose a value of Cg = 0 for simplicity of initialising the struc-

ture on a periodic domain, but the analysis remains the same for Cg 6= 0. For

these fixed parameter choices, one finds a Turing value at ω∆+ = 6.867 and

a Belyakov-Delaney bifurcation at ω∆− = 11.752. Continuing from the weakly

nonlinear expansion of the former, we show the profile of a periodic state, found

at ωA = 6.896, portrayed in Fig. 7.1(c). There is, once again, temporal insta-

bility of the solution. This modulational instability of periodic states, as well
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as that of the front-like structures connecting two out-of-phase wavetrains, is

commonly referred to, in pattern formation literature, as the Eckhaus instability

[25, 185, 94, 92]. If one introduces a slow time scale variable T = ε2t, then we

find the modulation equation

ic∆±AT = −a∆±AZZ − δA+ b∆±A|A|2, (7.23)

where c∆± = (1 + Υ)/h∆± . The classic description of the Eckhaus instability

involves looking for stationary solutions of Eq. (7.23) modulated by an arbitrary

finite wavenumber. The Eckhaus instability region is then formed by looking

at the stability with respect to long-wavelength perturbations of the wavenum-

ber. The modulation equation (7.23) is related to the scalar NLS equation via a

constant phase multiplication, therefore, the solutions should be always stable

near the Turing value when a∆± and b∆± take the same sign [119]. We note

that Fig. 7.1(c) is embedded on a linearly unstable NN background so tem-

poral instability is expected. It is also important to note that Eq. (7.23) is the

amplitude equation for the real-valued CNLS system. Since the CNLS is gen-

erally an equation of complex field variables, to achieve the Eckhaus analysis

one must generalise the ansatz (7.9) to incorporate complex envelopes. This is

outside of our current framework, and thus we will consider this extended anal-

ysis in future work. As an extension to complex space, one would expect some

complex form of the Ginzburg-Landau equation to govern the analysis; see for

instance [18, 75]. We will see a description of the Eckhaus instability in Sec.

7.2, when we propose a comparison between the travelling localised states

obtained here, and structures found in the Swift-Hohenberg equation. For the

benefit of our MTI analysis, the unstable behaviour of both the localised and

periodic states does not heavily impact the allowable solutions since a small

time-frame in the CNLS corresponds to a much longer time-frame in the MTI.

7.1.3 Dispersion relation near Turing

In relation to temporal stability of the solutions, we will now briefly discuss the

behaviour of the linear dispersion relation near the Turing value. We know

from the definition of the temporal eigenvalues (5.28) that one recovers the

spatial eigenvalues when S = 0 and K = iλ. When the spatial eigenvalues

transition from type (iv) to type (i), at the Turing value, one expects some of

the temporal eigenvalues to transition through zero at the point K2 = k2∆±
.

The transition through this point, generally, changes two of the temporal eigen-

values from purely imaginary to purely real, or vice versa. Note also that the
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Figure 7.2: Dispersion relation S1−4(K
2) for the NN uniform state transitioning through the

Turing value ω∆+ = −9.052 for the system from Fig. 7.1(a–b). Red (blue) curves indicate

Re(S1−4) and Im(S1−4) respectively. (a) ωA = ω∆+ − 0.05 (b) ωA = ω∆+ (c) ωA = ω∆+ + 0.05.

Belyakov-Delaney bifurcation provides a similar transition of temporal eigenval-

ues through zero, only with restriction to theK2 < 0 half plane, and is therefore

unphysical. Let us consider the example Turing value shown in Fig. 7.1(a–b) of

ω∆+ = −9.052. The dispersion relation, as one passes through this value, is ex-

plicitly shown in Fig. 7.2. Figure 7.2(a) provides us with the dispersion relation

prior to the Turing value. In this figure, one observes two loops in the spectra,

which corresponds to linear instability of NN . This is expected here as all of

the spatial eigenvalues are of type (iv). As one increases the bifurcation param-

eter to the Turing value ω∆+, shown in Fig. 7.2(b), the secondary loop closes

in and vanishes at the value of K2 = k2∆±
. Beyond the Turing value, shown in

Fig. 7.2(c), the two colliding branches are now purely imaginary, which is ex-

pected since the spatial eigenvalues are now a complex quartet in this interval.

Note that the additional loop originating from origin K2 = 0 is permitted since

not all spatially hyperbolic states are temporally stable. This secondary loop

is not guaranteed to exist, and depends completely on the additional SHATS

conditions for NN . Although not shown here, as one increases the parameter

further, there is a critical point of ωc = −8.524 where the secondary loop van-

ishes and temporally stability ofNN is obtained. This critical point corresponds

to a value of ωA that allows,

(d1g1φ
2
0 − d2g3ψ

2
0)

2 + 4d1d2g2g4φ
2
0ψ

2
0 = 0,

formally, when F2 ≥ 0 becomes satisfied for all K2 > 0 in Eq. (5.28) and transi-

tions the temporal eigenvalues from complex (unstable) to imaginary (stable).

The localised state from Fig. 7.1(b) is found beyond this critical point.

From Fig. 7.2(b), when one transitions through the Turing value, it is clear

that two of the temporal eigenvalues are zero and the other two are non-zero,
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i.e. S1,2(k
2
∆±

) = 0 and S3,4(k
2
∆±

) 6= 0. One can prove that this is the expected

case in general, and we would not expect all four eigenvalues to be zero, by

considering a simple proof by contradiction. We know, from the structure of the

temporal eigenvalues of NN in Eq. (5.28), that S1−4 = 0 can only be satisfied,

for K2 = k2∆±
, when F1 = F2 = 0. Let us consider F1 = 0 where, by substituting

the Turing wavenumber and value in, the quantity can be simplified to the form

of

F1 = g3(W1 ±W2

√
g2g4(g2g4 − g1g3)) = 0,

where

W1 = (d21 + d22)(d1g4 + d2g1)(g2g4 − g1g3)
2

− g1g3(d2g4 − d1g1)(g1g2d
2
2 + d1d2g1g3 + d21g3g4 − d1d2g2g4)

+ g1g3(d1g2 − d1g1)(d1g4 + d2g1)
2 + 2d1d2g2g

2
4(d2g2g4 − 3d1g1g2 − 2d2g1g3)

W2 = (g2g4 − g1g3)(d
3
1g4 + 3d1d

2
2g4 − 3d21d2g1 − g1d

3
2).

The structure of this value tells us that this can only be satisfied when W1 =

W2 = 0, which is not true, generally, unless one considers specific parame-

ters. Therefore, unless one considers specified regimes of system parame-

ters, the values of F1, F2 6= 0. Consequently, the only way in which the tem-

poral eigenvalues can become zero, in general, is either (a) F1 =
√
F2/2 or

(b) F1 = −
√
F2/2. When the former is true, the eigenvalues are given as

S1,2(k
2
∆±

) 6= 0 and S3,4(k
2
∆±

) = 0, with the latter providing S1,2(k
2
∆±

) = 0 and

S3,4(k
2
∆±

) 6= 0. This is shown true for the Turing value considered in Fig. 7.2(b),

as one numerically finds F1 = −
√
F2/2 leading to the specific transition of tem-

poral eigenvalues through S1,2(k
2
∆±

) = 0. From this analysis, and the descrip-

tion of the eigenvalues in Eq. (5.28), it is clear to see that if F1 =
√
F2/2 then

the remaining temporal eigenvalues will be purely real for some K2 > 0 and,

thus, NN is linearly unstable at the Turing value.

7.2 Comparison with the quadratic-cubic

Swift-Hohenberg (SH23) equation

Motivated by the existence of travelling localised and periodic states in the

CNLS equation, we will now explore and compare these structures to similarly

formed spatially-periodic travelling solutions of pattern forming systems. Ar-

guably, the Swift-Hohenberg equation with a quadratic-cubic nonlinearity (SH23

model) is the most commonly studied pattern forming system where there has
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been significant progress made in characterising the localised and periodic

states found [34, 25, 75]. We write the equation explicitly as

ut + uxxxx + 2αuxx + (r + α2)u = 3bu2 − 2cu3 (7.24)

where u is a real, scalar function of the generic space and time variables x and

t respectively, α, b, c are arbitrary coefficients, with α > 0, and r is commonly

referred to as the bifurcation parameter. This dissipative equation, which we

henceforth denote as dSH23, is important in the context of pattern formation,

as we will see that the equation describes the formation of states periodic with

wavenumbers near
√
α. The equation with this chosen nonlinearity possesses

bistability of the uniform and patterned states. Our main aim of this section is

to formulate a conservative analogue of the dSH23 model, which exhibits trav-

elling localised states similar to the CNLS system. This analysis may then infer

certain information back onto the travelling states of the CNLS system and is

formed in the same manner as the CNLS. We first reduce the dSH23 equation

(7.24) to a system of spatial ODEs, where the periodic and localised stationary

states are found near the critical Turing value using a multiple scale expan-

sion. One can then numerically continue these approximate spatial solutions

in the spatial ODEs, using AUTO, which allows us to find branches of solutions

in the strongly-nonlinear regime. These spatial solutions, found by numerical

continuation, are then shown to evolve as stationary states in the SH23 equa-

tion (7.24) providing that they are temporally stable. Just as the CNLS and

the corresponding dissipative equation in Eqs. (5.38–5.39) produced the same

reduced spatial ODE dynamical system, we produce a conservative analogue

of the SH23 model that exhibits the same spatial ODE system as the dSH23

model. The stationary, patterned states of the dSH23 model will then corre-

spond to travelling localised and periodic states in the conservative analogue,

similarly to those we found previously in the CNLS.

7.2.1 Dissipative SH23 equation

Treating the quantity r as the bifurcation parameter, we may consider bifurca-

tion of the uniform states in this system. The first observation to note for the

dSH23 system is the existence of three spatially uniform steady states, given

by

u0 = 0, u± =
3b

4c
±
√

9b− 8c(r + α2)

4c
, (7.25)

where the u± branches form as a saddle-node bifurcation from the value of

rs = 9b2/8c − α2. It can be shown that the spatial eigenvalues of the time-
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independent form of the system (7.24) are given by

λ21,2 = −α±
√
−r, (7.26)

for the uniform state u0. As analysed in [34], the u− branch forms as a trans-

critical bifurcation of the u0 branch at rTB = −α2. The key bifurcation value that

we consider here is that of rH = 0 on the trivial branch u0. To the right of the

value (r > 0), the eigenvalues are a complex quartet and, therefore, spatially

hyperbolic, whilst the eigenvalues to the left (r < 0) are purely imaginary, up

to the point rTB. Since the eigenvalues collide pair-wise, with double multiplic-

ity, on the imaginary axis at λ = ±i
√
α, this critical value of rH is a reversible

Hopf bifurcation with 1:1 resonance, like ω∆± in the CNLS system. It is also

important to note that temporal stability of the u0 state relies on the criterion

S = −r − (α − k2)2 ≤ 0 for all perturbation wavenumbers k. For uniform per-

turbations (k = 0), the state is linearly stable providing that r ≥ rTB, which is

always true in the defined region of r > rH . When k 6= 0, a maximum is formed,

in the variable space (k2, S), for the function S at k2m = α. For linear stability, we

required quadrant 1 to be empty in this variable space. This is achieved purely

when r > rH , which is always true for the complex quartet region. Therefore,

by our definition, the u0 uniform state is SHATS where localised states may

form, r > 0.

We may consider a weakly nonlinear analysis near this Turing value of

r = rH , following the work of [34], and propose the existence of branches

containing localised states near this value. Let us consider stationary solutions

of Eq. (7.24) by writing the reduced spatial ODE,

uxxxx + 2αuxx + (r + α2)u− 3bu2 + 2cu3 = 0. (7.27)

Similarly to the CNLS in Sec 7.1, let us implement a multiple scale ansatz of,

u(x) = εu1(x,X) + ε2u2(x,X) + h.o.t′s, (7.28)

where we have defined the slow spatial variable X = εx and a small perturba-

tion variable |ε| << 1; h.o.t′s refers to higher-order terms. We also introduce

an expansion of the bifurcation parameter as r = rH + ε2δ which, since rH = 0,

may be simplified to r = ε2δ. Note that, since we are dealing with a trivial back-

ground field, all of the uniform state expansion variables U0, U1, · · · = 0 unlike

the previous CNLS Turing analysis. We can now consider the solvability con-

ditions at each order of ε when Eq. (7.28) is substituted into Eq. (7.27). Since

the background field is zero, the O(1) equation is trivial. At O(ε), we find that
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the solvability condition gives us an ansatz of

u1 = B(X)ei
√
αx + c.c., (7.29)

where we see that the Turing wavenumber is precisely given by the pair-wise

collision of eigenvalues, located at λ = ±
√
αi. At the next order of O(ε2), we

find that the following definition of u2

u2 =
6b

α2
|B|2 + b

3α2
B2e2i

√
αx + c.c., (7.30)

solves the governing equation at this order. Finally, at O(ε3), we find that the

solvability condition at this order is governed by

− 4αBXX + δB − ΓB|B|2 = 0, (7.31)

where

Γ =
38b2

α2
− 6c.

Other residual terms at this order can be removed by considering higher-order

terms in the ansatz. Spatially homogeneous solutions of Eq. (7.31) translate to

spatially periodic solutions of Eq. (7.27), given by

u(x) = 2

√
r

Γ
cos(

√
αx+Θ) + h.o.t′s, (7.32)

where Θ is, once again, an arbitrary phase. When the nonlinear coefficient

Γ > 0 (Γ < 0) the bifurcation parameter must take the sign of r > 0 (r <

0) for the periodic state to exist and the bifurcation at the origin is subcritical

(supercritical). We also expect a branch of localised states, from the subcritical

bifurcation, that corresponds to the solutions

u(x) = 2

√
2r

Γ
sech

(
1

2

√
r

α
x

)
cos(

√
αx+Θ) + h.o.t′s, (7.33)

that asymptotically tend to u → 0 as x → ±∞. As mentioned in [34], the

choice of the phase Θ is restricted, by higher-order analysis, to 0 and π. These

two choices of the phase are the only ones which preserve the reversibility of

the system (x → −x, u → u), therefore we have two branches that produce

localised solutions from the Turing value.

Let us consider a specific case of Eq. (7.24) with the system parameters

that are presented in [34, 141], i.e. α = 0.25, b = 0.41/3, and c = 0.5. These

parameters give a nonlinear coefficient of Γ ≈ 8.412, so we expect localised
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Figure 7.3: AUTO continuation in the parameter r for localised solutions starting from

Eq. (7.33). The Θ = 0 (Θ = π) branch is shown in black (red) and the branch is plotted by

thick lines (dotted lines) when the solution is stable (unstable). Example profiles on the Θ = π
and Θ = 0 branches are considered at the points A1 and A2 respectively.

states to exist in the region of r > 0. To find these branches, we may con-

sider the solution (7.33) as starting points for numerical continuation in AUTO

and impose Neumann boundary conditions on both the left and right bound-

aries. The AUTO output is shown in Fig. 7.3, where we have terminated the

two branches at some arbitrary point up the helical region. The two branches

of Θ = 0 and Θ = π are shown in black and red respectively and solid (dot-

ted) lines represent stable (unstable) solutions. Stability of the profiles is found

numerically for dSH23 by considering a centred finite-difference scheme, ob-

taining the spectrum. The stability of the profiles depends primarily on an even

and an odd eigenmode. The figure presented here is similar to that of Fig. 8 in

[34], only with a reflection of the bifurcation parameter (r → −r). The solutions

on the two branches are similar, which is expected, with a profile maximum

(minimum) found at x = 0 for Θ = 0 (Θ = π) and reversible, oscillating wave-

trains either side that decay to u0. As one increases the parameter r from

rH = 0, the envelope becomes narrower and the maximum (minimum) ampli-

tude grows in absolute value. This behaviour continues up until the point in

which the amplitude is comparable to that of the underlying patterned, periodic

state, and subsequently when the envelope is comparable to that of the wave-

length 2π/
√
α, as discussed thoroughly in [34]. Beyond this point there is a

winding, helical nature of the two branches. This helical nature is referred to

as homoclinic snaking, where the branches undergo saddle-node bifurcations,
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.4: Localised states of the dSH23 model with system parameters α = 0.25, b = 0.41/3,
and c = 0.5. Profiles correspond to the examples of (a) A1 and (b) A2 shown respectively in

Fig. 7.3, i.e. (a) Θ = π branch with r = 0.0132; (b) Θ = 0 branch with r = 0.0133.

adding oscillations to each tail of the envelope as one moves up the snaking

region. The saddle-node bifurcations are accompanied by the eigenvalue of

the even eigenmode passing through zero. The eigenvalue of the odd eigen-

mode passing through zero corresponds to branches of asymmetric solutions

connecting the Θ = 0 and Θ = π branches across the snaking region. These

branches are commonly referred to as ladders (or rungs) and are not explicitly

shown here as they are not important for our analysis; they are shown in Fig.

8 of [34]. The snaking provides an infinite number of solutions, but the num-

ber of solutions is finite on a finite domain length L, and the ’top’ of the region

terminates when the solutions are comparable to the periodic state on the fi-

nite domain. The width of the region depends on the amplitude of the periodic

states.

Example profiles in the snaking region, on the Θ = π and Θ = 0 branches,

are shown in Fig. 7.3 at A1 and A2 respectively. These profiles are stable

and, therefore, propagate as stationary solutions in Eq. (7.24). The evolution

of these two localised solutions are shown in Fig. 7.4(a) and Fig. 7.4(b) re-

spectively. Note that, since A2 is found much later up the snaking region, there

are many more oscillations in the profile of A2 in comparison to the profile of A1.

Both profiles are evolved on a periodic domain of fixed domain sizeL ≈ 251.327.

Let us now consider the spatially-periodic states near the Turing bifurca-

tion. Periodic, patterned solutions of this type are stationary in Eq. (7.24), pro-

viding that they are Eckhaus stable. The concept of Eckhaus instability has

been studied in great detail for the Swift-Hohenberg equation [25, 185, 133].

To present the classical description of the Eckhaus instability, in relation to our

equation, we first write the full amplitude/modulation equation near the Turing

value. By introducing a slow time variable to the weakly nonlinear analysis,

denoted by T = ε2t, we may write the full amplitude equation in the form of a
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time-dependent Ginzburg-landau equation,

BT = 4αBXX − δB + ΓB|B|2. (7.34)

We then look for solutions of Eq. (7.34) by considering the ansatz of B =

R exp(iqX). Since we are free to choose the periodic domain size, we do not

limit ourselves to discrete values of Q, and consider a domain size L which in-

corporates any change in the choice of wavenumber. The uniform solution (with

q = 0) corresponds to the uniform state of Eq. (7.34) obtained for the periodic

solution in Eq. (7.32), i.e. R2
0 = δ/Γ. Steady solutions of Eq. (7.34) are found

to satisfy R2 = R2
0 + 4αq2/Γ. These solutions correspond to a variation of the

critical Turing wavenumber in (7.32) by a fixed amount to
√
α + εq. To analyse

the stability of these patterned states, we closely follow the work of [92, 185]

by perturbing the pattern amplitude and phase by a small amount. We do so

by substituting the ansatz

B = R(1 + w(X,T ))ei(qX+Q(X,T ))

into the amplitude equation (7.34), where |w|, |Q| << 1. One then linearises

in w and Q, and segregates the real and imaginary parts of the equation to get

the system of equations,

wT = 4αwXX − 8αqQX + 2ΓR2w, (7.35)

QT = 8αqwX + 4αQXX . (7.36)

We then look for long wave effects by considering the modes w = w̃ exp(σT +

ikX) and Q = Q̃exp(σT + ikX), where w̃, Q̃ are arbitrary real constants. Solv-

ing the system as an eigenvalue problem, one finds a quadratic equation in σ

given by,

(σ + 4αk2 − 2ΓR2)(σ + 4αk2) = (8αqk)2, (7.37)

where the solutions of Eq. (7.37) correspond to the growth rate of the modes.

These eigenvalues are given by the following,

σ± = ΓR2 − 4αk2 ±
√
Γ2R4 + (8αqk)2 (7.38)

with accompanying eigenvectors. By substituting the definition of R into these

values, we see that σ−(k = 0) = 0 and σ+(k = 0) < 0 is subsequently stable

when the condition −ΓR2
0 > 4αq2 is satisfied. Since α > 0, this may only be

satisfied when Γ < 0, which also forces the bifurcation at the origin to be su-

percritical (δ < 0). This condition is precisely the existence condition, as seen
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(a) (b)

Figure 7.5: Periodic states of the dSH23 model with system parameters α = 1, b = 0.1, and
c = 1. Eckhaus stable solutions with the bifurcation parameter (a) r = −0.01 and (b) r = −0.1.

from the interval of wavenumbers q that satisfy the definition of R. The Eck-

haus solutions exist providing that 4αq2 < −δ. Within this region of existence

the σ− eigenvalue is always negative for any k > 0, so stability relies purely

on the remaining eigenvalue σ+. By setting the eigenvalue to zero, one finds

k−parabolas that satisfy the relation, given explicitly by

δE(q, k) = 4α

(
k2

2
− 3q2

)
, (7.39)

where stability (σ+ < 0) requires δ < δE(q, k). The critical parabola δE(q, 0) =

−12αq2 is the threshold for instability and is proportional (by a factor of -4α)

to the commonly-derived Eckhaus parabola [185, 133]. By considering δ <

δE(q, 0) it is subsequently shown that the threshold for stability is 12αq2 < −δ,
and R states are marginally unstable w.r.t long-wave perturbations along this

line δ = −12q2α. Therefore, the amplitude of the wavetrain that becomes Eck-

haus unstable isR2 = 2
3
R2

0, with associated wavenumber q2 = − δ
12α

. The region

of Eckhaus instability is given by −δ < 12αq2 < −3δ, where we restrict δ < 0.

To find Eckhaus stable patterned solutions, one must implement values (δ, q)

that fall outside of the instability region, but still exist according to the definition

of R2.

Since we have shown that the sign of the nonlinear coefficient Γ must be

negative in our analysis, the previous choice of the system parameters imple-

mented in Fig. 7.4 does not suffice for the stable patterned states here. We

instead impose the choice of system parameters as α = 1, b = 0.1, and c = 1,

which leads to a nonlinear term of Γ = −5.62. By allowing the bifurcation param-

eter to vary, such that a supercritical Turing bifurcation is imposed, we find so-

lutions governed by Eq. (7.32) periodic in the wavenumber
√
α = 1. For this set

of parameters, the Eckhaus instability region is then given by−δ < 12q2 < −3δ.

By imposing a fixed value of δ, we find the set of perturbed Turing wavenum-
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bers that exist and are found outside this region of instability. A simple solution

to this, and one we wish to impose for the sake of periodicity of the domain,

is to set q = 0 and allow the patterned state to be completely governed by the

Turing wavenumber
√
α = 1. As we can see, providing that δ < 0, the choice

of δ does not impact the stability of the states in our case since 0 is found in

the Eckhaus existence region 0 < −3δ and inside the region of stability 0 < −δ.
We can see specific examples of periodic states in dSH23, with imposed q = 0,

in Fig. 7.5. The two panels show choices of the initial bifurcation parameter

(a) r = −0.01 and (b) r = −0.1 respectively, and we observe both patterned

solutions propagating stably in dSH23. As the magnitude of r becomes larger,

so does the amplitude of the rolls. The domain size has been altered between

the two solutions, purely to show that the domain has no effect on the solution,

providing that it is periodic w.r.t to the wavenumber
√
α. On an arbitrary large

domain (L→ ∞) the periodic solution extends to an infinite number of rolls.

7.2.2 Conservative SH23 equation

Let us now focus on a conservative analogue of the dSH23, which we will

henceforth denote as cSH23. This model is very similar to that of Eq. (7.24),

only replacing the time derivative with a secondary derivative in time. This

model is proposed in [161], where it is used as an appropriate system to qual-

itatively model 2D surface solitons on a magnetic fluid. The equation can be

explicitly written as,

utt + uxxxx + 2k20uxx + (a+ k40)u = 3bu2 − 2cu3 (7.40)

where the nonlinear terms are restricted to b, c > 0 in [161]. Since our previ-

ous analysis on the dSH23 model incorporates this restriction we will remain

within this imposed parameter range. The reason we study this model is that

Eq. (7.40) can be reduced to the same spatial ODE as the dSH23model. This is

achieved by considering solutions to Eq. (7.40) of the form u = u(x−Ct) = u(ζ),

where C is a travelling wave speed, which reduces the cSH23 to the ODE,

uζζζζ + (2k20 + C2)uζζ + (a+ k40)u− 3bu2 + 2cu3 = 0. (7.41)

Note the similarities between Eq. (7.41) and the spatial ODE obtained for dSH23

in Eq. (7.27). If one considers the transformation of the spatial ODE ζ → x and

rewrite the coefficients as α = k20 + C2/2 and a = r + C2(k20 + C2/4), then the

two ODEs are equivalent. Therefore, the prior analysis of the ODE for the dissi-

pative case carries over to the conservative case with substitutions made. We
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expect that localised and periodic states of dSH23 can be translated to travel-

ling localised and periodic states of cSH23. Throughout the analysis the values

of k0 and C are fixed and therefore correspond to a fixed value of α in dSH23;

a choice of α corresponds to a solution space of (k0, C) where we restrict the

parameter k0 6= 0. The variation of the bifurcation parameter of r translates to

a variation of a by the same amount. The Turing value corresponds to the point

aH = C2(k20+C
2/4) in the cSH23 system parameters, and the Turing wavenum-

ber is given as
√
k20 + C2/2. The weakly nonlinear analysis then follows as in

the dSH23 model. One can substitute the coefficient terms and rewrite the de-

pendent variable back (x → ζ) into Eq. (7.32) to obtain the travelling periodic

states of cSH23 given by,

u(ζ) = 2

√
a− aH

Γ
cos

(√
k20 +

C2

2
ζ +Θ

)
, (7.42)

where higher-order terms have been omitted and Γ is now redefined as

Γ =
38b2(

k20 +
C2

2

)2 − 6c.

The travelling localised solutions of cSH23 are also given by

u(ζ) = 2

√
2(a− aH)

Γ
sech

(
1

2

√
(a− aH)(
k20 +

C2

2

)ζ) cos

(√
k20 +

C2

2
ζ +Θ

)
. (7.43)

We will first consider the localised solutions where we should find travelling

forms of the previously found states. In general, the temporal stability of these

localised solutions depends on the spectrum of cSH23, which is slightly dif-

ferent from the dSH23 model. We found that, in the systems that we have

considered, increasing the value of C decreases all eigenvalues of the spec-

trum and ’pushes’ the previously unstable odd and even eigenvalues into the

stable regime. For the purpose of our analysis, we will consider the stable

localised states of dSH23 as these are also stable in cSH23. Previously, we

enforced the system parameters of b = 0.41/3, c = 0.5, and α = 0.25 for the

localised states portrayed in Fig. 7.4. Let us fix a value of the group velocity C

to calculate the cSH23 system parameter k20 = α−C2/2, so that the dissipative

and conservative models are comparable. Firstly, we will consider the localised

state from the Θ = π branch that is shown in Fig. 7.4(a). This localised state

is translated to travelling localised solutions with group velocities C = 0.1 and

C = 0.5, shown in Fig. 7.6(a) and Fig. 7.6(b) respectively. A similar process is

imposed on the localised state from theΘ = 0 branch shown in Fig. 7.4(b). This
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7.6: Travelling localised states of the cSH23 model with system parameters α = 0.25,
b = 0.41/3, and c = 0.5. (a,b) Travelling analogues of the Θ = π localised state shown in Fig.

7.4(a), with cSH23 parameters (a) (k20, C) = (0.245, 0.1) and (b) (k20, C) = (0.125, 0.5). (c,d)

Travelling analogues of the Θ = 0 localised state shown in Fig. 7.4(b), with cSH23 parameters

(c) (k20, C) = (0.245, 0.1) and (d) (k20, C) = (0.125, 0.5).

state is translated to travelling localised solutions with group velocities C = 0.1

and C = 0.5, shown in Fig. 7.6(c) and Fig. 7.6(d) respectively. As we can

see from all of these cSH23 figures, the localised states travel with the differing

group velocities stably. The width of the solution has no adverse effect on the

evolution of the structure.

Let us now focus on the periodic travelling states that may be forged from

those found previously in the dSH23 model. In order to efficiently translate

these states to cSH23, we must again ensure Eckhaus stability of the states

in the conservative system. We must write the full amplitude equation for this

system near the Turing value. We introduce a rescaled slow time variable into

the weakly nonlinear analysis, now denoted by T = εt, and write the amplitude

equation as,

BTT = 4αBXX − δB + ΓB|B|2. (7.44)

Note that we have kept the equation in terms of the dSH23 variables here for

ease of notation, but recall that these parameters are governed by the substitu-

tion of the cSH23 system parameters. We can analyse the Eckhaus instability

of the conservative problem, just as before, by perturbing the pattern amplitude
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Figure 7.7: Travelling periodic states of the cSH23 model with system parameters α = 1,
b = 0.1, and c = 1. (a,b) Travelling analogues of the patterned state shown in Fig. 7.5(a),

with cSH23 parameters (a) (k20, C) = (0.995, 0.1) and (b) (k20, C) = (0.5, 1). (c,d) Travelling

analogues of the patterned state shown in Fig. 7.5(b), with cSH23 parameters (c) (k20, C) =
(0.995, 0.1) and (d) (k20, C) = (0.5, 1).

and phase. When one applies the process that was performed for dSH23, we

get a system of equations similar to that of Eqs. (7.35–7.36), only now with a

secondary time-derivative, i.e.

wTT = 4αwXX − 8αqQX + 2ΓR2w, (7.45)

QTT = 8αqwX + 4αQXX . (7.46)

Looking for long-wave effects, we find that the growth rate is now governed by

Eq. (7.37) with σ2 replacing σ, i.e.

(σ2 + 4αk2 − 2ΓR2)(σ2 + 4αk2) = (8αqk)2, (7.47)

which is a quadratic function in σ2. Since instability corresponds to Re(σ) >

0, we see that this is only a possibility if σ > 0, which is equivalent to be-

fore. Therefore, the previous Eckhaus analysis carries over to the conserva-

tive description and stable Eckhaus states in dSH23 are also Eckhaus stable

in cSH23.

Let us consider the patterned states that we previously obtained in dSH23,
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which propagated stably, shown in Fig. 7.5. Recall that the nonlinear parame-

ters were chosen here as b = 0.1 and c = 1, with the coefficient α = 1. By fixing

the travelling wave speed C, one fixes the cSH23 parameter k20 = 1 − C2/2.

Similarly to the localised states, wemay consider the small-amplitude patterned

state seen in Fig. 7.5(a) and impose this solution as travelling periodic solutions

in the cSH23. Figures 7.7(a–b) show examples of these travelling solutions with

group velocities (a) C = 0.1 and (b) C = 1. We can impose the same process

on the patterned state with larger amplitude rolls, shown in 7.5(b) for r = −0.1.

Figures 7.7(c–d) show examples of this periodic state as travelling solutions in

cSH23 with group velocities (c) C = 0.1 and (d) C = 1. We see from all of these

figures that, similarly to the localised states, these solutions propagate stably

in the cSH23 system, which is what one would expect given the comparative

nature of the dissipative and conservative systems. We expect a plethora of

these travelling patterned states to be available in the cSH23 system.

7.3 Discussion

In this chapter we have described and analysed the existence of more ’unique’

solutions to the CNLS system in the form of periodic and localised states. These

states occur close to the Turing bifurcation, which is only possible through the

eigenvalues of the NN uniform state. We have developed criteria for the ex-

istence of these critical Turing values and conclude with the limitation of the

analysis being in an anti-bubble format, that may only transition through imag-

inary → complex quartet → imaginary eigenvalue composition, as opposed to

the bubble format of eigenvalue transition studied in [77]. If one of the Turing

critical values does not collide the eigenvalues pair-wise on the imaginary axis,

but rather on the real axis, then the configuration is no longer an anti-bubble

and the value is now a Belyakov-Delaney bifurcation point. The number of

conditions on the system and travelling wave parameters is substantial for the

Turing value to exist, paired with theNN SHATS conditions, so these solutions

are not expected to appear in a wide number of CNLS systems.

We studied certain CNLS systems that do allow a Turing value and consid-

ered situations in which periodic and localised states are formed. The stability

of these solutions were briefly considered but we note that we are yet to find sta-

ble propagation of either type of state. The stability of the localised state relies

primarily on the spectrum of the CNLS for these solutions and we expect, with a

more in-depth exploration, stable localised states to present themselves. In re-

gards to the stability of periodic states, our weakly nonlinear analysis is limited
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to purely real envelope solutions so Eckhaus stability is not valid in this con-

text for full CNLS systems. As previously mentioned, one must form a complex

framework to allow a study into the general Eckhaus stability of these states.

As stated at the end of Sec. 7.1.2, we are not entirely concerned, for now,

with the stability of these solutions since many of them persist for reasonable

time-frames in the CNLS, which can be translated to longer time-frames in the

MTI. The stability analysis in the complex framework is vital in general, and this

is something that we aim to consider in the near future; we expect the forma-

tion of a complex-coefficient Ginzburg-Landau equation in the weakly nonlinear

analysis.

As a comparison of the expected travelling ’exotic’ states in CNLS, we con-

sidered well-known formations of localised and periodic states in the dissipative

Swift-Hohenberg equation. By imposing a conservative analogue of this sys-

tem, we briefly analysed the translation of the dissipative solutions to travelling

periodic and localised solutions in the conservative system. Analysis of sta-

bility is formed between the dissipative and travelling solutions, which may be

important in the future when considering the stability of the CNLS states. For in-

stance, we concluded that analysing the solutions and stability of the dissipative

system was enough to form stable solutions of the conservative system. When

a complex framework is implemented into the Turing analysis of the CNLS, it

may suffice to first consider the stability of the stationary solutions in the com-

parative dissipative system (5.38-5.39).
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Chapter 8

Coupled NLS solutions in

Nonlinear MTIs

In this chapter we collect our analysis on solutions to the non-integrable CNLS

system and apply them to the nonlinear mechanical topological insulator. We

first consider the MTI that we adapted in Chapter 4 to produce points of equal

group velocity, which subsequently allows the CNLS system to govern the non-

linearly interacting envelopes of edge modes. A brief analysis of this system

shows us that, in general, the type of CNLS system parameters in the adapted

MTI does not allow for SHATS states or for stably propagating soliton/front so-

lutions. The solutions still propagate for moderate time-frames in the MTI and

we compare the edge evolution to the CNLS evolution and show that the un-

derlying, interacting envelopes are truly governed by the CNLS system. We

name this nonlinear MTI, MTI1.

To ensuremore favourable CNLS system parameters we combine the adap-

tation of edge springs, presented in Chapter 4, with a new MTI design similar

to that of [96]. The design of this MTI involves gluing together two MTIs with

current flowing in the same direction through opposite flux of each sub-lattice

and, thus, allows edge states at the interface of the two. This nonlinear MTI

is named MTI2 for descriptive purposes. By adapting the simple spring con-

nections between the two lattices, we can impose CNLS system parameter

regimes of our liking and, in particular, allow either a focusing or defocusing

non-integrable regime. In both regimes we impose a CNLS system far enough

away from the symmetrically-coupled case, where the two edge modes are

similar, so that the interacting dynamics are not mistaken for NLS dynamics. In

the focusing regime, we consider solutions available to us as previously anal-

ysed in Chapters 5-7. Since we know that BB solitons allow an energy transfer

between the two nonlinear structures, we explicitly show this type of energy

transfer along the MTI edge interface. We also show the available solutions
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in the defocusing CNLS regime, including the travelling front solution that we

found in an abundance of defocusing CNLS systems.

Finally, as we did with the scalar bright solitons, we analyse and explore

the topological protection of the BB soliton solutions. In particular, we look at

the effect of non-trivial domains by carving symmetric and asymmetric shapes

into the edge interface and performing a numerical scattering analysis on the

envelopes of the vector solitons.

8.1 MTI1 solutions

We showed previously, in Chapter 4, that one may adapt the connections of

the edge springs in MTI1 to alter the dispersion relation accordingly and find

subsequent points of EGV. Since we now have a catalogue of solutions that

can occur in the non-integrable CNLS equation, we can look for these solutions

as governing envelopes of edge modes in the nonlinear MTI. Consistent with

the types of CNLS systems we have considered in the previous analysis, we

will look for CNLS equations where the system parameters d1,2 and g1−4 are

quantities of a similar order. Evolution is considered with an appropriate domain

size and we will fix the small MTI parameter as ε = 0.1, unless otherwise stated.

The first MTI system we propose is the lattice with adaptation parameter

Ω = 2.168 where an EGV point is found with carrier wavenumber k0 = 10π/11.

This particular case yields two nonlinearly interacting edge modes from each

of the two band gaps. The coupled system governing the envelopes provides

a specific choice of CNLS parameters, given by

d1 = −0.088, g1 = 0.038, g2 = 0.035,

d2 = 0.117, g3 = 0.041, g4 = 0.027,

where the governing envelopes move with group velocity α′
0 = β′

0 = −0.56.

This EGV point is precisely the one found via a numerical search, where we

previously showed bright and dark soliton propagation of the decoupled modes

in Fig. 4.3. Unfortunately, this type of non-integrable CNLS system with d1 < 0,

d2 > 0, g1−4 > 0, and g2g4 − g1g3 < 0 limits our available solutions quite sig-

nificantly. From our analysis of the CNLS we find that these particular system

parameters only permit the ZZ and NZ uniform states to be SHATS. Further

to this, the physicality of BB amplitudes can never be satisfied for our analytical

solutions. The only viable option presented for this system is, therefore, that

of the DB soliton solution. We may obtain the profile numerically by continuing

from the weakly nonlinear approximations presented in Sec. 6.1.3, with trav-
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Figure 8.1: DB solutions of the nonlinear MTI1 lattice, with Nr × Ns = 20 × 330 sites. (a) 2D

snapshot of the domain initially, where the red arrow indicates direction of propagation and the

white-dashed lines indicate domain boundaries. (b,c) Profiles on the r = 0 (black-solid) and

r = 1 (red-dashed) sites (b) initially, and (c) at t = 2950.

elling wave parameter choices that allow for the solution to be accommodated

on the lattice edge.

To consider propagating CNLS solutions as vector edge solitons, we imple-

ment the envelope into the bimodal ansatz (4.1). One solves the MTI system

with the new initial condition explicitly written as

Xr,S(t = 0) = ε
{(
A(S)X(1)

r +B(S)X(2)
r

)
eisk0 + c.c

}
, (8.1)

where the envelopes A,B are governed by the corresponding CNLS system,

and X
(1)
r ,X

(2)
r are the EGV edge modes. An example DB initial condition is

shown in Fig. 8.1, where we have considered the DB soliton solution governed

by travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (0,−0.801,−0.652). Note that, to
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preserve periodicity on the domain and the MTI group velocity of the solution,

we have imposed a soliton with zero velocity in the CNLS, but solutions are

not limited to this decision and one can impose different CNLS travelling solu-

tions on appropriate domain sizes. We see from the top-down view of the 2D

lattice, shown in Fig. 8.1(a), that the structure of the DB profile is not clearly

seen within the initial condition, taking the form of a decay from the left r = 0

edge into the bulk. The red arrow indicates the direction of propagation of the

envelope. The unclear DB profile occurs due to differences of the eigenmodes

where, in this particular instance, the α eigenmode dominates the r = 1 sites,

with the β eigenmode dominating the r = 0 sites. This property is the main rea-

son why a bright-soliton envelope can be approximately seen, in Fig. 8.1(b–c),

in the initialisation of the r = 0 sites, and a dark-soliton on the r = 1 sites.

The two figures respectively show the profiles initially and after many cycles of

the envelope propagating periodically up the left edge (t = 2950). We see that

there is not much change to the profile in this evolution on a s-periodic domain.

There is an obvious nonlinear interaction between the two eigenmodes since

the envelopes of the two modes seemingly do not change in time, as expected

from the CNLS governance. Other CNLS systems, like those obtained from

the crossing point of the edge modes in Sec. 4.3.1, do not exhibit any SHATS

states that reproduce any of our known solutions. In general, the CNLS system

takes a parameter regime of d1 < 0, d2 > 0, g1−4 > 0, and g2g4−g1g3 > 0. From

our analysis we know that ZZ, ZN and NN states can be SHATS and, further

to this, the nonlinear parameters tell us that the analytical BB and DD solutions

can not be formed. The weakly nonlinear analysis also does not permit DB

solitons for these particular parameter sets and BD solitons are not structurally

stable since NZ can not be SHATS. The rare occasion when g2g4 − g1g3 < 0

is satisfied, from the crossing mode analysis, requires a significantly larger do-

main size to accommodate the nonlinear edge modes in the MTI; our numerical

software, MATLAB R2020b, can not store arrays of this size so one must use

different software to consider these solutions. Since we want to show these

solutions on an arbitrary domain size, rather than specifically large lattices, we

will look to form a nonlinear MTI system that exhibits a greater freedom with

the choice of CNLS system parameters, so that we may showcase the differ-

ent kinds of CNLS solutions.
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8.2 Designing MTI2

One unique property of TIs is the ability to formulate more complicated lat-

tices that exhibit bulk-edge correspondence at different edge interfaces. For

instance, just as in the photonic case [96], one may build a MTI by combining

two MTIs with opposite topological sectors (interchanging the flux/spin) such

that there is a current flowing in the same direction along the interface. The

MTI with reversed flux was also described in [177] to validate topological pro-

tection, in the context of beam splitters, and can be achieved by reversing the

diagonal blocks of the matrix H, which we formed for the original description of

the lattice as Eq. (1.25). This new matrix takes the form of

H2 =

(
H− 0

0 H+

)
, (8.2)

where we recall that H± are 3 × 3 matrices that represent the opposing spins.

Following the same process as in [177], one can deduce that the dynamical

matrix will be given by the explicit formulation

D = U †H2U =

[
ReH+ ImH−

ImH+ ReH+

]
, (8.3)

where the matrix U is given previously by Eq. (1.28). We can see from the

formulation of Eq. (8.3) that coupling strength between x − x and y − y sites

are unchanged since the diagonal blocks are unchanged from previous. The

off-diagonal blocks are reversed in this matrix, however, which equates to re-

versing the signs of all transverse connections between the x and y pendula in

the lattice. For notation purposes, we will refer to the two dynamical matrices

asD1 andD2 for the originally imposed MTI lattice and the new MTI lattice, with

opposing flux, respectively.

If the two lattices are completely decoupled then the two separate systems

are solved as before, with no further dynamics present to us. The dispersion

relation of the full system then yields two copies of the previous dispersion re-

lation, shown in Fig. 1.4, on top of each other. When one adds simple springs,

connecting one edge of a lattice to the edge of the other lattice, we build an

interface between the two MTIs that will produce new dynamics. Adding these

springs yields two non-equivalent edgemodes decaying from the interface sites

into the bulk of each lattice. The two edge-interface modes will be even and odd

with subtle differences between the intensity of the sites. For a complete anal-

ysis of how the eigenvalues/eigenmodes are altered when one adds springs
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Figure 8.2: Schematic view of the edge-interface of MTI2. Bottom row represents x
(0)
r,s , y
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sites, the second row x
(1)
r,s , y

(1)
r,s , and the third row x

(2)
r,s , y

(2)
r,s . Brown and magenta cross cou-

plings are reversed in D1 and D2, and unchanged connections within the lattice are greyed

out for visual purposes. Black connections represent simple spring connections created on the

interface between the two separate MTI lattices. The number of horizontal sites Nr is taken to

be even and the interface is presented at the half-way point between Nr/2 and Nr/2 + 1.

to the interface, matrix perturbation theory is required [20]. For the purpose of

our work, it suffices to find specific connections that fit our requirements, which

have been obtained by numerical exploration of the dispersion relation.

The interface of the two lattices, governed by D1 and D2, is depicted in

Fig. 8.2. Note that connections of the lattices that are unaltered from MTI1

are greyed out as they are not of interest in this discussion. The connections

between x and y sites of D1 and D2 are notably different if one follows a brown

or magenta path transversely in each lattice. Recall, from Fig. 1.2, that the

original MTI connections are implemented such that there are 3 levels of con-

nections, corresponding to x − x and y − y connections in s, x − x and y − y

connections in r, and x−y and y−x cross-connections in r. In general, we use
simple springs to impose connections between the x− x and y − y sites at the

interface with no cross-couplings imposed. These new interface springs are

added to a new 4th level of connections on the pendula and are comparable to

that of the strength of connections in the lattice bulk. One can imagine a level

of black site connections added to the experimental diagram of Fig. 1.2(A).

This quantitatively means that the values ε
(j)
s for j = 0, 1, 2, which correspond

to connections between the x(j) − x(j) and y(j) − y(j) sites on the interface, are

proportional to f , i.e. ε
(j)
s ∝ f . Generally, as seen from Fig. 8.2, the values

of ε
(j)
s are considered positive in the depicted case, but one can also impose

negative values by swapping between one and two lever arms. Recall that

one lever arm governs a negative coupling strength and two lever arms a pos-
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itive coupling strength. There is greater freedom of setting up the mechanical

lattice, such as altering x and y connections separately, but the current setup

suffices for our analysis. As mentioned in the caption of Fig. 1.3, solid walls

replace the outside sites of the decoupled lattices in order to implement edge

sites with equivalent self-interaction term As = 3 +
√
3. To avoid altering the

self-interaction term As of an interface pendulum, due to the new springs being

added, we propose that as one increases the connection strength of the new

simple springs we also decrease the strength of the connections from these in-

terface sites to the solid walls. This process of adapting the edge-wall strength

was seen explicitly in Fig. 4.1. The number of springs, and the subsequent

coupling strength, connecting interface sites to solid walls tells us that one has

the freedom of initialising ε
(0)
s ∈ [0,

√
3f ] and ε

(1)
s , ε

(2)
s ∈ [0, (1 +

√
3)f/2], with-

out the need of altering the number of lever arms. Beyond these values, one

must also adapt As accordingly or keep As equivalent by adapting other site

connections. To keep the building blocks of the mechanical lattice as simple as

possible we will consider values of ε
(j)
s within the appropriate ranges. This new

nonlinear MTI is henceforth denoted as MTI2 to classify the lattice differently

from the original MTI1 system. Consistent with our NLS analysis and [177], we

keep the implementation of all other sites the same, with restoring forces as

ω0 = 3π/2 and f = 4.16π2.

8.3 Focusing coupled NLS parameters

Recall that we proposed a definition of focusing/defocusing non-integrable CNLS

systems in Sec. 5.1.4. To ensure focusing parameters, one needs to ensure

that we search for CNLS system parameters which allow the ZZ uniform state

to be SHATS, whilst ZN/NZ are not SHATS. We, therefore, propose a MTI

system that gives d1g1 > 0 and d2g3 > 0, which stems directly from the second

derivative of the edge mode dispersion curves α′′
0 and β′′

0 . Since the nonlin-

ear terms g1−4 are strictly positive for the positive frequency choices α, β > 0,

one must ensure an EGV point where the secondary derivatives are positive,

α′′
0, β

′′
0 > 0. We also seek connection strengths, at the interface, which exhibit

edge modes that are different enough so that the dynamics of evolution are far

away from NLS-described dynamics. Providing that α0 6= β0, to an appropriate

order, one can clearly propose a BB solution that has no equivalent evolution of

the single mode bright soliton, as described by the NLS.We find that this is gen-

erally the case providing that the connection variables ε
(j)
s are sufficiently large.

Numerically, it is found that imposing the interface connections with strength
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Figure 8.3: Example x
(0)
r component of MTI2 eigenmodes with Nr = 26. Edge modes are

shown decaying from the interface; (a) even mode and (b) odd mode. (c) A bulk mode is

shown for comparison. Real and imaginary parts are depicted as blue-solid (red-dotted) lines

and the interface of the two dynamical matrices D1,2 is shown as a black-dashed line.

ε
(0)
s = Ω0f , ε

(1)
s = ε

(2)
s = Ω0f/2, and Ω0 = 0.994 gives an EGV point between

the odd and even edge-interface modes at the carrier wavenumber k0 = 2.011.

This particular choice of Ω0 closely resembles the connection strength of the

other sites, i.e. Ω0 = 1, but, since the two separate lattices have opposing x−y
connections, the full MTI2 lattice is very different from that of MTI1. These MTI2

parameters give rise to a focusing CNLS system with the system parameters,

d1 = 0.105, g1 = 0.022, g2 = 0.036,

d2 = 0.105, g3 = 0.019, g4 = 0.036,

where the governing envelopes move with group velocity α′
0 = β′

0 = 0.697. Note

that the governing CNLS equation is comparable to that of a symmetrically

coupled CNLS and, in particular, similar to the FM2 equation with non-unity

dispersion coefficients. This is primarily caused by the similarity of α0 = 11.797

and β0 = 11.805.

An example component, chosen here as x
(0)
r , of the EGV edgemodes found

in the lower band gap is shown in Fig. 8.3(a–b) with even and odd parity re-

spectively. The interface between the two sub-lattices is depicted by the black-

dashed line, where we see the parity of the two edge modes explicitly, and the

number of horizontal sites is chosen as Nr = 26. For comparison, Fig. 8.3(c)

depicts a bulk mode of MTI2, at the EGV wavenumber, found in the bulk band

between the lower and upper gaps of the dispersion relation.
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Figure 8.4: BB soliton propagation on a rectangular MTI2 lattice, withNr×Ns = 26×330 sites.
(a,b) Space-time evolution of the edge-interface sites located at r = 12 and r = 13 respectively.
(c) 2D snapshot showing the initialisation of BB on the lattice. White-dashed lines are the site

boundaries, white-dotted line is the interface, and the red arrow indicates envelope propagation

direction. (d) Maximum amplitude vs time for the r = 12 (blue-solid) and r = 13 (red-dashed)

sites.

8.3.1 Vector edge solitons

We will now consider the type of solutions that one can expect, from our previ-

ous non-integrable CNLS analysis, in the focusing regime found in the imple-

mented MTI2 lattice. Since the parameters are focusing, by our definition, we

note that ZN and NZ are not a viable option for SHATS states, so one can not

expect stably propagating DB or BD vector solitons. By the same argument,

one can not obtain travelling front solutions. BB soliton solutions, described by

Eqs. (6.32-6.36), are viable since ZZ can be SHATS and the amplitudes can

be physically implemented, providing that the width condition (6.35) is satis-
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fied. Note that the quantity relating the nonlinear coefficients takes the sign of

g2g4−g1g3 > 0, which is important for allowing physical amplitudes. Though the

NN state can be SHATS, we note that the amplitudes |A1,2|2 of the DD soliton

solution take the opposite signs to that of the BB solution, so if BB solitons exist

then DD solitons can not. This particular set of system parameters also does

not permit the localised/periodic solutions that we obtained from the weakly

nonlinear analysis of the Turing bifurcation. One can not obtain a critical value

ω∆± that falls within the appropriate table of existence, Table 7.1.

To consider propagating BB solutions as vector edge solitons, we implement

the BB envelope into the bimodal initial condition (8.1), such that the physical

width of the envelope is accommodated by the number of vertical sites Ns.

We consider the BB soliton that is governed by the travelling wave parameters

(Cg, ωA) = (0,−0.15), which leads to the frequency ωB = −0.151, and where

we have imposed no initial phase multiplication (ΘA,ΘB) = (0, 0). The choice

of these parameters leads us to a soliton width of W = 1.196 and soliton am-

plitudes A1 = 2.399 and A2 = 2.197. Note that we considered a solution that is

stationary in the CNLS system, but the MTI solution will travel with the enve-

lope group velocity α′
0. If one instead considers a non-zero Cg, then the overall

solution velocity, with respect to the cell variable S, is approximated from the

ansatz as α′
0 + εCg. The evolution of the BB soliton is shown in Fig. 8.4 on a

rectangular domain of Nr ×Ns = 26× 330 sites, periodic in s. Figures 8.4(a–b)

show the space-time evolution of the column of sites r = 12 and r = 13 re-

spectively. These two columns of sites are precisely those edge sites at the

interface, as shown in Fig. 8.4(c) where we have taken a snapshot of the 2D

lattice initially. The white-dotted line shows the location of the interface and the

red arrow indicates the direction of envelope propagation. The space-time plots

show little energy loss from the BB envelope solution, with only a small amount

of radiation lost to the tails of the profile. One key property of the evolution is

that of the ’beating’ propagation of the profile on either side of the interface.

Figure 8.4(d) depicts this beating in time, as we see the maximum of the pro-

files, on each side of the interface, complementing each other. This beating is

inherent to our design of the MTI due to the EGV edge modes being of odd and

even parity. From the ansatz (4.1), it is obvious that a superposition of the two

modes, when the two modes are similar with an odd/even structure, will cause

a superposition of different harmonics in time respectively involving the carrier

frequencies α0 and β0. The period of the beating can then be approximated by

2π/(α0 − β0) ≈ 778.9, which matches up well with the beating portrayed in Fig.

8.4(d). The section of the profile that exhibits this periodic nature is observed

when the product of the two envelopes are non-zero, i.e. (A ·B)(S) 6= 0.
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8.3.2 Energy transfer of BB edge solitons

One key aspect of the CNLS equation is that the collision of VS may exhibit an

energy and polarisation transfer amongst the two colliding solitons and compo-

nents, as discussed in Sec. 6.3.1. Since the NLS does not exhibit an energy

transfer, the observation of this transfer in BB solutions of the MTI lattice will

further validate the CNLS equation governing the bimodal envelope dynamics.

The problemwith formulating this transfer is that the profile evolving on the sites

is a superposition of both components, which makes it difficult to see directly

the amplitude of each component soliton. We can, however, develop a process

to extract this information from the component profiles by introducing two new

excitation variables zA and zB. This process is apparent to us from the beat-

ing of the evolution, caused by the EGV edge modes being the odd and even

modes of the lattice. Let us consider a generic site location, s, on the interface

edge of each sub-lattice by the pendula xR and yR, with R = Nr/2, Nr/2 + 1.

Let us also assume that the α mode is the even eigenmode, with the β mode

odd. We know, for any moment in time, that the the solution is well-described

by the ansatz (4.1), which we may write for the generic edge pendula as,

xNr
2
= 2Re(A1X

(1)
Nr
2

) + 2Re(B1X
(2)
Nr
2

), (8.4)

yNr
2
= 2Re(A1Y

(1)
Nr
2

−1
) + 2Re(B1Y

(2)
Nr
2

), (8.5)

xNr
2

+1 = 2Re(A1X
(1)
Nr
2

+1
) + 2Re(B1X

(2)
Nr
2

+1
), (8.6)

yNr
2

+1 = 2Re(A1Y
(1)
Nr
2

+1
) + 2Re(B1Y

(2)
Nr
2

+1
), (8.7)

where X(j), Y (j) for j = 1, 2, are the values of the intra-cell variation, for the x

and y pendula, of the α and β edgemode respectively. The values ofA1 andB1,

of a particular cell S1 (S̃1) and at time t1 (τ1), correspond to the intensity contribu-

tion from the remaining inter-cell terms of the ansatz (4.1) for each eigenmode,

namely A1 = A(S̃1, τ1)exp(ik0S1 − iα0t1) and B1 = B(S̃1, τ1)exp(ik0S1 − iβ0t1).

By definition of the even and odd eigenmodes, we may assume that

X
(1)
Nr
2

= X
(1)
Nr
2

+1
, Y

(1)
Nr
2

= Y
(1)
Nr
2

+1
, X

(2)
Nr
2

= −X(2)
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2

+1
, Y

(2)
Nr
2

= −Y (2)
Nr
2

+1
.

If we introduce the following notation,

xA = Re(A1X
(1)
Nr
2

), yA = Re(A1Y
(1)
Nr
2

),

xB = Re(B1X
(2)
Nr
2

), yB = Re(B1Y
(2)
Nr
2

),
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then one can solve the system of equations (8.4-8.7) to yield the explicit defi-

nition of the new pendula variables as

xA =
xNr

2
+ xNr

2
+1

4
, yA =

yNr
2
+ yNr

2
+1

4
(8.8)

xB =
xNr

2
− xNr

2
+1

4
, yB =

yNr
2
− yNr

2
+1

4
. (8.9)

We may produce the excitation variables zA =
√
x2A + y2A and zB =

√
x2B + y2B,

which will, approximately, show how each CNLS component will evolve over

time on the edge of the lattice.

Let us now consider the collision of two BB solitons initialised on the same

edge interface. To accommodate the two VS we must increase the edge size.

The only way to efficiently increase the edge size, in MATLAB R2020b, is to de-

crease the value of Nr simultaneously. This process provides a much smaller

area for the decay of the edge-interface modes into the bulk, but the carrier

frequencies are not yet degenerate and there is still a well-defined decay. The

domain size is chosen as Nr × Ns = 16 × 675 sites, where an EGV point is

found with connection parameter Ω0 = 1, at the carrier wavenumber k0 = 2.123.

Recall that the collision of analytically-described BB solitons are governed by

the parameter space (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) of each VS. We impose two BB soli-

tons with equivalent amplitudes and opposing CNLS velocities, governed by

(Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) = (0.4,−0.6, 0, 0) and (Cg, ωA,ΘA,ΘB) = (−0.4,−0.6, 0, 0) re-

spectively. The parameter choices subsequently give ωB = −0.608 and define

the width as W = 1.397. Amplitudes are given as A1 = 2.736 and A2 = 2.487.

Note that we have initialised two identical VS to showcase the possibility of

negligible energy transfer, but one is free to implement and collide any CNLS-

governed BB solutions with different widths/ampltiudes. The choice ofΘA,B = 0

previously showed no energy transfer, in Sec. 6.3.1, so we expect the same

dynamics to be carried into the MTI evolution. Indeed, this is apparent from

Fig. 8.11(a–b), shown at the end of this Chapter for clarity. The two figures

show the evolution of the VS in the MTI and the CNLS respectively, where we

have shown the MTI evolution w.r.t the excitation variables zA,B. Both solutions

are depicted on comparable domain sizes and over a comparable time frame.

Recall that the MTI envelope propagates spatially for domain size εNs/3 = 22.5

and on the slow time scale, governed by ε2t = 0.01t. The MTI evolution is

plotted in the reference frame comoving with 3α′
0. Note that there is no en-

ergy transfer between the two colliding structures and the collision point occurs

exactly where is predicted by the CNLS evolution. There is excess radiation

propagating in the MTI, which is expected since we omitted higher-order terms
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of the solution and one only expects the profiles to propagate well on the time

scale O(ε−2). The significant difference in the amplitudes of the profiles is ex-

pected due to how zA,B is calculated and the product with other terms in the

bimodal ansatz.

We showed previously that one expects, in general, the most prominent

energy transfer between the two BB when we initialise one of the VS with a

Θ = π/2 phase multiplication. To showcase this, we implement the left BB with

the free phase parameters (ΘA,ΘB) = (π/2, 0), and make no change to the

phase of the right BB. Figure 8.11(c–d) showcase the energy transfer of the two

VS qualitatively. It is clear from the comparison of the MTI and CNLS evolution,

(c) and (d) respectively, that the underlying collision dynamics are governed

by the CNLS system. As expected, the approximate loss/gain of energy after

collision is well-described by the CNLS evolution, only with excess radiation and

a difference in amplitude. Due to the reconstructive nature of zA,B and excess

radiation of the MTI evolution it is difficult to quantify the loss/gain of energy of

each component but, for the purpose of our analysis, the qualitative description

suffices. The existence of such an energy transfer further validates our claim

of the CNLS system governing the nonlinearly interacting edge modes of the

MTI lattice.

8.3.3 The CNLS amplitude

Just as was done for the unimodal case, one can further validate the CNLS

solutions by forcing different amplitudes for the solitons. A particular choice of

travelling wave parameters forces a specific set of the component amplitudes

A1,2. By imposing a different amplitude, one can initialise a BB solution that no

longer satisfies the underlying CNLS system. One would expect a significantly

worse propagation of the imposed structure on the lattice interface.

As a case study, let us propose the BB soliton solution that we showed

previously in Fig. 8.4. The most efficient way to visualise the effect of altering

the amplitudes is to use the, previously described, excitation variables zA and

zB. The description of the evolution in these variables will show the effect on

the bright soliton of each component separately. Figure 8.5(a) shows these

excitation variables initially (blue-solid profile) and after a long time frame (red-

dashed profile), where we see little difference in the two component profiles.

Since we expect similar effects by altering either A1 or A2, it suffices for us to

choose one of these to differ from the analytically predicted value, say A1. The

effect on the BB propagation of halving and doubling this amplitude can be seen

in Fig 8.5(b) and Fig. 8.5(c) respectively. When one considers an amplitude
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Figure 8.5: Propagation of BB solitons with adapted amplitudes on the MTI2 lattice with Nr ×
Ns = 26 × 330 sites. (a) zA,B excitation variables of the evolution in Fig. 8.4. (b,c,d) The

amplitudes are adapted from Fig. 8.4 by numerically forcing the amplitudes to take the values

(b) (A1/2, A2), (c) (2A1, A2), and (d) (A1/2, 2A2).

smaller than that of the analytically predicted, there is a distinct increase in

dispersion of the profile, whereas a greater amplitude causes an overfocusing

effect on the profile. These two phenomenon are caused by the imbalance

of dispersion and nonlinear terms, hence leading to an added effect from the

respective terms.

One may additionally question the consequence of altering both A1 and A2

simultaneously. Figure 8.5(d) shows the BB soliton after numerically halvingA1

and doubling A2 amplitudes. This process attempts to re-balance terms again

but, since there is only one value in the amplitude space (A1, A2) that satisfies

the analytical width, there is still an overfocusing effect caused by a simulated

larger nonlinearity. The Euclidean distance of the adapted amplitudes, from the
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original amplitudes, is large in comparison to the original amplitudes, so we ex-

pect the evolution to be significantly worse. When one adapts both amplitudes,

there is likely to be a threshold within the (A1, A2) space that distinguishes be-

tween the overfocusing and dispersive effects. This is not important here as

the above analysis is presented only to show that the soliton amplitudes must

be governed by the CNLS system for the best BB propagation. We also note

that reversing the process, i.e. doubling A1 and halving A2, causes a similar

overfocusing effect which is expected.

8.4 Defocusing coupled NLS parameters

To ensure defocusing CNLS parameters, by our definition, we require d1g1 < 0

or d2g3 < 0 such that NZ or ZN states can be SHATS respectively. For the

purpose of the MTI analysis, we will search for a regime in which both criteria

are satisfied, so that one may also consider front solutions. Numerically it is

found that imposing the interface connections with strength ε
(0)
s = ε

(1)
s = ε

(2)
s =

Ω0f/2, where we define Ω0 = 0.698, yields an EGV point between the odd

and even edge modes at the carrier wavenumber k0 = π/10 in the upper band

gap. This EGV point gives rise to a defocusing CNLS system with system

parameters,

d1 = −0.067, g1 = 0.019, g2 = 0.036,

d2 = −0.071, g3 = 0.018, g4 = 0.035,

where the governing envelopes move with group velocity α′
0 = β′

0 = 0.617. The

carrier frequencies of the two modes are α0 = 16.537 and β0 = 16.766.

8.4.1 Front solutions

The particular structure of the CNLS system parameters allows one to search

for front solutions of the system. Both ZN and NZ are permitted to be SHATS,

depending on the travelling wave parameters, and the front solutions obtained

via the analysis carried out in Sec. 5.2 are viable envelope solutions. The

solution is found numerically using the dissipative equation (5.38–5.39), as be-

fore, on an appropriate domain size that is then inserted into the bimodal initial

condition (8.1). We find a stably propagating front in the CNLS with travelling

wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (0,−0.297,−0.293), which leads to a hetero-

clinic connection of the two uniform states (φ0, ψ0) = (0, 4) and (φ0, ψ0) = (4, 0).

Note that we have implemented a stationary front in the CNLS system, to en-
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Figure 8.6: Front propagation on a rectangular MTI2 lattice, with Nr × Ns = 26 × 300 sites.

(a,b) Space-time evolution of the edge-interface sites located at r = 12 and r = 13 respectively.
(c,d) Profiles of the extracted zA and zB variables (c) initially and (d) after a long time frame

(t = 2594).

force kA = kB = 0, which keeps the solution viable on the domain periodic in

the carrier wavenumber k0. Since the system parameters are close to the sym-

metrically coupled regime, one expects the two uniform states to take similar

magnitudes for any choice of physically-viable travelling wave parameters.

The front solution is evolved as an initial condition on the MTI2 lattice, with

the results shown in Fig. 8.6. The space-time evolution on the columns of sites

r = 12 and r = 13 are depicted in Fig. 8.6(a) and Fig. 8.4(b) respectively.

Note that the original front profile is difficult to see, due to the superposition

of edge modes, and the complementary beating is apparent where the enve-

lope product (A · B)(S) 6= 0. This beating now coincides with the time period

of 2π/(α0 − β0) ≈ 27.4, which is significantly smaller than the focusing regime
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due to α0 and β0 being a greater distance apart. The evolution can be trans-

lated back to the original front profile if we recall the definition of the excitation

variables zA and zB from Sec. 8.3.2. By plotting these variables, one recov-

ers the front structure initially, depicted in Fig. 8.6(c), and after a long time

frame, depicted in Fig. 8.6(d). The profile remains almost identical after a long

propagation time with little energy loss to either zA or zB.

8.4.2 Vector edge solitons

Similarly to the focusing regime, we may consider vector soliton solutions of

the defocusing CNLS system, that propagate stably, as vector edge solitons of

the MTI. Since the front solution has already been uncovered in this system,

we have the opportunity for numerical continuation as provided in Sec. 6.2.

The fact that the front solutions already exhibit ZN and NZ SHATS states tells

us that there is a strong possibility that nearby states with ωA shifted may be

SHATS also. One can then use this information to find numerical profiles of

stable BD and DB solutions, depending on the direction of numerical continu-

ation.

Let us consider a particular example of a BD profile propagating on the MTI2

interface. By considering the previous stationary front solution from Fig. 8.6,

we numerically continue along the solution branch to the profile governed by the

travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (0,−0.332,−0.293). The CNLS pro-

file velocity, and therefore plane-wave frequencies kA,B, are considered zero

as before. This particular parameter choice exhibits an overlap of the com-

ponent profiles, with the peak of the bright component extending beyond the

trough of the dark component. Figures 8.7(a–b) depict the evolution of the BD

solution on the sites to the left (r = 12) and right (r = 13) of the interface re-

spectively. Since the two modes are respectively odd and even, one can think

of the initial profile on the two sets of sites as the combination of the CNLS

profiles |A(S) + B(S)| and |A(S) − B(S)|, which is the explicit reason behind

the small rise in energy between the two dips of energy. If the peak of the bright

soliton does not surpass the trough of the dark soliton then this rise of energy

does not exist. As the solution evolves on the lattice, the profile swaps between

the two different combinations in a periodic beating, just as with the previous

solutions. The original structure of the bright and dark components has been

lost due to the superposition of states so, just as we did with the front solution,

we will translate to the variables zA and zB to visualise the soliton components.

Figures 8.7(c–d) show the profiles of zA and zB initially and after a long time

frame (t = 2919), where we see negligible differences in the overall profile of
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Figure 8.7: BD soliton propagation on a rectangular MTI2 lattice, withNr×Ns = 26×300 sites.
(a,b) Space-time evolution of the edge-interface sites located at r = 12 and r = 13 respectively.
(c,d) Profiles of the extracted zA and zB variables (c) initially and (d) after a long time frame

(t = 2919).

each component. There is minimal energy lost to the bulk sites of the lattice

and there is little energy redistribution across the edge sites.

We briefly note that the existence of DB solitons is also permitted via the

same process. These solutions are not shown explicitly since they produce no

difference in dynamics to the BD solutions, only with a reversal of the compo-

nent solitons. Complex BD and DB profiles, obtained by numerically breaking

the original assumption Cg = kA = kB, are also viable solutions providing that

the profile can be made periodic on the column of sites. We do not explicitly

show these solutions here since the number of vertical sites Ns would need

to be increased to accommodate both the profile and its conjugate profile, an

array size outside the capability of the software MATLAB R2020b.
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The specific structure of the nonlinear parameters g2g4 − g1g3 > 0, with

d1, d2 < 0, tells us that SHATS NN states are not possible since d1d2(g2g4 −
g1g3) > 0 is an explicit criterion for spatial hyperbolicity of the state. If either

(both) of the d1,2 signs are flipped then the physical viability of one (both) of

|A1,2|2 is no longer satisfied, so one can not have DD soliton solutions in these

cases. DD solitons as RHOs from NN are only available if one has d1, d2 < 0

and g2g4−g1g3 < 0, as discussed in Sec. 5.1.2. The problem with this is that the

MTI2 system is unlikely to produce a CNLS system in which the XPM terms are

smaller than the SPM terms. This is due to the structure of the eigenvectors.

In particular, for comparable connection strengths ε
(j)
s , the eigenvectors are

similar, i.e. ‖X(1)‖44 ≈ ‖X(1)X(2)‖22, so the XPM terms are approximately twice

the magnitude of the SPM terms, written as g2 ≈ 2g1 and g4 ≈ 2g3.

It is possible that we may formulate DD solutions with non-SHATS NN ,

though we do not expect a stable CNLS evolution in general. It suffices for us

to say that a DD solution that propagates stably for a reasonable time frame (t >

100) in the CNLS, will propagate well in the MTI for a long time frame. Instability

presented by the CNLS system will, therefore, be observed well beyond the

expected time frame of the MTI evolution, where the edge solitons are derived

on the O(ε−2) time scale. An example DD solution, propagating on the MTI2

interface, is shown in Fig 8.8. This profile is governed by the travelling wave

parameter choice of (Cg, ωA, kA, kB) = (0,−0.23, 0, 0), which leads to the plane-

wave frequency ωB = −0.246. The DD solution then exhibits a soliton width of

W = 1.313 embedded on the background fieldsA1 = 2.231 andA2 = 1.962. The

evolution of the profile is seen on the sites to the left (r = 12) and right (r = 13)

of the interface in Fig. 8.8(a) and Fig. 8.8(b) respectively. Two DD solitons

have been initialised for spatial periodicity reasons. Note that complementary

beating of the profile is observed for the sections of the profile away from the

dark soliton minimum. The zero-valued diagonal lines are precisely the dark

soliton solutions, with the zero-valued lines parallel to s-axis being the minimum

value of the beating periodicity located every 27.4 seconds. The profile of the

DD solution is apparent from the evolution of the initial condition in MTI2, so

we don’t require the translation to the variables zA and zB here. The profiles

of the sites to the left (r = 12) and right (r = 13) of the interface are shown

initially and after a long time frame (t = 2919) in Fig. 8.8(c) and Fig. 8.8(d)

respectively. Note that there is very little change to either profile over the time

evolution, other than the periodic beating, and the width of the profiles remain

almost constant throughout.

All of the solutions presented in the defocusing CNLS regime propagate well

in the nonlinear MTI. The beating of solutions observed in both the focusing
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Figure 8.8: DD soliton propagation on a rectangular MTI2 lattice, withNr×Ns = 26×300 sites.
(a,b) Space-time evolution of the edge-interface sites located at r = 12 and r = 13 respectively.
(c,d) Profiles of the r = 12 and r = 13 sites (c) initially and (d) after a long time frame (t = 2432).

and defocusing regimes is a property of the CNLS envelopes only, as opposed

to NLS unimodal behaviour, so these topologically protected edge solutions

are truly governed by the bimodal analysis. Note that localised/periodic solu-

tions were also not permitted in this defocusing regime. Particular choices of

travelling wave parameters made either the NN state non-physical or the Tur-

ing critical value became a Belyakov-Delaney value instead. The significant

number of criteria and the particular nature of system parameters mean that a

physically-viable Turing value is unlikely to be found in the focusing/defocusing-

type parameters we have proposed. Numerically, all CNLS systems that we

have found to exhibit the Turing bifurcation require different signs of nonlinear

parameters g1−4, which is not possible given the current definition of the MTI

parameters.
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8.5 Topological Protection

Though we have shown explicitly the formation of nonlinear edge solutions,

and the subsequent energy transfer that can be obtained through collisions, we

are yet to fully explore the resistance to backscattering that one expects from

topologically protected vector edge solitons (TPVES). The most efficient way to

show the topological protection of the TPVES is to analyse how these nonlinear

structures propagate through boundary defects. We may carve defects into

the interface between the two sub-lattices, which will now act as differently-

shaped holes in the s-periodic domain. As a case study, the propagation of

the BB soliton solution considered in Fig. 8.4 is proposed to travel through

a rectangular defect. This rectangular defect is taken by removing a straight,

free tetronimo [2] of sites out of the edge of each sub-lattice, with dimensions

1×20. The new lattice boundary can be seen explicitly in Fig. 8.9(c), where the

rectangular defect represents a hole in the s-periodic domain. By considering

the excitation variables zA,B we may analyse how each soliton component is

affected by the defect in the domain. Profiles of zA and zB initially, and after a

long time frame, are shown in Fig. 8.9(a) and Fig. 8.9(b) respectively. There

is some distortion of the profile, in comparison to the domain with no defect,

but the profile of each component still remains as expected. One may propose

definitions for the relative energy (L2-norm of the excitation relative to the initial

value) and the maximum amplitude (L∞-norm of the excitation) to numerically

quantify how energy is lost/redistributed due to the removal of these sites.

Let us measure the energy on the interface sites after one complete cycle

of the domain. We can quantify this energy on the left and right edge sites,

as well as produce an average of the two, which may be plotted against the

propagation cycle. A line of best fit may be plotted through the average energy

to show a general trend for the loss over time. The maximum amplitude of

zA and zB may also be taken after one complete cycle of the domain, and an

average of the two gives a trend for how the amplitude of the components are

redistributed over time. These trends are shown in Fig. 8.9(d), where we have

plotted the average energy relative to the initial value, ERel, with the line of best

fit included, and the maximum amplitudes, zA,B, as well as the average of the

two zAv, over a very long time frame (t > 6000). The first observation is that

each of the maximum amplitudes of zA,B,Av trend downwards after many cycles

of the domain indicating an overall loss of amplitude over time. As one expects,

the average of the energy over the two variables is lost over time so there is

some decay of the BB profiles whilst repeatedly travelling through the defect.

Small fluctuations of the energy and amplitude are seen here as this energy
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Figure 8.9: Propagation of a BB soliton through a rectangular defect. (a,b) Excitation variables

(a) zA and (b) zB shown initially (blue-solid profile) and after a long time frame (red-dashed

profile). The solid-black line indicates where the defect is located. (c) 2D snapshot of the

lattice initially. (d) The trend of energy (relative to the initial value) and maximum amplitude of

the zA,B profiles, along with the trend of the average of the two, zAv, after many cycles of the

domain.

is gained and lost from neighbouring sites in small quantities. The general

trends of this figure tells us that a small amount of energy is lost from the BB

soliton structure over time, which translates to phononic scattering into the bulk

at the defect. Quantitatively, this scattering is very small compared to the total

energy of the sites as the average energy of both components after 37 cycles

of the domain only falls to ≈ 98.7% of the initial value. The average maximum

amplitude falls to ≈ 92.4% of the initial value. This tells us that the peaks of the

BB components are somewhat redistributed amongst the profiles, rather than

lost to scattering at the defect, which matches up well with the profiles shown

in Fig. 8.9(a–b).
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Figure 8.10: Numerical scattering analysis for BB solitons. (a) Different defects carved into the

bottom edge of the MTI2 lattice; S (A) denotes symmetric (asymmetric). (b) Relative energy for

each domain type over many domain cycles. The upper panel includes all 5 domains, whilst the

lower panel doesn’t include the asymmetric wedge domain and focuses on the similar trends.

8.5.1 Numerical scattering analysis

To further validate the topological protection of these vector edge solitons, we

may consider the propagation of BB solitons through different defects of the

lattice and perform a numerical scattering analysis of the excitation. For the

greatest variation of defects, we consider the 5 domain types shown in Fig.

8.10(a), where the label S (A) denotes symmetric or asymmetric structures. The

symmetric tetronimo is precisely the defect shown previously, in Fig. 8.9, and

the asymmetric tetronimo (pseudonym skew tetronimo) is created via the same

4 building blocks of the straight defect, only with a restructuring. The wedge

defect is formed roughly by imposing a staircase towards the bottom edge of

the lattice, with the asymmetric version inscribed by calving the staircase into

the left sub-lattice only.

To compare the propagation of the BB profile through these defects we con-

sider the relative energy, as depicted previously in Fig. 8.9(d). We note that

the maximum amplitude is difficult to compare between symmetric and asym-

metric defects since the trend of zA,B for asymmetric defects produces large
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Table 8.1: Percentage loss of the average energy after t > 6000, in comparison to initially,

using a fitted trend line through the points.

Defect type Energy (% of initially)

No defect 99.8

S tetronimo 98.4

A tetronimo 99.1

S wedge 98.6

A wedge 95.7

oscillations of these variables in time. This is likely caused by the formulation

of the zA,B variables from Eqs. (8.8–8.9), and where the envelope must propa-

gate through extra sites on one side of the interface only. The energy trends for

all 5 domain types are plotted in Fig. 8.10(b), where we have plotted the aver-

age energy over many cycles. Note that the upper panel includes all 5 domain

types, where as the lower panel does not consider the energy of the asymmet-

ric wedge, in order to better compare the other 4 similar trends. Quantitatively,

the percentage loss of the average energy after t > 6000 in comparison to ini-

tially, using lines of best fit, are shown in Table 8.1. The best propagation is that

of the BB soliton travelling on the domain with no defect imposed, which is an

expected result. We also see that, early in the evolution, the BB soliton travers-

ing the tetronimos behaves similarly to that of no defect. After this, the general

trend of energy loss tells us that the defect that produces the least amount of

scattering into the bulk is that of the asymmetric tetronimo. This is likely due to

the fewer number of missing edge sites, in comparison to the symmetric coun-

terpart. Small asymmetric changes to the defect also makes little difference

to the BB propagation, but we do see larger fluctuations of the energy for the

asymmetric structures. When the defect is heavily asymmetric, such as miss-

ing sites on one sub-lattice only, the propagation becomes significantly worse

and we see a greater scattering effect, with large scale fluctuations of the en-

ergy being lost/gained to neighbouring sites. This is enforced by the energy of

the asymmetric wedge in the upper panel of Fig. 8.10(b). We also note that

larger defects, such as the wedge, generally have a greater effect on howmuch

energy is lost to the neighbouring sites initially, but after a long time frame this

effect becomes less apparent. It is vital to note that, even in the case of large

asymmetric defects, the energy loss over a long time frame is still small relative

to the initial energy.

To summarise this chapter, we have explicitly designed a new MTI that ex-

hibits interacting edge modes at the interface of two sub-lattices with opposing

spin Chern numbers. The freedom of altering site connections at this interface

leads to greater control over the types of CNLS systems that one may expect
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to govern the bimodal behaviour of the MTI. Using the previous analysis on

solutions that one may expect in these non-integrable systems, we have pre-

sented a plethora of TPVES, in the form of bright and dark components, as well

as the construction of front solutions. We explored the validity of these solu-

tions by considering a brief analysis on the amplitude of BB solitons, as well as

exploring the possibility of energy transfer between the two edge modes of the

TPVES. Finally, we considered the topological protection of these structures by

imposing non-uniform interfaces in which BB solitons traverse arbitrary defects

with little scattering into the neighbouring sites.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.11: Energy transfer of BB solitons on the MTI2 edge-interface. Right BB has free

phase parameters (ΘA,ΘB) = (0, 0). (a,b) No energy transfer with left BB parameters

(ΘA,ΘB) = (0, 0). (a) MTI evolution and (b) corresponding CNLS evolution. (c,d) Promi-

nent energy transfer with left BB parameters (ΘA,ΘB) = (π/2, 0). (c) MTI evolution and (d)

corresponding CNLS evolution.
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Chapter 9

Discussion and Conclusions

Formally, the bulk of the work in this thesis has been dedicated to the discovery

of TPES and TPVES in nonlinear MTIs. Though there is appropriate literature

on the discovery of these special solutions in PTIs [7, 10, 125, 96], our work

represents a first step into the nonlinear mechanical (phononic) world. To con-

clude the work, we will discuss the relevance of each Chapter, and present

further considerations and future improvements that one may take into consid-

eration. We also present the repercussions of the work to physical applications

of acoustical devices.

In Chapter 3 we presented themathematical framework for incorporating the

inherent nonlinear effects of the MTI first studied by Susstrunk and Huber [177].

Through the method of multiple scales, and dimension reduction, we showed

that the NLS equation governs the underlying envelope dynamics of the edge

modes of the system. The TPES are also shown numerically by direct simula-

tions of the spring-oscillator system for a wide variety of NLS solitons including

bright, dark, and rogue edge solitons. The TPES are special as they inherit the

topological protection of the linear system. By contrast, non-topologically pro-

tected edge solitons around the corners are found to exhibit a combination of

transmission, reflection and scattering into the bulk. We note that the solutions

portrayed here are the standard solutions of the NLS equation, but one can

expect more exotic solutions such as multi-breathers/multi-rogue waves [73],

as well as the distinct possibility of soliton tunnelling [173]. The presented sys-

tem is only one of a plethora of ways to incorporate nonlinearity into MTIs. For

instance, it is entirely possible that the inclusion of nonlinear springs may yield

different envelope equations, just as the FPUT lattice yields the KdV envelope

equation [68, 5].

In Chapter 4 we showed that nonlinearly interacting envelopes of the edge

modes of the system are well-governed by the non-integrable CNLS equation

with EGV. We also presented a simple approach to deforming the Hamiltonian
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of the system and subsequently deforming the dispersion relation of the con-

ductive edge states of the MTI, so that the EGV condition may be satisfied.

The straightforward nature of the MTI allows us to alter spring constants with

relative ease and should be appropriate for experimental implementations of

the mechanical lattice like in the original paper [177]. We note that the way

we have adapted the MTI Hamiltonian is only one of many possibilities and

a full analysis, through matrix perturbation methods [20], with a larger variety

of spring constants/lattice setup/self wall-springs included will likely produce a

wide-variety of CNLS system parameters. These parameters could be more

favourable, and thus TPVES obtained in a simpler manner, than those pre-

sented here.

Due to the non-integrable nature of the underlying equation, in Chapters 5-7

we looked for appropriate solutions of the system which could then be trans-

lated back to the original MTI lattice. Chapter 5 was dedicated to travelling front

solutions of the CNLS.We considered necessary conditions for the existence of

the travelling front solutions. The decreased number of constraints on the sys-

tem parameters here, in comparison to existing literature [82, 101, 16], allows

front propagation in a wider array of CNLS systems. This is particularly useful

in situations, like ours, where CNLS models physical phenomena where the

system parameters are rarely ideal [9, 96]. Systems that permit front solutions

through the derived conditions include, but are not limited to, the system of sym-

metrically coupled CNLS [82, 101] or non-symmetric CNLS with equal masses

[16]. Themathematical framework is also adaptable to those systemswith addi-

tional linear terms, often seen in the BEC literature [63, 83, 58, 172], CNLS with

N−components [112], or CNLS with higher-order nonlinearities [157, 81]. Due

to our development of SHATS conditions for the NZ/ZN equillibria, we found

that these front solutions propagate stably in the CNLS; this is confirmed by

direct numerical simulations of the CNLS. The behaviour of grey soliton-front

collisions can also be partially explained by conservation equations, particular

in those CNLS closer to the defocusing Manakov system.

We also briefly discuss the possible extension of the front analysis to dis-

crete forms of the CNLS equation. For instance, one may apply a discretisation

procedure to the reduced travelling wave ODE system (5.9-5.10) and produce

a 2N -dimensional set of ODEs given by,

iφ′
n + d1(φn+1 + φn−1) + (ωA − 2d1)φn + g1|φn|2φn + g2|ψn|2φn = 0, (9.1)

iψ′
n + d2(ψn+1 + ψn−1) + (ωB − 2d2)ψn + g3|ψn|2ψn + g4|φn|2ψn = 0, (9.2)

for n = 1, . . . , N , where ′ denotes the time-derivative. Note that we have con-
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Figure 9.1: AUTO continuation, in the parameter ωA, for a stationary front in the discrete CNLS

(left panel) and continuous CNLS (right panel) equations.

sidered a discretisation of the spatial derivative only, whereas some discreti-

sation processes also involve nearest site nonlinear interactions [4]. We also

consider stationary solutions (Cg = kA,B = 0) to avoid having to overcome the

Peierls-Nabarro barrier [118]. Using AUTO, we can look for stationary solu-

tions of the discrete 2N -dimensional system with implicitly imposed Neumann

boundary conditions. The analysis of Chapter 5 lets us find a stationary front,

for the CNLS with system parameters d1,2 = −1, g1−3 = 2, and g4 = 3, at the

chosen point (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (0,−6,−7.349) in the travelling wave parameter

space. One would expect a discrete analogue of this front in (9.1-9.2), which

is precisely what is shown in Fig. 9.1. Here, we see the AUTO continuation

of both the discrete and continuous CNLS fronts. The key difference is the ex-

pansion of the front branch into a pinning region for the discrete system, like

the snakes seen in the analysis of the SH23 equation in Sec. 7.2; the pin-

ning region is found to be [−6.038,−5.962]. Note that the different scales in

the y-axis for each panel is directly caused by the different definitions of the

L2-norm between the two problems in AUTO. The continuous front is precisely

the continuum limit of the pinning region, as one would expect. Just outside

of this pinning region, we also observe a depinning transition when solutions

are evolved in the discrete CNLS. Amore in-depth study into the phenomenon

of the discrete CNLS should yield the possibility of weakly nonlinear localised

states and homoclinic defected snakes in the discrete regime. The analysis

may be similar to that of the Brusselator model [186] or, more generally, in

reversible systems [41].

In Chapter 6 we considered the formation of VS solutions. Nonlinear front
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solutions made ideal starting points for numerically continuing into VS solu-

tions, since branching shows direct structural relationships between the two

types of nonlinear solutions. The VS, front, and equillibria were all found to be

related via numerical continuation in the chosen bifurcation parameter ωA. The

continuation process allowed us to find the numeral profiles of BD/DB soliton

solutions, which were shown to propagate stably, via direct numerical simu-

lations, for the chosen system and travelling wave parameters. We were then

able to formulate a qualitative analysis for the collision dynamics in some CNLS

systems. Exact BB and DD soliton solutions were then formed, with appropri-

ate criteria developed for their existence in the non-integrable regime. The

governing family of parameters were shown for each type of structure and we

subsequently considered the qualitative analysis of BB collisions. The colli-

sions of both BB and BD/DB were found to be inelastic (shape-changing), with

excess radiation propagating from the collision point, which is expected for non-

integrable regimes. The VS solutions in non-integrable regimes also permit the

exchange of energy amongst components and across solitons, though predict-

ing the energy transfer quantitatively is not considered here. In future, it would

be favourable to consider the interaction of VS and front solutions through the

conservation equations presented in Sec. 5.3. Providing that the governing

VS parameters are in a sufficiently small parameter space, e.g. BD solitons

governed by (Cg, ωB), then it is possible to use the conserved quantities to

describe interactions involving these structures, where radiation is negligible.

This could then extend the current literature on non-integrable collisions in the

CNLS, to incorporate a wider-variety of situations and help categorise, quali-

tatively and quantitatively, the dynamics of these collisions. Another problem

that one faces whilst defining the structures is temporal stability of the solution.

In a lot of cases, a solution may propagate unstably despite being embedded

on a SHATS (linearly stable) background field. Here, we expect more in-depth

analysis of the linear stability of the localised structure to yield greater insight

into the solution. Most soliton solutions that we have shown here translate into

physically-viable structures, though the impact of non-integrable soliton stabil-

ity as a whole, including orbital stability and spectral analysis [33, 165], is a

fruitful topic that provides one with many questions.

In Chapter 7 we briefly discussed the concept of more exotic solutions to

the non-integrable CNLS equation. These solutions were classified as localised

and periodic states occurring near the Turing critical value of the travelling wave

ODE system. We developed minimum criteria for the existence of the Turing

value, where these branches of solutions may be found bifurcating from the

NN equilibrium. The solutions were also presented in particular CNLS sys-
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tems that were found, numerically, to satisfy the SHATS and Turing criteria.

Both the travelling, localised states and periodic states were shown to propa-

gate stably for relatively short time-frames before temporal instability caused

visible differences in the structures. The temporal stability of the localised so-

lution can be inferred from the numerical spectrum of the CNLS, just as with

the aforementioned soliton solutions. We did not find a stably-propagating lo-

calised solution in the CNLS systems that we considered, via direct numerical

simulations, but there is no immediate evidence gathered here to discount the

existence of such stable structures. In regards to the periodic states, we dis-

cussed the concept of the Eckhaus instability through the derived modulation

equation (7.23). As mentioned previously, one must derive a modulation equa-

tion that encompasses the complex-valued nature of the CNLS field variables.

This could be a significant result in the grand scheme of the CNLS, with the

existence of stably-propagating periodic, travelling states indicating a world of

CNLS solutions not yet considered. We have formulated a key comparison of

these states to states of the more-commonly studied SH23 equation. It was

found that localised and periodic states of the dissipative SH23 equation may

exhibit a travelling-wave counterpart in the conservative SH23 equation. The

travelling wave counterparts are precisely what one may expect in the CNLS

equation, therefore, it is plausible that a Turing-Eckhaus analysis of the sta-

tionary states of the dissipative equation may be sufficient to provide unique,

travelling states of the CNLS like those seen in Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7.

In Chapter 8 we brought together the work of non-integrable CNLS solu-

tions, from the previous chapters, and applied this to the nonlinear MTI. We

first considered EGV CNLS solutions of the MTI1 lattice, obtained through the

method of adapting the lattice in Chapter 4, and it was shown that the particular

structure of the CNLS system parameters permitted only DB solitons. These

TPVES acted as expected in the MTI, however, the structure was difficult to see

visually, other than an apparent envelope of modulations, due to the difference

in magnitudes in the sites of the edge eigenmodes. We then formulated a way

to depict these TPVES more clearly, as well as consider other CNLS solutions,

by connecting two sub-lattices of the MTI with opposing topological sectors.

Due to bulk-edge correspondence, the system exhibited edge-interface con-

duction that allows the formation of TPVES on a periodic strip of sites. It was

subsequently shown that altering the strength of connection sites between the

two sub-lattices produced CNLS systems that permitted the propagation of BB,

DD, front, and BD/DB TPVES solutions. We then discussed, and formulated

analysis on, the topic of topological protection by imposing different-shaped

holes in the periodic domain, concluding that there is a clear insensitivity to
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small disorders of the lattice shape. We also discussed the concept of energy

transfer amongst the two edge envelopes, which is a concept that has not been

introduced in previous literature to our knowledge. The ability to impose energy

transfer amongst TPVES is unique, in comparison to the TPES counterparts,

and indicates a robust manipulation of the phononic conduction on the edge.

For instance, providing one can predict the outcome of two colliding CNLS soli-

tons, one can impose soliton suppression/amplification of a TPVES by colliding

it with another TPVES along the edge.

In regards to further work on the subject, it is immediately apparent that we

have not imposed the exotic solutions of Chapter 7 in MTI2. This is due to

the very particular nature of the conditions allowing the Turing value to exist

and NN to be SHATS. A major problem with the current hardware/software

specifications, as mentioned previously, is the limitation on the MTI domain

size. Even when one finds physically-viable Turing solutions, the MTI domain

size must be increased to permit the more intricate localised solutions. Though

we have not explicitly shown the Turing states, we expect, with larger domain

sizes and with the many varieties of ways to adapt the lattice, these states to

be found and for Turing state edge modes to exist. Note that, even though the

states may not propagate stably for a long-time frame (t < 100), they translate

to a sufficiently stable propagation in the MTI (t < 10000) when ε = 0.1. We

note also that a full analysis of the topological protection may be considered by

utilising a bi-layer geometry of the mechanical lattice, where each site of one

sub-lattice is connected to the equivalent site of the other sub-lattice. By taking

this approach, one may consider how the TPVES will propagate on a much

more physically-viable full 2D domain, rather than on the periodic domain we

have considered.

The tunable and lossless nature of TPES and TPVES may have significant

impacts on existing applications of TIs such as optical and acoustic delay lines

[84, 212] and robust manipulation of light and sound [49, 205]. In photonic TIs,

TPES have been applied to nonlinear filtering and switching [125] and optical

isolation [214]; analogues in mechanical TIs may soon emerge which may have

significant implications on the design of acoustic delay lines. Thus, the exis-

tence of TPES/TPVES could serve as an important benchmark in incorporating

nonlinearity into the design of perturbative topological metamaterials [137], es-

pecially since they enable robust transport of mechanical states along the edge

and robust manipulation of sound along arbitrary pathways. Compared to pho-

tonic TIs, mechanical TIs contain much simpler components, which may allow

TPES/TPVES to be observed in tabletop experiments. Moreover, the time re-

versal symmetry of mechanical systems implies bidirectional wave propagation
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and thus potentially richer dynamics than their photonic counterparts. For ex-

ample, recall the unique property of mechanical TIs, discussed in Sec. 3.2.2,

that widening the spectral parameter ε may cause interference between the

envelopes of the two Kramer’s pairs at carrier wavenumbers k0 and 2π − k0.

On the fundamental level, we expect to motivate further studies on non-

linear coherent structures in mechanical TIs, and thus help establish a new

research area of nonlinear topological mechanics at the intersection of con-

densed matter physics, nonlinear dynamics, and classical mechanics. The

underlying mathematical framework can be readily generalised to other me-

chanical TIs with discrete elements [147, 164], possibly with dissipation [198]

and forcing [148] included. Further extensions may also include TIs in nonlin-

ear continuous media, such as recent proposals based on magnetic solitons

[115] and water waves [195].
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Appendix A

Connections between ZZ and NN

Wewill briefly consider the heteroclinic connections between the uniform states

of ZZ and NN . The existence of a heteroclinic connection between these

states depends on if there is a set of values in the travelling wave parameter

space (Cg, ωA, ωB) that provides a solution to EZZ = ENN . If one substitutes the

equilibria in to Eq. (5.31) and equates the two then, just as with ZN and NZ,

we can write the equality as a quartic equation in Cg, given by

M1C
4
g + 8d1d2(M2ωA +M3ωB)C

2
g

+ 16d21d
2
2(g3g4ω

2
A + g1g2ω

2
B − 2g2g4ωAωB) = 0. (A.1)

where,

M1 = (g1g2d
2
1 + g3g4d

2
2 − 2d1d2g2g4),

M2 = g4(d1g2 − d2g3),

M3 = g2(d2g4 − d1g1).

We see that this equation can be reduced, once again, to a quadratic equation

in C2
g . A physical solution is deemed possible when there exists a root to the

equation such that the group velocity is defined in real space C2
g ∈ R and

C2
g ≥ 0. The roots of the equation (A.1) are given explicitly by

Cg
2
± = −4d1d2

M1

[
ωB(M3 ± d2

√
g2g4(g2g4 − g1g3)).

+ ωA(M2 ∓ d1
√
g2g4(g2g4 − g1g3))

]
(A.2)

There is a simple relationship between the travelling wave parameter space

of the form Cg
2
± = ωBN1∓ + ωAN2±. Firstly, we observe that the denominator

of Eq. (A.2) is zero for the Manakov systems (|d1| = |d2|, |g1| = |g2| = |g3| =

I



(a)

(b)

Figure A.1: Solution obtained through the connection between ZZ and NN . (a) The structure

of φ(ζ) and ψ(ζ) is shown to propagate in the dissipative PDE (5.38-5.39). (b) The steady state

of Fig. A.1(a) is taken and shown to evolve in the CNLS. The structure is stationary for all time

in (a), and is plotted in the comoving reference frame in (b).

|g4|), which is due to the vanishing C4
g term of Eq. (A.1). One can not produce

a solution in the Manakov systems as the denominator of the NN equilibria

becomes zero, and is therefore undefined. Providing that g1 6= g2, there is the

possibility of a physical group velocity in the symmetrically-coupled CNLS, as

long as |g2| > |g1| is satisfied. This condition, however, directly contradicts the
SHATS conditions for NN . Therefore, we can conclude that no connections

between ZZ and NN can be formed in either the Manakov systems or the

symmetrical equation scenarios.

There are some CNLS systems which allow a connection to form between

these two uniform states, but due to the number of SHATS conditions, they are

not analytically obvious. If one searches for the CNLS system parameters that

permit SHATS numerically, then we can refine further and consider those trav-

elling wave parameters that satisfy Eq. (A.2). As stated previously, the large

number of constraints required to produce these fronts is non-favourable, es-

pecially in comparison to the connection between ZN and NZ. One example

of a system that permits these connections is the CNLS with system param-

eters d1 = d2 = −5, g1 = −1, g2 = 1, g3 = 4, and g4 = −5. This system

II



allows for a plethora travelling wave parameters that provide SHATS ZZ and

NN , and satisfies the condition (A.2). An example connection is shown in Fig.

A.1 for the travelling wave parameters (Cg, ωA, ωB) = (5.408,−0.5, 5.5). This

set of parameters leads to the equilibria (φ0, ψ0) = (1.765, 1.467). Firstly, the

structure evolves stably in the dissipative PDE (5.38-5.39) and a steady state

solution is found; see Fig. A.1(a). The problem of stability comes when one

attempts to evolve this steady state in the CNLS, as shown in Fig. A.1(b).

Since the uniform states are SHATS, the instability of the structure is caused

by the connection itself. This is also reflected if one considers the spectrum of

the CNLS equation. Previously, for the front connecting ZN to NZ, the CNLS

spectrum showed stability of the structure. This stability is enforced because

the travelling front inherits the SHATS stability of the uniform states. For the

connection from ZZ to NN , this is not the case and therefore, for stable pro-

files, one can not rely on the SHATS conditions alone. The analysis of stable

ZZ and NN connections falls outside of our current framework and analysis

of these structures will be considered in future work. We may note, however,

that some of these connections remain stable for a small period of time. This

may be considered useful when proposing solutions to the MTI, but the very

particular constraints on the system parameters leaves very little freedom for

such structures to be found. As mentioned in Sec. 5.2, we focus primarily on

the connections between ZN and NZ, since these connections are typically

what is referred to in the literature, when one mentions a travelling front.
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